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THE F IlSr E R T S .

Mr. Edward 'SI. Gallaudet, iii liis report on tlie Vienna

International Exhibition of 1873 and “TJie Governniental

Patronage of Art,” after regretting that no i>art of the ap-

propriation made by Congress to enable ‘^the people of the

United States to participate in the advantages of the Exi)o-

sition at Vienna, could be expended in the purchase ot a

portion at least of the rich art treasures there exhibited,”

concludes by “ expressing the hope that no such opportunity

in the future will be neglected by the government.”

Tins hope has not been gratified. For the recent I»ter-

national Exposition at Paris not only was no

ai^propriated to enrich our country with treasures of art, Pnuycxpositio'.i

but the small sum of 8150,000 actually appropriated to"

cover all expenses of every kind was not only so insufficient

in itself, but was so tardily given as to render it impossible

for America to make an exhibition worthy of a great coun-

try, not only in the department of the fine arts, but even in

those of industry, commerce, machinery, manufactures, nat-

ural products, and mechanical arts.*

Both money and time were wanting, and, as the limitation ^.inau^fficieru

of time necessarily added to the expenses, the sum appro- tion.

printed, small as it was, was by this circumstance practi-

cally diminished. The consequence has been an injury, not

only to the reputation of the country, but even more to its

material interests.

“ Noblesse ohlipe"^’ is a motto which is unknown to or re-

jected by our country. We wish to take among nations the

high place to which we are justly entitled, but we grudge

the necessary outlay. Our penurious giniits of inoney for

great public objects retard the development of the country;

our inefficient salaries to public officers of trust offer a

* This sum was iu fact found to be so utterly inadequate that subse-

quently, after the Exposition wUvS open, and it was too late to retrieve

the past, an additional sum of $40,000 was granted to cover necessary

expenses.
3
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temptation to fraud, or exclude from them all wlio have not

private means to sustain worthily their position and inde-

pendence. The laborer is not considered worthy of his hire.

Cry of “re- The Cry of retrenchment suffices to stop a proper and even
•cncbment.”

expenditure. We expect to secure great public

services for inadequate pay, and that which would be rec-

ognized as folly in the administration of private affairs is

thought to be quite satisfactory in the conduct of public and

national interests.

Tho Paris Ex- At tliis International Exposition at Paris a great oppor-

&'ifca'foppox- tunity was offered to America to lift itself in the estima-

tion of the world, and to increase the market for all its ma-

terial products. Whether or not we eare what is thought of

us abroad, we are at least susceptible to our interests, and

these have been undoubtedly affected to a serious extent by

the incomplete exhibition of ourselves which the go\ern-

ment forced upon the country by its unwise economy

and delay.

It may be quite satisfactory to those who opposed and

delayed "the grant of the insufficient sum which Congress

finally gave to this Exposition, to be able to declare to their

constituents that by their earnest efforts for ‘‘retrench-

ment,” and by their tender care of the “ people’s money,”

they have saved the country the sum of several thousands

of dollars •,
but it is not quite so satisfactory to find that for

every thousand dollars thus saved it is the firm belief of

those who have ample opportunity to know, that at least a

hundred thousand dollars have been lost to the country by

this parsimonj’. Hor is it quite satisfactory to feel assured

that we have also made an incomiilete exhibition of ourselves

before the ivorld, and, were we to be judged by this Expo-

sition, would fail to take our proper rank.*

If this be the case in the departments of industry and the
hibition in our

. • i i> ..

fine arts section, mechanic ai'ts, how much more so is it in that ot the fine arts,

where we were so sparsely and imperfectly represented. We
have been accustomed to boast that in sculpture our country

Penny wise
pound ibolisli.

Imperfect ex
hibition in our

*I desire here to bear my testimony to tlio spirit, energy, anil efii-

ciency sliown by our chief commissioner, Governor JlcCormick, in

arranging anil directing the various departments and administering

the fund appropriated to this Exposition. All that was possible to bo

done with the means at his disposal was promptly and admirably done.

Whatever deficiencies there were were due to the necessities of the case,

and not to any lack of administrative ability or earnest good will on

his part. It was, for instance, to his efforts, in conjunction with those

of Mr. Philbrick, tliat the educational section, which reflected great

honor on our country and awakened a world-wide interest; owed its

existence.
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could at least take rank with that of any in Europe, but in

this Exposition American sculpture had no place and no rep- n»eUiuteaatutcs.

resentative. It was necessarily excluded. There was neither

money nor time to render such an exhibition i)ossible. No

space was assigned to it in the portion of the building al-

lotted to the United States. Not only was no sculptor re-

quested to send any of his works, but he was forbidden to

do so. The grant was too small to enable the Commis-

sioner-General to assume the necessarj' expenses of trans-

mission or placing, or arrangement of a proper room, and

the time was too short either to obtain such a room or to dodiuk|i i.,v tix-. iu-

suflicK'ut (ippro-

what was absolutely necessary. Sculpture was therelore pruuion.

excluded. The expenses and risks incident to an exhibition

of seulpture are of course far greater than those which are

required for an exhibition of i)aintings, and, had such an

exhibition been determined ui)on, these would have fallen

solely upon the sculptors themselves, some of whom were

unable and some unwilling to bear them. Those whose rep-

utations were already established had little desire to assume

such burdens, with nothing to gain and eveiAthing to risk,

while others who properly had a right to be represented

had not the means.

Small consideration has ever been paid by America to her

own achievements in the fine arts in any international exhi-

bition, but this is the first in which our country has formally

excluded sculpture. With most nations, the department of

the fine arts has ever been looked upon as the fiower ot their aowoi- of aii jn-

. , 1 T X 1 -i. X.. ternational exhi-

exhibition. No jiains have been spared to render it attract- buions.

ive
;
no expense refused to give it importance and complete-

ness. It is here that the highest laurels have been won, and

in the success and distinction of their artists all other nations

have felt the warmest interest and pride. We alone have

treated art with indifference, if not contempt—wholly neg-

lected its claims, and sternly refused any outlay of money

to advance its interests. Whatwe have done has been incom-

pletely done and grudgingly done.

At the International Exhibition of London, in 1802, the Actio,, of lUc
..Papal Govern-

Palpal Goveniinent assumed all tlic risk and expenses oimeut at iho Lon-

works of art to and from the exhibition, insuring the sateisc.'.

carriage and return of any work. Nor did it exclude from

this generous plan the artists of other nations working at

Rome, but extended to them the same privileges and rights

it gave to its own subjects. It took care, at its own expense,

and by its own expert commissioners, that tlie rooms allotted

to the arts should be handsomely decorated and arranged.

Its generosity was well rewarded. The Roman court was
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Duty ofgovern-
ment towards ar-

tists.

National niuse-

iinisandart acad-
emies.

one of the cliicf features of interest in the Exhibition, and

gave distinction not only to the artists but to Koine.

But, without entering’ liere into details, it ina}' be said in

general tliat there is no government in Euroiie which has

consitlered itself absolved from all duties toward artists,

and none which has not acknowleilged the claims of art, and

shown a generous and liberal spirit in advancing its inter-

ests. Xot only the lirst-class powers of France, England,

Germany, Austria, and Italy, but all the smaller countries,

without exception, have equally felt it to be their duty, their

interest, and their pride to develop national art, encourage

national artists, establish museums and academies, and gather

together, for the study and delight of all, collections of works

of the ])ast and present by the ablest masters in sculi)turc

and painting and the sister aits. America is the only nation

which, as a nation, lias done nothing.

Earnest efforts have undoubtedly been made in some of

the principal cities of the United States to encourage and

develop the tine arts, and various academies, museums, and
Private munii'i- of ait liavc becu foiiiulod by lu’ivate muniticence

tell States a sub- ^iid associatioii, wliicli, as far as their funds will allow, are

Oonai encourage- eiuleavoring to Supply the absence of all action by the nation.

These are well administered, and great credit is due to the

founders and officers for their public spirit and energy.

Among these maybe mentioned the museums and academies
Corcoran Gal- at Bostou, Ncw Yoi'k, Philadelphia, and the gallery at Wash-

lorv, Wa.shiug- . .

o .

toiler c. ington, created and given to the city by Mr. Corcoran

and sustained by his generosity. But these are all private

and local in their charaider and their funds. They are not

national institutions.

tio^naVc'XcUoms have 110 national collections; no national museums,
or schools of art. academies, or schools of art. We have no national rewards

for merit
;
no diplomas or medals for succe.ss

;
no recogni-

tion save that of public and general estimation for the works
of distinguished artists. The medals, diplomas, and deco-

rations which they have obtained have been conferred u] ion

them by foreign countries. It is true that in the Interna-
tional Exhibition at Philadelphia, medals were assigned as

well to the products of art as of industry; but the list of

ii.nr4or"‘an"of"^^ extended as to detract from the value and
‘‘ledals giveii. The medals had all the

same value, and no distinction of merit one above another.
But even these were not conferred by the nation, which

neither gave its authority nor its purse to this Exhibition.
It did, indeed, temimrarily lend some money to further the
enterprise, which was ot a private character purely, but it
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strictly exacted tlie renaymeut of the sum. A o-overii-1 iT *^111 transportaiij;

raent vessel was also sent abroad to transiiort free of freight works of urtin.m
^ ^ abroad to rUila-

the works of Americans, and especially of artists. The sum iioiphia.

e.xi)ended in this way, liad it been differently administered,

by an intelligent commission, would have gone far toward

defraying the general expenses of the American exhibitors

abroad. As it was, it was wasted in merely relieving them
from the payment of freights—for which a (piarter of the sum
would have sufficed to transport the works in the ordinary

way. Freight, however, was but the smallest of the ex-

penses to which any artist, and particularly any sculptor,

was subjected. All other expenses and risks were thrown
upon his shoulders. If his picture or statue was damaged,
broken, or lost, he had no remedy

j
if, as really occurred, the

cases in which his works had been packed were destroyed by
fire in the storage sheds, without his fault, ho alone sus-

tained the loss.

As a nation, we do not i)rofessto look down upon art; at, National nog.

least, we utterly neglect it. It forms no portion of our edu-

cation, and in the public representative bodies of our country

a lamentable ignorance prevails. There is neither knowl

edge nor good taste in the patronage of the government.

No great national academy or museum of art exists to confer

honors and rewards, to educate students, or to improve the

public taste; all the academies and museums that exist are

lirivate and local in their character, limited in their means,

and unsupported by the nation. The American artist, there-

fore, having but restricted opportunities to educate himself a m o r leans

in his own country, is forced to expatriate himself for the pur- Ibmaci.

jiose of study. After he has to a certain extent accomplished

himself in his art, if he returns to his own country he meets

at every turn but obstacles and disappointments. The pat-

ronage of the government is for the most part in the hands

of the ignorant, and it is but too often the prize of success-

ful lobbying, from which the true artist withdraws in shame.

If we are a great country, as justly we claim to be, let us shonw not a

behave like a great country. Is it creditable for us, with all and “musSun

our wealth and prosperit;^', to be without a great national ?hoUniteds^^^^^

museum and academy of art—such as is to be found in

every great cajntal in Europe? How can we ex])ect to take

raidc in art with the great nations of Europe, when neither

our nation itself nor any State or city in the Union possesses

a gallery of art of which any second-rate government of

Eurojic AAmuld not be ashamed? Wliile we have nothing,

can we without mortification look at the magnificent collec-

tions abroad and consider the munificent manner in which
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National Gal-

lery.

Uritish Muse
uni.

Kensington
Museum.

Grants by I'ar-

liaiuent.

JiritisI) success

in uneartlun,tcan(l

securing antiqui-

ties.

Halicarnassus.

Parthenon.

Lycian art.

Kinevcli.

Pliigalean mar-
bles.

lioyal Acatl-

eiuV.

FUAXCE.

‘Prixdeltome.”

Trocadero Gal-
leryot'Retrospec-
tiv'o Art.
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thev are supported and constantly enriched by public grants?

In Eno-land, besides the treasures of private collections,

tliere is the National Gallery, rich in the most splendid works

of the greatest painters; the British Museum, adorned v ith

the noblest relics of antique seulpture, vases, gems, terra-

cotta ornaments, bronzes, not to speak ol the incomparable

library and other departments in the museum; the Ken-

sington Museum, a store-house of treasures of the medueval

world and of the Renaissance. Costly as these collections

are, they are constantlj' enlarged by munilicent grants fiom

Parliament. Not a year passes that cons])icuous sums are

not paid to secure still additional treasures. It suffices that

England knows that anything of real value and excellence

is to be procured, and her purse-strings are liberally opened

to obtain it. Not only this, large sums of money are con-

stantly granted to explore the soil ol ancient Greece, and to

unearth the master pieces of antique sculpture and arch-

itecture. There is no corner of the world where she is not

prying, regardless of cost, to discover valuable relics of the

ancient world of art. Under her auspices the soil of Hali-

carnassus yielded up the lost sculjiture of the famous IMauso-

leum. The Parthenon conceded to her its glorious but de-

faced works. To her liberality, enterprise, and determina-

tion we owe it that we still have the remains of Lycian art,

the massive sculpture and cuneiform inscriptions of Nine-

• veh—the Pliigalean marbles. Besides these great muse-

ums, it was under her patronage that the Boyal Academy

was founded and stiU lives, and is regarded as a national

institution.

Nor far behind her is France, with her magnificent na-

tional galleries of sculpture and painting, covering acres

of ground, and illustrated with the noblest works of the

ancient and modern world, with her academies of art, sci-

ence, and literature, whose hard-won honors are coveted

throughout the world, with her annual prizes to those who

distinguish themselves in art. Her golden medals of merit,

her ’^Prix de Rome^’^ her encouraging hands are ready to

help and cheer the artist. In no grudging spirit she expends

from the public purse large annual sums to add to her

already rich collections of art
;
and in celebration of this in-

ternational gathering, has built the great palace of the Tro-

cadero as a iiermauent galleiy of retrospective art. Here

are gathered together, in chronological series, the artistic

relics of the iiast from the earliest ages—a mere description

of which would involve the history of art itself. This she
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FRANCK.

Miinicli.

Glyptotliok.

I’inacothek.

has done to show to the world that the Kepublic does not

intend to be behind the Empire in the liberal fostering’ of art.
,

EnTOpc-an R.ai-

Nor can it be said that all the galleries of Eiu’ope are the iwscut m
accumulations of tlie past ouly, and that it would be imx)Os-

sible for ns even to attempt a rivalship in this regard with

the nations of Europe. The Kensington Museum and this

very palace of the Trocadero, among others, are a proof of

the contrary
;
and still more have we an example in Munich

of what a large and generous spirit ean do in our own day.

It is within our own recent memory that King Louis founded

the Grlyi^tothek and Pinacothek there, and created and de-

veloped a new school of art. This, at least, is certain, that

we never shall make any progress towards having a great

national museum, or academy, or school of art, until we
begin in earnest. Up to the present day, we have not begun.

How, then, can we expect to have a national character in our

art ? But the unfortunate fact is that the very proposition

in Congress to api:)ropriate even an inadequate sum for such

a purpose would probably arouse the strongest opposition,

and afford an oi)portunity for much blatant talk about the

necessity of retrenchment and the duty of keeping “ the peo-

ple’s money.”

As it is, art is heavily handicapped in America. The

notion of our government is that it must manage for itself, responsibility of

. . T T T
encouraging art

without means and opportunities of studj^ and culture,

depend for its support upon private patronage solely, and

develop itself as it may in the cold shadow of neglect. One
might as well expect the highest literary culture without

libraries and schools, or the rarest exotic without a shelter

from the chill of winter.

One could not but be struck, even in the most cursory Former divis-

glance at the Exposition, by the fact that the sharp division ofah” becoming

of schools which once characterized the different nations of

Europe has become very much obliterated. The modern

facilities of ti avel have tended to draw them all together into

one great nationality of art. Formerly the artists of each

country remained at home, seeking their subjects in the life

and nature by which they were surrounded, and developing

a national character and style. Kot only was this evident

in the schools of various nations in the past, when the Dutch

and Flemisli schools, for instance, Avere so Avidely separated in

all their characteristics from those of Italy, but it A\ms also

seen in the various schools of the same country, those of

Venice, Tuscany, and Bologna being clearly distinguished

from each other. In the present day, Iicaa'cati', these national
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Centers of art (•im^fact6ristics are fiu’ less discriiniiiated. The gieat ceii-

‘Sv“''na«onaf ters of art draw to them students of every nation, who carry

baclii metliods there learned to their own country, and thus

it hapimns that the French school has distinguished repre-

sentatives throughout Germany, Italy, Ilungaij
,
and in like

manner the German schools have their representatives in

France and America, and the Spanish school in Italy and

elsewhere. Besides this, many artists permanently reside

and practice their art in foreign lauds and cities, and are

scarcely to be distinguished in style and method from the

native artists. If this be observable to a certain extent

among all nations, more or less, nowhere was it more strongly

marked than in the American department of iiainting in this

Exposition. Here there was no nationality, no peculiarity of

method, style, or thought, distinguishing the works of

xVmerica from those of the rest of the world.

Aiucrican art- Oui’ ai'tists have bceii driven abroad to study by the utter

ropeaJSofs!' absence of any materials for study at home, and the natural

consequence is that they have taken u]) the style and method

of their masters, both in subject and in treatment. The apt-

ness with which they have caught these characteristic fea-

tures shows suscei)tibility, but, as Michel Angelo said, he who

fobows must go behind. We have many clever scholars, but,

as yet, no masters.

American art This tendency to imitation in American art, and this ab-
imitative rather

. i i -i
•

than original, scuce of bold Originality, IS specially to be wondered at in

a nation which in other departments has shown so much
indeiiendence of thought and character. What is still more
remarkable is that the paintings which are claimed to be

most American are least characterized by vigor of design,

line quality of workmanship, or originality of conception.

Despite the talent which is often shown, there is, for the

most part, a lack of culture, a lack of training, and a lack of

ideas.

coptious‘.*““'
uiaking these remarks I am only speaking of general

characteristics and tendencies, to which indi ..dual excep-

tions are undoubtedly to be made. Some of the American
jiictures at Paris showed capacity of no mean order, butin few
cases can it bo said to have emancipated itself from the tram-
mels of imitation, or boldly made its own path, or had any-
thing special to say. In a word, there is little strong creative

power, even where there is considerable mechanical accom-
plishment.

oi^be^g
works of art are animated by no high poetic .sense,

and are neither original in conception nor admirable in exe-
cution, they have but little excuse for existing at all. Mere
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verses, however carefully written with all the requirements amkiuc.v.

of rhythm and rhyme, are not poems.

In the recent Exposition the comi)arativelv few works of American pic-

.
tures in I’aris Ex-

art which hung’ on the walls of the American dejiartment i>«8itioii.

were well exhibited. The arrangement of the single room

which contained them all comjiared favorably with that

of any other nation. It is imiiossible, however, not to

regret the absence of many of our most distinguished paint-

ers. In some cases undoubtedly this was occasioned by a

misapprehension as to the period within which the iiictures Reasons lor in-

must have been iiainted in order to render them admissible,

and also by an unfounded belief that only the works of liv-

ing artists could be sent. In other cases, in consequence of

the exceedingly limited space, pictures were rejected Avhich

ought to have been received. In other cases, the owners

some of the best pictures by American artists refused

incur the risk and expense of sending them without any

guaranty of tlieir safe restoration. In other cases, the

painters had no sutiicient notice to enable them to send their

works. The time between the appropriation by Congress Wantofm.tit-c,

and its determination to particijiate at all in the Exposi-

tion on the one hand, and the opening of the Exposition on

the other, was too short to enable the Commissioner to give

proper notice. Everything necessarily was done in a hurry, short time,

and what is done in a hurry is seldom well done. Again,

there were no committees ajipoiuted in the great centers

of art^Italy, Germany, England, or France—to give proper

information to the artists or to secure their co-operation.

The result was that such artists as William Hunt,

sey, Tilton, Bierstadt, Ilaseltine, for instance, and manysentcd.

others who have attained distinction at home and abroad.

were not represented at all; and those who did exhibit Avere

restricted almost invariably to one picture, and that, in

many cases, Avas selected, not because it Avas the best or

most important one offered, but because of its size. Under

such circumstances it is impossible to consider the paintings

exhibited to be a fair representation of American art.

The total number of pictures exhibited by the United

States, in oil and water colors, Avas U3, and 10 engravings,

etc. There Avas no sculpture. England exhibited

})aintings and 40 AA’orks in seulpture and bas relief, 2G de-

signs, 170 architectural designs, and 30 engravings, making

a "total of 720. Franee exhibited 1,005 jyaintings and 380 Franco, 2
,
071 .

Avorks in seulpture and bas relief, 388 architectural designs.

228 engravings and lithographs, making a total ot 2,071.

Italy exhibited 421 paintings, 180 Avorks of seul])ture, 30 arehi-

tectural designs, and 13 eugraAdngs, making a total ot 044.

Italy, C4t-
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PAINTING.

FKANCK.

Drawing,

Color.

FRANCE.

Fniiice, not only by the number of its works but by their

quality and character, is entitled to the first rank and de-

serves to be first considered. The influence of its school of

painting’ has been felt over all the world, and in its tech-

nical works it takes the lead of all. boine of the most ad-

Influenco of its mirable works of artists of other nations have been achieved

iug. under its iuflueuce and by the adoption of its methods
5
and

its own achievements are generally in technical respects,

and at times in poetic feeling, worthy of great praise. The

Its great quai- drawing is for the most part admirable, showing that its

'‘‘Feeling, artists have been carefully trained in those true principles

which are the basis of all fine and intelligent nork. flhey

also are masters in their methods of using color, and their

works, as p’aiuting, are vigorous, free, and rich in impasto.

They understand the values of color, so that the diflerent

parts of their pictures take their iflace justly without con-

fusion, and are properly subordinated in tone and effect.

Knowledge of This, indeed, is the most essential technical quality of good

color nnd painting. Without it there niJvy faii’ly be said to be no

tiie’tnio artist,
paiiiiing, whatever other merits a picture may have.

It is this subordination of the unessential and uuiuqiortant

to the main and important masses, alike in tone, color, and

chmro-oscuro which shows the training of the true artist.

The intelligent understanding of the use of color and of its

values, to use a technical phrase, is a marked characteristic

of the French school, in which it is surpassed by no other

school.

One could not but be struck by the great and various t’alent

which was everywhere displayed upon the walls of the French

department of the fine arts. Among the thousand pictures

exhibited there were few which, technically speaking, are

Iiositively bad
;
there were many that are admirable

;
there

were a few that are masterpieces.

Tecimicai exe- But, Oil the other hand, it is this very skill of technical

«vCT,’"i)ccomo tho execution by which French art is betrayed. Instead of being
tniistor.

subordinate and servant, it becomes the master. The
mode of doing and saying has got to be of more' consequence

than the thing to be done and said. Execution has tri-

umphed over ideas. A clever painting has got to be of

more value than a poetic conception. Unworthy subjects

arc treated with masterly skill. The language has been
thoroughly learned, but there seems to be little to say
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wilicli is \\-orth saying, and much that is said would be far

))etter unsaid. There are almost no great conceptions, few over-aburdancc
. . . •, ,1

* ’of studies from
poetic ideas, and little pure sentiment.* Among these
many are purely dmiUnondem character, or directly inspired

by the model, and essentially studies from the nude. Xaked
women abound—standing, sitting, reclining—for no other
apparent purpose than the display of technical skill in

drawing and color. There are admirable reports of nature

and landscape, but they are but too often mere studies,

mere clever imitations of actual facts, without feeling or

poetic charm. Any thing is good enough upon which the

artist can exhibit his technical skill. There are many in- ^
. -1 . , . X ,

Studies, such
tenors ot windows tilled with hric-a-brac and furniture and ‘"is bnc-d-irac, in-

, , . , . , . volving technical
vases and glasses, in which is seen a lady looking at herself skui-

in a mirror, putting on her gloves, plucking a flower, in which
all the objects are rendered with admirable imitative skill,

the folds and breaks of the satin dresses perfectly imitated,

but which, after all, mean little, and are in themselves mere
bric-d-hrac. The greatest care is shown in jiainting all the

details, and they are so well done, and so realistic, as to bo

almost, if not quite, as uninteresting as the reality thereof

Avould be.

In a wmrd, the attempt in all these luctures is to be realis- Kraiistic, not

tic, not poetic; to demand applause for technical skill

execution, not to interest the heart and mind of the specta-

tor by touches of passion, feeling, and sentiment.

The desire to attract notice takes also two other phases, Microscopic
. ,

’ iniuutonessof ox-

one to paint pictures so small that a lonpeis required to edition,

see their finish of detail, one to cover great canvases

with representations of incidents so brutal as to shock and

startle the spectator. Thus art oscillates between the in-

significant and the terrible. The same realism is carried

into both. Blood and wounds are painted with a ghastly ^startling bm

and horrible truth, as if the artist had a morbid relish for

what is olfensive and disgusting.

After these come the pictures of a debauched imagination, innuendo,

filled with innuendo and suggestion, corrupt in sentiment,

and having nothing to recoiiimend them but the technical

cleverness with which they are done—the eternal nude

model that the painter has painted from mere emptiness of

mind, or for a worse reason, and which he tries to make pruvicncy.

])oetic by the title of his canvas, but who only wakens in us

the wish that she w ould put on her dress and go home.

In all this there is not only a singular absence of original

* The school of genre preclomin.'ites and a large proportion of the paint-

ings are devoted to anecdote and trivial incident.
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FttAKcK. ideas, but a total want of rccojrnition of wliat is tlic true

end and object of art. One cannot but feel, on looking' over

this exhibition of erring talent, with Hamlet—tluit “ there

is something rotten in the state ot [France]”; one cannot

but regret that tlie great skill manifest everywhere should

be so utterly wasted or dedicated to such unworthy ends.

A purerfeding Fortunately, to this general tendency of French art, which

revivipg. spawii of tlic hist Empire, there are eminent ex-

ceptions, and it is plain that even now the current >s begin-

ning to set against it among artists and the public. The

taste which had been so sadly debauched is beginning to

revive in sentiment, and there arc indications of a Mcnnais-

mnce of a newer and imrer school. It is to bo. hoped that this

Exposition will have a beneficial inlluence, for here were col-

lected some of the best pictures of other schools which ap-

peal to a different standard. It is also to be feared that the

search for novelty may lead them astray in another direc-

tion, and induce them to imitate examples which should be

avoided in the future.

Absencoofdefi- What strikes one at present is the absence of all definite

direction of art. The academic school which so long tri-

.sci^o'idiartcd." umphed in France has gone. The school of fjenre, which of

oJ’the late days has been in vogue, already begins to wane. Flaeli

artist seems in the general anarchy to be seeking blindly

some new method—on one side, towards literal realism
;
on

the other, towards sensational and vague impressions with-

out detail or completeness
;
on another, towards extrava-

gance
;
on still another, towards violence and brutality.

Little discip- There is little discipline, but much individuality, and this in

vidnaiity. itsclf is good. Only one could wish that this individuality

had its ex]>ression in better ways, and directed itself to

nobler ends
;
that it were not so self-conscious and ready to

sacrilice anything in order to attract attention, and that it

acknowledged some distinct faith and some sincere juirpose.

However, we are now at a moment of indeterminateness be-

tween ebb and flow. The corrupt influence of the Empire

has scarcely passed away
;
the tide has not yet decidedly

^

Hopeful out- set in aiic^ direction. But there is much to hope, and with

their mastery of methods and their capacity of technical ex-

pression, we now wait to see if Fh'ance has any great con-

ceptions to e.xpress. Thus far there seems to be little indi-

cation of a iiowerfiil creative energy, of a lofty imagination,

of a noble poetic feeling. The artists of to-day have thor-

oughly mastered their instruments, but, instead of sympho-

nies and pure creations of music, we have scarcely anything
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else than trivial waltzes or the rubbishy jingle of “i/u FitAscK.

Grande JJuchesseJ^

But it is not alone in painting and sculpture that this

infidelity to truth and beauty is seen. In poetry, in romance,

in the drama, in music, it is quite as clearly manifested, and
exhausted sensuality strives to excite the jaded senses by

new and extravagant irritations.

Undoubtedly the false taste of the public and its insane. Public craving
.

^ for novelty.
craving for mere novelty has much to do with this result.

The public influences art quite as much, if not more, than

art influences the public. Where there is a demand there

will be a supply, and hapiiy talent is but too often seduced

by high rewards and gains to abandon its better genius. A
higher public morality, more certain ethics, a calmer politi-

cal condition, less luxury and extravagance of life, would

soon beget a new spirit in art. But the violent contentions causes of tho

for wealth, the fatal excess of speculation, the excitements

of politics, the worry and irritation of the world, the frivoli-

ties of society, depress and enervate art, and it becomes the

plaything of the virtuoso and the dilettante. The influence

of France in art is greater than that of any other nation.

It inoculates all the world with its disease, but nowhere is

its contagion so deeply felt as in the United States.

When society shall become more serious in its spirit and ^^Con'Utions no-

in its conduct, art will become more serious anti manly in provement in ar-

• 1 , -n 'ii-ri j • » • ,
tistic aims.

its aims, and not till then. What in America we have spe-

cially to guard against is the contagion of manners and

morals averse from the natural spirit of a free republic, and

degrading to life and to art, to which we offer ourselves as

willing victims, rejoicing in the corruption we covet.

Let us now leave these general considerations and j)ro-

ceed to a review of some of the iiictures of the French de-

partment.

Since the International Expositions at Paris in and Loss to nrt in

1867, some of the most eminent painters wiio then ilhis-nentFrcn^ipafn-

trated its art have pa.ssed away. Belonging to a iireviousuons'oriKs^’ami

generation, whose iirincijiles and practice Im-l' not been^^^'

forced in the hot-bed of tho Empire, they still nlaintained

a certain seriousness of attitude worthy of admiration.

Among those who are no more may be mentioned the con-

spicuous names of Ingres, Delacroix, Descamps, Kousseau,

Millet, Daubigny, and Troyon, each in his line a master,

showing boldness, poetic feeling, originality, seriousness,

and reserve in their works, qualities wFich but too often are

wanting in their successors.
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Xo lover of art can fail to reineiiiber with tleligiit the

“remarkable pictures exhibited in 1807 by Millet. Ihese,

^^mong others, were the powerful aud intense “Xa Mart et le

Bucheron;^ animated with the truest spirit of tragedy,

“ Glaneuses,^’ “Xe Parc au Moutons,^’ Glair de Lune,'^

perfect in its depth of sentiment, and the ^^Angelus du

Soir,'” profoundly touching in its pure religious sentiment.

Xo one ever expressed as Millet did the simjile poetrj of

peasant life. As themes, his pictures are at times almost

nothing, but the pathos, sentiment, intensity of feeling, and

profound simplicity with which they were felt and rendered

are unsurpassed. There was nothing affected in them
5

they liad no conscious graces to attract attention
;
no over-

insistence of detail to show the cleverness of the artist.

Homely, direct, and true to life, they went to the heart
;
in

technical qualities they were masterly, broad, aud firm
;
in

drawing, deep aud restrained; in color, penetrated by a

delicate and exquisite feeling. One of his pictures may be

seen in a private gallery of Philadelphia, which may serve

as a lesson for all earnest artists. It is merely a shepherd

leading home his flock after sundown. The delicate gleam

of fading twilight lingers in the sky. The landscape is

vague aud dark with the coming on of night
;
the shepherd

is but a silhouette in the foreground, and his sheep are

densely clustered together so that you have to peer into

them to see what they are, as you would in nature; nothing

is overdone, nothing cries out to be seen. There is com-

plete stillness and repose. The day is done
;
a tender regret,

as for that which is gone, broods over the scene. The weary

shepherd is going home, unconscious that we see him. Ten-

derness, refinement, and simplicity can scarcely go further.

Unfortunately for art, there were none of Millet’s pictures

in the recent Exposition, nor were there any of Itousseaii’s

noble landscapes,which illuminated the walls in 1807. Of Co-
rot’s poetic but somewhatvague and blurred landscapes there

were several, but they were not of his best. His delicate

and refined talenthas been largely appreciated in Erance, but

it was not a robust and powerful talent, and his pictures are

but too generally mere suggestions, monotonous in charac-

ter, and with little vigor of sentimenf or execution
;
on

the other hand, they are quiet, unobtrusive, and refined,

which, among the many noisy, impudent, and vulgar pic-

tures of the present day, is in itself a virtue and a grace for

which we must be thankful.

Several of Daubigny’s landscapes adorned the walls of the

Exposition, but they were for the most part ill-hung. One of
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them, perhaps tlie most beautiful of all, was a ‘‘‘Lerer de Lunc,

d Anver8^\ The full', warm summer’s moon has Just risen,

spreading a faint, puridish light about its yellow disk. A
deei) and delicate shadow hangs over the dim and quiet

landscape
;
all is subdued

,
peaceful, and serene. Two tigures

may bo seen sitting on a slope near the foreground. There

is also another Lever de Lune, much the same iu character

and sentiment, with peasants driving cows home, and one

kissing the other. Both these pictures are admirably

painted, quiet in tone, and full of feeling. Besides these

there are “Xe Tonnelier,'” ^‘•La Maison de la Mere Bazot,’’^

“Xe Brintemps,^^ all vigorous and striking pictures. The

one which is least Avorthy of Daubigny is “Xu Xeifje^'’ a

snowy landscape Avith black leafless trunks, around Avhich

croAvs are flying, against a cold sunset sky, Avith gleams of

bright color. This is eflective when seen at a distance, but

is of the impressionist school, painted rudely AA'itli the

palette knife, and is a pretentious exhibition of technical

talent of Avhich avc should hardly luiAX thought this artist

AA'ould liUA’C been guilty.

Of Henri llegnault there AA^ere only five pictures, but these

were of a character and promise, as Avell as of performance,

Avhich make us only more deeply lament the untimely end

of this young and gifted artist. Almost the last shot iu the

German attack on Paris struck him AA’ith death, and French

art could scarcely have suffered a greater loss. In the fcAv

pictures he painted, he shoAved a surprising Augor and orig-

inality. The}^ are Axry powerful in color, without being

Auolent, neat iu tone and quality, and admirable iu draAving

and composition. ISTothiug could exceed tlie retinement and
delicacy of color, sentiment and character, of the portrait

of ^'Madame de Barck en Espa(j)iole’\ her head covered AAuth

a mantilla
;
and the Sortie du Faeha d Ta>igier^\ AAdiich he

left uiifluished to go to his death, is a marA’el of exquisite

and splendid color as well as of composition. There are

portions of his picture Avhich leaA’e scarcely anything to be de-

sired in harmony of colors and tone. Ilis equestriaii portrait

of Prim is also striking, and the head is particularly strong

and serious. The black charger on Avhich the General is

mounted is excessiA’^e, and occupies too much the eye and the

cauA’as. Execution sans Jugement^ sous les Hois Maurcs de

GrenadCy'’^ painful and disagreeable as it is, shoAVS a AA'onder-

ful mastery and artistic poAver. It is terrible and ghastly in

its realism, but it shows a force of conception and treatment

Avhicli in so young a man are marA^ellous.

In the ^‘Sortie du Pacha, ” the scene is in the court-yard

2 P R
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of the palace. Tlic walls are white, and pierced with Arab

'

windows. The Pacha, on a white horse, clothed in a

white bounmis, is coining from the gate-way, accompanied

by his mounted suite. In the center of the court is a group

of horses and men with purple and green standards. In

the foreground is a raised terrace looking down into the

court-yard and thronged by spectators who arc inercly

sketclicd in. Nothing could surpass the delicate splendor

and harmony of color ot the Pacha and his suite, oi of the

central grouj) of horses and attendants
j
and the luanner in

whicli the white horse is retained against the white Avail is

a triumph of art. The key is high, but nothing is glaring,

and the general tone is Avorthy of the greatest master.

Nothing is hard or crude, but, brilliant as the picture is, it

is subdued in tone, and full of air as well as light. The fig-

ures are scarcely more than two inches in height, yet noth-

ing is niggled or little in their execution—nothing oA^er-

done or overstated.

If power such as is exhibited in these pictures could hav-e

been dcAmted to great conceptions, Avhat might not the artist

luiA’e achieved

!

Genre.

Let us contrast Avith this picture the small panels of I\Ieis-

’sonier. These, sixteen in number, aa'ci'c all arranged in a

lincupon the same wall. This was, perhaiis, unlbrtunatc, as it

brought one too closely to a certain rigid monotony of eflect

Avhich Avould not liaA’C been as evident had they been sepa-

rated. ideissonier has a great reputation, particularly in

our country, and his pictures Inwe there brought enormous

prices. There can be no (piestion of his talent. He is an •

admirable draftsman. ITis Avorks are finished Avith exceed-

ing elaboration and jiains. Ilis attitudes and inoA'Cinents

are correct, his minuteness of finish and study of detail are

surprising, his precision of touch admirable, but all his

work bears the mark of over-study and effort. There is a
AAvant of freedom and hap]>iness in it all. It is A^ery Avell

done, but it leaA'es us cold. It is monotonous in tone, rigid

and hard in feeling, and not agreeable in color. Ilis figures

arc as liard as tin. Uis dresses have no texture and quality,

his landscapes and skies no air. EA^erything has a look of

pre-determination and not of accident. It is Avhat it is, be-

cause the artist has chosen to har'e it so, and not because
it happened to be so. Nothing is like the real thing, though
it is Avonderfiilly copied in all its details. The charm of a
work that Is finished more through happiness than pains is
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entirely lost—one feels the labor. One of his principal

pictures, for instance, represents himself and his son riding

along the shore n(‘ar Antibes. There are the sea and the

mountains, and the sky, and the road, and the figures of

the horsemen—all of them have the same quality, the same
definiteness and rigidity. The sea is not watery, the sky has

no atmosphere, the mountains no haze of air. The draw-

ing is correct, save always the jireposterons little figure on

the edge of the sea, which is totally out in perspective and

is only as large, relatively, as a fly, but the whole has a

preciousness of look. Take again tlie iiortrait of Alexander

Dumas, yi/s. Elaboration can go no further—only every

tiling has the same value. The boots are as good as the

head, the accessories as much insisted on as the essentials.

There is all that makes up IMonsieur Dumas and his study,

jiart by part, but there is no whole and no reality of per-

son. The rcintre (V IJntiignCj'' uml the Portrait du Ser-

i/eat, ” contain the largest figures, but the latter is, iierhaps,

the thinnest of all in jiainting—one does not feel that they

have any other side, they so stick to the background. “ J/o-

t'eau ct son Chef d'Etat-Major Dcssoles, avant IlohcnVmdcnf

is one of the best, if not the best. The drawing is good

—

the incident interesting—the story well told, and the sub-

ject lends itself to his peculiar style. The wind which

blows the naked branches of the trees, the tails of the

horses, the skirts of the dresses, the dreary coldness reign-

ing- over all, the two officers standing apart and studying

the country through their glasses, the horses shivering in

the bleak air—are all admirably exiiressed and composed

—

but there are still the same defects of color and tone. So

too the long line of the “ cuirassiersf stretching out in a

wedge, is undoubtedly clever in all the details of the fig-

ures. Their attitudes are good, and they are most care-

fully drawn—but they are rigid in color and character as a

line of aSTuremberg tin soldiers. Details are painted which

in nature would be beyond the sight, and the sky and land-

scape are vague, cold, and uncertain. Perhaps the very

cleverest of all, as for as mere cleverness goes, is the small-

est—for his extreme precision then has a value, which

in the larger figures is lost—ordinarily there is no loose-

ness of texture—no happiness of touch—no freedom of

spirit. Yet dcsjiite all these drawbacks, there is no doubt

of the great talent of IMeissonier—and his honesty and

liatience of labor, his conscientiousness and faithfulness as

an artist, his general skill in drawing and composition, are

deserving of the highest praise. But he is not a coloristj

FUAXCE.
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and one gets quite as good, perhaps even a better, impres-

sion from engravij)gs of his works than from the original

paintings.

Ilis son, who follows in the footsteps of his fotfier and

imitates his style, had four pictures Avhich are (piitc worthy

of his master.

Another distinguished painter of genre pictures is 1\I.

G(5r6me, who exhibited ten pictures. The first by which he

attracted the attention of the public were very large and

crowded with figures, and had for subjects episodes or inci-

dents of ancient Rome. Of late, however, he has devoted his

talent to small cabinet jnctures, ordinaril}' of a less ambi-

tious character. These are elaborated to the utmost, and so

kiborcd in every detail as almost to be painful exhibitions

of patience. The subj'ects are often drawn from Eastern

life, but fail to reproduce the Eastern character studied.

Clever as they are, they are wholly wanting in reality, and

have a hard metallic quality of color and tone. Perhaps

the best of the specimens he has here collected is Emi-

nence Grise,^^ which is cleverly composed and drawn. Crowds

of elaborately dressed courtiers are ascending the palace

stairs and profoundly saluting Ilis Eminence, who is de-

scending, dressed in his monkish robes, and intent on read-

ing his missal. Well as this is painted, and patient as

are the care and elaboration shown in its details, it misses

its point and fails to touch us with the sense of reality.

The picture is clear and polished as steel, the dresses new
and precise, the attitudes a little exaggerated, and all a

little too exact. Compared with the picture bj* Zaniacois

in the Spanish department, representing the self-important

Court Dwarf descending the court stairs accomx)anied by
a great dog and saluted by smiling courtiers, by which this

picture of G6r6me was plainly inspired, one cannot but
feel the great inferiority of the French painter to the

Spanish as a colorist or a delineator of character. Xot
only is the picture by Zainacois warm and rich in tone,

and free in execution, but it exhibits a remarkable sense of

restrained humor.

The paintings of oriental scenes represent “The Arab and
his courser,” “Women at the Bath,” “Santon at the Gate of
the Mosque,” “TurkivSh Bath,” Bachi-BoiizouJxS Bansant,'’^

a “Lion,” “ Cafe Bue de Caire.^^ These have a certain kind
of interest, but they all have the same defects and the same
merits. We have had quite enough of women at the bath,
and these two are more than enough. They have no interest
save that of nudity, and one of them is absolutely ^'ulgar.
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“ Santoii at the Gate of the Mosque ” is an ugly Arab stand-

ing at a door which is surrounded by a mass of shoes and
slippers—all very carefully done. The Arab and his dead

horse in the desert is cold, hard, and antipathetic. There

is no air and no feeling of desert and solitude, and the hgures

are finished to death. “St. Jerome and the Lion” is artifi-

cial in sentiment, and nothing is freely felt: the green eyes

in the lion are scarcely worthy, in their exaggeration, of

an artist like Gtirdme. All these pictures are character-

ized by the same hard metallic quality of color
;
all are elabo-

rated with the greatest patience—too much elaborated, in

fact. The extreme pains has killed life and feeling. But,

on the other hand, there is undoubted talent and capacity

to seize upon characteristic subjects, careful drawing, artis-

tic skill, and conscientious work.

Beside these pictures by G(5r6me are those by Berne-Bel-

lecour, in the same school, but rendered with more freedom

and truth. One of these, “ Un Officicr de Mobiles,'’^ represents

a soldier lighting a cigarette, with a cold, gray, brumy
landscape behind him. This is very clever, free though

careful in execution, and touched witli much spirit. But his

“ Coup de Canon'^ is a work of much more power and cliar-

acter. It rei)resents a group of cannoniers and officers liring

a cannon over a rampart of earth-works. It is early morn-

ing. The sky is cold and gray, and the group is relieved

darkl}' against the breast-high ramparts. The scene is repre-

sented with great truth and sentiment, the drawing and

character are admirable, and the color is subdued.

In the same room are seven penre pictures by Vibert, much
in the same school, and, though very clever, sinning on the

side of hardness and over-elaboration. Of these, perhaps

the most interesting, alike in story, humor, and execution,

is “Xa Cigalc ct la Fo 2irmV^ This represents a fat, well-fed

Capucin carrying over his shoulder a basket laden with

game and poultry, who, on a hill-side of cold snow, meets a

slim, starving lutanist clad in green, with his long lute slung

on his back. The poor, shivering lute-player craves alms.

The hit, warmly-clad monk utterly rejects his demand. Both

the figures are very cleverly painted, especially the strolling

lutanist, and the picture is full of humor and character.

E^Tn more clever and spirited in character, drawing, and

execution is the admirable portrait of Coqueter in the role

of Mascarille in the Frccieuses Ridicules’’ of ^Molii^re. Ot

the others, “The Serenade” is a little confused and over-

charged in details, and not so satisfactorily eximessed. The
^‘Depart des Maries” is clever in composition and drawing.

KUAXCE.
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as is also “Xa Toilette de la Madone’^ but tliey have ueitlier

of tlieiii the excellence of the two first iiientioned.
^

In the school of genre the seven pictures by Worms are

entitled to a high rank. They are, like all the other small

pictures of this class, a little hard and over-careful, but they

show a good deal of humor and character. “ Ze Depart pour

la lievue'’'’ is admirable. A tall guardsman in lull diess

stands in the center of the picture drawing on his gloves

before a mirror with its inevitable brench clock, m bile his

wife stands before him with clasped hands in mute admira-

tion, The raide self-suiliciency ot the one, and the na'ire

delight and approbation of the other, are very liumorously

rendered. Perhaps even better i.s Da i leu) .1 i efei ee. J. his

is a scene in a garden. A young girl is sitting sen ing under

a porch. The old hither has taken away a young Si)aniard

to show him his llowers. He is holding up one in a pot, and

pointing out its Avondertid merits, but the }oung man, in a

short Spani.sh jacket, whose back is turned to us, instead of

examining the flowers, turns his head aside to gaze at the

girl. The whole story is told with delicacy and sentiment,

and the humor of the incident is not forced in any point.

As far as mere painting goes the best is “Xc Compliment^''

which, besides being very spirited and charactmistic, is in

execution the freest of all the series. It represents a />on-

homme endimanche" in a brown coat with a favor in his but-

ton-holc, his hands in over-large gloves and spread at his

side, who, with an elaborate smile on his face, has just

uttered his compliment, which he evidently thiidcs he has

done very well.

Among the cabinet ])ictures ol' genre are also to be noted,

as showing spirit and cleverne.ss, the Voyage de Noces'' by

Goubie, in which an old-fashioned chaise and postillion,

with the new-married coujile, are represented coming down
a steep and deep-rutted hill, drawn by a black and white

horse, Avhile a storm is rising behind, and also “ Unc Ci-Dl-

vanf," by Goujiil, which is delicate in color and ])leasing in

character. Toiilmomdie also sends three pictures, “T/C Coin

du Feii^" ''Le Miroir^" and ^' L'Ele." The last is a lady gath-

ering ro.ses. She is dressed in yellow-strijied silk, with a

blue sash tied behind, a blue jiarasol, and a red llower in her

hand. “/vC Coin du Feu" is the jiendant. It is a lady in

pink satin in a boudoir warming her hands at the tire. “ De

Miroir" is another lady, or the .same in Idue satin, holding

a mirror. In the.se pictures the silks, the satins, the stuffs,

the ihrnitiire are all iiainted with the greatest care, but the

sentiment hfade and atlected, and it seems a pity to waste
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SO much skill of execution on such weak aud trivial subjects.

Beaumont sends two i)ictures, “Xrt FiiitVune Chanson^’ and

“ Ou (liable VAmour va-t-il ae nicher!^^ The first represents

a lover who, while serenading' his mistress, has been killed

under her window. She is weeping over his body. The

faint light of inoriiing is beginning to dawn. The story is

well told, and the scene, though a little theatric, well ren-

dered. “ Un Duelmm Temoim,''' by Leleau, represents a girl

in red woolen corsage with a dusting-brush, who is seated

in a llowered cretonne chair hunting for a Ilea in lier bosom.

The picture is well painted
;
but what a subject ! It makes

one sad to think that talent should be so frivolously M asted

ou such unworthy themes. The title certainlj" is m' itty.

Could such pictures as these be painted if the public taste

were not corrupted 1

Some very clever genre pictures niust also be noted by

Comte, one of Miiich, Recreation de Louis AT,” represents

the old monarch in his bed Avatching with amused interest

two pigs that, dressed in green and red, with swords at their

sides, arc made to dance ou the lloor, while two Capucius

are kneeling before the fire, pretending to be praying, but

glancing aside at the pigs. The old king in the bed is (piite

in shadow. Uis attendants are at his side and at the foot

of the bed. This picture is remarkably well painted, and

exhibits great humor and sense of character.

Leloir’s pictures, live in number, must not be omitted in

this connection. ^^Un Bapteme^^ is very clever in character

and design, painted with great care, but Avithout niggling

or hard elaboration or over-voyant colors. So also is the

^^rkheurs du Treport,^^ Avhich is very quiet in tone, and repre-

sents two figures under an arch, one lighting a pipe, one

Avith a turbot and basket. “ Le Repos ” is a delicate picture,

of A'ery pale grays and yelloAvs, of a young girl lying on a

couch tickling a cockatoo. Tentation^^ represents Saint

Anthoii}' clinging to a Ioav breaking cross planted in the

ground, Avhile tAvo naked girls lie against him aud fondle

him. The picture is clever, and shoAVs decided ability; but

if it is sad to see talent devoted to trivial subjects like those

Ave have mentioned, hoAv much more sad to see art dragged

into the mire of sensuality, and driven to such base uses.

And here, perhaps, it may be as aa^cII to give a glance at

a series of pictures Avhich luiAm no other reason to be at all,

save to gratify sensual or brutal appetites, but to which

great talent has been devoted. Of the former class is par-

ticularly to be remarked “Ta Sultane Favorite^^ of IM. Oar-

nier, illustrative of some A'crses of Victor Hugo, and the
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FiiA-NCE. picture is quite as exaggerated as the verses. The scene is

in a seraglio. On the edge of a bath sprawls the uakedest of

courtesans. The Sultan, a coarse and languid voluptuary,

is seated cross-legged and leering at her, and behind him
Gamier.

eiitcrs a slave bearing the decapitated head of a woman, a

previous favorite, on a salver. There is a combination of

the brutal and the sensual, which out-IIerods Herod. The

Snltan is asking whether it is necessary that for every coui)

of her fan there should follow a coup of the axe. The great

vulgar courtesan does not seem to answer, but is quite satis-

iicd with being utterly naked, as if that were an excuse for

everything.

Overstross of The over-stress of the realistic school on the coiiimon, bru-

vou^'^ainst'^tifctal, and even ugly, is of course the revolt against the artifi-
raguc uieahatic.

sentiment and efi’eminate feebleness of the

vague idealistic school. It is quite natural that a person of

strong feelings, in disgust at the affected prettiness of the

enameled dolls and characterless conceptions of nameless

idealists, should even affect brutality and coarseness, as at

least giving play to life and energy where before there was

mere aspliyxia, and prefer even the awkward and common
to simpering affectation and platitude. But, like all revolts,

this goes too hir, and conducts the artist but too often to an

opposite excess, and thus misses the true aim of art, which

is to delight and not to disgust, to charm and not to repel.

It is not everything in nature that is fit for art, nor is the

mere plea of truth to fact a sufficient excuse for a work that

simply repels the spectator.

Giaize. Quc of thc largest canvases in the exhibition represents ‘‘A

Consjnracy in the Early Days of Eonie,” by Glaize. Tliere is

decided talent, but the conception is brutal and disgusting.

It is an illustration of a passage in Plutarch (Publicola), and
represents a group of men half-naked around a bleeding

corpse. They have filled a cup with his blood, which one
conspirator is holding up while the others make oath to some
common crime. All the horrors of such a scene arc empha-
sized even to exaggeration, as if the artist delighted to shock
our sensibilities; and, acknowledging the talent, we can
only regret that it should be devoted to so loathsome a sub-

ject. The taste of M. Glaize, however, seems to be in this

direction. Another of his large canvases represents fugi-

tives let down by a rope over the steep walls of a fortified

place. Here again, the incident is over-told, and the painful
character exaggerated. Still another canvas represents
“Xe premier Buel,’^ where a naked woman l^ing on a cliff

watches with interest the death-struggles of two naked men.
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each striving to force tlie other over a precipice. This is the

cleverest and least brutal of the three in conception and

execution, and, i^ainful as it is, does awaken one’s interest,

wliich the others do not.

Delaunay also, in his ‘‘Ixion,” has gone farther in the Ddnuuay.

delineation of the loathsome. His Ixioii is the contorted,

tortured shape of a human being torn upon a wheel, rent

with wounds and bleeding. It is a picture from which every

one must turn with horror. His ^‘•La Feste a Home” is also

painful in character, but there is a certain reserve in it which

there is not in “Ixion,” and it shows undoubted power.

Dead bodies arc lying on the pavement, while a good angel

directs an evil angel, armed with a bar, to beat at the door of

a house, where, according to the legend it illustrates, there

will be as many dead as there arc blows. There is over-em-

phasis of action in these two principal figures, but the pic-

ture shows strength. His “Diana,” on the contrary, is

merely the naked model executed with skill, though the

action of the figure is not clearlj- or happily conceived, but

far more like FUse or Senriette, who loosed for it, than the

goddess of the silver bow; so, too, his David Triumphant'’'’

is a Paris f/amin with his legs spread wide apart, armed with

a gigantic sword and a sling, and screaming.

In such ideal subjects as these last two, nothing is so fatal

as to attempt to embody them by careful imitation from par-

ticular models. The model should be but the dictionary or

grammar of the artist, and not accepted as the true repre-

sentation of his ideal. Into this error painters are far more

apt to fall than sculptors, and in this Exposition we every-

where saw naked female figures jilainly inspired by some
actual model figuring under the name of a classic divinity

or nymph, or representing some ideal virtue. For instance,

Lefebvre’s La Virite’’ is iilainly merely a naked model, ncfebvre.

holding up a mirror. His ‘‘Femme coueliee'’'’ has no pre-

tense to be other than a study from a particular nude. It

is drawn and painted with great ability, and as a study de-

serves very high i)raise, and, in fact, is far the best of all

his nude women. His “La Beve” is a nude model whitely

and thinly painted on a cloud whicli hangs low above the

surface of water, on which are lilies and leaves, and not

particularly graceful in the pose. That is the dream. His

“Madeleine” is also a nude woman, and evidently copied

from a model. In like manner in “ Lc Jugement de Paris”

by Parrot, the three goddesses are merely naked models. J’iirrot.

Nothing ideal in character or feeling is even attempted;

and this is still more striking in his “ Oalat^,” which pre-
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tends to be nothing but a naked model on an actual mod-

eling-stand. \\ by he calls it Gcildtcc it is difficult to

see. There are several ‘‘Davids” also, which are all Paris

gamins. All tliis is very tiresome and disap])oiuting, and

all the more so because ot the technical skill displaced.

What is wanting in the treatment of all such subjects

is the creative power, the imaginative sense, the poetic

sensibility, and in the realism ot the present da,"^ these have

little chance. Tlie artist is too subordinated to his tacts to

pay heed to his ideas and inspirations. He becomes a pain-

ful copier and imitator of nature and tact, instead ot a cre-

ator and coactor with nature. She rules him with a rod ot

iron. She does not inspire liim.

In the higher range of subjects this lack ot imagination

is tatal to all real success. In genre subjects it is less fatal,

because imitation is more legitimate in these
5

t he material

things exist to be copied, and taste and skill, humor, iind a

sense of character supply its place. The subjects are to be

seen by the real eye, and not to be divined and created, or

at least not to such an extent. Whatever may be the ex-

planation, the fact is certain, that while so many succeed in

genre, so few siujceed in the higher range of purely ideal

work. We see many naked women, but no figure like “i/Ct

Source,’^ by Ingres, which was a sentiment and a creation,

ideal in character, and perfectly pure in feeling.

Put to return to the series of what may be called brutal

pictures, wherein the scope of the artist has been to be pow-

erful at the expense of being disagreeable. An eminent

example of this may be found in Becker’s '•^lUzpali protect-

ing the Bodies of her Sons against the Birds of Frey. Here

undoubtedlj^ a remarkable talent is shown, but is it legiti-

mately employed 1 Here is imagination, if you will, but is

it governed by good taste, by happy selection, by proper re-

straint, by the sense of beauty, by the true sentiment of the

subject? Is there any profound feeling in it? Head the

story as told in the Old Testament, and see if this in any
way represents it. Six ghastly naked dead figures are hung
in a line upon crosses against the sky. Below at their feet

is an enormous virago, one hand straight np, and the other

swinging a club to drive away an eagle, which is swooping
down on her. Where is the pathos, the solemn sorrow of

the desolate mother, watching at night over her dead sons?
This is but a theatrical display of horror and violence.

There were other jiictures, generally of large size, which are
of a similar character, showing a total want of a true imag-
inative sense; but it is needless to enumerate them. In
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Scripture subjects specially there is generally wanting all

true sentiment. The incidents are forced, the attitudes ex-

aggerated
;
there is almost invariably too much action. On

the other hand, some of the religious pictures are academ-

ically sentimental and languidly weak. For instance, in the

latter category are to be placed the three paintings of Bou-

guereau, representing “Xa Vierge^VEnfant Jesus, et St. Jean

Baptiste

f

tlie “P/e/u,” “Xrt Vierge consolatrke.’^ They are

placed in line side by side, and are monotonously like in char-

acter, feature, and color. The surface is smooth as enamel.

They are carefull}’ drawn and worked out with extreme elab-

oration. In a word, they are fatally pretty and purely senti-

mental. This is the characteristic quality of all the paint-

ings by Bouguereau Avhich are there exhibited. “Xrt CJiar-

ite^’ is even weaker than those already mentioned. The
most pleasing of all—and this has too much of an album

prettiness—is “Xct Grande Scour

f

which represents a sister

pulling on the stocking of a little one on her lap. The sub-

ject of some of his pictures will clearly indicate the char-

acter

—

^^Ame au Cielf '•^EijmpUeef ^'La Jeiinesse et IjAmotir.'”

One other picture of the brutal school must not be passed

over. It rci)rescnts Sebastian et LEmpereur Maximien

Jlercule?'^ The ghastly tigure of the saint is seen descend-

ing the steps before IMaximien and his comi)anions. lie

raises his white dra])ery so as to exi)ose his corpse-like bodj'

covered with wounds and stabs. The emperor and his at-

tendants start back in dismay, as well they may. ]!^'othing

can bo more repulsive. The saint is well drawn from the

model, but he is no saint—only a murdered man covered with

wounds. The other figures are grotesque in their attitudes

and purely academic, and the picture is an olFenso to good

taste.

Moreau also exhibited six pictures of a purely imaginative

class.

—

^Glercule et EHydref ‘‘Salomef ^^Jacoh et EAngef
‘Eavidf “jl/owe cxposee sur le Eilf ^Ee Sphinx divine ”—all

kaleidoscopic in color, and of a strange bizarre character.

There is undoubtedly a certain fancy and grotesqueuess of

imagination displayed in these paintings. They avoid at once

the academic and the real
j
but they are neither of the earth

nor the air, nor the waters under the earth. The}'^ are wild

lihantasies like oiiium dreams.

Le Boux has also sent several pictures of imaginative

subjects, partially historical, iiartially ideal. One repre-

sents the ^'Dandidesf two vague lines of damsels, stretch-

ing far into the distance, the one bringing jars of water to

pour into a well in the foreground, the other disappointed

FItANCB.
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goilig away. There is a certain poetic feeling in this picture,

but it is pale, and vague of color and of form. Another

picture by him is “Xa Vestale Tuccia'^ carrying water in an

uplifted sieve; and still anotlier, Miracle chez la Bonne

X>(?me,” is a group of vestal \’irgins all in white seated in a

hall, while a sister virgin in black implores the aid of the

goddess to relume the saered fire. There is an idea in all

these, and a refinement of sentiment, but they aie pallid,

weak in color, and want grasp and vigor.

Eistorical Faintmjs.

From these it may be well to turn to some of the purely

historical iiaintings, and among these the most forcible and

well conceived and expressed were those of Laurens, dhey

were twelve in number, all vigorous in color and di awing,

and all historical in their character. The least good were

those which are taken from the Xew Testament, such as

^Mesus chaane de la Synagogue^' and ‘^Xa Piscine de Bethza'idaP

Far more satisfactory is he in such subjects as “Xe Pape

Forniose et Etienne FXX,” which, though a little black and

harsh in its shadows, is a powerful and well conceived pic-

ture, without exaggeration or contusion of ligiires. ‘‘EJEtat

jMajor Autrichien devant le Corps de Marcean’^ is also an ad-

mirable picture. It is simply treated without that exagger-

ation and gesticulation which so often snjiplies the jilace of

true action. The general tone is gray and subdued, the heads

expressive, and the grouping good. The body of Marccaii

is lying on a couch, and the Austrian stufitis iiassing into the

room to pay its last tribute of respect. Excommunication

de Robert le Piciix'’^ ^^Funerailles de Guillaume le Conquerant,''^

and '‘EInterdiV^ have all serious qualities, a true historical

character, and simi)licity as well as power. The last men-

tioned is especially marked by sentiment. We mark in M.

Laurens, the evidence of a return to the older traditions

and the more serious schools of art.

Robcr^-Fleury also sent two large pictures one “Xe Ber-

nier Jour de Corinth,'’^ nud one ^^ Pincl, Medecin en Chefde la

Salpetriere, en 1795.” Of these, by far the best is the latter.

It re])resents Pinel entering the court of a mad-house to

carry out his reforms in the treatinent of the insane. There

is a good deal of character in this picture, and a good deal

of expression.

Cabanel also exhibited four pictures of this class, one the

^Alort de Francesca da Rimini etde Paolo de Malatesta,''’ one
“ Thamar et AbsalmE^ In neither of these has he been able,

with all his talent, to rise to the dignity of history or the
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tragedy of his subjects. Both are forcibly feeble, exagger- kraxck.

ated ill action, and falsely conceived. It is impossible to

recognize Thamar in the half naked woman in Absalom’s

lap, and it is eqiiall}’ difliciilt to recognize Absalom in the

modern, violent, scowling, and overdressed Oriental who is

clutching the air in so impotent a rage. There is nothing

Biblical in the sentiment, the character, or the facts of this

picture. It is rather like a modern harem. It shows talent

as a i)ainting, but not as a conception. These are not the

sort of subjects in which this artist succeeds. The larger

his canvas the weaker his work. Ilis ‘’Peste Florentine’

was charming, and herein he showed his siiecial talent.

The enormous paintings in three divisions for the Church of

Saint Genevieve still more bear out this ojiinion. They are

feeble, flat, and characterless.

M. Lecompte du Xouy had a series of pictures, historic lccompto du

and semi-historic, displaying a very considerable talent, and^””^’

of the school of Gdrome. The ^^Ifomere Mendicant” is well

composed and interesting, but too enameled in surtiice. In

“jbes Porteurs des Mauvaiscs Nonvelles” Pharaoh lies on a

couch looking out and anxiously awaiting messengers with

tidings. Those who have already arrived with bad news
lie slain at the foot of the couch. This picture is clever,

' but disagreeable in subject and hard in color. It has the

defect so common in Prance of excess and over statement

in action, as if convulsion and attitudinizing could alone

express deep passion and emotion.

There were many other large historic pictures, but time

and space are wanting to go over all of them. Those
already mentioned are the most prominent, and eonvey a

fair idea of the character of this kind of work in France.

There is in all of them ability. One cannot deny the talent

or the artistic knowledge displaj'ed
;
but it is displayed, and

this is its defect. The heart of the mystery is not plucked.

There is much realism and capital painting, but little evi-

dence of high dramatic purpose, serious sentiment, or power
of conception. It is perhaps worth remarking that in almost

all the pictures, as well as statues, of figures in action, the

tots arc in crispation beyond all reason in nature.

M. Lumiuais’ “Le Roi 2[orvan” and. ^^Brunehaut” should Lmniiiias.

not be overlooked. In the former particularly, M. Lu-

minais has given evidence, not only of a strong sense of

color, but also of discrimination of character. The compo-

sition is not very satisfactoiy, but the figure and expression

of the queen, who is seeking by her wiles and caresses to

deter the king from acceding to the terms of peace offered by
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tlie Abbd Witcliar, are subtle and striking^ Other pictures

by 31. Luininais also sliow talent and toree, as the ^^Eclair-

eurs Gaulois,^^ two figures crouched to the eartli and listen-

ing to distant steps, and thG^^Rcfour de Chasse dans les

Gaules,'^^ where four figures are carrying a wild boar on

poles, while another on horseback, with shield and spear,

accompanied by tAVO dogs, is at their side. These pictures

are low in tone and painted with much Aigoi.

“ Les' Martyrs Chretiens, by Gustave Dorti, has all his

faults and some of his merits, ft represents an amphitlieater

strcM'ii with bodies, among Avhich lions are walking, wliile

a circle of bluish smoky angels are descending through the

air. ft will toucli the sentimental side of many minds, but

as a work of art it is poor and thin, “ie Nhphytc,^^ hy

him, is a much better picture, and represents a _AOung piiest

sitting among a line of old ones, dlie latter are sunken in

the ruts of mechanical religious duties, lo him comes

regret for the past and dissatisfaction A\ith the present.

The. theme is good, but the execution is weak and unsatis-

factory. 31. Dor6 has great fertility of talent, but no con-

centration of purpose or intensity of feeling. He is at

times admirable, and he has great variety of fancy and

facility of composition, but these large and ambitious sub-

jects only bring into stronger relief his innate weakness as 1

well as his flimsiness of e.xecution.

Portraits.

In portraiture there were many notable works. Those of

31. Bonnat showed vigor of design and lirmness of drawing

and imjyasto, and as likenesses are evidently good. They

liaA'c a metallic quality, particularly in their shadows, which

is not quite agreeable, and the backgrounds arc not pleas-

ant in color, but there is great sincerity of work. That of

M. Thiers is perhaps the most characteristic. But flxr be-

yond all is his portrait of 31. Robert-Floury. This is admi-

rable, freely painted, loose in texture, and without the ilgid-

ity which is the defect of the others. The character and

expression and pose are all good. All his portraits are on

a dark background, generally of a hard maroon tone, on

Avhich the figure and face are cut out or almost modeled out

in light, so that they affect one a little like embossed photo-

graphs. But, with all his defects, there is sti’cngth and

manliness and firm intention, without weakness or senti-

mentality.

31. Bonnat also exhibited other pictures which are quite

as noteworthy as his portraits. Of these specially is to
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be noted “ Une Rue a Jerusalem, figures coining througli a

dark archway, on the right of which three women are seated.

These figures are Tcry cleverly executed, jiarticularly those

of the women, and the whole picture is effective. Another

is a '^Barhier Rcgre^ a Suez,'” which is also clever.

M. Lefebvre exhibited several portraits whicli are among
the best of his works, particular!}' that of “^1. LiSonce Ilay-

iiaud.” Carolus Duran had several large portraits, in wliich

there is distinction and character; among the best, “Xn Dame
au Gant,” a full length; the jiortrait of “Madame F.” and

of “Maddlc Carolus Diiran,’^ which last is, specially of all,

ideasing in etrect, though careless. His ‘‘Jj

E

nfant Bleu”

is criard in color and far from successful in achieving the

task he set before himself
;
but the best of all are those of

“]\I. fimile de Girardin,” and of “ ]\I. I’asdeloup,” particularly

the last, which is frank, robust, and full of life and char-

acter.

I\l. Paul Dubois, who lias won his reputatlonas a sculptor,

had on the walls three ])ortraits in which there were sin-

cerity and simplicity. The tones arc gray and dull, but the

eminent sculptor is scarcely a colorist. There is, however,

considerable character and delicacy.

i\Ir. Delaunay sent eight ])ortraits, all clever. ITis por-

traits of ladies have, however, too much consciousness and

pose. They are too .sure you are looking at them. This,

however, is the defect of nearly all the jiortraits of women
in France. There is scarely one which is simple and un-

conscious. Of all his portraits, the best is that of “ ]\r.

Legouve,” which is full of character and .spirit.

Cabancl .sent five portraits in which- this .self-conscious-

ness and ])osing aspect quite robs them of all charm.

The portraits by jM. llenner are very distingui.shed in

light color and individuality, and were, certainly among the

most remarkable in the Exposition. They are faithful, sim-

ple. characteristic, and more like the old portraits of the

be.st time than those which we .sec at the present day. Be-

sides his ]M)rtr;iits, IM. Ilenuer also sent a number of pictures

re])resenling various subjects, .such as “ Chaiig^e en

Source,” “Xc Christ mort,” Les Xdiadcs,” La Femme au

Divan Xoir” But in all his iiictures the subject is of little

consequence. He does not attempt to be dramatic, or spe-

cially to enter the domain of the imagination. His aim in all

is to produce an effect of light in fle.sh tints. Everything is

sacrificed to this one end. All of his ihctures have one or

more nude figures, to which everything is subordinated.

iSTor docs he fail in this aim. He is heart and soul a colorist.
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pitANCE. though his scale is limited and his harmonies nearly always

Hunner. game. Beside his flesh all the other pictures in the I’ooju

look pale and thin. They are full of light and thej’ glow

upon the wall. He perfectly understands the values of his

tones, and his jjictures are always harmonious and remind

one in the distance of Georgione in their masses and illum-

ination
;
as for details, there are absolutely none. The out-

lines of everything are wanting. There is onljr the mass,

so that on a near examination there is nothing to satisfy us.

His impasto in the lights is thick, and in the tints the hairs

of the brushes are left. His shadows are merelj* washed in.

This is all of malice prepense, of course, but it is greatly to

be regretted that with such power as a colorist he should

leave his work so utterly incomplete.

Rennrd, M. E. llenard sent only one work, a small Portrait de

la Grand"’ mere’’ but this is a very remarkable work. It

has all the detail and minuteness of execution without the

mechanical map-like character of Donner. It is a simple

head of an old woman, studied in every particular with ex-

traordinary faithfulness and love for the subject. The

color is delicate, the tones refined, the expression simple,

the pose natural, and the detail stupendous. Yet all these

details are subordinated to tlie main general effect, and

nothing cries out or is over-insisted ui)on. It is a very

remarkable study from nature.

Gniiiard. Amoiig the other noteworthy portraits were to be re-

marked a portrait of ‘•Monsigneur Eogerson,” by M. C. F.

Gaillard, which is simifle, full of character, and well painted

;

Roiiert Floury. a portrait of “Madame R.-F.,” by M. Robert- Fleuiy, care-

ful, pleasing and lady-like and without posing.

But, perhaps, the most remarkable portraits for the ex-
Bastioii-Le- prcssioii of character were those of M. Bastien-Lepage. For

individuality and personality, the portrait of “31. Ilayein”

could scarcely be surpassed. The hands, the pose, the

movement of features, and specially the expression of

the mouth are evidently of the person himself. The very
trousers are expressive. All go together to make the indi-

vidual. There is no attempt to flatter, and certainly the
portrait is not flattering; but it is better than flattering; it

is the person himself, as understood and felt in every par-
ticular by the artist. “Ze Portrait de mon Grand pere” is

equally strking, and for the same qualities.

Landscapes. Landscapes.

In the French department of landscape there was much
talent and more study . In fact, many of the large landscapes
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were mere studies from nature, very cleverly execAited, care-

ful and true to nature, full of facts vigorously rendered,

but insi)ired by little sentiment or feeling. What I mean
will clearly ap])ear if most of them arc comjiared with the

exquisite works of Claude, in which nature is all subdued to

seutiinent. There is no reason why the two should be di-

vorced. Tliere are, however, remarkable exce])tions to this

general rulej and lirst of all, in combination of figure and

landscape, are to be mentioned the remarkable i)ictures of

.lules Breton, on which it is a ])lcasurc to look. He sent

nine i)ictures, every one of which is worthy of a great artist.

It would be ditlicult, in the whole range of landscai)e and

figure, to find a more exquisite picture than “./xt Sieste ^^—one

moie masterly in drawing, more i)erfect in tone, more simple

and true in its sentiment, more admirable in its ideas. It

represents a party of hay-makers, who are taking their siesta

under the shadow of a great tree. The sunlight falls behind

on the fields and haycocks, which are bounded by a line of

foliage, and, peering through the great tree, flecks with spots

of light one of the figures. A woman is seated and suckling her

baby. .\n old man is smoking his i»ipe. Therestare stretched

carelessly on the ground enjoying the luxury of the shadow
and rest. One of these figures, a girl lying flat on her

back straight in and out of the jiicture, is marvellously fore-

shortened. There is no air of etibrt about the execution

;

it is free, but mellow and clear. There is a little careless-

ness here and there in the landscape, but the figures are

beautifully finished, low in tone, but transparently luminous

and solid. Here is the very soul of sentiment
;
the feeling

of summer
;
the languor and repose of noon! It is a delight-

ful Jiicture, which it is pleasant to see and to praise.

Of an entirely different character, but almost equally ani-

mated with a true sense of the scene, is “Xe.s Pecheurs de la

Mediterrance.''^ The scene represents a cur\iug beach of'

liebbles stretching far round the bay, on which arc two

groups drawing in their nets. The sky is pure and bright,

'fhe blue sea gleams and sjiarkles in the sun as it rolls gladly

ill. One can almost feel the breeze and liear the hiss of the

sea raking over the shingle. The figures are doing their

work unconscious that we are observing them, and their

sharp shadows are thrown upon the beach. The whole

effect is of bright sunlight. If it have a defect, it is in a lit-

tle excess of brightness, but this time will tame and sober.

Another of his jiictures, ‘^Xe,9 Amies,'” is a little idyll.

Three girls interlaced are walking through a cornfield

3 I’ R
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breast-bigli with poppies. It is twilight. JliG.^ aie going

home. Tlie sentiment of this picture is charming.

“X«, Fontaine^’ is also a masterly picture, with the same

characteristics of simplicity, low tone of color, and sentiment.

The figures are peasant girls come to draw water at a foun-

tain, but they have a dignity of bearing, and an unconscious-

ness of posing, and a laziness of style that elevates the sub-

ject into the ideal. The same remark may be made of the

larcre single figure “Xa Glaneuse,^’ which has .something

statuesque and heroic in its pose and treatment.

Tlie three landscapes by M. C. Bernier, Janvier,^’ ^^TJne

Ferine en Fcinnalee,^’ and ^^Sahotiers dans le Fois de Qui-

mereli;’ have all remarkable qualities. The first represents

a farmer with a white and roan horse plowing. These form

the main ground-light. Behind are fiirm-houses and almost

leafless trees, with a few brown leaves on some, dark against a

marble-gray sky. The second is a sunset scene in a farm-

yard. Here all is in tender shadow, except the sky where

the sunset gleams. Cows are drinking; a pool in the center

reflects the light of the sky
;
the farmer and his horses are

going in
;
dark trees rear themselves on either side. The

sentiment of the hour is most happily rendered. Tlie tone

is charming, and the soft growing shadow which involves

the chief part of the scene is delicate and transparent. The

third above mentioned is a very remarkable landscape, rep-

resenting woods without underbrush and flecked with mot-

tled light and dark, in which is a sabotier's cabin with a

pointed roof, from which smoke is rising, while the sahotier

and his wife are at work near by. Here there is a rare feel-

ing of open air, a simplicitj'^ and truth to nature, united to

breadth and freedom of execution, which made tins one of

the most striking landscapes in the whole Exposition.

The landscajies by M. Fran5ais are not characterized by
strength and vigor of execution, and they are somewhat
academical and sentimental. The best of those exhibited

was ^^Daphnis et Chloe,^^ which is a deep wooded landscape
well composed, with two nude figures at a pool in the center.

M. H. Hanoteau sent a very vivid and brilliant picture

representing an old mill, “Xc Moulin.'’^ A large tree, grow-
ing on a sloping bank beside the road, throws its shadow
over the chief part of the foreground, and some pigs are

coming down the bank. The road strikes across the picture
over a bridge, passing the old mill, which is partially in

shadow
;
and a house beyond in full blaze of sunlight. The

picture is admirably comi)Osed in light and shade, very care-

fully studied in all its details, free of execution, and very
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brilliant in eftect. The technical qualities of this work are

remarkable.

There was also a bright and spirited picture by M. J. ]\Ia-

sure, ‘^Rivage du Golfe of blue sea, which afresh

breeze is rippling in to the shore.

M. J. C. ^leissonier, fds, had also three little pictures after

the manner of his father, representing “ Une Chcmin mix

Environs de Nice,^’ Plage aux Environs de and “Xe
Matin sur la Plage, anx Environs d^Antibes,’’ all worthy of his

father in truth and character.

The landscapes by M. L. G, Pelouse were very clever, but

they have rather too much the look and character of studies

from nature. “ Une Coupe de Bois” represents a w^ood, with

wood-cutters, with bright sunset clouds sloping toward the

horizon behind the tall trees. This is perhaps the most

eflective of all, and is executed with spirit and talent.

M. A. Seg6 exhibited rather a remarkable picture of ^‘Les

Chaumes.” It is just afternoon, and the shadows are begin-

ning to slope. A shepherd and dog stand in a broa«l, Hat

I)lain with a crowd of sheep in shade with their backs touched

with light. In the distance rises a village all in shadow,

and beyond on the level a delicate horizon. The effect is

very brilliant, the perspective of the flat plain is exceedingly

well rendered, and there is a considerable novelty of effect

and distinction in the i)icture. One regrets, however, the

monotonous slaty color of the whole village, in which roof

and walls are of the same hue and tone. The birds flying

through the clear air are peculiarly rendered
;
the bodies are

dark, the wings vague, dim, and fluttering in effect.

M. E. Van Marcke sent a very vigorous picture of cows
drinking in a pool. A white cow forms the principal light,

while dark trees and foliage cover the main upper part of

the picture, leaving only a corner of clouded sky. This is

very strongly painted and well composed. It is of the school

of Troyon, and well worthy of that master.

M. F. de Mesgrigny’s sur la Seme” is

also an admirable picture. It represents a broad, still river

with wash-houses on one side and ducks swimming down
the stream in which trees beyond are reflected. The key is

very light, and the effect clear and pleasing
;
the water and

the reflections very transparent.

“ Un Marche (I Grenade,” b}’ M. A. Moreau, represents a

street in Grenada on marlvet-day. Half the street with its

portico is a shadow. Two great oxen with yellow frontlets,

and drawing a huge cart out of which rises a tall, coarse, gray

net supported on poles, occupj’ the center of the i)icture.
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_aii(I around tliis are groii]bs in costume coming and going,
'
and, behind, the sun flashes on wliite walls of houses. Here

is Spain in full blaze, yet without over-statement and noise

of color, and without confusion of parts. The shadow side

is transjiarent and cool, and gives a brilliant effect to the

subdued colors around and the flashing walls beyond. I

wish here to mark this picture particularly as admirable for

its composed and eflcctive treatment of many figures and

brilliant light without confusion, and as an expression of

Spain. I shall have occasion to refer to it in contrasting it

with pictures of the Spanish school.

Among other jiictures not coming exactly under these

classes, several should be noted. M. Girard sent a small

picture of “ ies Fiances , representing a party in very bril-

liant costumes coming through an alley of trees strewn with

dead leaves. Some of the figures are a little too voyant in

color, particularly those in the shadow, but the shadow itself

is capital, the figures very carefully and elaborately exe-

cuted, and the dead leaves admirably rendered.

INI. J. G. Jacqueti’s Reverie-^ has sometliing distinguished

in character. It represents a girl in a red dress sitting a little,

affectedly in a chair and glancing out of the picture. If she

is in a reverie she knows we are looking at her, and has a
rather shy sense of it.

M. Hubert exhibited four pictures, of which the best are

the two rei)resentiug Pastorella” and “Zu. Tricotemc,”

both of which are refined in sentiment and quiet in execu-
tion, and have a tender melancholy which is attractive.

L. E. Lambert had a humorous and s})irited picture called

representingkittens whichhavc got
into a chest of drawers—the chest of drawers itself admira-
bly painted.

M. Desgoflfe liad some remarkable representations of still

life, some of which for technical qualities and imitation de-
serve very high praise.

The ^^Guriosites^’ and “Coin du of i\I. A. Vollon,
uninteresting enough in themselves, are extraordinarily well
painted. Ilis Femme du Pallet, a largo figure of a jieas-
ant with a basket on her arm, has attempted to follow in
tlie footsteps of lilillet, but his work, though clear, has a
coarseness of quality and character which is never seen in
Millet.

Aquarelles.

In aquarelles the French have distinguished themselves
of late. In this branch of art the names of Messrs. Detaille
and Neuville should be noticed, though they exhibited no
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specimens of their talent here. To these should be added_
among others the names of ^Messrs. Uarpignies, Berne-

Bellecour, Bida, Berchere, Bruneaii, Galbrund (en «<«/.

RegnaultjVeyvassat, Worms, Sauuier, and, especially, iM. M.

Leloir and Harechal. M. Leloir sent six aquardleH, which, L.ioiv.

for splendor and brilliancy' of color, were perhaps the most

remarkable works in the whole Exposition. The subjects

are “Ze liepos,’’ ^‘Lcs Souris Branches^'^ “ Danseusc^^^ ‘^Joueiise

dc Flute, “ VOiseau bleu,'’^ ^‘Konchalancc.^^ The color, which

is like melted gems for force, is not glaring or confused in

tints, the composition is good, the values well rendered, and

altogether this is a remarlvable series of i)ictures. iM.

Marc'chal’s works are in pastel and are rich and low in tone, .Mar^cUai.

but Strongly treated, almost as if they were oils. M. ^Yorms’ AVom.s.

aquarelles, '^Apres la Eevue'” and ‘•’•La Toilette d^une Baller-

ine,^’’ arc of the same kind as his oil pictnres, and admirably

rendered. IM. llegnanlt’s “•Interieur de Jlarand^ is brilliant,

but too kaleidoscopic in colors, and too much inspired by

the Spanish scliool. Baroness Rothschild also sent some caroucssKotiw-

very spirited and interesting aquarelles of dilferent views,

“yi Scafati, environs deJSfaples,^^ “yl VUr6^^ and ‘Gl Chartres’’'^;

31. Berchere, several clever Egyi)tian scenes; 3Iadame ncrchen-.

Becq de Eouquieres a pastel of a ’‘Jeune Fillede KerfuntunT
^ 7 iMuiqin^roB.

which is very pleasing in sentiment and character; 31. Bru- nnmcan.

neau ‘several admirable studies of fruit and small animals;

31. Chaigneau a clever pastel of “Les Rockers du Jean-de- Chaiiinean.

Paris^A 31. Brunet-Debaines a capital view of '-''St. Gal-, nrnnot-n.-

mier’’

;

31. Galbrund a s])irited portrait in pastel. Among oaibnm.i.

the aquarelles should also be specially noted a street scene

with old houses on a canal, by 31. Sannier; and two bright, saunier.

clear, and well -drawn pictures by 31. Vey vassal, of '^Lc veyvassat.

Gouter dcs Moissoneurs,’’ and “ Une Charette.'’^

ENGLAND.

Ilaving now examined the French school, let us turn to KNC.LAXD.

that of England. Here, we are in an entirely dilierent
^

world. There are perhaps no two countries in which the

technical methods, the subjects chosen, and the spirit in

which they are rendered are so opposed or diverse. The
1 • • n -1

^ Diversity of

characteristic excellence, as we have seen, ot the Trench character

school is tecknique But this technique has been so over- gUsh paimiu;;/

insisted upon in France as finally to have become in the

eyes of many of its cleverest artists the one thing to be

aimed at, the one thing above all to bo desired, and to this

the higher claims of art have been subordinated.

On the contrary, in passing from the French school into
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EXGr,A.vD. tiie English, one is at once struck with the feebleness of the

Pictures feeble The pictui’es are for the most part flat and com-
in technique,

p.,i.jitively fecblo in execution. The grammar of painting

in oil as distinguished from painting in water-color has not

here been learned. The first impression is that all of the

oil pictures are aquarelles, so little body and vigor of touch,

and impastn. SO little depth of wipasto, SO feeble a iferception of light and

dark do they show. Some of them under glass we are

forced closelj' to examine before we can believe that they

No true sense are iiot ill water-colors. There is no true sense of what is
..f \.'iiue8of color.

termed “values” of color. All the parts are

comparatively of the same value. The foreground figures

are no more vigorous and decided than those which are in

the middle distance. There is little representation of per-

siiective beyond what is expressed by drawing. The figures

for the most part, as far as color and light and detail are

concerned, are all in the same plane. There is a general

Monotony. moiiotoiiy of coloi’, a remarkable absence of shadows, and
an equal insistance on all parts. Another peculiarity which

is very striking is the lantern-like illumination of all the

pecuiiariiiunii- faces. [Mo matter whether the light falls upon them or is
iiiilion of faces.

behind them, or whether there is any intelligible light com-

ing from anywhere, the faces all are self-illuminated, and, in

many ofthe landscapes with figures, they glow mysteriously,

whether turned against the moon or the sun or turned vo

them. What is also curious is that, though these faces aie

.siwiow-s”*^^
of so illuminated, scarcely a figure casts a shadow. Much of

this peculiarity probably arises from the fact that in Eng-
land there is little brilliancy of sun, the prevalent atrnos-

Iihere being graj’ and dim, and the counterjioises of light

and dark little seen, so that the shadows are vague and
feeble, and the eflects misty. But whatever be the reason, the

Delicacy offact is evident. But on the other hand there is mucli deli-
scntimont.

cacy of sentiment, and great refinement of feeling. The
^^^Purity of feel- subjects are always pure in character, and if there be no

great force of execution there is simjilicity and sweetness,
and an absence of violence and brutality of subject and
of treatment. This sometimes errs on the side of senti-

mentality and almost of triviality, but there is never any-
thing to shock the sensibilities, and in all there is a pure
purpose.

draftsmanship there is much to be desired. The
best of the English painters can scarcely be said to reach
the higher average of the French. In figures, and partic-
ularly in the nude, their works show not only a lack of
firmness and decision of outline, but an absence of careful
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training, and of style in their drawing. Of the landscapes, kn^land.

some are carefully, almost painfully, studied after nature,

but the detail is in many cases so over-emphasized that the Ovor-omphasis

mass is sacrificed to the parts. They do not seem to under-

stand that a multitude of particulars do not constitute a

whole. On the contrary, with some at least, their idea seems

to be that unless everything is said nothing is said.

English art seems to drift in various currents, without Enciiah art

any clear and definite course, and to subdivide itself intOo^/afj'^cJjonT''

various degrees rather than schools. IMr. l>uriie-Jones rep-

resents one direction, for instance, towards the romantic Romantic and

and vaguely ideal. Mr. Tritt another, towards the literal. “^Literal.

Mr. Watts another, towards the mythological and heroic. Heroic.

Mr. Leslie another, towards the idyllic of common life. Mr. idyiiic,

Armitage another, towards the antique and historic. Their Antique .and

methods and manners differ as much as their subjects. They
have no style of workmanship in common; each, as it were,

is striving blindl}', as far as techniqne is concerned, to find a

wa^'for himself, and it must be confessed that in some of these

efforts there is not a little affectation of originality, and, as it

were, an euphuistic attempt at novelty, both in subject and
in treatment. On the other hand, there are some who are

trill}’ earnest and capable, having ideas and sentiment, but

wanting the mastery of the grammar and language by wliich

to express them. There is, in consequence, a good deal of

wasted power. The result is not equal to the effort. Still, in

coming from the French department of the Exposition into

that of England, one cannot but feel that he has entered simpioi- and

into a serener atmosphere of simpler manners, and higher

7

morals, and purer .sentiments, the absence of which (..qunot,

be compensated for by any technical merits however great.

j\.qUQ.TCll6S. Aquarelles.

If in the use of oils the English are far behind the French,

in aquarelle they at least take equal rank with them. The
room dedicated to these in the English department contained

master-pieces of execution as well as of sentiment. The .side

of one screen was dedicated to aquarelles by the late IMr.

Frederic Walker. These are characterised by tender and rredorieWiUk
CV.

delicate sentiment and by harmony of color. They all rc})-

resent scenes of common life, and are each so happy in the

rendering that it is difficult to say which is to be preferred.

“ The Old Farm Garden” is charming. It represents a scene

in an old-fashioned garden inclosed in walls, over which

are seen the farm building and roof. The garden is lilled

with bright llowers, a tree is in full blossom, and along the
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EXGLAxn. walk is ranged a row of bec liivcs. A gii l, slowly sauntering

Waikor. through the walk, is knitting. She has dropjied her ball of

yarn, and a tortoise-sliell cat is coaching to S])riiig at it.

ifere is the pure English feeling and character, all quiet and

in harmony. “ The Ferry also is a beautiful picture, and

as true to fact as to feeling. A boat is drawing up to the

shore of the river. White swans are swimming in the water.

Straight down to the ferry opens a street of red-brick houses

Avith groups and figures scattered here and there. The
atmosphere is England, the feeling is all Englisli, and the

Frock-ric Walk-
IS fn^ of air and misty sunlight. The Housewife ”

is a figure seated in a court-yard, shelling beans; a chair is

before her, and a groat butt of water on one side, and a low

windoAv is lilled with flower-pots. In description this is

nothing. It is the tenderness and sweetness with which it

is done that make it a delightful idyl. “The Village” is

a bit out of English life and scenery. There is a bridge

with three arches, under which the river flows, and over the

parapet of which figures are leaning lazily. An old man-
sion-house is seen behind, on the further side of the road

which crosses the bridge, encompassed with a wall, with

trees inside. Another represents “ The Last Asylum,”
where a daughter is accompanying her old mother to the

almshouse—beautiful in sentiment and delicate in execution.

“The Fishmonger” also is admirable. He is leaning for-

Avard and pointing out on his broad bench covered Avith

fishes a large turbot to a girl Avho is standing beside it hesi-

tating Avhether to yield to his persuasion or not. This is

masterly for management, color, and tone. The soft, dark-
ened shadoAv of the interior is admirably given

;
the figures

are capital in character and expression; the details are
carefully studied and not obtrusive. Of a more ambitious
character are “ The Three Fates, ” avIio are three sour old
ladies, tAA’o seated on a sofa and one standing, and deliver-
ing their oracles to a young girl avIio is rising from her chair.
This is dramatic, entirely modern, and full of character and
spirit. The other pictures are “Health to the Absent,”
“ The Chajdain’s Daughter,” “ The Field of Violets,” all

charming. Mj-. Walker had also a large ])icture in oils, c.alled
The Old Gate.” This has much of the same excellence as

the smaller Avater-colors in sentiment and character, but it

lacks vigor of execution and is a little monotonous in tone
and color. In fact it is rather like a very large aquarelle than
a painting in oil. The figures are admirably drawn and the
picture has much (;harm.
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Mr, A. n. Marsh sent a good showy picture of “Mussel

Gatherers,” representing a crowd of fisherwomcii toiling

along a beach, with a storm rising. Mr. J. 1). Linton’s “ Off

Guard” is also well composed, with good effect of light and
dark, and painted with vigor. The parts are well subordi-

nated to each other, and the general masses are well kei)t,

which is a rare thing in English art.

Mr. G. J. Pinwell sent three pictures, “The Pied Piper,”

“The Great Lady,” “St. James’ Park,” of which the best is

the last named. This is a subject which suits the English

mind. It represents a scene in the park, English in its

character and true to common life. The figure of the man
seated on a bench and looking down is particularlj’ good.

The subject does not call for a high effort of imagination,

but is represented with much truth and feeling.

There were several of Mr. J, F. Lewis’s elaborate oriental

scenes, which are painted with great minuteness and detail,

and are brilliant in color
5
but they are of little interest as

to character or incident, and are too uniformly brilliant and
have too equal insistance of parts. They represent “A Street

ill Cairo,” “The Liliiim Auratum,'” “The School,” “Cairo,”

“The Prayer of Faith.” He also sent three oil pictures,

all of which have the same characteristics and are scarcely

to be distinguished from aquarelles^ so thin and flat are

they in treatment. “ Twilight,” by Joseiih Knight, is i)ower-

ful and interesting. There is a lowering gray sky, inth a

strip of light on the edge of the horizon. Shadows darken

over the low deep-green moor-like sivell of the ground, and
ill the foreground is a pool illuminated by the sky, and
overgrown on its banks by low bushes. This picture, M’hich

is painted in body color, is solemn, lonely, and full of senti-

ment. Mr. Boyce’s “ Bridewell” is admirably rendered, ainl

a capital study of the place. Mr. J. D. Watson’s “Boole

Lore” is rich in color. The low crimson dress is well painted,

the color is rich, and the composition is good in light and

dark. Mr. Thomas Collier sent a masterly landscape called

“Arundel Park,” which is freely and vigorously rendered.

Mr. E. X. Johnson’s “The Anxious Mother” is delicate in

sentiment and color, and painted with mucli care and re-

finement. The anxious mother is a hen, wl)icli is much dis-

turbed because the lady in the i)icturo has taken her chicken

from her and holds it in her hand. ''Notre Dame de Brou-

Bourg,’’^ by Mr. S. Read, is a careful and effective study o*f

the interior of the cathedral. “The Higher Pool,” by Mr.

E. H. Fahey, is admirable in color, tone, and composition.

It is a study of the same jdace that he has taken for his oil
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painting He i!^cvGr OaniG,^^ and is even stronger than that.

The picture is effective in its light and dark, and the sky is

particiilarlj- good. “The Market at Toulon,” by Mr. Birket

Foster, with its gay llowers, vegetables, and great yellow

umbrellas, is very bright in color and clear in treatment.

“Derby Day—Here they come !” by Mr. C. Green, is a

very clever and characteristic representation ot this scene.

The eager heads and earnest action of the crowd tliat are

pressing torward against the roi>e to catch sight of the com-

ing horses are capitally rendered. Mr. II. Herkomer’s

“Woodcutters,” which represents workmen turning the

trunk of a tree they have felled, is admirable in its action

and drawing, and very pleasing in its clear gray tones.

Among other watercolors wliich may be noted are “The

Guide,” by Sir John Gilbert •,
several pleasing pictures by

Mrs. Allingham, “When our GudemaiTs Awa’” by G. G.

Kilburne, and a clever head of “ Saint George” by Mr. E. J.

Gregory, “Sunday Evening in Clielsea Hospital Gardens”

by Mr. James Macbeth, and E. J. Poyiiter’s portrait of Mrs.

Louis Courtanld.

“ The Death of the Year,” byMr. Walter Crane, is a proces-

sional picture of maidens carrying a corpse, which is pleasing

and stronger in color than his oils. There is little delinite

character and individuality known in the figures or faces:

they are all of the same type, and have a family likeness,

as if they were sisters. The same observation may be made

of all the pictures by Mr. E. Burne-Jones. He senttwo water-

colors, representing “ Love among the Ruins” and “Love

as Wisdom.” The first represents two figures, a youth and

a maiden, seated in a strange place, with strange fragments

of architecture overgrown with ivy and thistles, with little

regard to perspective or probability. The low gateway, for

instance, has no just relation in point of size or height to

the figures, and all parts are so equally emphasized that the

total effect of the picture is flat. “Love as Wisdom” rep-

resents two girls in red and brown dresses standing erect

and half embracing, while opposite to them stands a third

in dark blue, who is ai)parently addressing them. A town on

a hill behind forms the background. The picture is pleas-

ing in composition, but it entirely lacks aerial perspective,

and the houses of the distant town seem to adhere to the

heads of the figures. Both these pictures are rich in color,

and in “Love among the Ruins” there is considerable ex-

pression of languid sadness. But both are rather conceits

than subjects.
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.Mr. Burne-Jones has attained so distinguished a reputa- England.

tion in England, that it is with much hesitation that we ap- Bume-jones.

proached witli criticism pictures which have received higher

panegyric from Ids friends and admirers than ])erhaps was

ever before bestowed upon the works of any living painter.

One of his admirers has not hesitated publicly' in his Avrit-

ings to say that he is the greatest artist that ever lived.*

* Noth.—Lest I in:iy bo supposed to exaggerate tlio statements of

.Mr. Burne-Jones’s admirers, I cite the following passages from an article

in the “Fortnightly Review” for June, 1877, by Professor Sydney Col- Piof. Colvin in

vin, on the Grosveuor Gallery, which may also serve as a correction to “FortpishtlyRo-

my own view. The whole article is worthy of perusal, as indicating the

opinion of the new .schoed of criticism on the new school of painting in

England. Language can scarcely go farther. Professor Colvin 82>eaka

of Mr. Burne-Jones as a “master in whose inspiration there is nothing

faltering or ambiguous, anrl in his ideals nothing harsh and unlovely.

The genius of Mr. Burne-Jones will on these walls become a reality

to those to whom hitherto it has bimn only a report.” Sjieaking of

the “Six Days of Creation,” he says, “This is a favorite medimval sub-

ject for the opening illustration ofChronicles, and occurs in some schemes

of mosaic and other church decoration. But the modern work is no

echo of any old; the subject has been reilipjied in the colors of a liv-

ing spirit, and recast in the furnace of a great imagination. . . .

Since painting was an art it is probable that no jioetry so intens) as

this, no invention so rich and unerringly lovely, was ever pressed into

form and color. It is better to say it without hesitation, we have among
ns a genitis, a jioet in design and color, whose like has never been seen

before. To an almost incredible patience and multiplicity of work-

manship, this i^ainting joins a quite inexjjressible felicity and loveli-

ness of pictorial invention. Inch by inch, as well as division by divis-

ion, it can only be studied with ever-increasing wonder and delight.”

Just ;is a born poet and iu.si>ircd singer cannot put together tho.se words
that have not the sound, the 8i)ell, the soul of jioetry, so this artist can-

not draw a ring of hair, or a fold of drai)ery, or lay the tint of a flower,

or a feather, or a shell, but the draAving has a charm and the color a

jAreciousness which stirs the mind Avith the sjAell of visible poetry, an

enchantment from the soul of things, an inexpressible felicity and
loA-eliness,”—“preciousuess of coloi',” “soul of poetrj',” an “incredible

patience,” “an inci-casing wonder and delight,” “unerring loAmliness,”

“great imagination.”—.\fter such ])raiseAAdiat can bo added—Avhat can

be said ofthoseAvlioniAve have hitherto held to be great masters? Asfor

those Avho do not agree to this “sniu’eme” gush (“supremo” is the Avord

Avhich is aft'ected now by a certain cliqtie of critics, and avo Avish to con-

form to this “prticiousness” of diction for the moment), and Avho dare

to criticise even the draAving, they are told that their criticisms “can-

not bo made Avifh any .shoAv of reason uoav,” and that some critics of

this class “ Avrito themselves as asses and ^mppies before the Avorld.”

Still Ave nmst honestly say that such extravagant laudation is, in our

humble oj)inion, not calculated to bo of benefit to Mr. Burne-Jones, who,

whatever bo his talent, has still something to learn, nor to load with it

the calm judgment even of his best friends and much less of the public.

It may also be interesting to apiieud hero two ojAposite criticisms of
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Oil the other hand, critics are not wanting who, admit.
r>iinu>jonca. tiug liis great talent, jirotest against this excessive laudation

as injurious not only to art but to the artist, by conlirming

him ill a style, both of subject and of treatment, which in

itself is not the highest, and which threatens to <legeiierate

into mannerism, and to lead astray into vague sentiment-

ality those who follow him. It may not, therefore, be jire-

sumptiioiis if we venture to choose a neutral ground, and

proceed to consider his methods and his subjects.

These two pictures, as well as his “Beguiling of Merlin,”

which, though in oil, is partially aquarelle in its technical

treatment and efl’ect, have been declared to be “among his

noblest inspirations,” and it will be no injustice to judge him

by them.

Mv. Burne-Jones is essentially a colorist, and in the tivo

water-colors he has amply justified his high reputation.

They are rich in color, and harinonions in combination of

tints. The “Beguiling of Merlin by Vivian” is not, however,

at all entitled to the same praise. It is monotonous and

Mr. Burne-Jones’s latest -work, “Pygmalion,” as indicating the opposite
•‘L 0 n <1 o nextremes of opinion, taken from the “London Week” of May 24, 1879-

Week. -j >

“two ways of sf.eixg a pictuke.

“Lot US now see what these discordant voices have to say about Mr.

Biu’ne-Jones’s ‘Pygmalion’ series. The following criticisms arc well

Avorth comparing carefully

:

“Si)e(:tator.”
"lllustratod

“ [Spectator.]

“
‘No description of wliich we are capa-

ble can convey in any adequate degree the

intense beauty of this work. As in all

supreme painting, Aveloso sight altogether

of the artist iu the vision he has created

for us, and it needs a severe effort of the

mind to bring itself back to the consider-

ation of the marvellous skill which is here

displayed. But when this is done we
hardly know upon what to bestow our

greatest admiration, whether upon the

soft effulgence of light in which the pic-

ture is enveloped, the little bit of azun;

sky on which Venus stands, and the deli-

cate iride-scenco of the doves’ plmnago;
on the stately strengtli of divino beauty

and power in her figure, the clinging de-

pendence of that of Galatea, or on tlio ex-

pression of the living statue, which is

probably the most wonderful painting of

all—sunirise, joy, and helplessness strug-

gling together in one woman’s face.’’

“ [Illustrated Veies.]

“ ‘We are assured that in these pictures
there are latent meanings as to the rise,

growth, and fruition of "passion ” Avhich

a.ssociates them with those productions
of the minor poets of the day, Avhich forms
the “ supersensuous, ’’or rather, weshould
say, the ultra-sensual, school—a school
which, in its worst development, is the
morbid outcome of weakly, overwrought
physique—which every man who respects
his manhood and every woman who val-

ues her honor must regard with disgust,
and would destroy everything of value in

the national character. For our part, wo
see merely mawki.sh sentiment, not “pas-
sion,” in these wan, haggard faces—these
limp languors, this hysterical tension-
together with incdheval dilcttantei.sni, for

there is nothing Avhatever of Greek spirit

or character in the series.’

“The ‘Siicctator’ critic, it will be seen, goes iiearij'' into hysterics; the
other gentleman i.s atlected iu a very different tvay. Wo must say that
for gush, tears, and bosh generally, the ‘Spectator’ man throws all his
fellow-laborers in the field of art far into the shade.”
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ineflfectivc in color and without ]ierspective. Merlin is repre-

sented a.s reclining- in a contorted and helpless attitude, with

crossed legs, at the foot of some tree or thorn covered with

blossoms, while Vivian, swaddled in an extraordinary dress,

tarns her back ui)on him, twisting her head round over her

shonlder, and holding before her in both hands a long book,

from which she is apparently reciting her spell. The figures

are neither of them Avell drawn. Each is at least ten heads

high, and Vivian, from her feet to her waist, is seven heads.

Tlie attitudes are singularly constrained and graceless, and

inexpressive of the subject, and Merlin looks rather like a

feeble, peevish old woman than the master magician with

all the arts of sorcery at his command. Without the title

to this picture it would be difficult to divine the subject.

The objection to be made to many of Mr. Burne-Jones’s

works, and specially to these most recent ones, is the A-ague-

ness of the theme
;
and it is greatly to bo regi’etted that his

remarkable talent should liaA^e taken the direction it has

toAvard subjects cither vaguely ideal or languidly effeminate,

removed from the best sympathies of our age, or the highest

requirements of art. One gets a little tired of the constant

apotheosis of Venus and Love, of these nnwmrlike knights

and sentimental ladies, and of this jierpetual repetition of

the same type of face. Here, for instance, are three pictures, in

all of which, both male and female, is the same type ofcharac-

ter, ex]iression, and face; and a similar peculiarity may be

observed in all his later Avorks. They are all the same per-

son, or of the same family, Avith the same prominent chin,

the same large sickly sad eyes, hollow cheeks, and full lijAS.

Both maidy and Avomanly Augor is wanting to all. The men
are not Airile

;
the women are not Avomanly in its best sense;

but a certain langiiidness, effeminacy, and dreamy senti-

mentality, as of exhausted passions, almost epicene in its

character, is A’isible in all.

It is not because we do not recognize the ability of Mr.

Burne-Jones that we venture thus to criticise him. He has
great merits to counterpoise his defects; but we Avonld gladly

see his genius engaged in sturdier struggle Avith more vig-

orous subjects and themes of greater power.

Revived Mediccvalism .

And this leads us to speak of the school or rather clique

of art which has lately grown up in England, and in Avhich

some of the most noted names are enrolled. Admitting at

once the ability of these artists, Ave cannot the less regret

the infl u ence they are excitin g. Dcsiring to lift art to a more

KXGLAND.

Bunie-Joncvs,

Modioevaliam.
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ENGLAso. imaginative lieiglit, out of the coniiuouplace of life, they have

carried it beyond its legitimate domain into the vague and un-

real, and sought to obtain notice by eccentricity and media*,

valism. In their protest against the lower school of mere

genre, they have sought to renovate art by recurrence to

Recurrenco to earlier methods and simpler schools. Reeling, through the

8t*vle^

It''*!**'®
{|u;iint awkwardness, ndivete, and rigidity ot the early Italian

period, a purity and sweetness of sentiment art hath since

lost, they have made the mistake of supposing these to be

inseparable conditions of their charm, and have willully

assumed their technical limitations and deficieiKues. The

sentiment they seek is modern, but the manner is in imitation

of the early Italian masters. jS'ew wine is poured into old

bottles. Their pictures are animated by the spirit of the new

and the memory of the old. Scorning Guido and the Caracci,

and scarcely accejiting even Eahaelle, they prostrate them-

selves before their predecessors, expecting by imitations of

their defects to attain their excellences. For instance, ‘
‘ Love

as Wisdom” is a reminiscence of early Italy in composition

and character. Its inspiration is from the early I talian poets

in sentiment, and of the early painters in composition. So

also the “Renaissance of Venus,” by ^Iv. Walter Crane, is

plainly inspired by a picture of Botticelli’s in the Uliizi,

at Florence, and in “ On the Banks of the Styx,” by Mr.

R. Spencer Stanhope, the same early, dry manner is imi-

tated. I only refer here to some of those examples found in

this Exposition, but the list might be greatly enlarged, if it

were proper to cite other names and works outside the Expo-

sition. In these works, one cannot but feel that the genius

of the artist has been fettered
;
that his intention is willful

;

Imitated quaint- that liis method is not spontaneous. The quaintness, rigid-

unaflfectJdcLm ity, cveii the bad drawing, of the early Italian school is imi-

i’aVBchooi!^ tated, but the unaffected charm is lost. There is a touch of

affectation which ruins all. So strong is the protest against

beauty, through fear of prettiness, that the ugly and awk-

ward is sought, as it would seem, with intention.

Another defect to be seen in some of the English work is

Litorainesa. litcralncss. The artist is not a co-worker Avith nature, but

her drudge and slave. He is so afraid not to be truthful

that he copies the accidents and defects of nature as well

as all its unimportant details Avith a fatal subjection. This

is specially observable in some of the landscapes, in Avhich

the parts often are over emphasized to the destruction of

the main effect. They look like timid and labored studies

by a student, not free and plastic interpretations of a ma.s-
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ter. Mr. Ruskiii has so loudly and eiiiphatically preached

the gospel of detail and imitation of nature that his fol-

lowers are afraid to omit anything, and there is little dis-

tinction in the work between the common and the poetic.

The opposite defect of slovenliness and meanness of exe-

cution is also frequently seen, and there is a strange oscilla-

tion between overdoing and carelessness—between doing

too much and doing too little. In fact what the English

school most lacks is a decided style and training, a cer-

tain hand, a command of material, and precision in draw-

ing. Much of their work has, therefore a groping charac-

ter, with no definite and absolute intention. They are

happy ideas, half expressed, and a constant tendency to

sentimentality.

In the poetic and ideal school of English art the themes

are at times subjects rather for poems than for pictures.

They do not clearly express their meaning, but need a

riming commentary of explanation. Sermoni propriora is

their pet motto. “Love as Wisdom,” for instance, might

apparently make a pleasing poem in the early Italian man-

ner, but as a picture it scarcely explains itself. So much is

this felt in England, that great pains and ingenuity are ex-

pended on the titles of the pictures. These are often tar

more suggestive than the pictures themselves. Suppose

“Love as Wisdom,” or “Love Among the Ruins,” had no

name, could one easily divine Avhat was the precise inten-

tion of the artist ? I7ay, can one, as it is ?

Between these and the school of anecdote, genre, and
familiar life, the gap is great. “Love as Wisdom” and
“The Railway Station,” by Mr. Frith, represent the ex-

tremes of different styles. In the familiar school of England
of common life there is often a triviality and sentimentality

of commonplace which is disappointing. The themes are

often not worthy of the cleverness which is displayed, and
the execution, so far as technique is concerned, is insufficient

to give an interest of itself to the pictures. In these respects

the superiority of execution in France is very striking.

There are no oil pictures in England which arc rendered
with the skill which, for instance, is to be observed in

Worms, Meissonier, Gi^rome, Leloir, or indeed of any of

the chief painters of such subjects in France. The humor
is often a little exaggerated, the sentiment a little flat, and
the irainting weak. At times the real poetic sentiment is

reached, as in the water-colors of Mr. Walker, and at times

true pathos is expressed
;
but generallj^ speaking there is a

ENGLAND.

Ruskin.
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RXGLAXD. want of freshness and energy of conception, and firmness

of drawing.

_Hisior^ai Ristorkal Paintings.

In the liigher brandies of History, the ciglit jiictnies in

tiiis Exposition, with all theiv cleverness and talent :n gen-

eral lack power and firmness of conception as well as

More scenic strength of exccutioii. They are more scenic than real; the

than real.
heart of the mystery ia not plucked

;
they do not interest;

they do not excite the spectator. They want reality. In

Reference to this coniiectioii I wolild refer to the admirable essay of

carles Lamb “On the AVant of Imagination in Modern

Works of Art,” as clearly showing what is needed in a great

liistorical painting.

But to pass from general considerations to particular in-

stances, there were many works in the Englisli dejiartment

which deserve high iiraise, and constitute exceptions to the

general statement we have made. One obs.srvation is to be

English art strongly empliasizcd, and that is that, with all its short-

ErnK-stncs.s comiiigs, eamcstness of purpose, imrity of vhome, and pro

pricty of thought and feeling are always to be seen in Eng-

lish art. There are no indecenoies, no doubtful innuendoes,

no displays of mere nudity, no violence and brutality of

subject and treatment, such as deform the French school,

and but little mere hric-a-hrac work, with no soul and noth-

ing but the body of technique—‘M is serious or quiet, at least

in its intention, and there are frequently a naturalness, sweet-

ness, simplicitj', and refinement of feeling which make up

for many deficiencies. The English school in various and

perhaps blind ways is feeling its way, but it is animated

with high and pure purpose. It does not prostitute itself

to low and unworthy aims. This it is which marked espe-

cially all thedepartmencof English art at this Exposition,

and made a strong impression on artists of every country.

Among the most charming pictures in this department was

Moniis “The Eeaper and the Flowers, ” by Air. P. E. Alorris, which

is a little idyllic poem, full of sentiment and feeling, and

very delicate and pure in color. The sun has set, but the

light is still bright in the sky, and the trees and landscape

ill the middle distance rise dark against it. The old reaper

Avith his scythe on his shoulder is going home, and five little

girls, who have come out to meet him, are dancing around

him, gay and fiower-like. He is walking toward the sunset,

and his fiice is illuminated with the coy light. So, too, arc

the faces of the children ivliose. backs are turned to the
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light, ITow their faces are illuminated, or why they cast no

shadows, it is difiicult to say
;
but no matter, the ])icture is

charming and truly poetic. Another of Mr. ^Morris’s jiic-

tures repre.sents four mowers working in a held of grain.

The action of the tigures is well expressed, and the draAving

and color good. They are earnestly at work, unconscious

that we are looking at them. There is less poetic feeling,

jierliaps, in this than in the other picture, but the subject is

well felt and rendered, and it is a serious and admirable

work. Both of these pictures are under glass, and one needs

to examine them closely to assure one’s self that they are not

aquarelles.

Mr. IToll .sent two iiictures, both of decided merit, “The
Lord gave, and the Lord taketh away,” which is cleverly

(tomposed and interesting, and “Leaving Home.” Here

there is character, firm drawing, and truth of movement

and expression. The scene is in the waiting-room of the

third class, at a railway station, and represents the leave-

taking of a young .soldier who is leaving his home. It is

siinjily rendered and without affectation. The group, con-

.sisting of mother, father, and sister, is seated along a bench,

and the figure of the old father in especial is admirable in

('.very way for color, drawing, and character. The sincerity

and chmr intention of the artist, and his ability to dojiict

what he means, make this an exceptional picture. There

is nothing mawkish in the sentiment, or .slipshod in the exe-

cution, and there are strong values of darks, which is rare in

an English incture. Unfortunately it is under glass, which

gives it somewhat the effect of an aquarelle., and disturbs tlu*

eye. Why the English have this jiractice of covering their

oil pictures with glass, it is difficult to see. The effect is

injured, and there is no apparent necessity for the practice.

“Toilers of the Field,” by Mr. J. Aumonier, is a very pleas-

ing picture, well compo.sed, and agreeable in .sentiment and
general sunny tone. One cannot but regret that it is so

aquarelle in treatment, that the figures are .so thin and even

in tone, and that the shadows arc so faint. At this hour

the long shadows constitute an essential feature and .senti-

ment of the scene. A little more enforcement would have
made this jiicture quite charming ; as it is, the figures are a

little too transparent, and do not come off from the ground.

But, despite this, the picture is full of feeling and sentiment.

“Applicants for Admission to a Ca.sual Ward,” by ^Ir.

Luke Eildes, is a composition of great talent, full of dramatic
character and feeling, and without affectation or grimace.

It is a little gloomy and monotonous in tone and color, and
4 p R
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wants focussing of light and dark, but it is a strong, able,

and pathetic picture, done with great directness and steadi-

ness of ])nrpose.

“The Last Muster,” by Mr. H. Herkomer, deserved tlie

medal of honor which was conferred upon it. It is a remark-

able picture, representing a Sunday service at the chapel of

the Royal Hospital at Chelsea, with all the veterans seated on

their benches and the tattered banners hanging over he:ul.

This picture, which is really a picture of portraits, is painted

with great vigor, honesty, and solidity of impasto; but be-

yond this it shows a quiet dramatic sense, and a simplicity

and truth of individual (haracter such a.s is rarel]y seen.

The two principal figures are particularly admirable in tnith

of action and expression. Besides this, Mr. Herkomer’s other

oil painting, “After the Toil of the Day,” looks very washy

and aijuavellc in manner, and is tar behind it in cluipacter and

vigor, though it is a pleasing picture.

The only other medal of honor which was given to Eng-

land was awarded to Mr. Millais. He was admirably reiire-

sented by no less than ten of his principal pictures, of which

live were portraits, two landscapes, and three subject pic-

tures. These pictures have been repeatedly exhibited, and

are already .so well known that they scarcely need to be

de.scribed. Of his portraits, that of “ Mrs. Bischoffsheim”

is one of the best, and it is spirited and well painted, though

a little careless in the execution of all but the head, and

has the great merit of a very strong resemblance. The

portrait of the “ Duke of Westminster ” in his hunting dress

is also an admirable portrait, simple, direct, and true to life

;

but still better than this is “ The Gambler’s Wife,” which,

notwithstanding its title, is plainly a portrait, and only a

l)ortrait. The head on this picture is charmingly rendered

with great delicacy of color and feeling, and care in execu-

tion. Indeed, of all Mr. Millai.s’ works in the ICxposition

this is the most sincere and happy, as far as the head goes.

But the fichu on her neck is too careless—it means nothing.

Mr. Millais has quite changed his whole style since those early

works which first won him his high reputation, and which

were characterized by fastidious and minute elaboration.

Now, on the contrary, his style is free, and at times quite

too free and careless, and he often contents himself witli

inerely suggesting in the sketchiest manner what, with the

pressure of his engagements, he has no time to work out.

There, perhaps, might be a happy mean between these two

manners, and there is at times an indication of altogether

too much hurrv in his work. In the portraits of his three
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(ihildren, for iiistiiTice, the dresses are mere vague smudges

of white, with no anatomy in the folds and no texture. The

dresses also of the “ Three Sisters” are very careless, and

all the same pattern and color, while the background of

flowers is a mere sketch. This reckless splashing on of inci-

dental parts is a characteristic of English portraits. If an

artist draws anything it ought, at least as far as it goes,

however unfinished, to have a determinate form and mean-

ing, and not to be, as it too often is, a mere scribble, and

Mr. iMillais is too clever an artist and too capable an exec-

utant to allow himself to slur over accessories in this hur-

ried way. “The Yeoman of the Guard,” clever as in some

respects it is, has on the whole something a little grotesque-

in it. The tones of the red costume are too voyant. The
fiice is dabbled and spotty in execution, and the general

effect is of a huge water-color.

The two landscapes, one representing “Chill October,”

and the other “ O’er the Hills and Far Away,” wdiich is a

view of the Scottish moors, are so well known that they

scarcely need to be described. In sentiment and general

tone the “Chill October” is the best, and narrowly misses

being a remarkable picture. But here is the same careless-

ness of parts, the same want of real love for the thing rep-

resented, the same hurry of execution. The background

and distance are scarcely even sketched in, as if the artist

had got tired of his work before completing it. The fore-

ground is scratched in loosely
;
the roots of the trees are

scarcely drawn at all. The only part which is really i)ainted

is the middle distance, with its dark trees bending to the

stress of the wind and its chill gleainy water, and these are

so admirably rendered and so good in character that they

hold the whole picture together and cover the deficiencies of

the rest. In the Scotch landscape, as in “Chill October,”

the main dark is in the middle ground, drawing the jnctures

into two parts, and the foregrounds are comparatively weak-

and unsatisfactory. Here there is much and careful study;

the execution is free and the color good, but it lacks the

sentiment that animates the “Chill October,” and is not so

happy in its expression of feeling, though it is more care-

fully ])ainted. Indeed, it is to be objected that in the dis-

tance there is too much insistance of particulars which

(•ould scarcely be visible to the naked eye, and little effect

of chiaro-OHCuro.

The subject pictures by Mr. Millais are two in number,
“The northwest Passage” and “Yes or Ho.” The latter

is essentially x)ortrait. The former, a girl seated at the feet

KXGI-AMD.
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of her ftilher, an old sailor, and reading from a book, to

whicli be is attentively listening. The character and expres-

sion of the sailor, who clasps his daughter’s hand, is admirar

ble, the incident is interesting, and the story well told.

:\Ir. Millais’ reputation is so established and his talent so

decided that he can well afford to be criticised. Had Ids

influence and position been less we should not have dwelt

upon his shortcomings, which are chiefly the result of

hurry and carelessness and want of real love for his work.

Art is a jealous mistress, and demands devotion and ear-

nestness. She is not satisfied with a careless nod even from

so masterly a workman as IMr. Millais.

Mr. G-. F. Watts sent a number of interesting portraits

of “Robert Browning,” “Herr Joachim,” “General Lau-

rence,” “P. H. Calderon,” “The Duke of Cleveland,” and
“ Hon. Mrs. Percy Wyndham.” Of these the best is the

full-length of Mrs. Wyndham, which has much dignity and

breadth of style and character. Mr. Watts’s genius, how-

ever, has a larger scope in his ideal subjects, of which he sends

us but two specimens, in his “Pallas, Juno, and Venus,”

and his “Love and Death;” of these the more carefully

I)ainted is the former, which is simple and unaflected, and,

tliough it leaves much to be desired in clearness of color and

exactness of drawing from the nude, has no taint of the

model, and is conceived in a true spirit. There is something

large in the conception of Death, and the head of Love is

expressive in action and feeling
;
but his figure is sadly out

of drawing and strange in color. There is in these pictures,

however, a lift of spirit and feeling.

]Mr. E. J, Poyntcr sent three pictures, “ The Catapult,”

“ Proserpine,” and “ Israel in Egypt.” There is much that

is refined in sentiment and conception in the “ Proserpine”

gathering flowers, her figure showing through the half-trans-

parent drapery in which she is robed. Both the other pic-

tures are more ambitious in character and design, show
great study and research, and are interesting and spirited.

The “ Israel in Egypt” repre.sents the Israelites dragging a

colossal figure through the burning noon of Egypt. The
great mass of figures are well drawn and aiipropriate in

action, the costumes arc carefully studied, and nothing has

been slighted. What is to be objected is that the values of

all parts are too equal in color and chiaro-oscuro, so that the

interest is too wi<lely distributed, and not sufliciently con-

centrated on any main incident. In consequence the pic-

ture has a certain thinness and flatness of effect. “ The
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Catapult” is more concentrated and more powerful, and

very clever in action and design, though a little dull in color.

“Kough Weather in the iMediterranean,” by Mr. Ilenry

Moore, is a very careful study of mid-ocean. The heaving

waves are full of life and movement, and the intense blue

tones very true to nature.

Mr. Brett’s two pictures of “ Spires and Steei)les of the

(diannel Islands,”and “ Mount’s Bay, Cornwall,” arc immense

birds-eye views of the sea and coast in broad sunlight,

(ii-owded with detail, and studied with exceeding pains and

labor. Indeed, it is a i)ainfull3’ careful study, and despite

the talent it displays and the conscientiousness of the work,

one cannot but feel that the labor is in the wrong direction,

find that the artist has been mastered by his subject, and

rendered subservient to the facts. There is no reserve any-

where; everything glitters with excess of light; every bit is

of equal value, and insists upon forcing itself on the atten-

tion. The minute is over-emphasized, as if the artist had

been afraid to have anything unreported, however unneces-

sary, and the result is fatiguing.

Mr. Albert Moore’s two little pictures of “ Beads, ” and

“The Palm Pan,” which in the catalogue are called “har-

monies in blue and gold,” have little theme or character,

but they are well drawn, delicate, unaffected, and graceful,

tliough a little pale and chalky in color. They are of the

young school of England—with which novelty is often a

synonym of excellence. These two pictures were too pale

and weak to produce much effect in the Exposition, but they

would be charming in a little boudoir.

Mr. K. W. Macbeth sent two pictures, a “ Lincolnshire

Gang, ” and “ Potato Harvest in the Pens.” The tirst repre-

sents a gang of workmen and women roused to labor at day-

break. It is well comiiosed and painted, and has a good
deal of action and spirit and vigor of character. It is a

little monotonous from its want of contrast in light and dark,

and the faces have that peculiar lantern-like illumination

which is characteristic of so many pictures in the English

department, but it is an interesting picture. In light and

dark, and in techniqiie^tha “ Potato Gatherers” is much more
vigorous, and, indeed, in these qualities it is one of the most
striking pictures in the English department. It is ffrmly

and forcildy painted, well composed, and solidly laid in.

The sky is good, and the massed figures come up stronglj'

against it.

Miss Thomi)sou (now iMrs. Bailer) sent a i)icture repre-

senting “The Return from Inkermann,” in which we conless.
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after all the s’reat praise which has been bestowed upon

tliis lady’s work, to have been disaiipoiuted. The drawing

is studied. There is character undoubtedly in some of the

groui s, but the figures are somewhat confusedly massed

together, and there is a certain want of that virile strength

and enforcement which is demanded in such a subject. The

color is dull and smudgy, and of a uniform tint throughout.

After the iiictures of a similar class in France it has rather

a tame effect. But there is undoubted talent in it, and as

the work of a woman it is remarkable.

Mr. Spencer Stanhope is a follower of IMr. Burne-Jones,

and his “ On the Banks of the Styx, ” is an effort in the same

early Italian direction, though with inferior talent. In color

it is washy, thin, and ineffective, and the figures are very

long, lean, and queer. The subject is poetic, and with dif-

ferent treatment might have been made interesting and

jiathetic; but as it is, it is only affected and eccentric, and

willfully wrong. “ Ils sontjoliment 7naif/re.% ” was the com-

ment of a French woman that reached my ears as I was

looking at it.

Mr. E. F. Brewtiiell is of the same following, and his

“ Sleeping Beauty” has the same quality of qiieerness.

The young Prince especially is very peculiar in attitude

and drawing. Originality seems in this class of pictures to

be confounded with oddity and awkwardness.

Among the historical paintings, those of Sir John Gil-

bert are among the most ambitious, though, perhaps, not

tlie best of his efforts. They represent “The Doge and

Senators of Venice in Council,” “ Richard II resigning his

Crown to Bolingbroke,” “The Arrest of Hastings,” ami

“Cardinal Wolsey at Leicester Abbey.” There is in the

treatment of these subjects a certain academic character of

(x)mposition and action, the color i^hard and voyant, and the

drawings far from good. “Serf Emancipation, ” by Mr.

Armitage, represents an Anglo-Saxon noble on his death-

bed, surrounded by his family and friends on one side, while

opposite stand a group of serfs, some kneeling and some
standing, to whom he is giving their freedom. The picture is

a little academic, though well composed, but it is monotonous
in color and tone, and tliere is little salience in character

and expression. Mr. P. H. Calderon sent seven pictures.

“Constance,” “Victory,” “Margaret,” “On her Way to

the Throne,” “Catharine of Lorraine,” “Sighing his Soul
into his Lady’s Face,” and “Home they brought her War-
rior dead.” “On the way to the Throne” is good in

character and composition and is delicate in color, but it
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is in the pure water-color style, and it would easily jiass

at a little distance for an aquareUc. The “ Catherine of

Lorraine urjjing Jacipies Clement to assassinate Henry

in,” is clever, but exaggerated, and the color, i)articularly

in the background, not hai)py. “ The Last Touch ”is a very

clever bit of comedy and humor, without exaggeration and

splendidly rendered. “ Home they brought her Warrior

dead” is by far the best of his pictures here. It is strongly

l)ainted and clearly felt. The textures are well given, par-

ticularly the curtain and the yellowish white and satin

coverlid. There is pathos, too, and simple unexaggerated

strength of feeling, and it is altogether an interesting and

effective picture. And this leads me to speak of the want

of feeling and study of draperies and textures and quali-

ties of stuffs which is ordinairly seen in the English work.

The anatomies of drapery and the iieculiarities of different

textures are little studied. The execution is not only care-

less, but unintelligent. The folds and breaks are not under-

stood and imitated, but merely’ blotted in with a vague, un-

certain touch, and uniformly treated as if they were unim-

portant accessories. The picture by Mr. Calderon is knoAvn

as one of the few exceptions to the general rule. Here you

see what the stuff’ is, and you feel that the artist has repre-

sented it con amore. Mr. Millais sins greatly in this respect,

as we have already said. His draperies and textures are the

least good parts of his pictures, and he seems not to feel

their value and beauty. In this respect, the English might

well take a lesson from the French, whose draperies and text-

ures are studied with great care. It is vexatious to see in

the English work dresses vaguely rubbed in in color, with

here and there an indeterminate and inexpressive streak of

(hu’k to break the surface. There is one kind of execution

which although it does not insist on details or become nig-

gled in execution, is broad, decisive, true, as far as it goes.

This is the free manner of a master’s work, and is the re-

sult of knowledge. There is another, in which the English

school indulges, that is indecisive and careless, and which

strives to mask its ignorance or carelessness by slopi)y inex-

pressive touches under the pretense of freedom of style.

Another exception to this general characteristic is to be

seen in the exquisitely felt and carefully studied draperies

of Sir Frederick Leighton’s “ Music Lesson.” This picture

has great refinement of sentiment and composition, and,

tliougha little over-labored in the execution, and with, per-

haps, a touch of {\\G, preciense in the almost enameled flesh,

is, as a whole, charming. There is great harmony in tlie
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general tints ami great tenderness of feeli ng. Sir Frederick’s

l)ortrait of ^‘Captain Burton” is, on the contrary, masterly

in execution and strong in impasto^ and is decidedly one of

the best jiortraits here. We regret to say that his more

ambitious attempt to represent ‘‘Elijah” ministered to by

the angel, does not show the same vigor. It is not hapj)y

as a composition, and it is weak in execution. The angel

is graceful, but tlie picture lacks that solemnity and seri-

ousness of character that the subject demands. There are

in :dl ]Mr. Leighton’s works earnestness and faithfulness of

study, but powerful subjects like the Elijah are less in har-

mony with his genius than that of a more idyllic, romantic,

and poetic ty])e.

Mr. V. ITinsep sent three pictures, “Beading ‘Sir

(Jharles Grandisou,’” “The Linen Gatherers,” and “A Bj-

e/itot.” “The Linen Gatherers” represents a scene on the

Devonshire cliffs, with English girls coming down a slope

(iarrying home the linen that has been bleaching in the sun.

In this picture, though it represents a serene in the open air

towards evening, with full light, not a single figure casts a

sliadow, while all the faces coming toward the spectator, and

witli the light of sky behind them, are self-illuminated like

lanterns. There is no feeling of distance or perspective, all

the figures are of equal value and distinctness in one monot-

onous tint, and there is no light and dark. Thei'e is tlie

same monotony of tint and value, the same absence of

shadow, and the same thinness of execution in both the

other pictures, which are essentially genre.

This even, flat monotony and absence of shadows and
.self-illuminatioii are singular peculiarities of most of the

English pictures. For instance, Mr. W. F. Yeames’s “The
Last Bit of Gossip” represents a scene in the open street of

Bath, with two persons meeting in Sedan chairs, the tops of

which are raised while their occupants look out and chat

together. The incident is amusing, there is a pretty arrange-

ment of color, and there is character, but the whole picture

is flat, as if it were printed in cretonne,, the tones are all oven,

and nothing casts a shadow. There is no distance, no tone,

no disengagement of one thing from another. In examining
tlie picture bit by bit, one sees that it shows spirit and talent,

but there is absolutely no light and dark. “Pour ten Fan.
cm‘,” liy the same artist, has the same defects and the same
merits. Again, in Mr. F. Goodall’s picture of “The Time of

Boses” the same peculiarity is seen. It represents a mother
with her infant in her arms in a rose-garden, with a red-brick
wall behind. It is clear sunlight, and 3'et nothing casts a
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shadow, and the faces are self-illuiuiiiatino'. There is nuich

tJiat is pretty and pleasin^^ in i)arts, but it is all there as

water-color, and Avitliout light and dark. The “ Head of the

House at Prayer,” by the same artist, represents an Arab
chief standing in front of his tent with Ids camels near by,

in broad daylight, yet there is not a shadow thrown by any-

tliing. Tlie same thing- may be said also of Mr. Goodall’s

“Si)ring,” which is vaporous, tender, and delicate in color,

but without a shadow.

Again, the same remark may be made in resi)ect to all Mr.
Itichardson’s pictures. There is something very pleasant

and bright about them. In linear composition they are

clever, the figures are fairly well drawn, and the incidents rep-

resented are interesting, but there is almost no composition
of light and dark, all things are of equal value, there are

almost no shadows, there is no principal light, and all the
faces arc equally illuminated. Each figure is drawn with
a dark outline, and flatly filled in with color. The back-
ground and still life are painted in a thin, stringy manner,
iu-e just washed in, and have somewhat the effect of stained
wood. Still there is much talent dis])layed in these pictures,

though one cannot but regret the feebleness of the technique.

One exception there is in his “ Escaped,” which represents
two dogs finding a cap in the water. Here there are darks
and a sense of values, but here, too, there are no shadows.
The subject of “The Queen of the Swords” is taken from

Sir Walter Scott’s “ Pirate,” and the moment chosen is when
Minna Troil moves down between two files of lifted swords,
which are crossed above her head. It is drawn with spirit

imd animation, and is an interesting picture. “The Bill of
Sale” is also clever, and has a good deal of quiet character.
The “Portrait,” however, is far more solid and strong in

color, painted with good impaato^ and simple, unaffected,
and natural. It is one of the best portraits in the English
school.

Again, the same peculiarity is seen in Mr. G. H. Bough ton’s

pictures. iS^one of the figures cast any sliadows, and the
faces are all self-illuminating. This is especially the cas('.

in the “Surrey Pastoral,” where the subject is an English
landscape almost in twilight, with a rising moon. In the
middle ground are figures, some seated, and one crossing a
brook. All is in subdued lone and pleasing in sentiment;
but, though the backs of the figures are turned to the sky,
tlieir faces are all luinaturally illujiiinated, and seem like

lanterns. The same is the case with “The Bearers of the
Burden,” which is also marked by a quiet monotony of tone,
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E.NGL.VXD. with faint yellows and browns, and almost no i)erspective of
liou-bton. distance. “Snow in Spring” represents a group of young

girls in a wood. Primroses are on the grcnind, and Hakes

of snow are falling. The theme is rather a quaint conceit,

with little realism, but plea.iing in arrangement of colors and

refined in .sentiment. Indeed, there is something agreeable

and attractive in all Mr. Boughton’s work, when one has

ceased to look for solidity and truth, and is content to accej)!

"Uarniomes.”

"Nocturnes.”
‘Symphonies.”

What "color"
UIO.'IUS.

.sentiment and delicate tones in their stead.

Here it maybe observed that the phrases so constantly used

in the new school of England, such as harmonies and ar-

rangement in this and that color, nocturnes, symi)honies,etc.,

indicate clearly a notion that a pleasing combination of tints

and colors constitutes “color.” It cannot, however, be too

strongly insisted upon that no arrangement of tints and
colors constitutes, in its proper sense, “color.” The term

“color” has a far larger and deeper significance, and em-

braces not so much mere arrangement of flat tints (which

ndght equally well be made in a cretonne pattern) as unity

and harmony <rf tone, depth of quality, values of colors in

cliiaro-oscuro, and solidity of representation. When it is said

that Titian and Giorgone are great colorists, it is not meant
only that the tints superficially laid on are agreeable in ar-

rangement, but that the qualities of the things are rendered;

that there is a just relation of parts in effect; that all is in

its proper place as value
;
that the flesh is deep, rich, and

luminous; that the gradations are subtle; that light and
shade balance and give value to each other

;
and that there

is an all-pervading presence of tone throughout every park
And tliis is exactly what is not seen nor apparently sought

naSs^of^mere
modem EugUsli works. They rather seek for

tiuts. agreeable combinationsof mere tints. But, besides, they are
,^^weak m draw-

extremolv Weak in their drawing, which is generally without
styleand decision. It always seems tentative, a})])roximative,

and uncertain, and often ignorant, as if the artist had not been
properly trained to draw before he began to paint. But it

cannot bo denied that good drawing is the very foundation
of good art

;
and, in drawing, the English school is far be-

hind the chief schools of the Continent. Take, for instance,
the drawing in the figures of “Merlin and Vivian,” by Mr.

Di«proportion. Bume Joiies. Tliey are about ten heads high, while the

highest ideal standanl is eight, and the practical standard
less. It may safely be said that no figure can bo found in

nature, and none in the antique, which clearly measures
eight heads. But it is not only in the lengths of parfs, but
in the unintelligent rendering of them, that the drawing
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fails. The hips are almost im])ossiblc. The neck is de-

formed; the })roportions and balance and movement all

incorrect.* Look, too, at the “Love” of Mr. Watts, where

not only the color but the drawing and anatomy are ex-

ceedingly unsatisfactory. I mention these two names only

because they enjoy so high a reputation, and therefore iitly

.should be among the best draftsmen.

Similar defects are to be found in the pictures of Mr. (1.

1). Leslie, but they need not be more insisted on. They are

very Hat and weak in color, are without contrast of light

and dark, and have a thinness of body as if thej’’ were aqua-

relles; but a charming and refined sentiment animates them

all, and they have a naive grace and simi)licity which is very

attractive. The “School Revisited” is in especial to be no-

ticed. The time and costumes are of the last century, and

the picture represents an old schoolfellow, who sits on a

bench with her former playmates, younger than herself, tell-

ing them, probably, of the outer world and its delights, and

talking over old times. His pictures “ Lavinia,” “ Fortunes,”

“ Celia’s Arbor,” and “ Potpourri” are all most pleasing.

The same faults may be found also with Mr. Briton Ri-

viere’s pictures. lie sent three, “ Daniel in the Lions’ Den,”

“Charity,” and “The Last of the Garrison.” This last,

which represents a wounded dog, has a good deal of pathos.

The first, “ Daniel,” is, however, his most important work.

It is spirited in conception and original in treatment. Daniel,

with his arms tied behind him, and his back turned to the

spectator, confronts a group of lions. His figure is striking

in its severe simplicity. The character of the lions, too, is

well given. What one regrets is the monotone of color and

tlie want of technical strength in the execution, but the

picture shows much talent and originality.

]\Ir. C. W, Cope’s picture, “ Selecting Pictures for the

Royal Academy Exhibition,” is very clever and well, com-

posed. The likenesses are good, and the groups happily

arranged.

“Trawlers waiting for Darkness,” by Mr. Colin Hunter,

is a strong and well-conceived work. The coming on of the

dark is well expressed, and tlie contrasts of light and dark

are good. Altogether it is a serious and striking picture.

* Professor Colvin is of a different opinion. In the article already cit<!d

from the “Fortnightly Review,” after .stating that in this picture “the
countenances are passion incarnate, the prolile of Niiniane never to be

forgotten,” etc., ho adds that “the drawing of Nimaiue’s figure, hands,

and feet—the numb and slackened hands of Merlin—the.se, for instance,

are mere masterpieces.”
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The nayinakers,” by Mr. F. Morgan, represents a group

returning home along the road in the glow of a sumnrer’s

evening. Tliis picture is admirable in composition, (iolor

and chiaro-oscuro. The sentiment is well expressed and the

character of the figures well rendered. One cannot but ask,

however, why the faces, though turned away from the sine

set, are self-illuminating, and why, since the sky is so bright,

no shadows are cast.

Of deceased artists. Sir Edwin Landseer Avas represented

by six of his Avell-known pictures—“ The Indian Tent,”

“The Connoisseurs,” “Swannery Iin’aded by Eagles,”

“Mail Proposes, and God Disposes,” The Ptarmigan Mill,”

and “The Sick Monkey.” The last is the only one that

merits attention, and here Sir Edwin is seen at his best.

The remainder are weak and washy in execution, and ver\-

poor in color, and without strength of design or character.

In fact, it must be admitted that these pictures do not at all

sustain his great reputation, and have materiallj^ diminished

the estimation in which he has been held.

Seven of the late Mr. George II. Mason’s pictures were ex-

hibited, all of them good in color and impasto, and pleasing

ill sentiment. Particuarly are to be mentioned the “ Even-
song,” “Children Fishing,” and “The Cast Shoe,” all of

them characterized by a low tone of color, a good feeling for

light and dark, and a pure simplicity of treatment.

Four of the late John Phillip’s works were also here, of

which the principal one was “ Pound the Brasero,” represent-

ing a group of Spaniards gathered around the fire in the
brasero. These are aU a little coarvSe in color and charac-
ter, but are clever and spirited.

Mr. T. Armstrong’s “Music Piece” is graceful, i)retty
ill sentiment, and jileasing in its arrangement of colors,

though it is perfectly aquarelle in quality. Two half figures
of girls in front are listening to a young priest who is play-
ing the piano-forte in the background, or rather what is

meant for the background
;
but in reality the picture is so

totally without perspective, and all the parts are so much on
the same plane, that the girls look like giantesses and the
priest like a pigmy.

Mr. E. Crofts’ “ Morning of the Battle,” with day breaking
over a vearA and AA'ounded groiq) of soldiers, some on the
giound, some ineiiaring to moA’e at the summons of the
ti limpet, has much character, expression, and sjiirit, and
shows A^ery decided talent.
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Among the portraits are to be noted Mr. Lehmann’s ex(!el-

lent likeness ot “^Ir. Browning.” He is also represented by
his well-known and often-repeate<l “La Lavandaja” and
“ The Convent Dole,” which is one of his best works.” Of
the late Sir Francis Grant’s three portraits, “Ilis Koyal
Highness the Duke of Cambridge at the Battle of the Alma”
is the most ambitious, but the portrait of “ Lord Gough ” is

far the best, and this is spirited and clever. Mr. W. B. Bich-

mond sent a portrait of “ Lady Frederick Cavendish,” which
is delicate in color and highly finished

;
iMr. Ouless sent ])or-

traitsof the “ lit. Hon. Bussel Gurney,” “ :\Ir. H. D. Pochin,”

and “ Mr. William Sale,” all strong and vigorous works; and
.Air. J. Sant liad a group of three portrait figures, called “ The
Early Post,” all in white morning dresses, opening the

letter bag, which is very fresh and English in character.

.Air. Sant’s “Adversity,” which represents a poor girl lean-

ing against a wall, with tlowers for sale, has a good deal of

exiiression and grace of attitude.

Among other pictures to be noted are “ At the Prison Win-
dow” in southern Italy, by Henry Wallis, where a girl is

[ilaying a violin outside a jirison grating through which a

grou]) of prisoners is looking, which is ])leasing and well

painted; and here it is to be observed that the girl casts a

shadow
;

“ Out in the Cold,” by Air. J. AlacAVhirter, re])re-

senting a donkey standing in the snow outside a shanty

;

“ Christmas Eve,” by Haywood Hardy, a man with horse

and dogcart in the cold, bleak, wintry evening; “Shearing

W'raick in the Sound of Harris,” by Air. H. Alacallum, a very

clever picture with a good deal of careful study of nature;

“ French Savants in Egypt,” by Air. Eyre Crowe, showing

considerable humor and character; and “Th(3 Lament of

Ariadne,” by Air. Kichmond. “AA^hat is it?,” the “ Apothe-

cary,” and “ St. Francis and the Birds,” all very carefully

]niinted, and particularly in the still life and the birds. But

])er!iaps the cleverest of all in humoristic perception and

treatment is “Oidy been with a few Friends,” by Air. J. D.

AV'atson, where the confused drunkenness of the careless

liome-returning drinker is admirably rendered in contrast

with the rigid figure of his severe spouse.

Among the hiunorous subjects are to be mentioned those

of Air. G. xV. Storey of the “Old Soldier” asking alms and

“Scandal”; also “Old ATeighbors,” by C. Green; and ])rob-

al)ly under this title should be ranked the extraordinary pic-

ture by Air. E. J. Gregory called “Dawn,” which is a scene in
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a ball-room, where the early light comes in and the lamps are

still lighted, and a man and woman stand by a piano-forte.

Whether it was meant to be humorous or not, its peculiari-

ties are certainly amusing, both in (5olor and drawing.

The two large pictures by Mr. Frith of the “Derby Day’'

and “Charles II ’s last Sunday in Whitehall,” and “The
Salon d’Or at Hombonrg,” are too well known to need de-

scription, and have been already so much lauded and criti-

cised that it is almost useless here to say anything more

about them. They represent common incidents of life and

character with undoubted talent, and some of the groups are

strongly dramatic in character, well expressed, and well

drawn. They will always appeal to a certain class of minds,

to wliom the poetic and ideal is comparatively a closed book,

and who prefer the accurate representation of incidents of

every-day life and character. Of the ability of JMr. Frith

to represent these there can be but little doubt. Such inci-

dents as the arrested felon as he is entering the railway car-

riage, while his wife looks out through the open door, is not

only highly dramatic but rendered with great talent. So,

too, in the “Derby Day”: the various groui)s are faithfully

drawn from nature, and there is something touching in the

poor little tumbler who looks askance with hungry eyes at

the tempting lunch, and loathsome in the half drunken faces

near. Whether the representation of such subjects is the

highest function of art is quite another question, which there

is no need to discuss.

In this connection a certain class of sentimental pictures

of every-day life may be spoken of, which are often fairly

w'ell rendered, but are commonplace in idefis, and can

scarcely awaken any great interest with those who crave

high or ideal subjects in art and a lift above tlie ordinary.

The “Keepsake” style has little true root in art, and one
was pleased to see so comparatively little, of it in this Exposi-

tion. The “ Mother’s Darling,” “ The First Shoe,” “ The First

Prayer,” the “First Step,” and, in general, baby i)ictures have
been omitted.

Among the scenes of ordinary life and family interiors,

may be mentioned “The New Curate,” by Mr. I). W. Wyn-
field, which is an elaborate representation of a very common-
place subject, painted with extreme clearness and precision,

but with a certain quiet sense of humor and character.
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We have left to the last INIr. L. Alma-Tadema, for, although

he exhibited in the English department, and his pictures

almost covered one of the walls, his style, subjects, and exe-

cution are so completely foreign that he can scarcely be con-

sidered as an English, artist. These pictures, ten in num-

l)er, are interesting in character, clever in composition, and

remarkable for their technical qualities of drawing, method,

and color, as well as for the archajological study which

they display. The still life, the texture and anatomy of the

dresses, the imitations of studs, and especially of mar-

bles, which abound in his pictures, are rendered with great

fidelity and truth, and vigorously painted. Most of them

are representations of so-called classic scenes of ancient

Rome or Greece, as will be seen from their titles: “A Roman
Emperor,” ‘‘The Sculpture Gallery,” “The Picture Gallery,”

(in ancient Rome), “ An Audience at Agripi)a’s,” “A Roman
Garden” (v'ery brilliant in color), “A Pyrrhic Dance,” “After

the Dance” (a naked Bacchante rei)osing, not among his

happiest efforts), “ TheVintage Festival,” “ Vne Fete Intiine^'^

and “Death of the First Born”. One of the most striking is

“An Audience at Agrijipa’s,” where a group of Romans are

coming down marble stairs, at the foot of which is a statue.

There is generally no strong theme in these paintings. They,

for the most iiart, represent ordinary scenes of ancient life,

and derive their chief interest from the ability with which

the artist reproduces the costumes, furniture, manners, hrie-

a-hrae, sculpture, marbles of the antiipie world; and in

doing this no one can doubt that he shows the accomjilish-

ments of a master and a student. There are at times a

little. Avant of perspective and a little too equal values of

parts, but their general excellence is indisputable, and it cer-

tainly is to be wished that his methods and skill in painting

could find followers among the English artists. Though

among them, he is not of them, but essentially a foreigner

in his art.

Blade and White.

Among the drawings in black and white, some were to be

found which are quite equal if not superior in character and

diiaro-osenro to the more elaborated oil pictures in the Eng-

lish department. Particularly may be mentioiu'd as admi-

rable several by Mr. C. Green, as “The Irish Patern, or Pil-

grimage,” “ Holiday Time Afloat,” “ Cri[)ps the Carrier,” and

several by Mr. Gregory, whose “Among the Brigands” is

capital in its effect of light and dark
;
“The Funeral at Sea,”

by Mr. J. FTash, which is simple and striking. The orig-

inal drawings of correspondents, and the wood-cuts from

K.VGLANIl.

Alma-TadetDiv

JUackand White.

Green.

Gregory.

Nftah.
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them exposed by “The Grapliic” Company are spirited, and
executed with \'ig’or and chantcter. Many are without the

names of tlie antliors, but among those which are signed

may be noted as very clever thovse by Messrs. C. Green, 1.

L. Fildes, L. J. Gregorj", Fr. I loll, H. Herkomer, T. F. llodtr-

son, J. Nash, E. Hopkins, and M. 1). Mauris.

SPAIN.

We now come to the Spanish school, and, as it were, into

a totally different world, animated by different ideas, ex-

jtressing itself in a different manner, and having a different

purpose and aim. This school, within the last few vears

has exerted iijion modern art, and particularly' uj)on that of

Italy, a strong influence, but whether, on the whole, a bene'

ficial one is a (piestion. TJie leader of the modern Spanish
school, which is now so greatly in vogue, is Sen. ilariaiio

Fortuny. To him the place of honor was given in the
Spanish department. His various works covered one wliole

side-wall, and over these was placed his bust. He was
rejiresented by 29 works, among which were some of the
most imi)ortant, for size and subject, ever painted by him, as

well as many smaller ones, and a number of finished studies.

Fortuny’s pictures early took the public by surprise, and
captivated its judgment by their eclat of color, l)y a certain

exactness and brilliancy of execution, and by their novelty
of subject and treatment

;
and thcx ]dace he took almost at

first he maintained to the end of his not long life. Tlieir

great popularity, and the extraordinary prices which they
brought, drew after him a liost of imitators, and already the
manner as well as the matter of this school begins to i)all.

The question is whether these ])ictures were and are entitled

to the great praise that has been given to them. As they
stood together on the wall, the first impression Avas that they
had paled in (;olor and lack the viA'idness AA'hich so struck us
at ffvst. Their S])arkling brilliancy seemed to be going; and
Avlien it is gone, Avhat will remain to justify their great repu-
tation f Little, it is to be feared. Tliey had only caprices
of color, brilliancy of execution, and sparkle. All the great
qualities which make AAmrks lasting and “a joy forever” are
lacking. The imagination has had no play. There are no
great conceptions, no ])oetic utterances, no insj)irations of
genius. They are the apotheosis of the i)alette. It is the
“ I)ieciousness ” of the doing, the minuteness of the (‘xecu-
tion, the touches of the brush, the multiidicity and Jinesse
of details Avhich captivate the attention

;
but they have no
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.soul. They never toucli the heart nor stiinnlate tlie iinafjina-

tion. They are, in a -word, tlie hric-a-brac of art, to delight

collectors and what are called aniatenrs and connoisseurs,

ai)parently because the former love so little and because

the latter know so little. Among the principal subjects rep-

resented are “ The Academy of Saint Luke,” The Court of

Justice in the Alhambra,” “ Serpent Charmers,” ‘CVmateurs,’’

The Sword Sharpener,” “ The Poet’s Garden,” the “ Dance

of Arabs,” “ The Turkish Butcher’s Shop,” “ Prisoners at the

Gate of the Mosq ae,” etc. Of these, perhaps the best in color

is “ Serpent Charmers.” It is freer in its rendering and

larger in its execution than most of the others, and as mere

color is certainly a striking picture. But the subject is not

expressed. It is only with the most careful examination

that one can detect the meaning of the composition, and

there is no interest beyond the mere technique. “ The Poet’s

Garden ” is equally without character or expression. Its

total effect is of a mass of crude and disagreeable greens,

spotted here and there with thin, ill-drawn, and character-

less figures, so confused with the background as scarcely to

be intelligible, and the whole producing the general effect

of bright patches of color on a palette. It is not a i>icture

at all in any true sense. There is no dramatic purpose; no

story
;
and what character there is in the figures is forced and

unnatural. In fact, they arc but pegs to hang costumes on,

and the costumes themselves are tin. The “Academy of

Saint Luke” represents a naked woman standing on a buhl

table against a richly-ornamented pink wall, on which hangs

a great mirror, while a group of old men, in last-century cos-

tumes, are examining her. Eveiything here is confused, and

without relation of parts or perspective. There arc pictures

and statues and ])ainted glass, and bronzes and elaborate

columns, and busts and marbles, and an infinite deal of

minute hric-a-brac., and all the figures in costume are, as it

were, veneered upon them and into them, with no relief.

The idea of the picture is essentially vulgar, and what char-

acter there is in the faces and figures is offensive. There is

undoubtedly great dexterity and fmease of touch in the de-

tails, and the nude figure is painted with great skill.

“The Butcher’s Sho])” is so confused in color and compo-

sition as to be scarcely intelligible. It is a conundrum in

blood. The picture representing Arabs leaping over a

grave and firing guns into it has a similar confusion, but

here, at least, there is an attempt to represent a character-

istic incident of manners.

SPAIN.

Fortuny.

OPR
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But without particularizing more, it may be said that here

are a number of pictures without any soul to animate tlieiu,

exceedingl.y clever in touch and finense of details, brilliant^

but spotty and confused in color, without sobriety and tone,

and manifesting great manipulative dexterity with no imag-

ination.

Much of the same quality, with similar excellence and sim-

ilar deficiency, may be obsei ved in the works of his followers.

Among them, of Sen. Madrazo stands prominently forward,

lie has much of the dexterity of Fortuny, but eveiything is

sacrificed to brilliancy. The colors are very voyant. the tone

of his picture very high, and the combinations of tints often

clashing and inharmonious. They are all vividly painted,

in fact too vividly. There is more noise than tone, more

brush-work than feeling, more emphasis than truth. He
.sent several ])ortraits which are broad in their manner and

firm in their drawing, but they all wmnt sobriety and quiet.

One, full length, is of a lady in a dress with a violet waist,

wiiite skirt, and black round her hips, relieved against a

glaring blue wadl-paiier, and w ith a j’ellowrose in her tichn.

Another figure is a plo’i-ctte in a pink and blue doiiiino, wiiite

peaked felt hat, and a black mask in her hand. It is totally

pink in tone, if it can be said to have any tone, and thin and

bright in tints as a picture on a prune box. There were also

two portraits of children, glaring in color, all over-bright and

loud. His most elaborate picture represents early morning,

with the guests just leaving the house after a ball. There

is very great painstaking in the drawing, comsiderable truth

of action and character in these figures, patient exactness of

detail, and minuteness of execution. The dresses specially

are touched with great spirit; but the tone is not pleasant,

the general effect is spotty, and, despite the chic with which it

is executed, one cannot but be vexed to see so much talent

wasted on such a subject. He also sends several small pic-

tures, the chief distinction of w'hich is that they are very

small, and finished with e-xtreme precision
;
but as to color,

sentiment, or feeling, they have not much to recommend
them.

Indeed, the effort of this school seems to be to startle and

provoke admiration by technical tours de force, over-empha-

sized light and tints, and violent effects. They are the fashion

now
;
how long they wall jilease the public after their novelty

is gone remains to be seen.

Sen. Kico sent a considerable number of pictures, all

small, and all studied with minute attention to detail. Four
of these are about 14 inches by 7, and three of them repre
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sent buil(lin^?s with ligfiires from i an ineli to an iiidi in

height. One of these represents a market with about ’k)

figures, with liorsCwS, market-carts, and a strip of liouses be-

hind them. Another is of llienzi’s house at lloiiie, with

some 10 little figures. xVnother of Venice, with houses on a

canal. As wholes these pictures are hard and si)ottY in

color, but as specimens of minute work remarkable. In

quality and color they are hard. They look as if they

had been painted from photographs, and have the merits

and defects of photograj^hs. Another of his })ictures repre-

sents boats on the lagunes at Venice, which is hard and
glittering in its quality. By far the best of all is an interior

of a Moorish court. The tone of this is pleasant, the color

subdued, and there is air and feeling in it.

Sen. llibera also sends some very clever pictures of the

extreme realistic school. They are well composed and have

a purpose. The drawing is good, though sharp and edgy in

outline, and the figures have a little the effect of the tin i!^u-

remberg figures, but they show a great deal of talent and
strong ])erceptiou of character. Sfiecially clever is the pic-

ture representing an actor in red, standing on the stage be-

fore the curtain with the orchestra below. The heads are

characteristic and tlie execution exceedingly careful. The
street sceneis also sjiirited and clever.

Sen. T. E. Sala’s “ Guillen de Vinatea devant AlfouHo fV,”

represents a figure in red addressing the king and courtiers

ranged along a wall. There is a combination of brilliant

tints of white, red, yellow, and blue, vivid in effect, but each
so evenly insisted on as to create a confusion of colors. The
only way to enjoy sucli fiictures is to examine them in detail

part by part. At a distance they affect one like palettes.

Sen.E. Santa Cruz sent a picture representing a catafalque
draped in black and surrounded with tall candles in a hall
hung with tapestries and rich in ornament. Eour servants
are in service there. Two arc playing cards, one lighting a
paper for his pipe at one of the tall candles, and one is

stretched on a red embroidered divan. The theme of this
picture is striking, and it is executed with skill and care
even to the minutest detail. The utter reckless heartlcss-

ness of the attendants, who are simply bored b^* their serv-
ice and care nothing for the corpse, is well executed, and all

the details are iiaintcd with delicacy, truth, and spirit. The
great defect of the picture is that the jiarts are too evenly
insisted upon and the interest dispersed, so that the total
effect is a little flat.

Rico.

Ribem.

Sula.

Santa Cruz.
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Sen. Gonzalez sent seven pictures, all of the modern

Spanish school, all exhibiting talent and technical skill, and

all having the defects of this school.

Sefi. Casado’s ^^Zaida la Favorite'^ represents a half nude

female hgnre reclining on a carpet and surrounded witli

dowers, ricli dra])eries, and jewels. The subject, of course

is the hackneyed one of the favorite in the harem. There

is scarcely any motive which could give play to the iiiiag-

illation, but there is brilliancy of execution and a strong

feeling for color both in the desh tints and in the textures

and draperies and still life, and the work is free in its hand-

ling. All the parts, as is usual in this school, are equally

emphasized and equally brillian't, and all equally call upou

the eye and insist on being noticed.

Sen. Carbonaro sent a picture of the impressionist school,

representing Don Quixote and Sancho Panza in the blaze

of noon on a hillside. The key is so high, the light so in-

tense, the sky so \i\\\Q. {morhleu ! parhieii !), the dgures so

dark, and everything so forced as almost to be i)ainfid.

The picture is exceedingly odd and fantastic
5
as it is, how-

ever, it shows talent, and if the artist’s object was to startle

the spectator he has certainly succeeded. But, how thor-

ougldy in all such attempts as this the high romantic spirit

of Cervantes’ hero disappears, leaving only behind the gro-

tesque and ridiculous figure for the vulgar world to sneer at!

How one would like to see a true representation of that high

ideal gentleman, with his iierfect chivalry, and his honest

faith in a world of dreams ! All that we seem to understand

is Sancho Panza, the shrewd and jiractical knave, and we
look at his master with his eyes only.

lOf all the luctures of this school, those of Sen. Zamacois

are the strongest and most tigreeable. They are rich and

deep in color, low in tone, and full of spirit and character.

After the glare and glitter of some of the other pictures we

have named, those of Zamacois are grateful as twilight after

a burning day. Particularly line is the Checkmate,” in

which a jester is mated by a dwarf, who is seated on the table

before him, while another dwarf crouches beside him, both

highly delighted at the total discomfiture of the other player.

In tone, richness, depth of color, expression, and composi-

tion, this is so masterly, that it leaves little to be desired.

The reds are subdued yet brilliant
;
the tapestry and acces-

sories keep their place and are subordinated to the rest; the

light is low and concentrated on the main figures; the story

is admirably told. Altogether it is a charming ])icture.

Beside it hangs the well-known “King’s Favorite,” which
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has the same qualities and merits. The dwarf-jester is de- bpaix.

scendiiig the staircase of a palace, accompanied by a great

dog. The courtiers are smiling and saluting him with pro-

found respect, while he, with an air of supreme importance,

passes down the stairs and scarcely deigns to notice them.

Pinished as this j)icture is ud unguem, there is nothing ob-

trusive in the details and accessories. The imitation is not

forced
;
the humor is excellent

j
tlic color sj)lendid. This

work preceded by several years and undoubtedly sug-

gested the ^'L’Eminence Grisc,’’ by G6r6me, but it is

greatly superior to it in all its qualities. I particularly

wish to dwell upon this i)icture as contrasting in general

characteristics with the other Spanish pictures of this class,

and showing how possible it is to be exact in drawing,

minute even in detail, brilliant in color, without glare and
over-emphasis of parts, or excess of light and pigments.

Here there is no attempt at mere chic of treatment and
brush-work. The work is honest and tViithful, and the story

clearly and admirably expressed.

Landscapes.

Among the landscapes may be particularized one by Sen. Landscapes.

C. Haes, “ Lcs Alentours de Vreeland, aux Fays-Bas.^^ A uaes.

storm is coming on, the wind blowing, the sky is gray with

gleams of light through broken clouds cast on the turbid

troubled river, across which a heron is flying. All the reeds
and trees are bending to the stress of the wind. This is a
picture full of sentiment and simplicity of treatment. The
artist is not consciously and pretentiously striving to

exhibit his own cleverness. ^Ees Bords du Wahl,‘>’ by Sen.

Morera y Galicia, is also a serious landscape, with a smooth Morom y uaJi-

river, down which a boat is coming through the wooded
banks. Another landscape merits siiecial notice. It is by
Sen. Hiaque, and is simple and efi’ective in light and dark, niaque.

The ground is somber, with two trees, a pool in front reflect-

ing the light in the skj', and vague figures moving along in

the gathering dark. INight is coming on, a faint gleam of
red still lingers in the west, and a yellowish djing light is in

the sky. Altogether this is a reserved and able picture.

There was also a landscape by Sen. Yeyred^e, representing
twilight on the Eoman Canq)agna, with two great carts and
oxen silhouetted against the sky, which is effective.

Sen. Gonzalvo y Perez sent a ‘‘View of the Grand Gonzah-o y Pt-

Canal of Venice,” and several interiors of churches; all^*^^

clever. Two iii particular, “ San Marco at Venice,” are to
be noticed

;
one with the shadows of night coming on, and
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the Other more illuminated, but botli true to nature,

with the colors kept in reserve, ami admirably ])aiuted.

Historical Paintmgs.

Historical.

riasccnsiu.

Kosales.

Ferrari.

Pradilla.

Among the historical paintings were several of decided
'

merit. “ The Death of Virgiriia, or the Origin of the Homan
Republic,” by Sen. C. Plasencia, is seriously designed and

shows much talent. The action and grouping are good, and

there is honest ijitention and simplicity of treatment. The
color is a little monotonous, however. The size of the can-

vas and space occui)ied by the sky detract from the con-

centration of the scene.

“The Death of Seneca,” by Seh. Rosales, has also qualities

of seriousness and distinction. The four standing ligiires

who gaze at the body of the philosopher as it lies half out

of the bath are quiet and without exaggeration. The seated

figure which leans on the bath weeping is well composed.

The lU'incipal light falls on the dead body. The color is

somber, with a reddish-brown background. There is an

attempt, not without success, to render a serious pathetic

subject without clash of colors and over-emphasis.

Two other historical pictures, by Sen. Derrari, are also

to be noted as forcible and cleverly i)ainted, i)articularly

“The Burial,” as well as “The Education of Prince Juaii,”

by Sen. M. Cabells, which has much merit in parts, but is

rather confused, voyant of color, and less reserved in treat-

ment, but with considerable character in the heads.

By far the most interesting and impressive of this class of

pictures in the Spanish collection was by Sen. Pradilla, en-

titled “ Dona Juana la Loca. ” This represents Icanne or

Juana, the daughter of Ferdinand, and mother of Charles

Y., accompanying the bier of lier husband, Philip the

nandsome, to its dual resting-j)lace. Twilight is deepening

into night, the sky is gray, the cortege has reached a

desolate spot, with no house in sight save a convent,

which is in the middle distance on the right, and the mad
queen will not allow the corpse to be placed in a house

where there are women. The coffin, covered with a black

and gold pall, embroidered with armorial bearings, and sur-

rounded with tall torches and candles, which glare and
fritter in the wind, is placed iqjon the ground in the middle

front plane. Beside it, the central figure, stands Icanne,

clad in purple and black, her hands hanging at her side,

who gazes down at the bier, watching for her husband to

come to life. Her attendant and court are gathered in

groups, some seated and some standing, and weary of the
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coustaiitly repeated scene, behind, the train of followers
5

SrAIN.

bearing' torches, stretches into the distance obscured by the

coming gloom. Its dramatic interest, truth of character,

quiet strength of color, and simplicity of treatment, render

this a remarkable i)icture. It is everywhere thoroughly

felt and rendered, without exaggeration or attitudinizing,

and well deserves the medal of honor which was accorded

to it. The landscape is particularly line, in harmony with

the solemn character of the scene. The sky is gleamy with I’nwiiiiii.

gray clouds, against which, on one side, rises the convent

with its belfry. A lire is burning in the front, near which

is seated the main grou]> of attendants, and the heavy

smoke rises and drifts u^^•ay across the i)icture. The tigure

of Icanne is profoundly dramatic in its simplicity and

touching in its exi)ression. There is no gesticulation. Iler

body is quite passive. It is only the mind which is work-

ing in her, and that is astray. She has gone out of herself,

forgetful of everything about her, and is communing with

visionary thoughts and vague phantasies. One sees at

once that she is mad, by her utterly absent, lost look. The

weariness of her attendants is also very well exi)ressed.

The scene has nothing new to excite them, and they gaze

listlessly at her. There is great sobriety and earnestness

in the picture. It is solidly i)ainted, well composed and

drawn, animated throughout by a single purpose. It is

—

what so few pictures of the present day are—a creation of

the imagination, where technical skill has been emj)loyed as

a means to embody a noble conception, and not primarily

to exhibit itself. It is out of a different world of art from

the brilliant hric-a-hrac of colors without ideas that is now
in vogue, and it is a iileasure to turn from clothes and cos-

tumes and nudities and chic, that have no higher x)urpose

than to show the skill of the i)ainter, to such a serious and

imaginative work. It gives us hope that art has yet a poetic

office to fultill.

ITALY.

But to turn from Spain to Italy. The modern Italian italy.

school, as exliibited at Paris, seemed to have little independ-

ence of character or originality. It follows too much of late

the leading of Fortuny, and many of the cleverest productions

of its younger artists are after his manner or bred of his influ-

ence. Undoubtedly there is much talent shown by some

of its painters, but there is little seriousness of purpose or

imaginative force. The greater jiart of the pictures ex- Principally

hibited are of cabinet and genre subjects, with little that is
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new, and almost nothing wliicli is either stiiking in eliar-

acter or powerful in conception. Tliere is scarcely an at-

tempt to rise out of the common every-day of life and inci-

dent, and even in the treatment of these there is a lack of

vigorous feeling. The general want of bone and sinew is

not compensated for by spirited execution. Out of 19i oil

"paintings, not one is devoted to any great or powerful sub-

ject, either of character or history. The execution for the

most part is weak, and though there are some striking ex-

ceptions to this statement, there are none which stand ])rom-

inently forth out of the ordinary line of accomplishment

none that surprise by their excellence, none that enchant by
their depth of feeling. More was to be expected than this

from young Italy. Now that she has gained her freedom
and consolidated herself into a nation, we thought we had
a right to look for fresh germs, at least, of national feelin"o )

and an outburst of something vigorous and free in her art.

But her friends have been greatly disappointed. There is

nothing new; nothing that corresponds to their hojies and
her promises; nothing that shows the progress we had
looked for; and, as a whole, her exhibition was, to say the

best one can, only second class. She not only did not show
one single great work with a strong stamp of originality or

nationality in it, but some of the most striking pictures in

her exhibition were inspired by foreign schools, and were the
work of expatriated Italians. Undoubtedly the public de-

mand has much to answer for in all this, but one could not
but feel in looking at this exhibition by Italy that most of

the pictures were made, not from any true inspiration or

any lofty conception of the true functions of art, but rather,

like Peter Pindar’s razors, “ to sell.” It is sadly true that

those who live to please must please to live, but to boil

one’s pot is not the best office of art.

The most striking of all the pictures exhibited were the
series of ten by Signor A. Pasini, all of which are oriental

in their subjects. These are carefully drawai, and exhibit
a great deal of talent. They are mainly of the school
of Gdrdme, though touched by the induence of Fortuny.
There is not much theme in any of them, nor any high
poetic intention, though they are picturesque, well com-
posed, and carefully studied. They are a little hard and
metallic in tone, but they exhibit a- strong feeling for color
and composition of tints. The backgrounds and architec-
ture are not forced, but kept subordinate, and there is cer-

tainly much to praise. With all their cleverness, however,
and this is indisputable, they leave us cold.
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Sig. tie Nittis sent twelve pictures, repre.senting actual

street scenes, ^vith figures from London and Paris. One of

these, representing ‘^The Koad to Brindisi,” is so totally

difierent in character from all the rest, that it is with difficulty

one can believe it to be by the same artist. It is of the school

of Meissonier, and in all its qualities equal if not superior

to the master’s work. Hot noon on a burning road, in which

is a vettura, could scarcely be better represented. The color

is bright and transparent; the finish is extremely minute

aud careful, and the feeling of the time and place admira-

bly rendered. The technique has not killed the spirit, as it

too often does in such elaborately minute and accurate works.

Altogether this is a remarkable picture. All his other pic-

tures are of the imi)ressionist school. The color is dull and

muddy, the drawing suggestive instead of accurate, and the

subjects prosaic. Of all these “Westminster” and “Can-

non Street Bridge” are the best and most characteristic.

The former represents a group of workmen leaning on the

parapet of the bridge in the right corner, and all the rest is

a vague, blotted, dull gray representation of London in the

distance. The figures are well done as far as they go, and

in attitude and character are true to common life. They are

more or less what anybody might possibly see there any

day. The whole attempt has been to represent literally a

common-place scene, without any special theme
;
aud to a

considerable extent it has been successful. Whether it was

worth doing is another question. “ Cannon Street” represents

a scene beneath the railway bridge, over which a train is

passing and pouring down its clouds of smoke. There is

something decidedly striking in this, and it has a poetic

touch in it, despite the commonness of the fact. But Sig.

de Nittis seems to have a notion that it is the function of

art simply to reproduce facts, and to take whatever comes.

He scarcely troubles himself even to choose, nor, when he

has chosen, to do more than give a general impression.

The utmost result to be hoped for from such representations

of street scenes would be that given by an instantaneous

photograph, with all the figures disposed bj’ chance. If, in

addition, the lens of the camera was not quite in focus, so that

it blurred a good deal, one would have something not far

removed from what Sig. de Nittis apparently desires.

“Xe Viatique’’ by Sig. J. Gioli, is somewhat of the impres-

sionist school, but is effective. It represents the Viaticum

carried along at twilight, and is serious, and simple in sen-

timent.

ITALY.

Do Xittis.

Gioli.
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Hig. J. Induno sent several pictures'of considerable merit

Amateur (VAntiquites^’ is well painted, and has siin.

plicity and truth of character. It represents an old anti-

quary examining tlirough a loupe a coin which a peasant has
brought him. The figure and expression of the antiquary

are i)articularly good. Another picture representing con-

scripts before a church showed decided talent. It is well

composed, spirited in character, and quiet and agreeable in

tone. His picture of ‘‘Emigrants’^ is also specially to be
noticed.

Sig. 1). Induno’s “Victor Emmanuel plagant la premiere

Pierre de la Galerie dc Mila7i” is chiefly interesting as con-

taining the iiortraits of many of the chief men of modern
Italy. There is not much pictorial effect to be obtained out

of a crowd of black coats, but tlie scene is not without in-

terest, and it is carefully painted.

Among the genre pictures by Sig. F. Jacovacci, the “Ee-
turn from the Baptism” and the “Gondola” may particu-

larly be mentioned as well drawn and composed, and vivid

in color. “The Prescription” by Sig. J. Favretto, is also

vigorous and bright in color without being excessive, and the

attitudes are natural, and the story is well told. “ La Heme
de VlUritage’’^ by Sig. E. Pagliano, has much humor of char-

acter and incident, and is very freely and quietly jiainted.

It represents girls turning over and examining articles of

dress which they have inherited. It is one of the most pleas-

ing in tone and manner of all the pictures of this class which
hang on the Italian walls. Sig. A. Meradel’s “ Comment cela

finira-t-H V' is rendered with much humor and spirit, and is

remarkable for the expression of the heads, though the color

is a little fade, and perhaps the innuendo is a little broad.

For minuteness of execution Sig. Bouvier’s “V Occaaion^^ sur-

passed anything in the whole Exposition. It is only about
nine inches long, and represents the interior of a studio, with
a girl sitting for her portrait to a painter

;
Avhile he is paint-

ing, the servantwho accompanies her has fallen asleep, and he
seizes the moment to declare his passion. The color is deli-

cate, the textures and still life ad miiablj' rendered, tlie toue

agreeable, and the Jiwme of execution remarkable. Signor
L. Mion’s “Xc Colin-Maillard” is pleasing and carefully done.

Signor P. Joris also sent a couple of jiictures, “La Voie

FUiminUnne” and “ Une Bapteme dans Vfle d’lschia” which
are pleasant and sunny, but rather too spotted with \dvid

colors. Signor P . Vanni’s “ Mephistopheles and Marguerite”
represents the scene of Marguerite in the Cathedral, with the

evil spirit whispering to her. There is a good deal of talent
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and cliaracter in this picture, and a lii^lier attempt at seri-

ousness of subject than usual. Sij^nor 'SI ichitti’s two ])ictures

of '^Trintemps et Amour,” and “Xc BaUcr” are exceedingly

eccentric in color, and seem a little like insane Fortunys. If

the intention of the artist was to startle, he has succeeded.

Here is certaiid}^, as the shopmen say, ^^grande nouveaufe.”

Bit by bit all is X)icked out with intensity of tints, but there

is no relation of parts in “Spring and Love.” There are

naked salmon-colored children lying on bright green grass,

with dazzling blue sky and sea, and straggling trees with

salmon blossoms, all so vivid and violent that they strain the

eye. In “Xe Baiser” which represents a i)easant tryijig to

kiss a girl, and is not particularly hapiiy in sentiment, there

are crude masses of cabbages and greens, and red turkey

combs, and trees barely sketched in, and a sky of terrible

yellows and reds rumbled strangely together. The total

ettect of these pictures is, so to speak, noisy and imx)ertinent,

and it is a pity to see talent so pretentiously misapxdied.

There is no reserve, no restraint, but perx)etual insistance.

Sig. L. Marchetti’s ^'‘Avant le Tournoi” has somewhat of the

same defec:t. It is like a very confused palette of colors.

The “Charge of Cavalry at Monzambano,” by Count Ilossi

Scotti, is spii’ited in design, and with much truth of actio?t

in both figures and horses. It is drawn and painted with

great care, has a gTcat deal of “ go,” and is a very honest

piece of work, though a little hard in color and tone.

The Chev. Bianchi’s “ Begarde I Bogarde I ” is a very i)retty

theme well rendered. It represents some girls looking eagerly

out of a gateway at something x)assing outside the picture

;

and Sig. Volpe’s “ XJnBrhre” is quiet in tone and character-

istic in expression.

Among the landscai)es were particidarly to be commended
two very pleasing pictures by Sig. G. Ciardi, ‘^Idylle; La-

gune de Vcnise” and “ Torcelh.” In both there is much deli-

cacy and refinement of sentiment and simi)licity ofexecution.

^^Torcello” is bright and sunny, and the “X^yl/e” vaiDorous and

sunny. It represents a fisher-boy standing in a boat fishing

on the broad lagunes. The atmosphere is soft and silent, the

sea calm, and he stands in his boat alone, the dark center

of a soft, luminous haze. Other laiidscaiies particularly to

be noted are four, by Chev. A. Vertunni, representing the

lonely “ Pontine Marshes,” “ Pmstum,” “ The Pyramids,”

and “ The Sphinx,” which have the well-known character and

style of this artist, though they are not among his happiest

achievements
;
a “ Goucher de iSoleil” by Chev. B. Giuliano,

with girls walking along a i)ieiq another ‘'Goucher de Soleil”

UAi,y.

ilicliitti.

Muichetti.

Kossi Scotti.

Bumchi.
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Ciardi.
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by Sig. Poma; and VOrage,^^ by Sig. S. Allason, a very

effective picture, of a serious character and strong theme.
"

Among the aquarelles there were some which are very bright

and clever. Particularly are to be mentioned ^^Ah! comhien

je regrette le Temps que li’est plus,” by Sigr. A. Rotta, which

is freely and carefully tinished, and with good tone, color,

and character. It represents a group seated outside a door

in Venice at work, with children around them at play, and

fruits and vegetables. The ^‘•Bapteme dans Vile cVIschia” by

Sig. P. Joris, previously mentioned, representing a bright

landscape with a baptismal party coming down a hill, is also

very pleasing, and so are the aquarelles of Sig. J. Gandi,

Gareme” and “ 8ur la Table,” which are careful and character-

istic studies of peasants.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

We now come to the Austrian-Hungarian section, which

may be taken togethei'. Of the Hungarian pictures, the

most distinguished were those by Herr Michel Munk4csy,

representing “ Milton dictating ‘ Paradise Lost,”’ and Atel-

ier de VArtiste.” For character, composition
,
expression, and

quality of color the former picture was certainly among the

most remarkable of all the pictures in the entire Exposition,

and well deserves the medal of honor which was accorded

to it. It is simple and direct in character, with great truth

to nature and to the highest sentiment in the attitudes and

expression of all the figures, masterly in its free painting,

and striking in the values of color. The tones are a little

black, but everything is relatively in its place. Jfothing

cries out for notice, and the main interest is concentrated, as

it should be, in the figures. Milton is seated in a large chair

near a window, which gives the light of the whole picture.

His three daughters are grouped about a table, one engaged

in writing to his dictation, and eagerly reaching forward, in-

tent to catch his words. The second is sewing. Her atten-

tion is, for the moment, attracted by what he is saying, and

she listens with her hand and thread suspended. Tlie third,

who is standing, is also arrested by the poet’s lines, and half

turns round to listen. Milton himself, buried in thought,

sits sunken in his chair, profoundly immersed in his subject,

and utterly forgetful of himself. There is in all the figures

a total unconsciousness of any looker-on, an absorption in

one single interest, an absence of posing, and a sincerity and

earnest directness of sentiment which are entitled to great

praise. The story is told with wonderful truth and sim-

plicity. The painting is extremely free, and shows a thorough
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untlerstaiuliug of values of colors, wliicli are rich, subdued,

and solemn. 2Slotliiug is improperly insisted upon, and there

is no over-emphasis of parts. But above all there is the

poetic and imaginative spirit. We seem to have had the

privilege of looking in unobserved u))on a prolbundly inter-

esting and touching scene, which is so thoroughly felt, that

it subdues the spectator to its own emotion. This picture,

we are happy to know, Avas i)urchased by Mr. Lennox for

the Lennox Gallery in Xew York, where all our artists w'ill

have an o])portunity to study and admire it.

The Atelier iVArtute'^^ is also a masterly work, less in-

teresting in its subject, but equally admirable in its treat-

ment, in its reserve, and quiet. The artist, seated on a

table, is asking the advice of his wife as to a canvas turned

away from us. Both are looking at it attentively, and se-

riously considering it. He is not satistied, but doubtful.

She is trying to help him. Behind a screen which shuts off

the left of the picture is a little model which at first we

scarcely see, so perfectly is she in relation to the rest. The

main interest is concentrated in the two principal iigurcs,

who are really and earnestly interested in what they are

doing. There is no posing; all is simply and perfectly ex-

pressed. The color is very fine, the touch firm and solid,

the values admirable.

In eminent contrast with these two pictures is the large

canvas by Herr Makart, representing the “Entrance of

Charles V into AnGverp.” Around this jiicture there was

always a crowd of admirers and critics. This is essentially

a decorative picture, and treated in a decorative style. The

jirocession is inarching through the picture diagonally. The

Emperor himself, mounted on a charger and clad in armor,

is the central figure. Accompanying him are several nude

or nearly nude female figures having flowers; others are

dressed richly and looking on, and there is a dense crowd

of knights, soldiers, burghers, and nobles, some shouting

welcome to the Emperor from vindoAvs hung Avith tapestries

and lloAvers, among Avhom may be seen the figure of xVlbert

Diirer. There is scarcely any attenqit to render character

or probability of scene. There is no definite incident or cen-

tral thought
;
in a Avord, the AA'ork is purely decoratiA'e and

Avithout any concentration of interest or personality. The

groups arc confused and crowded almost impossibly, and

there is little proportion obserA^ed in the figures, some being

gigantic in height while others at their side are of life-size.

Comsidered, therefore, from the point of vieAV of an imagina-

tive conception or a powerful representation of a historical

AfSTUlA
HUNGARY.

MunkAcsy.

M.-ikart.
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incident, there is little to praise
;
but for dexterity of brush,

work, brilliancy of color, dash of execution, noisiness and
“tmtewurm*” of tints, it is remarkable. It is painted with

much energj', and in every w’ay show^s cleverness, but it has

no heart and soul. In color, though brilliant, it is mouot-

oiious, in tone the various ])lanes of the i)icture are confused

and the total effect is rather that of a tapestry. Piece by

piece it is spiritedly done, but there is no whole. Each lig.

nre seems to be posed for itself and by itself, and has little

relation to the main purpose.

neiT J. Metejko also sent a large historical piece reiu’e-

senting the conduc a Lublin cn 1509, entre la Lith

uanie et la Pologne,'^ which has much ])ow'er and character.

It is a far more solid and real Avork than that of Ilerr

]\Iakart, not conceived from the merely decorative point of

view, but Avith a true intention to represent a real scene of

history. ]\Iany of the heads and figures are vigorously

drawn and have great character. Particularly may be men-

tioned the group around the figure of the aged Ihipe, aa'Iio

is seated and holds up both hands inclosed in red gloA’es,

and the foreground figure in blue aa’Iio is rising from his

chair. But all of the heads and figures are careliilly stud-

ied, rendered with life and spirit, and have much individu-

ality. There is a Avant of massing of parts, and of effect of

light and shade, so that at first the picture, though rich in

color, has a certain equality and monotony of effect
;
but

here is serious intention, a firm hand, admirable draAving,

and truth of character, and the longer one looks at it the

more it pleases. Herr Metejko also sent another picture

representing “Za Clodie de Seejismond d Cracovie^'^' Avliicli

is smaller, and croAvded AAitli figures of over-brilliant tints,

but is clever.

Herr L’Allemand’s “Portrait of General Laudoii” is a

A^ery Aigoroiis Avork. It represents the general mounted on

a dark bay horse in front of his staff. Three attendant offi-

cers are behind him on his rigid, a dead soldier is on the

left, and behind arc other mounted men. The main figure

is boldly draAAui, and painted in a large, free style, and
takes proper prominence over all the other subordinate fig-

ures, Avhich fitly illustrate the picture.

Among the pictimes of genre may be specially meiitioned

“Xa Maison inortuaire^’’^ by Herr E. Kurzbauer, Avhich is

conceived AA'itli much sentiment. The face of the AvidoAV is

lull of feeling, and the central group of persons striA’ing to

console her is characteristic and aa'cII composed. This forms

the central light of the picture. The second light sIioavs
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some children at a table on the left, who, careless of the

grief of the main grou]), are mnusing themselves together.

Herr Ivurzbaner’s other picture, “Lc.s Fugitifs,'*^ re])reseTiting

a youth and a maiden who have eloi)ed and are discovered

by the family in an inn, is also good in character and ex-

pression and well i)ainted. Herr Defregger’s “Xc Jcu dn

Poucc (Inns le Tyrol, ajul “Xc Jouenr de Cifhare,^^ are spirited

in action, and eflbctive in their composition of light and
(lark. The former represents two men at a table, each en-

deavoring to force over the edge the clenched list of his

adversary, while a group of peasants look on with eager

interest. The latter represents a young man ])laying a

zithcrn, while two maidens are standing by him. He is

utterly absorbed in the music. Both these pictures show
clearness of ideas and strength of character. “ Lcs Pay-

sans TyroUens,” by Chev. C. do Blaas, representing also

a somewhat similar game, is rendered with talent. Herr C.

Karger’s Gave dc Chemin de fer’’^ is a study somewhat
after the manner of ]\Ir. Frith, and, though prosaic in char-

acter, is naturalistic and clever. Among other ])ictures of

this class may be specially noted Professor Schdnn’s ^^Fete

Popnlairc sur lo Cote Genoisc^'

;

Herr Fux’s Sncrificc de

Pigeons, which is pleasing in color, and Herr F. Paczka’s “ Un
Accident,^'' and “Tyc Tambour, both very clever, and, espec-

ially the former, representing an old man alone looking at

his violin, one string of Avhich has snapped. Herr Agg-
hfizy’s ^‘Tireuse des Cartes,’’^ Herr Brack’s “Xe Pcmcnage-

ment,^’ and Herr Ebner’s “X(?5 bons Awis,” should also be
mentioned.

The late Ilerr Cerinak’s ^'Montenegrin blesse” is a picture

of much character, representing an old chieftain carried on
a litter down a steei), rocky path, and accompanied by
wounded companions, while a group of women stands apart

or kneels, as they pass. The foreshortening of the main fig-

ure is admirable, and the expression noble. Herr Cermak’s
other picture, Retour au Pays,’’ is even more tragic in sub-

ject. The scene is a village which has been devasted by
Turks, and a party of old men, women, and cliildren, are

just returning to it, to find their homes destroyed and the

heads of their murdered husbands and fathers stuck on
poles. The story is told with much pathos, and both these

pictures show mastciy of execution, and solidity of painting.

Professor Miiller’s la ]\resse sur Ics Place de San-

Maro d Venise” is full of vivacity of color, action,' and cos-

tume, which last is of the time of Bellini.
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Landscape.

This section was not very sliowy in landscai)e, but among
the best may be noted those of HeiT Jettel, which are Dutch

scenes, cleverly rendered
;
several by Chev. von Thoren, of

which the most strildn^' is which represents a

thunder storm with wind and rain, which is well dravm aiul

gives the effect of Avind on trees, clouds, and figures with

great spirit; la Cote (Vlstrie,^’’ by Herr Schaffer, which

is i)icturesque and striking, and a Avell-drawn street view

by Herr Kibarz, representing ^^Architecture llollandaise a

Dortrecht,^’’ as well as other Dutch landscaiies.

Portraits.

Ainong the portraits are tAVO by ITerr ]\rakart, Avhich are

cleA'er and facile, but a little too pinky and decoi-atiA'e, and

Avant interior character; a iiortait, Madame la Comtesse

Schonhorn,'’^ by Herr Canon, Avhich is in the style of the older

masters, and is admirably painted Avith force and good keep-

ing of parts and strong character; a jiortrait of the. painter

“ Rudolf Alt,” by Herr Griepcnkerl, and 13 portraits by

Herr H. de Angeli, Avhich all shoAV a great talent for likeness,

but are generally rather literal and prosaic
;
one, however,

of “^ladanie ScliAA'abe” rises far aboA'e this, and has a good

deal of distinction.

On the Avhole, it is clear that there is much life and excel-

lence in the art of this section, but it is to be observed that

a considerable number of the artists Iiua'C studied and

painted out of their oAvn country, and sought their subjects

and acquired, or at least modified, their manner in foreign

schools. For instance, of those Avhom aa-c Inwe mentioned,

Herren ]\runkacsy, Jettel, Cerinak, Thoren, liA'e in Paris,

and haA^e studied in the French school, Avhile Defregger,

Gabl, Karger, Kurzbauer are of the Munich school, and

Herr Ribarz is essentially Dutch. Herr Makart, on the

contrary, and Herren Iffetejko, L’Allemand, and ^liiller are

of Vienna, and perha]>s more exactly represent the tenden-

cies of the national art.

Aquarelles.

Among the aquarelles and draAvings in black and white

arc particularly to be noticed three by Herr Ihissini, ex-

tremely clcA'cr, and scA’cn by Herr de Pausinger, also shoAv-

ing great si)irit and talent. The former has studied in

.Venice, and his subj'ects are Italian
;
the latter at Munich.
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School of
CoiTiclius aiul
Ovcibock.

GERMANY. GKiiiiAKV.

Wo now come to Gernniny. Tlionf>li late in their decision

to take part in this Ex])osition, the Germans witli f^reat

energy made up for their tardinOvSS, and in arrangement

their liall was disposed witli great taste, and in its general

impression agreeably contrasted with those of all the other

nations. In the center were tables covered with engravings

and illustrated books exhibiting much talent and invention,

which were open to all to turn over. The average of tlie work

was good, and although there were no salient pictures of great

force of conception or subject, there were many serious in

quality and pleasing of (tiaracter. Of historic and religious

subjects there were few, and these are of not much impor-

tance or any striking merit. Of dome.stic .scenes there were

many, some of great merit. It is scarcely a quarter of a cen-

tury ago that a revival of art took ])lace in Germany, and

.some of the chief artists of that time endeavored to found a

great school, devoted to the development of subjects of high

historic interest, of symbolical, legendary, and religious char-

acter, and of philosoiiliic abstractions. At the head of this

were Cornelius and Overbeck. Tlie aim was high
;
but, al-

tliough the leaders of this .school brought to it great earnest-

ness of spirit, they were*, essentially weak in execution and

artistic power, and they failed to carry with them the miiid

of the nation. They cared little for a faithful study of na-

ture, and strove to limit art solely to a representation of won.

ideas, without regard to truth of form and color. Overbeck,

indeed, during the latter i)art of his career, abjured color,

declaring it to be averse from the spirit of the religious sub-

jects he exclusively treated, and devoted himself purely to

outlines in charcoal or crayon. Xo one of this energetic

band was a colorist or truly a draughtsman. The reaction Re.iction from

from this over-legendary and romantic school on the one monastic Bpiric'

side, and the limited and, so to speak, monastic spirit on the

other, showmd itself soon among a class of artists who sought

their subjects in real and common life. This school, appeal-

ing as it did to more general sympathies, soon displaced the

former, and in the Paris Exposition it was this whicli took

the lead. The difficulty of the Germans in rnatters of art is

that their genius is more theoretical, philosophic, literary,

than practical and artistic, and their art oscillates between Osciiintion bc-
' tween the coui-

the common and often even the ugly on the one hand, and a mon andacadem-

certain academic ideal on the other. It was pleasant, how-

ever, in the Paris Exposition, to find a freer spirit manifest-,

ing itself with better drawing and color, and a less hard and

literal treatment. What is, however, still lacking is style.

G p R

Earnest .a i m,
but weak cxecu-
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Eveiy artist Imows wliat is meant by tbe DUsseldorf scliool

f Clever as it is in many respects, it lacks the sympathetic

quality, and has a sort of mechanical hardness.

There were in this Exposition a few works of great excel-

lence, and among these we must note an exquisite little pic-

ture by Fried. August Kaulbach of Munich, called ^^Une

jeune Femme avec son Fils,'” which for tone, simplicity

tenderness of sentiment, and delicacy of color is remark-

able. It is archaic in treatment, thinly painted on a gold

ground, and is somewhat after the manner of llolbein

but it has a great charm. ^^Eeverie, ” by the same artist

is also a very finished and delicate picture, representing a

girl in a white satin dress seated on a couch against a

background of subdued tapestry, and tuning a mandoline.

This is very carefully studied, rich in color, and painted

with much skill, and the textures well rendered. He also

sent two heads which are characterized by the same senti-

ment.

Herr L. Knaus, the well-known painter at Berlin, sent

five pictures, each of them a master-piece in its way.

Mdve plein Wavenir,” and bonne Affaire,” have

genuine humor of a rare quality. The first represents an

old Jew seated on a rickety chair with a pipe in his hand,

in his “ ogh-clo ” warehouse filled w'ith dingy old clothes,

instructing a red-haired boy, who may be his grandson,

in the mysteries of bargaining. This precocious pupil

thoroughly appreciates his lesson, and his teacher’s face

beams with approbation at his aptness. It is impossible to

look at this picture without laughter, so admirably given

are the character and expression of both faces. “ Une

bonne Affaire,” represents the same boy i)utting into prac-

tice the lesson he has received. He stands alone holding in

his hand a piece of money, and chuckling to himself and

to you over his o^vn dexterity. The Fete iVEnfants,”

which represents a village festival, is full of figures well

drawn and clever, but it is inferior in character and expres-

sion to the other pictures exhibited by Herr Knaus, and

poorer in color. “ Un Enterrement” represents a scene in a

court-yard with the roof and ground covered with snow.

A crowd is gathered there, principally women and children,

chanting a hymn, and down some steps totters an old man
followed by the attendants who are bringing the coffin out

at the door. The figure of the old man, who half leans

against the house for support, is admirable in drawing and

expression. The finest of the whole series is, i)erhaps, the
“ Paysans cUliberants,” where six peasants are gathered in
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ft little room discussioi? some matter of village importance, oermasy.

The oldest of them is on his feet speaking and the others

are listening. There is great individuality in all the heads

and figures
;

one sees at once the obstinate pig-headed

man who means to disagree, the simple peasant who is

ready to agree to anything, the fluctuating muddle-head

svlio does not (piite understand and never will, and the

open-minded man who is anxious to come to a right con-

clusion. The color of the picture is good. Sunlight comes

in to illuminate the room from a side window, a green-tiled

stove stands in the right corner, on which are hats and a

blue umbrella, and there is a hen with her chickens on the

floor in the foreground. The comedy is excellent
;
nothing

is overdone.

(VEspoir^^’’ by Ilcrr Fagerlin, is another picture of ragcriin.

domestic life treated with great pathos. It represents the

interior of a cottage, in the background of which a man is

dying or dead, while his wife accompanied by an old woman

is coming forward out of the room, hopeless and inconsola-

ble. The intensity of tragic feeling in her face and attitude,

and the reflected sympathy in her old companion, who may

be the mother or gi’andmother, are portrayed with true

feeling, and altogether the picture is profoundly interesting

and aflecting. The painting is very careful and studied.

The old brick floor, the green curtains ag.ainst which the

sunlight falls, the textures ofthe dresses are admirably given.

There is perhaps a little too much the sense of painstaking,

but the whole work is earnest and skillful and full of feel-

iug.

Herr Leibl’s “J)es Priysa7is,” though cold and gray in color, Loibi.

and with no tone, is a most careful series of studies from

nature of peasants’ heads. The execution is hard and pre-

cise, but there is strong grasp of character and jmecision of

detail in the heads. It represents five peasants crowded

round a table and listening to one who is reading a news-

paper. Outside the window is a .sunny landscape. The

heads are evidently careful, minutely careful, portraits,

eminently characteristic and well drawn.

Herr Menzel sent two oil pictures and four aquarelles, iicuzci.

full of character and showing much ability. The largest is

“P’ Usine,^’ which represents the interior of an iron foundry",

with workmen drawing out from the furnace an iron shaft

at white heat. This forms the chief light of the incturc, and

against it some of the figures stand in dark relief and some

brilliantly touched with aliu’id glow. There is vigor and char-

acter in some of the heads, and the action is well given, but
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as a who](3 there is a lack of quality, and a certain hardness

of execution. ^'Entre deux J)anses’’ is a small picture repre-

senting- a saloon with groups of men in diplomatic dresses

and ladies in full ball toilets which exhibits even a superior

power of character drawing. The composition is good and

the coloring strong. Altogether it is a very clever and

characteristic painting. His a([uarelles of ‘^Moines dans k
Sacristic^^ and the interrompu'^ are also clever, but

i-ather cold and liard.

“ Legon de Gymna.stkpie’ by Herr O. Pilz, of AYeiniar

is clever and well com])osed and i)ainted. The landscape

and sky are particularly worthy of note. It rei)reseiits a

master standing before a double row of boys giving them a

lesson in gymnastics. Herr Defregger’s ^‘Bcnedicitc^^ mid
“ La yts-itc” are also very clever representations of purely

domestic scenes. The lattter represents two peasant girls on

a visit to their married sister, to whose baby they are pre-

senting a pear; all are happy and pleased. The girls are

])retty in their quaint costumes and the baby is all smiles.

The ^^Bcnedicite'' represents a woman who is teaching the

smallest of a group of children who are seated round a table

to say grace. The exi)ressions are sinqde and natural and

the composition good, but the execution though careful is

hard. Herr Werner’s “ Une Com'ersation^^ has considerable

humor of eximession. It represents five of Frederic’s gren-

adiers standing on the further side of a railing and joking

with two nursery maids on this side with babies; all are

laughing, and the jest seems to find favor in the ears of

those who hear and those Avho make it. The elfect is

bright and the execution precise. Another picture of a

humorous character is Herr Meyerheim’s “Hes Zoxdon^—

Caffres d la FoireP The scene is in a booth at a country

fair. On the stage are a couple of Zulus executing a war

dance, while the audience are divided between terror, aston-

ishment, and delight. There is considerable freedom in the

manner of the painting, and the scene is amusing.
The '‘‘(JhaHHe a courre au XVIIIme by the late

Herr Gierymski, is a very clever picture by^ a young painter

who lately died. There is capital drawing, good action, and

careful study'; but it is very voyant in color and hard of

texture.

“Cbie Banque poimlaire en Faillife,” by Herr Bockeiinann,

of Diisseldorf, represents a crowd in the costume of to-day

outside a bank which has just failed. The painting is lit-

eral, and the color is clean, cold, and gray. There is little
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iiitensitj' of character aud no great vividness of expression, Germany.

but some of the figures are well done.

Among the other domestic scenes of this class to be noted

are the '•‘‘Bapieme de VOrphelin^^ by Herr Iloff, representing aoff.

a baptism, with costiinies of the time of Louis XIY, which

is pleasing in sentiment and arrangement; the ^‘UenrciVAn-

qoissc,'’^ by Herr Hildebraudt, where a mother and father nii.ioiinuuit.

are at the bedside of their sick child, in which there is a

good deal of earnest feeling; Lecture interessantc,'’^ by

Herr Scheurenberg, of Diisseldorf, which is capital in ex- ScUeur.nbcrs.

pression and well painted.

ReUgious and Historical Baintings.

Keligious and historical subjects were not ably repre-

sented. There were few of them, and they were not of high

merit. The best pictures are those whicli represent homely

and domestic scenes of common life. Herr von Piloty’s

“ Wallenstein se rendant d Bger” is one of the largest history

pieces, but it is scarcely worthy the high reputation of the

artist, and is academic and conventional. Herr Becker

sent two pictures, ^‘Albert Biirer d Venise^’ and ‘Hlrich

von Hiitten regoit de VEmpereur Maximilien la Couronne de

Boete;” Herr O. Kuille, ‘^Blato avee ses Disciples and Herr

Baur, ‘‘/SY. Baul^ Brisonnier d Rome,’’^ which is archa3ologi-

cally studied, but without much vitality. “Xu Fille de

JaWus,’^ by Herr Gabriel iMax, is weak and fade^ and on

the arm of the apparently dead child he has painted with

care a tly, which will indicate the spirit in which the work

is conceived. Herr von Gebliardt, of Diisseldorf, sent a

“Crucifixion” and a “Last Supper,” the latter good in color,

but without great life in character. It is treated somewhat

in the early German manner, and the types of the apostles

are taken from the lower classes of common life. It may
be claimed that this was the fact, but the religious and

poetic sense is none the less unsatisfied by such a repre-

sentation. What all these pictures lack is spontaneity and

poetic character.

lieligiotis and
Jlistoricai.

Von I’iloty.

Becker.

Kuille.

Baur.

Max.

Von Gfliliardt.

Bortraits.

In portraiture, the heads of Herr Lenbach, of Munich, portrait.

though thinly painted, are full of character and individu- lenbach.

ality. Tlie portrait of the “ Princess of Carolath-Benthen,”

by Herr Kichtcr, also should be noted, as well as those luchtcr.

by Herr Kanlbach, which are fresh and charming, and the Kauibach.

'•Bortrait dhme Vielle Dame,^’ by Herr Gussow, of Berlin, gussow.
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CEIiMAXY. the head of which is pure in color and carefully studied

blit the dress and details very hard, bri<Yht, and absolute.
’

U8SOW. Herr Gussow had also two pictures of still life and figui’es

one called and one ^^Nature dforte,” which are
painted with wonderful chic and freedom of touch. One is

the interior of a studio, with an old w’oinan washing with a
piece of wash-leather a reduced cast of the Venus of Milo
The other is a study of an interior with v'arious objects—
half-hiiished pictures on the wall, a bust in the middle of a
table, etc. These are a little liard and voyant in colors but
the imitation of still life is very remarkable.

Landscapes.

Landscapes. There was a considerable number of landscapes, among the
6est of which are to be noted those by Herr Diicker, of Hiis-

seldorf, Lords de la Mer Baltique,” with the sun setting red
along a tranquil sea, and long stretch of shore, and the ''‘Pay-

sage du Ilarz^^’’ both of which are freer in style than the gen-

Baisch. eral run of this scliool. Herr Baisch, of Munich, sent “ JJm
grande Route en llollande,’’^ which is a rainy scene, with a herd
of cows going over the wet road, and breaks of light through
a gray sky, and a windmill in the distance, a river and bout,

and a woman with an umbrella. This is decidedly a clever

Inner. pictui’c. Hcrr C. Imier’s "Lac en Holstein’’ is a very good
specimen of the Diisseldorf school, though it has its delects

Kriiner. of hai’diiess. HciT Kroucr’s "Rangliers dans la Neige” is a
Avell-reudered winter landscape with wild boars huddling
through the snow in a wood. The tones ofthe snow are good,

Lier. aiul the i)icture interesting. Herr Adolph Lier’s "Soiree
d’Automne mix Lords de I’lsar,” and "JJInundation,” by Herr

sciiema. SchciTes, aro also specially to be noted as among the best in

oedcr. this department. Herr Oeder’s "Paysage” is also pleasing,

Ncubera. aiid WO uiust also iioto another "Paysage” by Herr Neubers,
of Munich, and "Le Moulin a Vent dans la Frise,” by Herr

sdianiebor. Schoenlebei'.

. <fc O. Achen-
bacli.

The two Herren Achenbach, whose reputation is so well

established in Diisseldorf, also sent a number of landscapes.
The best of all is Herr A. Achenbach’s " Vlissingue,” with a

stormy sea breaking over a pier, a castle wall on the right,

and a steamer laboring in the distance. This is clever, but
somewhat cold and conventional in character. His other
pictures are more mechanically felt and rendered, though
they all exhibit talent. There is cleverness, but a lack of
real feeling.

On the wliole, it cannot be said that the German school,

desi)ite all the cleverness it exhibited, manifested any very
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liifli teiuleiicies, or imy great achievemeut in the liigliest line GEUMAXY.

of artj nothing to correspond to the lofty pnrpose of its gi-eat

composers in wliat-is essentially its natural art—music. In

poetry, sculpture, and painting it has no names to be placed

beside the great ones in that most ideal of arts. Even ‘‘sts ami poets.

Goethe is tame and mechanical beside Beethoven, and for the

last quarter of a century, poetry has had no great exponent

ill Germany. Still there is a good table-ground of excellence

ill painting, though there are no high peaks.

RUSSIA.

The Eussian department rather surprised us as giving UUSSIA.

evidence of a distinct nationality of character and subject,

with considerable originality of treatment. It is not that

there are any very high flights, but there is in many of the

pictures a quality different from what is seen elsewhere, and

a freedom from bondage to other schools which is note-

worthy.

Landscapes.

The landscapes were particularly striking, and were mostly Landscapes.

of natural scenes. Among these must be specially noted

the works of M. Kouindji. His “Paysape en Finlande^^ Konimi,ii,

represents a sluggish river rolling out ofa dark distance, with

two birds flying over it. In the foreground are reeds on one

side, and on the other a shelf of sloping rock, above which

arc three tall trees
;
a thunder-storm is rising and covering

with its dark, threatening shadow, the middle ground and

distance, while a white metallic light gleams upon the trees

ill the foreground, forcing them out with that strange promi-

nence so characteristic of such moments. Here is great sen-

timent and truth to nature. The scene is lonely, desolate,

silent, the sky heavy, lowering, and slaty—everything dreary,

threatening, and wild. His “ Clair de Lime cii Ulcraine^’ is

also a most striking, original, and effective picture. Here is

a group of lone houses on a high plateau in the middle dis-

tance, with a windmill and two cypresses; at its base flows

a stream into the foreground
;
a strange, mysterious green

tone iiervades the picture. The moonlight gleams upon the

sides of the houses, and in one window biums a candle, while

the river catches a faint reflection of light as it flows down
through its dark, vaguely-shadowed banks. The cypresses

stand dark and solemn against the sky, which is a deej) dark

blue. The chiaro oscuro of his picture is striking. The paint-

ing is careful, and the tones remarkable. It is a solemn, seri

ous, silent picture, very peculiar, but very interesting and
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original. “ Pdturage cn Finlande,'*^ by B. Liiulliolm, of Hel
singfors, is a charming study of nature. It represents a
slope of rising gTound stretcliing into tlie distance, and down
tins at intervals are coining groups of inilk-inaids with pails

while along a road that climbs it on one side in the mid-dis-

tance a cart is going. The tones and gradations of light

and color are given with great delicacy and truth
; there is

no over-insistancc of anything. The foreground of broken
soil and plants is faithful and iierfectly rendered, and over
the whole is a sentiment and refinement whicli is rare. The
space and perspective liave almost nothing to be desired

Foret en by M. Mechtcherski, is also a charming
picture, with great sentiment and truth to nature. In the

middle and foreground of the picture is a dark i)ool, out of

which blue blocks of ice have been cut
;
around this rise

wooded banks, inclosing it as in an amphitheater, with tall

thin, serried trees tipped with snow, and rising against a
dim, vague, gray skj', in which snow is gathering. The tone
is pale gray and white, and there is a hush of silence over
all. Altogether this is a charming jiicture.

>Io. 35—which was omitted from the catalogues, and,

therefore, I cannot give the author’s name—is also a very
clever picture. It represents a sea scene from the shore, on
which a stranded vessel lies which workmen are calking.

On the right is a cliff. The sky is gloomy, and flaliy, and
gray, with light on the horizon—the sea dark, except where
it breaks toward the shore. “ La grande Routc,^’ by M. Do-
brovolski, represents a grass-grown road with deep ruts
filled with water, along either side of which, as it stretches

straight off into the distance through tlie center of the pic-

ture, are sparsely-scattered trees, and in the mid-distance a
carriage is coining down. The pools and spots of Avater re-

flect the skj', and a jiink light is in the edge of the horizon
and touches the clouds above. There is admirable quality
on this picture and the scene has much (•haracter. Volkofi'’s

Foret a la Fonte den Neigcs, ejfet dii Soir'’ is a winter
Avood-scene, Avith snow on the ground and a sunset effect

through tall trees. The snoAv is particularly good in tone,
cold AAdthout being painty, and the AAdiole scene Avell drawn
and rendered. M. Kle\'er had also a Goncher du Soldi en
Hirer Avhich, though it has rather a scenic and sought
effect, also shows talent. His “ Fare ahandonne d Marien-
boiirg, en Livonie'^'’ is a better picture and has some charac-
ter. It represents an old decaying jiark with groves of
trees, and steps leading doAvn into sluggish calm AA^ater, OA'er

AA'liich a scum has gathered and in AA^hich two swans are
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swimming. M. Schiclikine’s four iiictures are also to be

noted for their merit. One is a secluded wood-scene with

a brook running through it; another the interior of a prime-

val forest, with tall, slender trees. In both the sentiment

is admirable and the drawing and color excellent. They

are serious and lonely, and no living person is there to dis-

turb their solitude.

It will be seen that a certain silence, loneliness, and seri-

ousness are characteristic of many of these pictures. Jlone

of these we have mentioned are pretentious or self-con-

scious, or noisy in character. They do not aim at showing

ofl’ the skill of the artist, but have a better object, to re-

produce the interior feeling and character of the place.

The same remarks cannot be made of the landscapes by

M. Aivazovski, which are ambitious and vague. dam
VArchipel, du Mont Athos'’ represents a moonlight-scene

with light misty blue sea. “Xn, Tempete aux Bards de la

Mer Noire” is of the same character of misty blue color.

Both show talent, but they miss their aim.

M. Orlovski’s pictures showmuch ability. ^‘LcsFaiicheurs”

is painted with great care; the i)erspective of the immense
plain is admirably rendered

;
the details are all studied, and

the general ettect bright and sunny; a little more concen-

tration and suppression of parts would have made it far

more effective, and taken from it a certain monotony of

brightness. Another landscape of much merit represents a

heavy sea rolling in to shore, with one great green surf-

wave lifting in the foreground and on the point of breaking,

Tlie sky is gray with broken yellowish white clouds towards

the horizon, and grayish white ducks are descending into

the sea.

Genre.

Among the cabinet and genre pictures were several of im-

portance. “Excavations at Rome,” by M. Kovalevski, is

an adinmably drawn and carefullj^ studied picture, full of

truth and nature, and fidelity ol execution. The figured

horses are capital in their action and expression, and ren-

dered simply and without affectation. The color is subdued,

without glare or spottiness, the tone harmonious, the sky

grey under a clouded sirocco, the comi)osition and charac-

ter excellent. It represents a group of workmen excavating

at the “ Monte de Giustizia” at Rome, and (parting away the

rubbish and ddbris. Mr. Savitzki also sent a picture of the

same class, representing “ TravaiuiG de TerraMement sur une

Ligne de Ghemin de Fer^” which, though inferior to that just

described, is full of animation and nature and cleverness

IllJSSlA.
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Aivazovski.
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Genre..
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of drawing. Tlie pictures of M. W. G. Makovski are also

spirited in character and simply and genially executed.

His Amateurs de Rossignols,^^ is particularly to be noted.

It represents three old men in a low room lit by a small

window. They are looking at a bird in a cage wliich bailors

above them, and endeavoring to induce it to sing. Au-
other is Utile diilci,^^ in which an old couple is engaged iu

preparing raspberries for preserving. The subject- is sim-

ple, but the spirit which is put into it make it noteworthv.

Benediction de la Fiancee, by 31. Jouravleff, is executed

with spirit and is dramatic in feeling. The bride is on her

knees covering her face. The father stands erect looking

down on her coldly. There is a good deal of character in

the expressions of the figures, and the still life is painted

with skill. 31. Kramskoi’s “ Les Nymphes, sujct Ur6 de la

ballade de Gogol: tine Nuit de is of tlie legendary typo

and shows talent. 31. 3Ieunier also should be noted. His
“ 3Iary 3Iother listening to the lastWords of her dying Child’'

is the work of a young artist and has much promise. 31.

C. G. 3Iakovski’s Martyres Bulgarcs,^^ and Procession du

tapis du Propliete an Caire,'” are works of more im])ortance

of subject. They are clev'erly painted, witli much talent, but

they are of a character which simply repels us and shocks

us. 33’'hy select scenes which can only cause horror and

pain?

There are also to be mentioned, as showing talent, 31.

Korzoukhine’s ^^IJcvant le Confessional''^', 31. 3Iaximofi'’s

^^Arrivee d’un Devin a une Foce Villageoise,'’- which has great

vigor and natm-ality of character; “ Le Banc Noir,'^^ of Baron

Klodt; “Did? minutes d^arret, of 31. J)mitriefi:'’s, which is

somewliat of the same manner as 3Ir. Frith, and a number
of excellent portraits. Among the latter may be particular-

ized some striking portraits bj’ 31. Kramskoi’, by 31. Paroff,

31. Frenz, 31. Lehman, and 31. Hartainoff.

We have left to the last the largest and most ambitious

picture of the whole Eussian department, ‘‘‘‘Les Torches

Virantes de Feron,” by 31. Siemiradski. This picture ob-

tained for its autbor the distinction of a medal of honor,

and, therefore, deserves a careful consideration. The scene

which it attempts to represent is the historic legend of the

burning of Oliristian martyrs by Kero. On a high terrace

are seated, in a golden palampuii which has just been placed

there by negro bearers, the Emperor and his wife Poppfea.

Architectural constructions cover two-thirds of the back-

ground of the picture, and the loggie and balconies are filled

with spectators and attendants, Tlie foreground is thronged
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with a crowd of figures, coiirtesaus, guards, and senators, _

gainiug, drinking, and lounging, and plajong on musical in-

struments. On the right, attached to high stakes against a

background of sky, are the figures of the martyrs envel-

oped in combustible stufis, to which the executioners are

setting fire.

There is certainly something in the selection of such an

incident which shows an imaginative desire at least. It was

a bold conception, which demanded power and a strong

dramatic capacity fully to carry out. But it is not enough

to have selected a great subject
;
the artist must be pushed

by the imaginative and executive force which he has brought

to its development. As far as the hand is concerned M.

Siemiradski has shown a remarkable talent. His touch is

bold and free, his imitation of stiifis and objects, his paint-

ing of flesh and costumes, are masterly. His drawing is gen-

erally good. There is nothing niggled and timid in his

handling, and, as mere painting, there are parts which could

scarcely be too highly praised. He has all the facility and

brilliancy of Herr Makart, with much more solid qualities of

execution. In technique there is very much to praise and

little fault to find. It is not here that he fails, but in the

total want of imaginative grasp of the scene. The picture

is full of splendid i)arts, but it is nothing but parts, and

there is no relation between them. There is no whole, either

in composition or conception, no historic truth or even prob

ability. It is a mass of jumbled arclneology and history,

never quite correct, of well-drawn figures having nothing

to do with the tragedy which is enacting, of groups disen-

gaged from all the main interest, and often in violent oppo-

sition to it. The burning of the martjTS becomes a subsid-

iary and unimportant incident which scarcely attracts the

observer, and which interests scarcely one of the figures in

the ])icture. It is an impossible bacchanalian scene, and is

without any central dominating idea.

The first great and fatal fault is that the two halves of

the ])icture are totally different in the time and hour. The

main mass of the picture is in the broad light of noon, in

which all the personages and details of architecture are

highly sparkling. The other half is dull, and towards

twilight. The burning torches of human beings which

should have given the chief light, as they were the chief

l)rotagonists of the scene responding to Xero, are feebh*,

ineffective and secondary in light. In the incidental groups

the main effect is placid
;
they occupy all the foreground and

the principal part of the picture. Even Nero and Poppma

ICUBSIA.

Siumiliulski.
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are insignificant beside them. They are far off and small.

The others are near and large. The next fault is the want
of proper ]>erspective. It is difficult if not impossible, to

understand the planes or to see how or in what manner the

tigures are standing. It is equally a mystery how ^ero and
Poppma were carried to the positions Ihey occuiiy, as there

seems to be no clear way leading to it. One above the other,

the heads and figures are piled up, but what supports them
is doubtful at least.

In the next place, historical truth and individual charac-

ter are violated. Poppma never was there. She opposed

iSTero in all these violences and endeavored to dissuade him
from them, and in fact her opiiosition was the cause of her

death. However, setting aside this, and the artist may claim

that he was not to be bound by facts, how does this feeble,

bloated, and languidly effeminate figure of Nero lounging

uninterested in his litter correspond to the character of the

mad emperor, whose great boast it was that he was the

most powerful athlete in Home, and who descended into the

arena to try conclusions with trained gladiators, and always

took pride in exhibiting himself as the prominent figure of all

games and spectacles. How do this heavy and common
lace and figure of Poppaea correspond to her’s who was the

most beautiful and graceful woman of her day, who affected

reserve and modesty of bearing, and avoided public meetings

and crowds, and how is it that the emperor, at whose com-

mand this fearful tragedy was enacted, seems to take so

total a want of interest in it? It seems rather as if he were

going to sleep. And how, again, is it that no deference is

shown to him by any of the crowd, who, careless both of him
and of the place of the great scene, riot and revel in the im-

perial courts?

But deeper than all this is the want of imaginative con-

ception of the tragedy. Conceive for a. moment the scene,

and say if this in any way represents it. Conceive the dark-

ness of night coming on or already enshrouding the world,

which is to be illuminated by these li\ ing torches—the

excited crowd that have gathered as spectators of this

brutal scene, some indignant, some symi)athizing with the

wretched victims, some bloodthirsty and rejoicing in this

novel spectacle, some loving, some hating, all learing the em-

peror, and all profoundly interested in the tragedy to be en-

acted. Over the darkness and half-illumination of the crowd
that seethes below rises that of the athletic madman and

player who has given the signal for the torches to be fired,

and, standing erect and prominent before his guards that
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attend liim, catches the fall glow of the torches as they

<riare np against the dark abyss ot the sky and llicker over

the cornices and edges of the architecture and leave vast

hollows of empty shadow. The lurid glare of the light

shows the great i)rotagonists in oi)i)osition to each other—

the tyrant in this world in his mad and momentary triumph,

the victims inspired with religious zeal and looking forward

to eternal glory beyond the reach of man. What a tre-

mendous contrast

!

Ill the picture itself but one or two figures seem in tlie

least degree observant or interested in the si)ectacle. The

mass drink and ])lay at dice and amuse themselves as if they

were there for any other purpose than to see the burning

of these martyrs. The emperor and the Christians who are

tied to the stake are alike accessories. The palanquin is

splendid, the mother-of-pearl veneering beautifully ren-

dered, but so massive and important as to overwhelm the

occupants, and in itself, archajologically considered, totally

Avithout justification of fact. Some of the spectators are in

furs and rich, heavy robes, some nearly nude. There is no

keeping in the feeling nor in the composition. It is a work

of great decorative merit, showing much cleverness of hand-

icraft, but as an imaginative conception it can only be con-

sidered as a complete failure.

‘’La Coupe ou la Femme, by the same i)ainter, has similar

merit as technical work. It represents an ancient voluptu-

ary and antiquary in a room fdled with ohjets de vertu and

hrio-ci-hrac, hesitating between the purchase of a nude slave

and a rich cup. The theme is hanale and scarcely worthy of

so large a canvas. It is a colossal i)iece of (lenre, which

would be more accei)table on a very much diminished scale

of size. 31. Siemiradski is a young man, we believe, and

with such executive talent it is to be hoped that he will

brace his mind to achieve results of deeper significance and

more earnest thought than these two pictures display, and

take to heart those true words of Goethe, der Bcschrdnk-

uiuj zeifjet fiicli erst der Meister.'’’’

31. Jacoby’s “Xoce dans le Palais de Glace construit svr la

Xem pendant FHirer de 1741 ,” represents a chamber cut in the

ice, and on a couch placed in an alcove are seated a strange,

half-idiotic coui)le who have there passed their bridal night,

while a crowd of revelers are entering the chamber and a

dwarf is presenting a fan to the bride. The picture has

something strangely fantastic and grotesque in its effect.

The sunlight gleaming on the transparent ice, the cold.

UUIIKIA.
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RUSSIA.

Jacoby.

Bojtoluboff.

Gerson.

Gn6.

Kdplfeldt.

BEIXilUM.

Historical.

Wauters.

shivering glow of the icy room, the boisterous figures of the
' revelers, and the stupid, vacant expression of the unhappy
couple make up a contrast which is singularly striking.

The incident of which it is an illustration is narrated in the

novel of Lagechnikoff, entitled ‘‘ The Palace of Ice,” and
represents the marriage of the idiot Galitzun, the 2)roteg6 of

the Empress Anne, with another unfortunate of Cahnuck
origin. The picture displays as much talent as oddity of

conception, character, costume, and color. It shows a great

deal of study, and is drawn Avith .spirit.

Among other pictures which must be noted are several

by M. Bogolubolf, representing a “ Comhat naval, Uvr6 par
Pierre le Grand, pres de VIsIe d^Oesel (a. 1719),” ^^Passage

des Galeres de Pierre le Grand sur la pointe de llangd- Udd,”

“Fmc de N'ijni-N'ovgorod,'’^ and “iS't. Petershonrg, N'uit

all of Avhich show a decided ability
j

]\f. Gerson’s “Aicolcs

Copernic d6montrant Ic Systeme du Monde aux ITommes illnsh'es

de son Tenips.^’ M. Gud’s Pierre le Grand fait suhir nn In-

terrogatorie au Tzareviteli Alexis, d Peterlioff' and M. Edel-

feldt’s ^'Blanche de Namur, Eeine de Sudde, et le Prince Ba-
quinP

BELGIUIM.

_ We now come to Belgium, which sent no less than 300 oil-

paintings, among which there were .some Avhicli were strik-

ing, but on the Avhole there Avas a general lack of great vital

force and individuality, though there was certaiidy a good

level of fair Avork.

Historical Paintings.

Of the historical pictures there were tAvo by ]\1. Wauters,

which shoAv a great deal of character and feeling. “Xc
Folie de Hiigues Van der Goes’’ represents the mad painter

seated in the foreground, to whom a choir ofyouths are sing

ing. His expres.siou as he catches the familiar strain that

seems to recall the past and to clear up the present is admir-

able. So also is that of the black coAAded monk avIio is guid-

ing the singers and looking OA^er the back of the chair to

observe the effect of the music on the painter, as Avell as of

the figures in shadow AA’ho are Avatching him Avith the same
intent. The work is serious and careful, the light and dark
Avell disposed, and the composition good. There is a com-
mon center of interest, and the story is well told Avithout

exaggeration and attitudinizing. It is a pity that he has

introduced the two players in the left behind the bo.ys in

white who are chanting
;
they add nothing to the interest.
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qn<i detract from the concentration of the f?roup. “iUcrrie

de Boto'0^0^^^ impJorant des J^chevinH de Gaud la Grdce de ses

Conxeillcrs llugonet et Humhercourt'^ has not the same force

•ukI individuality, but is interesting, well composed, and

expressive, without affectation. These two pictiires obtained

for M. Wauters the medal of honor for Belgium, and they

justly deserved it.

There is also a good deal of character in M. Cluysenaar’s

i^Canossa, Van 1077,’’ which represents nenry IV humbling

liiiuself before Gregory VII. It is boldly painted and well

drawn and composed, but a little tame in general effect.

The figure of Henry is a little too cringing to be true to his

character. He submitted at last, but reluctantly and an-

frrilv. Gregory is better, but hardly up to the mark of that

hnperious and overbearing Pontifex, and there is a lack of

intensity in the queen and the attendants. But the picture

is serious in purpose, and executed with ability. M. Cluy-

seiiaar has also a i)ortrait of a little boy.lounging in a great

o-rav fauteuil, which is admirable in character, expression,

and color, and full of nature. “ Charles Y d Yusfe.,'’' by M. A.

de Vriendt, represents the emperor seated and looking at a

picture held up by two monks. It is well painted, but a

little academic in treatment. All the pictures of this artist

deserve to be commended, as well as those of M. J. de

Vriendt, and particularly “ia Justice de Baudouin d la

Eache,‘>^ by the latter.

M. Verlat’s voulons Barabbas!^’ is a striking and

also a disagreeable picture. There is a good deal of force,

both of character and impasto, in many of the heads, but

thev are all vulgar and repulsive. This, of course, he iii-

tends they should be, but he has carried this to an extreme,

and there is nothing in the picture to counterbalance this

vulgarity. The composition is not fortunate, and the color

is criarde. His other pictures of animal subjects arc coarse

hut clever, and certainly do not lack vigor and individuality.

Among the other historical pictures should be also noted

^^Messalme sortant de Rome et msuelide par la Popiulaccj'^ by

"SL Hennebicq; “Xu Mart de BidoiC and “Xe dernier Com-

bat dll Gladiatcur,^’ by ^I. Stallaert; ^^Baudoin V appelant

le Feuple aux Amies pour le Defense de la Villef by ]\I.

earlier.

Genre.

Of the cabinet and genre pictures, there were some which

deserve special commendation. Un Concours de Chant {le

Jnry)f by M. D. Col, is very clever, well disposed in light

and dark, and carefully i)aiuted, and exhibits much hu-

nELGIUM.

Cluj-RPnaar.

A. de Vriendt.

J. de Vriendt.

Verlat.

Hennebicq.

Stall.icrt.

Cnrlier.

Genre.

Col.
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Hermann.

Vcilul.

J. Verliai*.

!’. Verlia.'*.

Vcrliacrt.

Impens.
Lagye.

Ivobie.

Madou.

J. StcveiiH.

llurkelbacli.

Do ]5raokelcor

mor. Hundreds of cages with canaries line the walls. The

judges sit on a platform attentively examining them placed

on a table below them. “Xo iSortie du licstaurant^^^ by M.

Hermann, is, for size and character, one of the most iuipor-

taut. It represents two men overcome by drink, and coin-

ing out of a restaurant after an orgie, accompanied by two

cocottes. There is certainly considerable cleverness and ex-

liression in this picture, but the subject is unworthy the

talent and labor bestowed upon it. ^^Secotirs me by

M. Verlat, represents a child attacked and overthrown by

a wolf, which in turn is seized by a dog. The color is hard,

but the attitude and expression of the child are very good,

and the .story is Avell told. The ^^Inondation,^^ by :\I. ,1. Ver-

has, and Fete de Fapa,’’^ by M. I\ Verhas, are agreeable

in color and com])osition. Among other pictures which

should be mentioned were four small cain'ases by i\r. Ver-

haert, ^'UEsprit Fainca,” “Xa t^oubrettc Intri<jiiee^^'

Conmlcscenfe,’’^ and “ lUhUothequc,^^ which are well paint-

ed and good in color; same clever and original little pic-

tures by M. Impens; several by M. Lagye, after the maimer

of Leys, particularly “Xe.s' Bohemiens'’ and

some tlowers and fruits by ril. liobie
;
several clever pictures

by the late M. Madoti; ^^Ghien regardant une Mouche^'’^ by .M.

J. 8tevens, which is natural and amusing; Rhetorkiens

d'Anvern,^’ by ^Slarkelbach ;
and a characteristic tigure of

“The Geographer” by M. do Hraekeleer, which reiiresentsa

man in his shirt-sleeves studying an atlas.

Willems. i\r. Willems sent ten pictures, all of the same class and

character, which is clearly indicated by the titles, “.Ln Fmte,”

“Xe Baise-main,'’^ ‘'La Toilctte^^^ "IJOffre de la BagueG “Xa

Presentation du Futur,’’ etc. The still life, furnitun^, vases,

stuffs, and dresses are all executed with great elaboration

and skill. The personages arc mere models or lay figures

to show off their costumes and laces and silks and satins

and velvets. They have little to interest us in cluiracter.

A. Stevens. yp Alfred Stevens sent no less than sixteen pictures,

and to his admirers these form one of the attractions of the

Belgian department. One regrets to find them, for the most

part, inferior to his former work
;
and though tiiey have a

certain distinction of sobriety in color, they have little to

say which interests or affects us. Among the criarde, hard,

and noisy jiicturcs which abouiul, it is grateful at least to

find in these a subdued quality of gray tones which soothes

us almost like silence. But they err even in this direction,

and, seen together, have a monotony of effaced color which

is not satisfactory. There is a good deal of trickery, too, of
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Ijjjlf.liglits and reflected lights, and they lack substance and

quality. The subjects are not striking. They reiuesent

generally a lady in her boudoir alone or with a friend, with

dim candle-light or shrouded day, and it is nearly always the

same lady. There is little emotion or character, no force,

and scarcely any incident. The most striking of all M.

Stevens’s pictures here was a portrait of a boy iu a gray vel-

vet dress, and a greyhound at his side. This is admirable in

(jiiality and character and delicate in tone, and altogether

a masterly work that justiflcs his high reputation. The

velvet dress is charmingly ])ainted.

Landucapcs.

Some of the lai'.dscapes were clevti’, but there were n:,r.e of

any very high rank. Among the best may be mentioned

three by M. Coosemans, and particularly one of a dark,

marshy ground lilled with pools and high grasses, with dark,

pollarded trees with ravens perched on them and fluttering

about them, and a dull, slaty sky, with a gleam on the hori-

zon. This is strongly painted, and is gloomy, solitary, and

ettective. 31. Van Luppen’s “Xn Flandre^' and ‘^Avant

Wraf/F'’ are also eftective. 31. Tscharner’s ‘‘Aprh VHirer,

several by 3Ille. 3Iarie Collart, 31. F. Lamorinihre, 31. de

Knylf, and 31. lloulenger, among others, must be noted.

31. Clays sent seven landscapes, all representing seaports

and ships with brown and Avhitc sails and blue and white

skies with mixed clouds. These are clever, but mannered.

3Vlien we have seen one we have seen all. They are repeti-

tions of the same subject with the same treatment.

Among the portraits was one by 31. 3Vinne which is very

lifelike in the expression of the eyes, that seem to follow

one about. His other portraits also are clever.

SWITZERLAND.

Genre.

In the Swiss department there was little to detain us of

distinguished merit. One of the largest was “Xes Zephyrs du

Soir,” by 31. Tx P. Kobert, which is legendary in theme and

represents a number of nude and wild female figures float-

ing over a green slope covered with low trees. This iiicture

received a medal from the Salon in 1877. Though well

drawn, it is feeble in tone and character. 31. B. Vautier’s

“T/C Diner de Girconstance’’ represents a company of bour-

geois and functionaries gathered around a dinner-table.

7 p R
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swir/,i;i{f.AM).

Duraml.

Stvickclberg.

liavel.

iliirnand.

Landscapes.

Koller.

.ri'-miieret,

Umlisubli.

IJotter.

(lirardet.

Data.

•Castiui.

.UoborL

-XETHRUt.Axns.

The color is rather dry and nionotonous, but it shows mucU
careful study of character, and conscientious work. The
heads are exjiressive, and are evidently portraits, aiul the

action and scene are true to life. M. Durand’s “Xe Manage

d la Maine, bout dc Condiiite,'' and “Xe Marche,^ are all

spirited. The first represents a scene at the .l/«/We, where

a bridal party has been waiting- with iinjiatieiiee for the

arrival of the bridegroom. The “7ioa,t de Conduite'^ is

lile of I3ohemians and beardeaders walking through the

snow escorted liy gendarmes. These are brightly painted

and the comic element is well expressed. iM. Stuckelberg’s

^MJifieme de Bonne Aventnre^^ has nmcli merit, and is out of

the common. It represents two girls with a donkey, and an

old woman on a wall looking at them to tell their fortune.

Ravel’s pleut,^' which is spirited, represents a party

of tourists detained in a mountain inn by a storm of rain.

M. Burnand’s ^Mi'ournee au Villafje^' is also clever, and re-

alistic in the heads of the peasants.

LandHcapcft.

Of the landscapes, there were few which were national,

and these are not of the best. The landscape painters seem

rather to have caught their inspiration in other countries.

Of those who have been faithful fo their own may be noted

jM. Koller’s “ Ornr/e sur Ics liautefi Alpcs,'' iM. rleanncrct’s

^^Gorfje de TJArcuse,'’^ and id. Rudisiihli’s “Xu Source^^ and

“Lu Solitude^ Of those who have devoted their talent to

foreign scenes, M. A. Better’s views from Camargue are

specially to be noted. Of the.se the “T'Jtun/y.s de Vacares{C'a-

marf/ue)'' was the strongest and most original in this depart-

ment. It repre.sents jutting ])oints of dark land pushing

out into flat water. Heavy (douds lower over the scene, and

the sense of loneliness and desolation is well felt. Id. Girar-

det’s “P/ur/e de Tan/jer''^ is a bright and sunny .sea, with

figures and donkeys moving along the shallow shore, and

the waves breaking in along its curve. Id. Bata .sent .some

marine views on the coast of Normandy; and M. Castan

^Mjlnterieur de Bois dans le BerrV and “Xcv Bonds de la

Creuse d Garfjilessc.'’^ Fifteen drawings of birds, by M.

Robert, are executed with great delicacy and elaboration,

and should also be noticed.

NETHERLANDS.

The Netherlands did not sustain the great reputation of

their oldeu days when their art was illustrated by great

flames, and in the light of these great works the modern
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school.

nrodncts of tlieir .school strike one witli disaiipointnient.

('lever as some of tlieir artists show themselves to be, they

do not strongly impress one, overshadowed as they are by

onr memories of Ttembrandt, Van l)y(‘k, Cnyp, Hobbema,

Ostade, 3Ietzn, Wonvermans, Paid Potter, Berghem, Knys-

diiel and Van der Velde. The imssion for light and dark, the

liiirry, spirit, the,/dime, the sharp originality which charac-

terized the early school are wanting in tlie present day,

and the Netherlands, like Italy, sutlers by comparison with

its great ancestry in art.

Ill nlace of this vivacity and pungent sense of reality we improsaionai

have a school of Impressionists. Unable to reproduce the

vivid character of the early school, they have sought to

create an effect l\v loose and vague, though often vigorous,

bru.sh-work. There is as niindi affectation in over-sketchi- Ovcr-akctdimosa

ness as in over-elaboration, but the modern over-done andovcr.ckiu'>r«ti<)n.

over-elaborated schools of genre have ])rovoked a reaction

in (luite the other direction. The Impressionist school is a

protest against our tinisli of jiarts, and though tliere is jus-

tice in its aim, it is at times (*arried so far as to be eipially

false on the other side. If this tendency is to be observed

ill the schools of other nations it is .specially to be .seen here.

Undoubtedly what is needed in art more than stuffs,

however cleverly imitated, is stuff' of tlie mind and imagina-

tion, and the overstudy of teehmqne has tended to degrade

the higher siiirit of art. We have tine words and phrases,

not poems. We have too much of Euphues and the Ar-

cadia, too little Hamlet and Lear. Of this .school of Inpiress-

ionists there are some eminent masters in landscape, .such

as Messrs. Jovels, Mesdag, IMaris, Verveer, Artz, and Bak-

hnj’zen. All of these have, de.spite their individual diff'er-

ences, a .similarity of treatment. Their pictures are loosely

painted, suggested rather than tini.shod, and seek for scarcely

anything beyond general effect. There are, however, great

vi'Tor and character in some of their works, and often bold

ness of execution, and sentiment.

Landscapes.

Two of the. most remarkable and poetic landscapes were Landscapes.

by M. ^lesdag, '^Bateau de Sauvetage de Seheveningue sor- Mesdag.

tant pour porter Assistance d VEquipage du Bdtiment Anglais

le Hopewell 11 Xorembre, ISdff, ” and lietour de ce Batea^L’

These are coarse and carelessly free in execution, xiainted

with a heavy brush, and merely da.shed in upon the canvas

without detail or finish; but they are eminently dramatic,

spirited, and affecting. The soul of the incident is seized,
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laBHelii.

ami tlie work ]ias been done in the fervor of feeling,

first represents the laiiiicliing of the life-boat. The horses

ami carriage, whicli have broii^Oit it, stand tliere with a
tlagstatr ami a Hag blown out by the gale. It is a wild day

toward sundown. Oray whitening clouds cover the sky^

the boat is laboring in the mid-distance on the turbulent

waves that break heavily in turbid and confused masses of

billows, and a crowd is on the shore massed togetlier

darkly and watching its progress. One or two dark birds

hover in the wild sky. The vessel that is to be succored

lies far off in the horizon. The second picture represents

the return of the same boat. There is (he same gray, tur-

bulent, rolling sea. The sky is broken and wild, and a red

g’.3a:n brerks out r.leng the horizon, •;gainst which the

wreck is seen. The dark crowd is still there on the shore

bringing in the cre-w that has been rescued. Altogether

both of these pictures are gloomy, wild, and impressive in

their character. The grouping of the tigures is Avell man-

aged, and all that one regrets is that they are such mere

sketches which can only be seen at a distance and to

a certain extent with the eye of faith. Nothing is really

completed. It is as if they had been dashed hurriedly in

on the spot under the influence of a powerful emotion, and

then left. “Za Levee de VAncre,^^ by the same artist, is in

the same style. The sky’ is blue, the Avater wild, the wind

blowing.

M. Bakhuyzen’s ‘‘‘•Paysage pres de IjCide^^ is also of the

Impressionist school, but very clever, vigorous in its draw-

ing, and full of life and color. The town with red-tiled

roofs, and a windmill beyond the river, rises against a blue

sky with great gray clouds. The river is gray, with bluish

reflections. The composition is good
;
there is a great deal

of air and light in the picture, and the painting is free and

strong. It is made out solely in masses and values, with no

details, and must be seen at a distance.

Again, in ^‘Paysage en Giieldre,’’ by i\I. Bilders, there is the

same treatment, and much vigor. It represents a meadow
of broken sandy^ soil with large trees, under which cows are

feeding.

M. Maris’s ^'Sur la Plage'*’’ and Paysage llollandais'” \vA\e

similar characteristics. The first re])resen ts a cold, gray sea,

wliich is merely scratched in, and a sloop riding on it, darkly

against the sea and sky.

M. Israels sent four pictiu'es, Seal au Monde,” ‘Mjes

Pauvres du Village” ’•’•Ije Diner des Savetiers,” and ^^L’Anni--

versaire.” All of these are of a gray, effaced, and somber tone.
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i-irh iio vivacity of
color, as if tlie artist liad desired to accent- j^kthkulaxds.

"itc the seiiousuess of the subject by the dreariness of his

'^olor.
They are all scenes of humble life, and all have an

^icceiit of sincerity
in feeling and intention. In texture, they

ilrc woolj', in execution they are intentionally sketchy and

Liressionist. But the values are well kept, there is no

.Kao-^eration, and they interest from their depth of feeling

•imfSinplicity. The mind has been at work. If he does not

perfectly achieve, he has ideas and sentiment, and does not

pin his faith on to the mere icchniqxie and mechanics of his

art.

M. Poggenbeck’s “Poi/.s-or/e Holland represents a land- To?genbecic.

scape 'vith a smooth river rnnning diagonally through the

picture through deep green banks on which willows are grow-

iii<r while cows are standing in the. still water. The sky is

gray, the effect clear and sunny, and there is a good deal of

life and feeling for nature. In execution it is liir more fin-

ished than those which have been mentioned.

M. ^laiive’s ‘^Paxjsafie avee des Moutons^^ represents sheep ^“uve.

in a snowy, wide, Hat landscape, with a man in the center,

wlio is the only dark spot in the picture. This is rough, but

clever.

M. Artz sent two pictures, “ 8ur les and “ Contre Art®.

Fr/d.” Tlio latter rei>resents three. ])easants, a mother and

two children, returning home through a gray, dull coun-

trv, and with an overcast sky. It is a little in the manner

of :\Iillct, and not without sentiment.

i\I . Ivoelofs’s three landscapes are all worthy of special note, Roeiofs.

^^Pat/safje pres Vrceland,’’’ Foret cn Automne,^^ ’Ahie prh

AheoudeP Oiui of these represents a pool of water with scum

on the surface, reedy grass on both sides, and trees beyond,

reflecting darkly in the water. It is bold, effective, and full

of light.

]\I. burger’s “Pe??r/unt la Guerre^’ is clever and vigorous. B^irger.

All the able-bodied men of the ])lacc have gone to the war,

and two young girls and a boy have taken upon them.selves

the duties of })lowing. It is a broad field with a gray sky,

through which dark birds are ilyin- fvyji (V Among the

other land.scapes which should be noticed, are Pai/sar/c px'cs

(Vune Ville de Hollande^’ and ‘‘En plaine,'” by id. Ai)ol;

“Porct” and ^^Paysage sur les bords dc /’ F.s-.sc/,’M)y M. Bor-

seleu; “.7>u Matinee dans les Polders de la Jlollande'’^ and

“ fyji temps de Bourrasqae,’’' by M. Gabriel, rich in color; Gabriel

'•'Pans le bois^’’^ of M, Bock; and “Pe Coin de Ferme,’’^ by Id

Kiiyper.

Apol

Boraelen.

Bock.

Kujiier.
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NETiiKitLASDs. It will bc scGii tliiit tlic ptiiDtci's ill tho In ctherUiiidiS havo

drawn their subjects chietly from tlieir own country and
national life, and not from foreign lands. There was, in con.

seiiuence, a certain character ot nationality in their work

which was attractivi^, and in tlieir landscapes especially they

showed vigor and originality.

Genre.

Genre. Amoiig the Cabinet and (jenre pictures there were some

which were striking. Particularly are to be noticed the ex-

iiaimen. treuiely clever jiictures ity iNl. llaanen, ‘‘Oarriem en Perks

a Venise^’ and ^^Meneghina, type VeniUen.^’ The lirst is a

very spirited pictuix', reiiresenting a number of girls and

women in a factory-room stringing and sorting the pearls

of Venice. They are chietly young girls, who are seated

and ranged along a wall, with an old woman in the center,

who is superintending their labors and working herself.

The girls are extremely pretty, and their heads and action

are very easy, characteristic, and natural. The iiainting is

good, the spirit lively, the color gay without being excessive,

the composition and attitudes excellent. One would liketo

hear what they are talking about, they are so simple and

bright and pleasant to look at. There is a remarkable

sense of grace and couleur locale in all the figures.

Tlierc is great humor of character and incident in the

Bok8. ^‘Corpus Delicti,'” of i\I. Poks. Tlie. corpus delicti” is a

soldier’s cap which has been discovered, and the maid has

been called on to account for it to the family. The old gen-

tleman, who is seated, ])oints impressively to the cap, and the

maid, who stands before him, shrugs her shoulders and pre-

tends to know nothing about it. Three other servants are

in the room who have been summoned for cxi)lanation, and

the wife is just about to ring the bell. There is a great deal

of spirit in the rendering of this scene. The characters are

well portrayed and the touches are humorous without cari-

cature.

Dame Koimer. ^‘‘IJ’^lcole dc Pcinture,” by Dame 1 1. Kon ner, is also s])iritcd

and cleverly rendered. It reju’esents an old cat with her

four kittens, which are rummaging about in a painter’s

studio. The old mother quietly reposes on the to]) of the

frame of a picture, while her kittens are in all sorts of mis-

chief, one staining her paws with the paint on the jialette,

one peeping over a canvas. The character of the animals

is very well given. They are painted with great truth to

nature, and the humor is quiet and amusing.
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^qiker en Frise,^^ hy 'M. Bisscliop, lias a ^j^ood deal that

is
interesting' in subject and is M'ell painted. It represents

the interior ot a hut ot li.shernien, where a young lady is

having her skates sharpened by another girl. The costumes

arc pleasing, and the details all careiully rendered, and

with taste.

M. Melis’s Sage’F' which is of the same school as :\I.

Israel’s, is worthy ot special notice, as are also the two

pleasing compositions by ]M. Ten Kate, “Z-cs- MaroudeinF^

and Boule inattenduc,^^ and M. Verveer’s two pictures,

iijdeux Mereti, {poissardcs de Schcveningne''’) and Veuve

etsa Consolation^ All of these are of the same school, and

all subjects of humble life in the Netherlands.

DENMARK.

Passing from the Netherlands into Denmark, we lind lit-

tle that is very striking or original. The style is generally

that of smooth, Hat elaboration. The landscapes are thin

and without much character, but a few have a pleasant dis-

tribution of i)arts and of lights. Among the best may be

noted the ^^licvage dc Vile il/oc»,” by i\[. C. A. Koelle,

which represents a yellow sand bank with weeds and

shrubs sloping diagonally down the picture, and a fresh

blue sea. rolling in on a pebbly beach, which is pleasing.

^’Paysage dcs Landes,^'’ by ]\I. V. Groth, is in some respects

an effective jiicture. It represents the Landes in mid-day

in summer. The marsh, decked with spots of light, is well

rendered, the water is transparent, and the distance good.

The sky, which is i)oor and map-like, detracts from the

value of the ])icture. M. Kyhn’s Goucher du Soleil'”

is a. winter sunset in Denmark. The sky is lowering and

slaty, with a. lurid red break on tlie horizon seen across a

stret(!h of overshadowed snow. There is considerable feel-

ing in this, M. Aagaard’s ^‘‘Kuisseau dans un Bois de lletres ”

is an exceedingly elaborate river running through green

banks in a forest of trees. It is rather weak', but is pleas-

ant in its distribution of light, and the water is transparent.

The historic and religious pictures were tame, and had

no special qualities to call for extended examination.

Cabinet Pictures.

Of cabinet pictures, the most effective was the '^Interieur

dhm Forge , by ]\I. Krdeyer, which shows strength and

talent. It represents figures beating a hot bar of iron, the

reflected light all coming from the forge. M. Itosenstand’s

NETIIEUI.ANDS.

Jiiaschop.

Molis.

Ton Kate.

Verveer.

UENMAKK.

Koolle.

Groth.
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Cabinet.

Krooyer.
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DK.NMAIIK.

Bache.

Jt-nidorf.

Dal8<;:uird.

XOUWAY.

Glide.

Thulow.

Nonnann.

“ Italicns jouant a la Morra^ is spirited in action and de-

sign. M. O. Baclie sent four inctiires, “Ajjres la Chasse

au Sanglier,’’^ Sur Knippelshro,'” ‘^J^lans Tiioi,'” '^Dans la

Cour (Vun Moulin a UatiJ’ Knippehbro’’ rei)resents a
dray with two horses coming breast forward into the foot

I)lane of the picture. “i>aw.s- la Conr dhm Moulin'^' is also a

picture of horses and figures, and in both these pictures

these are well drawn and good in action.

The portrait of ‘-31. Matthison-IIansen,” playing on the

organ, by M. Jerndorf, though hard and clean in texture,

is drawn and painted with great fidelity, and is evidently a

good likeness
;
“Xa jeune Fille qiii ccrit une Lcftrc,^^ by H.

Dalsgaard, has also a good deal of sentinient and gentle

character.

NORWAY.

The ISiorwegian department was, with some exceptions, ex-

clusively' composed of landscapes, and these show remark-

able originality, verve, and strength. They are peculiarly

national, not only in their subjects, but in their character

and sentiment, and their manner is quite dilfercnt from that

which is elsewhere seen. One of the most remaikable

landscapes in the whole Exposition was to be found here.

It is the ''Paysage Idcoffsais^^ of 31. Gude. It is painted with

a masterly freedom and truth. The water gushes, and daz-

zles, and dances, in the broad sunlit path of light that

flashes across it, and in the light fresh breeze the little sail-

boat seems almost to move along the waves. A transparent

shadow envelops a. dark ridge of land that thrusts forward

in the mid-distance, rich with verdure. The manner in

which the water is painted is quite peculiar. Seen very

near, it seems composed of accidental spots and dabs of

singular color, but at its lu'oper point of sight it is full of

motion and life; and here it may be observed that, through-

out all this section great skill is shown in the rendering of

water, as, for instance, in the ^^Plage de Li.'iier,^^ by 31.

Thulow, the ''Crepmciile,'’'’ by 31. iSTielscn, and t!:e ^'Fjord

Foriccgien,'” by 31. Normann, which is a dead-still oily sea,

with no reflections, that Just feels the swell, and is glassed

over with a misty smoothness. 31. iSTormann’s a

Lnfotod'' is also a striking, poetic, and iiecnliar ])i(iture, rep-

resenting the midnight sun in Norway. A tall clilfstands out

into the sea, catching the full glow of the light, which is

repeated on a sail in the mid-distance. The low purple-blue

sea rolls in upon the beach, where lies the wreck of an old

hulk. 31. Nielsen’s ‘•F/r6puscule, Vue de Cote’’ is very tran-Nielsen.
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qiiil and pleasing in color and composition. In the gray

embayed sea that washes along the curved coast is a large

dark sloop rising against the sky, and along the shore

stands a cottage, with nets liung out todrj’. 3Ien arc row-

ing along a dark boat with lurled sails; a shij) lies motion-

less in the offing; above is a misty gray sky with breaks of

thunderous light. Schanche’s h Cote oue^st de la

Xorirefjc-, clair le Jjune^'^ is also a very clever landscape, as

are also the two ^^Faysagcs;^ by 31. Jacobson, one of which
represents a path through woods with tall, dark trunks, with

gleams of sunshine seen behind them. “Xe Soir d^lutomne
{interieur dhin Village)^^^ by 31. Grinieland, has also much
merit. It represents a road leading oil from the foreground

straight through the ])icture and passing under a mid-

distance arch llaidvcd by houses, over wliieli a cool, trans-

parent shadow is cast. 31. binding’s “7 represents

a heavy sea breaking in at the base of a tall, black, iron-

rusted cl ill, where, the dead body of a sailor is lying. There

is a great deal of truth in the movement of the greenish

water that wallows in, and altogether the picture shows
j)ower. 31. Smith -ITald’s la Cote merUlionale de la Xor-

icege''’ is remarkable lor its truth and realism. It re])resents

a pier, on which is a house Avith snow-covered roof, and at

the farther end a steamer is pouring forth a column of dark

smoke, while a crowd of passengers is landing and coming
down the snow-covered road, already trampled in places into

mud. Along one side of the pier is ice and snow, adhering

to the beams and posts, and enciind)ering the water. 31.

Bennetter’s “T'?7tW/.v en J/er,” thougli a little hard, has a

good poetic sentiment. There is also somelhing striking in

31. Baade’s orageuse sur la Cote de Xortvege,'^ and ^^IJIle

de lleHtmand {Soleil de 31. 3Iunthe’s Faymge
dUliver'’^ represents a. snow-covered fishing village on the

borders of the sea. Nothing could be sadder than the leaden,

sombre sky, the Avretched huts huddled together, the unpity-

ing snow, the bleak despair of CA'Crything in this striking-

ami pathetic landscape.

But to turn to a totally different scene, 31. Dahl in his

“ Trap tard,'^’ Avhich is a landscape and figures, gives us a

bright sunny day and flashing green Avater, all gay ami bril-

liant. A couple of peasants are in a boat, Avhich has just

put off from shore, and are laughing at their comjianion, Avho

has arrived just too late. There is a good deal of hrls in this

picture, and, though it is crude and voyant in color, it is

amusing. The green reflections of the sunny water under
the boat, though a little shoAA-y, are well given.

.NORWAY.

Scliiuuiht'.

JacohsDii.

Gritnelnuil.
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KOllWAY.

A8k<?VOl<l.

Avbo.

Lerche.

PortraitA.

Knatcn.
Pattcreon.

Heyordabl.

M. Askevold’s routepour le ChaleV^ represents a great

barge laden with cattle, which is pushing otf from shore,

with another barge farther aAvay. This is well drawn, and

s*inrited in movement and composition, and the cattle are

excellent. The sky and distance are scarcely up to the mark

of the rest. It is of the Diisseldorf school, and, though a

little over-accentuated, shows much talent. Angaordried

{Legende Norwcgienuey^ by M. Arbo, illustrates a Norwegian

legend that the xVsgaardried (a troop of Norsemen on their

way to the dwelling of xises, in the Walhalla) is composed

of the dead who have not done sufficient good on earth to

deserve heaven, nor sufficient evil to merit hell, and their

})unishmeut is to gallop continually through the air to the

end of the world. As long as order reigns they are quiet, but

whenever there is war, their laughter and the dashing of

their arms is heard overhead. i\I. Arbo in his picture rep-

resents a crowd ol' these wild and visionary horsemen with

flashing eyes, that rush through the sky, and he has made a

powerful and ettective picture. i\r. Lerche’s “Lu Mc/ectoire”

and ^^Chronique tScandaleune^’ must also be noted for their

cleverness.

Portraits.

Among the portraits maybe mentioned that by i\I. Kusten,

which is clever and photographic, and one, by ]\1. Patterson,

of a woman with folded arms seated at a table covered with

a red cloth, on which there are flowers. This has considera-

ble originality of treatment and tramiuility of character.

There, is something very peculiar in i\I. Heyerdahl’s ‘Lh/um

et ilve chasses du Paradis.'’^ He has not sought for Ix'auty

or charm. The figures are on the contrary ugly and grace-

less, and the types of form and face low, but he has managed

to put a certain savage character into theii- expression and

attitudes as of aborigines, and there is something striking

and uncommon in the motive which he has sought to work

out. They are not our original parents in the iierfection of

humanity, but rather naked gypsies jiassionately relx'.lling

against their decree of expulsion. The idea is certainly

novel, but it is not without force. There is another “Adam
and Eve”—not in the catalogue, in the Scandanavian section,

and therefore I cannot give the name of the jiaintiu-—wliich

is wholly from another point of view. ]\r. Heyerdahl’s is

gloomy and rebellious
;
this is sunny and indolent—a fruit-

loving Southern couple in a bower.
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SATODEN.

There was not much very characteristic in the Swedish

section, or of any liigh achievement. An exception must

be made, liowever, to this statement in favor of tlie strik-

ing historical picture by Baron Cederstrdm, rei)resenting

“/>6' Corps de Charles XII parte par ses Offieiers a traoers

la Frontiere Xorwegienne (1718).” This is a serious work,

exhibiting a good deal of character and originality. It is

winter; the ground is covered with snow; the sad proces-

sion winds solemnly down a steej) declivity around a i)ro-

jecting turn in the clilf tliat hangs over tlie way. The sol-

diers in blue and drab march sternly on in serried ranks,

bearing on a litter the exposed body of the dead king. The
group forms the right side of the picture, the left is open
country, and a peasant, dragging at his side a dead eagle,

stands uncovered and watches the procession as it tiles along.

The character of the heads is earnest and strong, and the

whole elfective. There is nothing common about it in treat-

ment, composition, or feeling.

^^Les Saltimbanques ; avantla loi Tallon,’’ by ISl. IS.Forsherg,

is a distressing episode of liuman life and heartlessness.

It represents a master saltimbanque privately exhibiting

his pui)ils and their dexterity to a debauched looking man,
apparently an impresario^ who is sealed and languidly look-

ing on at the exhibition with a cigar in his mouth. Two or

three thin cliildren clothed in the tumbler’s dress are stand-

ing by, waiting their turn, while one is thrown backwards
on his hands and feet with his poor little body strained into

a curve. There is a great deal of character and truth in

this scene. The ligures are well drawn and exi)ressive, and
altogether, distressing as it is, it shows power.

M. Hagborg’s ^'IJAttcnte'’'’ represents a wojnan with un-

covered head, a child in her arms, who is standing on a pier

which juts out into the sea. It is fresh in color, well drawn,
and has a good deal of nature, sentiment, and unconscious-

ness. The cool breeze blows her hair and garments, and
she stands looking out on the sea in expectation.

j\r. Ilellqvist’s Marguerite'’^ is a large picture representing

the interior of a Swedish house in which Gretchen is seated

with her spinning-wheel. Her figure is rather cold and
thin in character, but the still life is well given. The can-

vas is, however, too large for the subject, which has little

dramatic interest, and could better be represented in a far

smaller size.

SWKDKN.
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Ainonj? the other noteworthy pictures of genrewere “Moines
inic.Borjesson.jowant 11 la Boccia^’ by Mile. A. Bbrjesson, iVInno-

Bovaetai cence^^ by M. Borg, and Souvenir de la Picardie^' by M.
Sahnson, ^^Genre^’ by IM. Fagerlin, and tlie pictures by M.
Jernberg.

wahiberg. yp Wahlbcrg sent a number of landscapes, two of which

are night scenes. Of these the best are ^^Mare sous Bois a

Smoland^^ and “Mow de Mai,^^ which show a deal of talent.

They are bright in effect and picturesque. In the moon-
light scenes the skies have an extraordinary effect as of

colored marbles. There should also be noted, as worthy of
Gegcrfoit praisc, the interesting landscapes by M. de Gegerfelt, and
sidinberg. yj. Skiiiiberg.

PORTUGAL.

roKTUGAL. Portugal need not detain us a moment. She sent but sev-

enteen pictures and these were of no peculiar importance.

GREECE.

GUEKCIi.

Rallis.

Gyzis.

Nikiforos.

Pantazia.
Altamura^

illlc. G6no(lios.

Greece sent forty-four i)ictures in oil, among Avhich are

to be noted specially the three by M. llallis, of ^^Soubrette,

sous LouisXIV
^
arrosantdes Fleurs, “Apm* VEnterreinent—

souvenir de Megare,^ and ‘•^Fsclave jouant de la Guitare,'’^

and three by ]\I. Gyzis ^^Fiangailles en Grdce,'” ^^Fete dLlrabc,^'

Artjouanty The first of these by id- Gyzis, in particular,

has much that is characteristic and jileasing and national.

INikiforos’ “Oaimm” is also to be noted, as are some of the

works of M. P^riclds Pantazis, and two canvases by M. Alta-

mura, ^^LTncendie de la premiere Fregate Ottomane a Erissos^'

and “f/u- Combat naval, and some iiortraits by Mile. Geno-

dios, in aquarelle. Gnfortunately neither Xeuxis, Apelles,

nor Polygnotos, have contributed anything.

UNITED STATES.

uxiTEi> STATES. ^ tlius fui' givcii precedciice to the foreign schools

of painting, for such is naturally the rule of politeness to

strangers, and we now come to the consideration of our own
paintings. We regret to say that, with all the talent here

exhibited, there is no nationality of style, purpose, or senti-

wohavono na- ment. Wo liave no American school, distinguished in its
tionality of style. ^ ^

Our artists foi* Characteristics from those of foreign nations. Our artists,
low torcigii nicth-

^^^ith exccptioiis, luivc followcd ill the train of for-

eign masters, adopted their methods, studied in their studios,

and thought after them. We have some from INIunich, some

from Diisseldorf, some from Paris, some from Rome; and
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oue’s first impression on entering our department was that t-'xiTRD states.

'we ''vere in a cosmopolitan society, where many manners

and i)eoples are represented, and where we look in vain for

America. Here and there on examination we found a national

subject, inspired by the life of our country; but they were

few and far between. When 1 speak of nationality of sub-

ject and style, I do not mean that the perpetual Indian—the

Monsieur Tonson of our art, the Marquis de Carabas of

poimlar ideas—should reappear. We have already been

sutticientlv bored by him and all connected with him. But Our artistic

there is nothing in our art which answers to the new life our originality in

and thought, the freshness and vigor, the refined speculation,

the hearty self-reliance, indeiiendence, and originality that

is seen and felt in our country. Xo matter what the subject

is, a nation should be able to stamp on its work the impress

of its own originality, to distinguish itself by national char-

acteristics. It is not, for instance, because the subjects of

Emerson’s, Longfellow’s, and Lowell’s poems are drawn from

American life that we feel they are truly American poets, or

because the works of Alston are illustrations of our own his- Alston an ex-

tory, that we recognize him as the greatest painter our

country ever produced. It is because, whatever be the sub-

ject, there is som 'thing peculiar in the style, character, and

thought that we recognize as born and bred out of that which

is eminently American. The refinement, the grace, the sub-

tlety, the incisive penetration are different from what is seen

in the literature of other nations. Is Hawthorne less Haw- Literixture.

thorne because he writes “The Eomance of Monte Boni,”

and wanders through the gardens and amid the ruins of

Italy ? Can he not throw over Koine the same enchantment

of mystery and subtlety that envelops the scenes of early

Puritan life in Xew England ? Does it matter wliether Long-

fellow writes of the “Belfry of Bruges” or the “Village Poetry.

Blacksmith” at Cambridge? Is he not ecjually Longfel-

low? Are not Mr. James and Mr. Howells as much Ameri-

cans in Paris and Venice as in Boston ? Is not IMr. INIark

Twain the same humorist abroad that he is at home? In umuor.

our literature we have already reached nationality. The

peculiar flavor of our life and thought is there exhibited.

But in art we are what we were three-quarters of a century

ago—essentially imitative; and this is not because we have

not originality, talent, even genius, if you will
;
but we are

like pupils that follow the beck of their masters, aud dare

not trust our own inspirations.

Undoubtedlj' what we want is training of the strictest

kind. Evexy youth that can daub a canvas or scratch to-^^s-
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u XITEL) STATES. o-otliGi’ ji biist is l{ui(led to tlic skies and told lie is a

Common jieople love tlie common. Uneducated i)eoplc love

the literal and nneducated, and the mass of onr ])eo])le are

uneducated in art. To be able to discriminate truly requires

knowledge as well as natui-al feeling. We have the last.

We have not the first. The artist is seduced and ilattered

at first to his injury, and then he is dropped and neglected,

xecd of govern- should there be any great national develonmem
mentiil recogin-

.
'

. « . .

*

tion. in art when the nation does nothing to foster it; when we,

are wanting in national schools, academies, and galleries-

when there are no prizes for high achievement, no honors

to bestow, no tit recognition of excellence, no proper means
The artist over- of study; wlieii tlic artist is, to a certain extent, considered

of politics. a tritler, outside the great (nirrent ot serious lite, the main

course of which sets strongly along the great bed of politics

and business, while art is but a side pool of dead water for

holiday loungers f Out of such elements as this where did

In ancient <xrt evci’ Hourisli ? Ill tlic best days of Greece the artist was
Greece the artist

. ... t. •

was in front,

^
m the Iroiit ol its civilizatioii. In the Jicna'tsmnce he was a

naissance. gloi'y uiid a powci', I'ecogiiized by the nation, honored by the

world, and courted by the great. Embassies were confided
Rubens, the am- to iiim. Hoiioi's were ixuired upon him. When Kubens was

ba.ssaaor.
i i -i

selected out of all tlie world to be sent to England on his

embassy, one of the foreign ambassadors, entering his room,

found him engaged at his easel. “Ah !
” he exclaimed, “ your

excellence, I see, amuses yourselfwith iiainting.” “ No,” an-

swered Kubens, “ 1 amuse myself with diplomacy.”

In consequence of the present state of things in America

the artist, as 1 have already said—but it vail bear repeating—

is forced to expatriate himself in order to find the means of

xonationnipi- study aiul the development of his iiowers. We have no
lenes for study. ^ ^

great national galleries for study. And when he returns to

his country he must rely on juivate patronage in order to

live, and on private collecdions of pictures for study. And
what is that patronage ? Is it calculated to foster in him a

Our patronage stroiig national feeling ? Unfortunately, our coiuwisscurs go

to Fans for their jnetures, as our ladies go there for their

dresses. They ])ay enormous prices for genre pictures of

mere temporary fashion by distinguished names, while tlieir

owm countrymen in the next street are treated with neglect

and indifference. True, there are exceptions to this rule, but
Towhatkindof there are always exceptions to all rules. As for the nation,

onimont commis- when it lias conimissioiis to give, can it bo iiretended that

they are given as they should be; that the ablest of our

artists ordinarily obtain them; that a high and educated

Onr artists ex-

patriated.
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jiulgineiit, founded on knowledge, is exercised in their dis- unitei. states.

tribntioii, and that fair play is given to the artist?

I glance at these considerations as accounting for the un-

doubted want of national character seen at our exhibition

in Paris. 1 think I am safe in saying that this absence of Forotpi tone of

. 11 i- li. 1 11 , . ,
American pic-

iiationahty was universally lelt liy all jiersons who visited turcs.

our dejiartmeut, and was commented uiioii largely. Our

jiainters, for the most jiart, ])aiut—as they speak,—the lan-

guages of the countries where they study, some badly,

.some well, some even very well, but always with a foreign

accent. It is unpleasant to say this, but tlie truth must be

told.

In landscape, where one would naturally expect to find Landscapes.

many characteristic reports of our country, there were Limited nuiKe

scarcely a dozen American scenes; and there were but few

attempts at anything historical, religious, powerful, or of

the highest class of subject. The great iiroportion of the

jiictures were of (jenre subjects, Avith a considerable number

of landscapes of foreign countries, and a few portraits.

]\Ir. Dana, to Avhom a third-class medal was awarded, ex- Dana,

hibited three pictures “Xo Plage de Dinard^^’’ “ Solitude,” and

“A Gale of Wind.” All these pictures are strong and em-

phatic, and executed Avith vigor and freedom. The gale of

wind on the shore with a group of men, hor.ses, and carts,

hurrying before a rising storm, is spiritedly rendered and

good in color. The “Shore at Dinard,” Avith men gathering

sea-weed, is also clever. But the most important of his

pictures is “ Solitude,” which is a aucav of mid-ocean at

night, Avith heavy Avarring blue billoAvs, and a broken stormy

sky through Avhich the struggling moon casts its Hash upon

the dark and turbulent Avaters; not a sail or boat or vestige

of humanity is there. It is the lonely, desolate, hungry

solitude of ocean. There is a great deal ot simple strong

feeling in this dreary scene, and it is rendered Avitli masterly

and poetic sensibility.

On the opposite wall hung a striking ])icture, by Mr. Bridgman.

Bridgman, representing the “Funeral of a 31ummy.” The

center of the composition is occupied by a barge on AAfiiich

is carried a catafalque bearing a mummy case, at the side

of Avhich are figures of mourners. In the prow of the

barge is an altar Avith priests and musicians, and at the

stern a group of Avomen lamenting. The barge is toAved

by a boat Avith roAvers, and another barge beyond heads the

procession. These are seen dark against a clear sunset sky

and rocky hills on Avhicli the red reflection of the light is
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cast, glowing. This was one of the most serious and iinpor.

taut ])ictiires in the American section, and obtained for it^

author a medal of the second class. It is carefullj'^ painted

with much study in all its details. The composition is good

and the sentiment well felt. Particularly are to he com-

mended the clear translucent sky, the sun-tinged hills, and

the pure reflections of the water. It is entirely of the

school of ill. Gerome. Interesting and full of merit as it is

one cannot but help wishing that it had more of Mr. Bridg-

man’s own individuality and less of M. Gerome’s. When
Mr. Bridgman shall have emancipated himself completely

from the over-influence of his master, there is evidence in

this picture that he has ability to achieve even more adini-

rablo results. The onlv fault that we find in it is that, spirited

and clever as it is, it has not yet broken free from the tram-

mels of its school.

]\Ir. W. Shirlaw’s “ Sheep Shearing in Bavaria” is a clever

picture of the Munich S(diool representing the interior of a

barn with men and women shearing sheein The execution

is entirely of the character of the school in which he lias

studied and has its merits and its deflciencies. The face.s

arc well studied, and there is considerable vigor of toucli

and brush work, but the composition is confused, and there

is a little too much attemid at bravura of style, without the

previous study to justify it.

Mr. Lafarge’s “Valley of Paradise at Newport” is some-

what in the style of some of the English landscapes. It

represents a long stretch of simple unaccentnated plain

reaching out to the distant and dimly seen sea. The grada-

tions are very delicately rendered, and the work is simple,

almost naive, and without trickery or pretence of execution.

With a lower horizon it would be more effective, for there

is scarcely interest enough to sustain the long perspective

of grassy plain, but the picture is pleasing and honestly

rendered, and has much that is attracti\ e.

Mr. Hamilton’s “ Cerise” as mere teehniqne is eminently

clevef—one of the cleverest in all this section. It is of the

French school of execution, and of the worst French school

in sentiment. It is irredeemably vulgar. It represents a

cocotte lolling back in her chair, with her legs exposed,

laughing with a dreadful leer, showing her teeth and play-

ing with a green parrot. On the floor at her feet lies a copy

of the '•^Journal pour rire,” admirably imitated with a half-

colored caricature, and champagne bottles. There was noth-

ing in the whole Exhibition so daringly low and vulgar as

this, and which ventured so far in innuendo. It is to he
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hoped that the talent displayed in this picture will he for

the future devoted to better purpose.

:Mr. Vedder sent three pictures. “The Ancient ^la-

donna” representing a lady looking at an early Italian

panel, which is carefully finished, rich in color, and jileasing.

“Young ^larsyas” is represented seated on the ground,

which is covered with snow, and playing his pipes, while a

groui) of rabbits is gathered round him and listening.*

This iiicture is idyllic in sentiment and agreeably composed,

but as yet it is only finished in jiarts and deserves to be

carefully worked out. II is third picture, of the “Cumman
Sibyl,” is original in conception and striking in character.

The Sibyl, a brown wild figure of a gypsy cliaracter, with

Iier hair and garments blown by the wind is seen striding

across the campagna clasping her book to her breast. A
lire burns behind her, the smoke of which streams across

the picture, and hills with snow peaks stretch otf in the dis-

tance, flecked with spits of sunshine and rising into the sky,

that is strewn with massive clouds.

Mr. Bacon’s “Land! Land!” represents a scene on board

a steamer when land is descried, and the jiassengers, among
whom is a pretty girl, are starting u]) to catch a glimiise of

it. The incidents are well given, and the scene is natural.

It is somewhat of the character of subject and execution of

the English jiictures of the same class.

Among the few pictures representing American life and

cliaracter, were those of Mr. Winslow Homer, which from

this very circumstance had an attraction. They were “The
Country School House,” “The Visit of the Old Mistress,”

“Snapping the Whip,” and “Sunday Morning in Virginia.”

The last represents a gronj) of little negroes reading the

bible. “Snapping the Whip” is a game of school boys

on the green. The other titles explain themselves. These

are all small, and though there is a certain amount of char-

acter, thev have much to be desired in execution.

jMr. Church’s two pictures, “The Parthenon” and “IMorn-

ing in the Tropics,” are not good specimens of his talent,

and one cannot but regret that he should not have been

better represented. Those who remember his striking re])-

resentations of “2>iagara” and of the “Northern Seas” will

be disapiiointed. His “Morning in the Tropics” is luxuri-

ant but feeble iu its idealism, and the “Parthenon” some-

* An ;ulniiral)le Avood engraving of tliis picture may bo found in

“Scribner’s Magazine” for June, 1879, Aviiicli gives the true quality and

feeling of ibis picture, and is iu itself an ample answer to the criticism

on it ill “L’Ari.^’
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what dry and thin. Neither has the vigor that we sliouUl

expect from Mr. Church’s brush.

Mr. W. T. Kichards’s landscapes were “In the Woods”
“The Forest,” and “ Spring.” The first sliows talent and is

carefully studied, with almost painful care in all its de-

tails. It has a good deal of merit, but the feeling as well

as the execution is a little dry and mechanical.

Mr. Johnson’s “Corn-Shucking” has something spirited

and is fresh in treatment. It is an American scene and rep.

resents long lines of laborers seated in a field and husking

corn.

Mr. Graham’s “View in a Cemetery in California” has a

good deal of merit. It is unpretending in character and

has good work in it.

]Mr. Weir’s “Forging the Shaft” has a good deal of force

and character and is cleverly rendered.

The “ Scene on the Hudson” is a very clever study after

the French school. Gray shelving rocks topped with large

trees, with a blue sky and wdiite clouds, rise over a pool of

water at their feet. The comiiosition is good, and there is

spirit in the execution. Mr. Jones’s “ Return of the Cows”

is also a careful study from nature of a landscape in Bre-

tagne with considerable vigor and truth. Mr. C. G. Cohnan’s

“Ancient and Modern Venice,” representing a black steamer

on the lagiines against a dim misty view' of Venice, is pleas-

ing in sentiment and tone, and his “ Panel Decorated with

Flowers” very graceful in composition and decorative in

color. The “Entrance to Venice,” by Mr. Bunce, is in imi-

tation of the manner of Turner, the color thickly laid on

and smoothed over as with a palette knife. It re])resents

fishing boats with colored sails on a still sea against a misty

sky, and though a little vague and undecided in touch is

sunny and ])leasant in tone. Mr. W. Eaton’s “ Harvesters

in Repose” is a reminiscence in style and intention of Jules

Breton, and agreeable in composition and sentiment. The

field is half rcajicd, a man and w'oman are under a haystack,

and the mother is nursing her child. Mr. F. D. Williams’s

“Xa is a French landscape by a clever student in

the manner of his master. Mr. E. 31. Ward’s “Venetian

Water Carriers ” is carefully studied and shows talent. It

is a little too much, however, on the same plane and in the

same tone, and the absence of shadow's weakens its effect.

His Sabatier'^ also has merit. 3Ir. Yew^ell also sent some

careful and picturesque characteristic Oriental scenes, rep-

resenting the “3Iosque of Kait-Bey” and the “Carpet Ba-

zaar at Cairo,” very faithfully executed. 3Ir. Quartley’s
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“Morning Effect in the Port of Xew York” is a vigorous

reiulering of the actual scene. Mr. Tiffany’s “ Duane Street

in New York ” represents a group of old houses, shops, and

booths of the previous century, and is a very clever study,

executed with vigor and feeling.

Mr. Wylie’s Mort (Tun Chef Vendeen ’’^

is of a higher grade

of subject, and has strong character and expression, the

j)roniise of which unfortunately has been cutotf by the recent

death of the artist.

Mr. Loomis’s Dclit de CJutssc cn 1500” is also clever,

but has more happy reminiscences than originality. ]\lr.

Ilovenden’s “ Interior in Brittany in 1703” is spirited, well

drawn, and carefully painted. It rei)resent8 an old work-

man seated on a table, surrounded by his family, and exam-

ining a sword and glancing down along the edge of the

blade to see if it is sharp and even. Tliere is a good deal

of character in his head and action. Mr. Kensett’s White

Mountains” is not a good specimen of his work, and looked

poor and thin on tliese walls. 3Ir. Howland’s “Xc Gud dans

la V(dlee” is vague and obliterated, and somewhat of a

reminiscence of Corot’s manner. l\lr. jMcEntee’s ‘CVutumn

Idyll” and “The Fall of the Leaves” are slight and sketchy,

but ideasing, and give the sentiment of this season. “A
Cat,” by Mr. G. B. Butler, is remarkably well jiainted

and true to nature. IMr. Beckwith’s “Falconer” is bright

and good in color, and recalls a similar subject by Couture.

“ Hasheesh Smokers,” by Mr. E. Benson, is an Eastern room

with great arches and pillars, misty with blue smoke, through

which a shaft of light piercing the roof is cast upon the Hour,

while the hasheesh smokers in picturesque costume are lying

about or seated cross-legged in groups. The dim smoky

atmosi)here and the Oricmtal costume and dreamy luxury of

the scene are well given. Mr. S. Colman’s “Train of Emi-

grants crossing a Torrent” is a bit of Western life and

scenery which is interesting in subject and characteristic,

but a little monotonous in color and hard in execution. Mr.

Vinton’s “Xctc (Tun Faysan BretoF’’ is Iresh in color, and

though sketch}', is spirited; and Idr. Wilmath’s “Ingrati-

tude” is clever. Among other pictures must also be specially

noted Mr. S. B. Gifford’s “San Giorgio at Venice;” “My
Daily Visitor” and ‘LY Page,” by IMr. Shade, which arc clever

and careful; “A?<.r Courses

f

by JMr. E. L. Henry, represent-

ing a drag before an old gable-roofed country house in

England; Mr. K. S. Gifford’s “Bew England Cedars”; Mr.

Inness’s “ St. Peter’s in Rome,” in which the sky is i)articu-

larly good; iuid “The Passing Show,” by IMr. J. B. Brown.
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This last lias a good deal of humor and expression. It icp.

resents a row of hoys looking out of the picture at some-
thing passing whieli excites their curiosity and merriment
The action and expression of the different faces is good hut
they all seem studies from the same boy, which is to be re-

gretted. We must not omit also to mention a clever and
conscientious landscape of “The Beach at Villiers,” by Mr.
Boit.

Portraits.

There were a dozen portraits, among which are to be noted
Mr. Ilealy’s “ Lord Lyons,” which may rank among his best
works, a striking portrait of a lady, by Mr. Porter, and
Mr. May’s clever head of “General Tevis,” and a vigorous
head by Mr. Yiiiton, a portrait of “Mr. Parke Godwin,” by
Mr. T. LeClear, a portrait bj' Mr. Shonborn, and a portrait

by Mr. Sargent, showing much promise.

Aquarelles.

Among the water colors and drawings in black and white

may be mentioned a \'ery clever aquarelle by i\Ir. Abbey, of

a ‘‘‘Bureau des diligences,'” which is gray.and subdued in tone,

and has a good deal of quaintness and character. The ligure

ot the woman in black, with a large straAV bonnet and brown
shaAvl, is admirable. The “Farm-house in F^ew England,”
by IMr. II. W. Bobbins, is a cajiital rendering of a homely
country house. IMr. Tiffany’s two aquarelles are .strong and
clever, particularly that of the “Steps of the Cathedral of

St. Melaire on Market-day at IMoiTaix.” The crayon por-

trait, by Mr. Greenough, is also to be noted as drawn with
care and feeling. The “ Shore at Connecticut,” by Mr.
Bichards, in aquarelle, is also a clever work.

SCULPTUBB.

FRANCE.

SCULP ruRE. Having concluded all that I have to say about the paintings,
the remaining countries having sent nothing which demands
any special consideration, I therefore pass to the consid-

eration of scul})tiirc; and in this department of the line arts,

the palm is to be given to France. Faint as the reflex is of

the great schools of ancient sculpture, there is still a striving

here after some at least of their qualities. Their essays are

more serious, on the whole, than those of other countries

;

their subjects less corrupted by the sentiment of genre;
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there is often careful modeling from nature, and although fkaxck .

there are no works which are great, there are many re-

spectable—some, indeed, which are excellent. It must be

confessed, however, that there is a want of dignity and can'ii.i

high ])nrpose almost everywliere visible, as well in France as wgii

in Italy and other countries. Attitudinizing, allectation,

and excess of actfon are but too commonly confounded with

grace and i)Ower, and there is a general absence of that

rei)Ose whicli is the great quality of all the best work of

the ancients. On the other hand, there is careful study of

the model, and often a good deal of finesse of execution. The

technique is good, as a rule. It is the higher excellences

which are lacking.

Sculpture in the highest sense is a serious art, and demands

simplicity, concentration, and style. It is also a limited art,

and abides in strict domains. It disdains the merely pic-

turesque
5

it is <legraded l )y the contact o^ genre. The charms

of color, the illusions of life are denied to it. Its i)rovince

is restricted to form, and its dealings should be with the

ideal. ISTo imitations of the common and the actual, however

well done, will satisfy its requisitions *, no mere copying of the

model will sullice; no mere excellences of execution will com-

pensate for the want of ideas. It cannot pass beyond its

limits without a loss of character. It must accept its restric-

tions, and by its dignity, its grace, its simplicity, its power,

justily its right to exist. The least touch of afliectation or

conscious posing, the least corruption of sentiment, debases

it. With its feet i)ianted on the real, it must lift its head

above the common into the ideal. Far more restricted than

painting in its means, in its demands it is higher, and what

is often charming on the cain as would be intolerable in the

marble. Its aspect is calm and serious; it is forbidden it to

laugh, and almost even to smile. Its spirit is tragical and

not comical. It has to do with cliaracter, not anecdote. It

must bear itself with dignity, or it becoaies contemptible.

Its sentiment must be pure, its feeling deep, and its bounda-

ries are power on the one side, grace and beauty on the

other. This, at least, is sculpture in its highest sense. In

our own day it has been forced to other service, and often to

a humble sphere, but always with a loss of character. It

really has nothing to do with the trivial things of common
life, and when it enters the field of genre it abdicates its

highest office, and must necessarily certainly fall below

jiainting.

In the highest class of sculiiture there was scarcely an at-

tempt in the Paris Exposition. There w'as not one single

Excess of ac-

tioii, want of re-

pose.

Oood technique.

Domainofscnlp
ture.

More restrict<Hl

tliuii p.ainting.

Tiivialitv and
qenre inadmissi-
ble.

.Vbseuco of high
class sculpture.
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KitAxcR. work of a great purpose, or a great siibjeet, not one salient

statue embodying a grand idea, and showing the high water

mark of its powers. Jiut again tliere were, espeeially in the

French department, several whieh are sincere, earnest, clever,

and ])leasing.

The most serious fault to be found with French sculpture
Attitudinizing, ig p.; aliuost invariable attitudinizing, ebnseiousness, and
Exce.s8 uf ac- of action. It waiits rcfiose, qiiict. It is contrived and

not spontaneous. It attempts to impress by forced gesticu-

lation and contortion, and endeavors to compensate for in-

tensity by exaggeration, for grace by atfectation. There is

almost always a little too much. It cannot be calm and

serious, and self-contained. It seeks to surprise, demands

admiration, insists too strojigly, poses, and constantly over-

steps the modesty of nature. In moments of ])assion it tears

its passion to rags. It will not be (piiet and simple but

fatigues us by overstatement. Its very grace is tormented,

its attitudes sought and strained.

iiepeiition of lu the iicxt pluco, it hiclvS wluit is an essential requisite of
tho model.

great work of sculpture—style. It repeats too hiithfully

the model and cannot free itself from the individual. In its

imitations the modeling is often admirable, but one feels

that it is the model which has ruled the ailist. It is com-

mon to suppose that, given a good model and a good imita-

tion of it, the result Avill be necessarily nature
;
but this is

a great mistake. Nature is wider and embraces more than

all the models that live. Nature is not “Lisette” nor

“Antoine,” however handsome and graceful they may be,

but the Protean secret that is hidden unembodied any-

where in ])erfection and glances through all the possible

forms of all possible Lisettes and Antoines, ami it is this

that the artist is to seek and to find, taking what is in har-

mony with his dominant idea, what comes fitly in to aid

him in his expression, what rhymes and coalesces and

Greek sculp- uiiifies with liis thought. In this way he arrives at style,

but^ro-creation‘I®fis the great sculptors of Greece did. Their work was no

copy of any particular model, but a r(*-creation out of the

knowledge derived from numberless models and from a con-

stant study of life in all its forms. In the “Venus” of

Milo, in the “Theseus,” there is style, there is no imita-

tion of any ])articular person. The truth is that the model

to the .scul])tor should be his dictionary or grammar at most.

It will help him in his ignorance and keep him correct in

his uses of form, but it will, if he be not careful, strangle

his imagination, and seduce him out of the ideal andtjue,

into the ] (articular and accidental. It will not do to copy
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unj portefaix, however strong, and call him “Ilercnlcs” fkaxck .

or any gentlenuui and call him “Apollo,” or any gamin from

the street and label him “ David,” nor will any amount of

merely careful study of any individual result in an em-

bodyiuent of an idea or in a noble style. There is in scientificstan.i

modern sculpture altogether too much of this. What strikes

one in the antique work is a certain scientific standard of

form and temperament and established rule of proportions,

a definite and decided general character independent of in-

dividual i)eculiarities and accidents of the model; and this

is precisely what we lack in modern sculpture—a clear and

educated style, in place of mannerism. Stylo is of course a stylo,

diflicult thing to define but not diflicult to feel when it is

reached. For instance, in M. Jules IJrcton’s ^^Glaneme^^

though it is a painting, one feels a certain sentiment of

nobility and breadth of character that reproduces a feel-

ing akin to that of Greek sculpture, and removed from

all sense of mere genre, while in the statue of “Xa liosee,'”

by M. Captier, which, for delicate workmanship and care-

ful imitation of the model, is one of the most admirable of

all the French works here exhibited, there is a total want of

style. It is the model and an exceedingly good one, but it

is nothing more than a capital study.

There is still anotherparticular in which the French school Cardcss drai).

is very careless and deficient, and that is in its drajieries.

Not only are they not well composed, but they are often

quite without organization and study—mere masses without

distinction of form and anatomy, wliich might pass in a pic-

ture, but which are quite unsatisfactory in marble. It is to

the study of the nude that they have given their best efforts.

Not that one would desire the kind of imitative work in

stuffs and textures which forms the characteristic feature

of the idilanese school, but there is a happy mean which

neither holds.

Let us now leave these general considerations and proceed

to particulars.

In the three halls devoted to French sculpture, there were

no less that 389 works, executed by 189 sculptors. It will,

therefore, i)lainly be impossible lo do more than glance at a

few of the ])rincipal ones, for the limits of this paper are

necessarily too restricted to do more. This large nund)er

af works and of sculptors plainly indicates, however, the

warm interest there is in France in this branch of art, and

the large i)atronage that is given. Italy had only 180 works

of IIG sculptors. One of the most important works in the
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Frencli section was by iM. Paul Dubois, who enjoys in France

a liigli reputation, both as a painter and a sculptor. It was

the inonninent to “ General de Lainorici^re,” destined for the

cathedral of Xautes. This represents the dead hero lyiug

extended on a catafalque under a canopy, at the four corners

of which are seated fig-nres representing Military Courage,”

“Charity,” “Faith,” and “Meditation”—a queer combina-

tion, reminding us a little of the figures in “The Groves of

Blarney.”* The architectural parts are designed by M. L.

F. P. Boitte. The figures are by M. P. Dubois. This is a

serious work, showing talent and deserving of jnuch praise,

but it cannot be said to be i)articularly original in con-

ception or carefid in treatment. Tlie statues are boldly

modeled but quite unfinished, and, indeed, generally very

sketchy, and they lack any high motive and style. “Char-

ity,” a half-draped figure holding two nude infants in her

arms, is well composed and tender in sentiment, and is the

happiest of the four in conception. But it is not Charity.

It has nothing ideal in its character. It is a Breton i)eas-

ant with her two children, and the coarse drapery wlncli

envelops her lower limbs is rustic, and altogether too care-

less and unfinished. It would, indeed, seem as if the artist

had aimed at carelessness of treatment and surface, for the

figure is really only a large and clever sketch. “ Military

Courage,” which is a figure in helmet and armor, is too

plainly a reminiscence of the “ Lorenzo de IMedici ” by

Michel Angelo called “JZ Fenscrosoy “ iMeditation ” is rej)-

resented by an old man, nude to the waste, leaning on a

book. This, again, has 7iothing ideal in its character. It

is cleverly composed, has a good deal of exiiression, and is

well modeled, but it is an academic study of the model, and

is not spontaneous in pose. It is any old man. The least

good of all is “ Faith.” These figures are none of them in

the pure school of sculpture. Their inspiration and their

execution is rather ])ictorial than sculptural.

M. Chapu’s ^‘Jeanne (VArc a Domremy^’ represents her

in her laced corsage and peasant dress, kneeling, with her

hands stretched down and clasped at her knees. There is

great feeling in this figure. The expression of tlie head

and the modeling of the arms are admirable. There is seri-

ousness, there is character, there is sentiment. The draper-

ies and the lower jnirt of the figure leave much to be desired,

but the earnestness and uuaflectedness of the work are

*“A11 heathen gods And Nebuchadnezzar,

And nymphs so fair
;

All standing naked
Bold Neptune, Caisar, In the open air!”
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greatly to be praised. ]M. Chapii’s statue of “ De Beriyer”

is by 110 means so happy, either in conception or in execu-

tion. Tile gesture is theatric, the robes not well disposed.

He has one hand on his heart, and the other thrown out in

declamation. The allegorical figures of “ Eloquence” and

“ Fidelity,” which accompany it, are not worthy of his talent.

They are common in their pose, coarse in their execution,

and strangely incorrect in their anatomy. The tignres for

the monument to Schneider are better conceived and exe-

cuted; the female figure, seated on the plinth of the monu-

ment, is pointing the attention of aboy beside her to the statue

above. Both are in the costume of to-day, as ivorn by the

operatives and women of the place and the foundry. The

boy is nude to his waist, and his feet are in sabots. The
woman is in a simple peasant’s dress. Ilere there iS con-

centration and simplicity, and the work is eminently de-

serving of praise.

j\[. i\Ierci6’s “David” is a clever statue, wliich had a great

success when first exhibited and justifies his reputation. It

was his first and perhaps is his best work. It is a bronze

figure of a nude youth, with his head swathed in a hand-

kerchief, who is in the act of sheathing his sword after kill-

ing Goliath. The head of the giant is on the base, and one

foot is placed on it. The pose has something a little theatric

(whichwe must always expect in French sculpture), but there

is spirit and originality in the design and careful study in the

workmanship. It was decidedly one of the best figures in the

section. AVe must, however, confess tliat the gamin idea of

David, which seems to jirevail everyivliere in France, is not

only far from satisfactory in itself or true to history, but has

been utterly worn-out by repetition. How many Davids

were in this Exposition, and not one who was not a gamin!

Gloria Victis,’’ which is a later and far more ambitious work,

is full of flutter, display, and excess of action, and is defi-

cient in sobriety, simplicity, and that self-restraint whicli

are essential to a great work in sculpture. There is talent,

undoubtedly, but not happily directed.

M. Falguibre sent two works, “ Tarcisitis, Martgr Chre-

tien,'’’ and “ Un Yainqueur aiix Combats de Coqs.” Both these

statues are very clever. Tarcisius is a youthful figure, full

of sentiment and feeling in face and altitude. The '‘‘Yain-

queur aux Combats de Coqs” is a naked youth, running along

with cocks on his bent right arm, and with his left arm ex-

tended, snapping his fingers. It is light in figure and spirited

in action, but it has nothing in common with the Greek

spirit.
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M. Moreau Vaiithier sent eight works. His Petit Bu-
veur^^ is simple, natural, and without aftectatioii. It rep-

resents a boy kneeling and filling his eui) at a fountain to

drink. The theme is not new, but it is agreeably rendered.

Tliere was another, ^^Enfant a la Source, in bronze, by M.
Ding, wliich was one of the simplest and best composed stat-

ues in the whole Exhibition. The modeling is good, the

action natural and without aflectation, and the comi)08ition

admirable. It has a good deal of the antique s])irit in it.

Anotlier figure, which is attractive for its simplicity and

unconsciousness, is the “ Chloe,” by M. Marquet de Vasselot.

It is a young girl, quite nude, seated and looking downside-

ways, while she clasps one knee, which is raised. It is quite

pure in sentiment and removed from the feeling of the

model, and the action is graceful. It is not (as so many
statues here are) consciously nude, nor does it know we are

looking at her, and in the present state of art this is a rare

and exceptional quality.

M. E. Dela[)lanche sent sLx works. Ilis Sainte Agn^”
is charming in sentiment and tender in feeling. The girl

saint holds a lamb in her crossed arms i)ressed against a

palm branch to her breast. The composition is pleasing,

and there is great sweetness of character, refinement, and

simplicity. The least good part of the statue is the drapery,

which is a little clumsy. “ ^Iducation Maternelle,^' by this

sculptor, is also simple and good in action, save that the

head of the mother seems to turn the wrong way. lie also

sent “Xrt Musiqne,'’’ statue, bronze argente, representing a

woman playing on a violin. The upper part of this statue

is expressive, but the execution is very incomplete, and the

draperies rude. His “jDc Message (VAmour’’ is well modeled,

but the sentiment is fade and insipid, and the attitude con-

scious. It represents a woman quite nude (a model) hold-

ing a dove with both hands up to her ear.

M. Baujault’s “ie Premier 2Iiroir,” in marble, is a thin

girl, at the half-finished stage of puberty, looking down in

the water and making her toilet. The age is not a spec-

ially pleasing one, ind all the characteristics of it are strongly

dwelt upon. In pose it is rather stiff and over-smooth in

surface, and what can be more empty and worn-out than

such a theme. Still it had a success when first exhibited at

the Salon. Of late the unperfected forms of adolescence

have been very much repeated in French statuary, and

particularly by the Taenger school, who have affected some-

what the dry, lean mannei- of Donatello and the early Tuscan

school, as the English painters have the forms of Carpaccio

and Botticelli. But wo have had quite enough of this.
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M. Aizelin’s ^‘‘OrpliAe desceiulant mix Enfcrs,'” tliougli it is

DOt Orpheus, is a quiet statue, well modeled and without

exaggeration, and has something almost antique in its in-

tention. M. xilbert-Lefeuvre’s ‘‘^Jeanne (PArc, Enfant^ entend

^ses has much sentiment and speciality of thought,

Jeanne is listening, intently listening, to the airy voices in

the void, forgetful of all else, and this ex])ression and char-

acter is well rendered. ]\I. Allar’s ^^Enfant des Abnc:zes,'’^ a

tigiire of a boy lifting ajar, is also clever. i\r. I liolle’s “Arm?« ”

is well composed, and though it is a little frigid in sentiment,

has much merit, and is in a good school. M, lloursolle’s

•‘‘Cette Age est sam rUie^^ is modeled with great care, and is

an admirable study from nature. It is a nude boy lying on

his back, and holding up in his right hand a bird and with

the other he has an instrument to torture liim. ]\rr. Bec-

quet’s ‘‘‘Ismael ” is also a. nude boy on his back, with his

mouth open and his eyes closed and arms thrown back,

while beside him is his empty*flask. This is well modeled,

but contorted in pose. M. Lafrance’s Jean” is a

queer lean boy, with a drum-like belly, holding up both Ids

hands, intentionally awkward, and apparently screajuing.

This shows a determination at all cost to be original, but

one would be sorry to have such an idea of St. John. M.

I\Ioiitagne’s “Mereure s’appreted tranchcr la Tetcd^Argus^’ has

considerable merit in its composition, but is plainl}' a remi-

niscence of Tliorwaldsen’s treatment of the same subject.

M, Guglielmo’s Suivant de Bacchus,'^ which represents

a Faun dancing, is a clever and spirited bronze, with much
animation of movement—perhaps a little too much. ‘^La

Jeunesse d’’Aristote^’’'’ by M. Degeorgc, is clever in compo-

sition, simple in its attitude, and well treated. It represents

a young Greek leaning back in a chair, cross-legged, with

his head propped against his hand, and holding in his lap a

scroll. Among other statues to be noted are “Mercury,”

by M. Delorme; “Jciine Faune jouant avec un Ghevreau,'’^

by M. Barthdlemy; MelSagt'c,’’^ by M. Beylard; Reverie

d'Enfant,''’ by M. Chabrie
;
and “jCc Bohemien a la Source,"

by M. A. Ross, which has a good deal of cleverness;

“IJAmour Pique," by M. Idrac, which, though excessive in

action and not very happy in theme, indicates talent.

M. Schccnewerk sent four statues: “La Jeune Tarentine,"

“Jeune Fille dla Fontaine," “^Hesitation," and ^‘Mime Domp-

teur." The first illustrates these lines of (llninier

:

“Elle a v6cu, iiiyrto, la jeune Tarentine!

Sou beau cordis a rould sous la vague marine”

—
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and is simply a luide woman, lying in an extremely contorted

attitude, her hips forming the highest point of the statue,

while the head on one side and the legs on the other are

thrown down in a steep slope. The attitude is painful, if

possible, and the sentiment cold, and the idea, if there be

any idea beyond that of a naked body, (piite unexpressed.

^^LaJeime Fille a la Fontaine'^'’ is far more pleasing in every

way. It is a nude figure, with both legs stiffly together,

who is bending forward to fill a cup at a stone fountain.

It is well modeled and has a certain grace, but it is the

movement of a woman who has not been used to be without

her clothes, and feels her nakedness. Hesitations^ is the

old theme of a nude female figure dipping her foot into a

stream. Whatever merits these works of M. Schoenewerk

may have—and they certainly have merits of technical exe-

cution—they cannot be comsidered as very original in sub-

ject. Of some higher character and quality is the ‘blfme

Hompteur^si which represents a mime taming a leopard, and

is very clever and spirited, and alone deserves the medal

he received.

This overdoing of every action, which is so prevalent in

France, finds its exponent in a remarkable degree in the

“Timon of Athens” and “Mucius Scievola” of M. Captier.

There is no common sense in them. Xo pretense to repre-

sent the possible thing. Every muscle is strained, the brows

are knitted, the toes clenched, and in a word the whole

action is extravagantly contorted and over-emphasi;ced and

exaggerated, “jba Femme Adultere,ss by M. Cambos, sins

also by this excess of action, though by no means to the

same extent; the statue is, however, clever, and specially

to be commended for its draiieries. The same may be said

of “Ae,9 Crimes de la Guerre, si Chatrousse, which is

essentially pictorial and not sculptural either in subject or

in treatment, and as well as of ijve apres le P6e1i6ss bj’ M.

Delaplanche, and “Ae Remords,ss by M. Amy, in which the

action is strained and tlie passion external. It is im])ossible

to ])roduce the effect of power and intensity by this means.

]Slo matter even whether a pose is natural, it must also seem

natural, nay to a certain extent even necessary, but never

sought. Over-expression and over-statement always foil

their own purpose.
“ 1871,” by M. Cabet, is a draped seated figure, half veiled,

bent over, and leaning on her hand. Here much more care

than is common in French sculpture is paid to the disposi-

tion and development of the draperies; and the intention of

the figure, which is mourning over the sorrows of that year.
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is serious and good. It does not quite reach the liigh mark

aimed at, but the aim is good and the Avork good.

Two painters by profession, M. Gustave Dor6 and ^I.

Geroine, exposed—the first an elaborate; vase and the other a

colored figure of a gladiator. These are both essentially

pictorial, and not sculpturesque. -M. Dore’s vase, or rather

gigantic tiask, is encrusted over with nude figures in every

variety of attitude, male and female cupids, nymphs, and

Venuses, all in very high relief, indeed almost and often

quite relieved from the ground. There is a great deal of

device-work on this, and it shows great facility of invention;

but it is purely decorative in character and has a confused

effect as a whole. Mr. Gerome’s “Gladiators” is a group

of clumsy figures, so overcharged with armor, helmets, leg-

gings, and accouterments of the arena, tliat little else than

these is to be seen. The action is theatric and the proi)or-

tions and composition unsatistactory. They might stand

very well for a group in a i)icture of a lioman arena, with

all tlie embellishment of color and material, but as sculp-

ture it is a failure. Wliy is tlie principal figure cased in

chain-mail ?

31. Guillaume’s three works, “/SY. Loaix” in terra cotta

and his two terminal figures of “Anacreon” with Cupid

in his arms, and “ Sa])pho,” are anything but Inqipy illus-

trations of his talent. Neither the conception nor tlie

modeling either of tigure or draperies can be commended.

His “ Murmr/c Romaiii” is a work of liigher character.

Two figures, entirely draped, are seated holding each other’s

hands and waiting for the priestly benediction. There is

gravity and dignity here, and though tlie modeling is not

Avhat one Avould Avish, yet the subject is serious and the con-

ception simple and impressive. His “ Orpheus ” sIioaa's a

laclc of* high ideal poAA*er, and has a touch of sentimentalism

in expression and of the model in execution.

“ Trossuhis, Petit ]\[aitro de la Decadence Romainc,'^^ by IM.

Elide, Avith a little dog under his arm, is spirited and has

humor of character, and so has “ Un t^eeret d’en Haut,” by

M. H. Moulin, Avhich represents riermes Avith his cadu-

ceus Avhispering into the ear of Priapus (a terminal figure)

some scandalous jest or anecdote. This is indeed carrying

scul])ture out of its proper province. Both of these works are

essentially French, and Trossuhis and Hermes both French-

men of the Directory period. They have the affected and

fantastic manner that then was in A'ogue, and Mercury

handles his caduceus as if he understood “ the fine con-

duct of a dandled cane.” But worse than this is the low
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innuendo of this group, which is thoroughly unfit for the

dignity of marble.

Madame Bertaux sent a “Jewne Fille au BainP As for

the most part nobody is naked now unless one goes to the

bath, we have a constant run upon this subject, and when-

ever an artist wishes to represent the nude, and lias no

special inspiration we are sure to have either “Venus with a

Cupid,” au “Eve,” or “a woman at the bath,” coining out,

going in, dipping her foot or her hand into the water, pre-

paring for it, afraid of it, or looking at herself reflected in it

all these studies may be classed together as studies of the

nude, and commonplace in conceiition, and with little that

is original or interesting. There are, of course, a number
here; there always are everywhere. Madame Bertaux, how-

ever, has struck a theme which is a little out of the common.

Her “e7e?me is half lying down with her legs gathered

u]) under her and straining her head over her shoulder to

see some queer animal that is crawling on her back, and to

this is appended in illustration these lines of Victor Hugo:

“Ellc est lii, sons la feuill6e,

Eveillde

An inoinclro brnit do rnalhenr,

Et rongo, ponr nne monclie

Qni la tonclie,

Comine nne grenade on Hour.” (“Acs Orienialcs.^’)

Nothing can be more French than these lines, but they

seem rather to point to a genre picture with color, than to a

treatment in marble.

The large group of “Borneo and Juliet,” by T. P
Noel represents Borneo stretched out stiff and dead, and

Juliet kneeling with her head down to his, and iiaked to

the waist. This subject is not very hapi^tily treated, and

even if it were, such dimensions are altogether dispropor-

tionate to it. What might be striking in a small picture

becomes empty in a large group in marble. The composi-

tion seen from some points of view, and particularly from

behind Juliet, is unfortunate. M. Croisy has also given us

in life size the incident of “Pa«7 Malaienta et Frangoise de

Rimini,^’ in respect of which the same remarks might be

made. It is not a subject for sculpture, save, perhaps, in

small dimensions, and it is more fitted for painting.

Among other works which must be noted for their merit

are the “Porte,” by M. Lanson, and the “Dead Christ,” by

M. de Vasselot.

Two colossal works also demand attention: “The Be-

public,” by M. C16singer, which is placed in the open air andClfesinger.
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vvas inaugurated after tbc opening of the exhibition witli

august ceremonies, is a figure seated on a square block,

cla<l in breastplate and lielinet, with flowing draj)eries

falling from the shoulders and covering the legs, and rest-

ing the left I'.and upon a tablet, on which is inscribed “ Re-

publiqtie Francaue— Constitution, 25 Fetrier, 1875,” while the

right hand, extended to the knee, holds straight tij) a sword.

There is nothing either new or striking in this figure. Its

proportions are unfortunate. The head is too large, the

figure short and stumpy, and there is a want of dignity and

spirit as Avell as height.of stature. The composition and ar-

rangement of draperies is not happy, and the total effect is

unsatisfactory.

Another colossal work i^ the head of “Liberty,” by IM.

Bartholdi, which was exhibited in the gardens. This is tlie

head of the figure which it is proposed to i)lace, when com-

pleted, in the harbor of jSTew York, as a pharos, symbol-

izing Lil)erty enlightening the world. Of course a head of

such colossal proportions is seen to disadvantage Avithout

its ])roper height, but seen as it is now ])laced, it seemed

rather empty of character and of modeling. It had the

stereotyped frown of the academy. The hair, too, was

scarcely expres.sed at all, except as one rounded ma.ss, and,

in a word, it left much to be desired. In another part of

the exhibition the entire figure is shown in fairly large

proportions, so that one can judge of it in the whole as a

composition. The straightly thrust up arm is not agree-

able, and the action of the figure is strained and theatrical.

In so colossal a statue one must not seek for charms of de-

tail. It is the total mass only which will impress, and

therefore it is of greatest necessity that the silhouette on

all sides should be harmonious and well com])osed. If this

fails, all fails, and here it is precisely that the figure does

not answer what one could wish. Whether this figure,

made as it is intended, will be solid enough to resist the

force of a violent gale when finally placed is a question

upon which I do not enter, but it is one which demands most

serious consideration.

Among the figures and groups of animals and men, there

are some which are striking, and especially are to be com-

mended those of M. Cain, representing a lion and lioness

disputing for a wild boar, and a combat of tigers, which show

great vigor and masteiy. M. M6ne also sent a number,

which exhibit his well-known cleverness in the treatment of

animals, and there are colossal figures in the gardens. The
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‘ Ox,” by Cain, the “Hor.se,” by M. lioiiillard^ the “Kle-
pliant,” by ^1. Freiniet, and the “Ehinoceros,” by Jacque-

inait.

There Avas also a considerable number of portraits, statues,

and busts, many of Avliich are clever. Tlie only question

with many of them is whether they do not show too strom*-

a determination on the part of the artist to be clever at all

hazards, and to insist on your notice. The busts are gen-

erally free in their execution and spirited
;
so free that they

are often intentionally and pretentiously careless of detail

and car(*ful study, and seek only to produce an effect—so

sjiirited at times that they run into exce.ss of action and ex-

pression. Among those which are sjiecially to be noted are,

a bust in terra cotta by M. Doubleinard of “df. Co(juelhi, Cadet

de la Comedie Fran^aue, dans le Role de Thomas Jdiafoirus

d(ms ^Le Malade Bnagmaire’,'” which is spirited and natural;

Baron Zangiacomi,’^ by M. Houssin, which is lifelike and
(dever

;
some by dl. Gautherin, and especially a charming bust

in terra cotta of ’‘Mile. M. df.”; those by df. dIoreau-Vauthier

of “ dl. Gosiselin,” “dL Laurens,” and “dl. Langlois”; the

jiortrait of “ General de Wmpffen,'” by dl. F. Eichard, and

“Cardinal Guibert” among others l\y df. Oliva; “Georges

Sand,” bydi. dlillet; several by dl. Paul Dubois, and dl. G.

Crank, and dl. K.-L. Barrias, and among those by the last

artist, one in esiiecial of “ Madame Olivier,’’^ with both hands

holding gloves; some by dl. Gnillaume, and specially the

“Archbishop of Paris;” “df. Prvgneaux,^^ by dl. Crank;

^’Madame Jloche,'’ by dl. Dela])lanche
;
and ^^Mlle. Lebladic,’’^

by dl. yoel
;
several by dl. Vasselot; and “df. Lefort des

Ylonses,'” by dl. Granet.

There were scarcely any exam {lies of bas-reliefs, and those

which existed were of no special merit. The medals and
coins were generally excellent in workmanshiii, but it would

be impossible to particularize them here. America has much
to learn by a close examination of them. Our own coins are

a disgrace to our nation.

dVe now leave the French scnljiture and proceed to that

of Italy, which is certainly entitled to the next place.

ITALY.

If Italy disappointed her friends and well-wishers (and

that is the world, for who wishes ill to her?) in her paint-

ings, she has still more grievously disappointed them in
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her scii!i)tui’e. lu this oxliibition she showed every kind of itai.y.

talent, except ii serious one. The subjects to which she

seems almost exclusively to have devoted herself during

these late years are of a trivial and often a low order of

(/enrc. Her sculi)ture is for the most part wanting in dig- want ofuifaiity

1 • nil 1 1 . ^ m stylo and sub-

nity ot inirpose and seriousness of style and subject. Ilerjects.

old traditions seem to have died away, and the ruling school

of to-day is occiijiiod with mere mechanical and literal ef-

forts at imitation, and more belonging to the workman than

the artist. Here indeed is shown great mechanical dexter-

ity of mere workmanship. The marble is freely handled and Mocimnicahu-x-

forced to minute imitation. Laces and tlowers, silks, satins,

and velvets are admirably rendered; common forms are care-

fally copieil from casts or studied from nature; but this is

all. Great conceptions, purity of style, dignity of design,

arc not ('ven aimed at, and the great proportion of the works

exhibited seem to be the outcome of a merely commercial Thocoiumercmi

spirit, intent on business, devoted to profit and anxious for

money. The great problem seems to be how to make some-

thing that Avill sell, how to eatch the vulgar eye, how to

work for the market. The consequence is, that the most

silly, tawdry, trivial, and worn-out themes are taken and rmini theui.

s

wrought out with exceeding attention to all the miiiutim of

the accessories in the hope to make them attractive. Statues

of little children abound, with a dog, with a cat, with a bird,

with a butterfly, with a rabbit, with a rose, with a cock,

blowing their porridge, learning to read, saying their prayers,

playing blindman’s buff, looking into a mirror, coquetting,

peeping from behind their hands, some nearly nude with

a little chemise, some covered with flowers, some in elabo-

rate frocks with frills and laces and curls and sashes, some

running, some laughing, some crying, some sleeping, some

})Outing, some smothered in flowers, some with open para-

sols. These are the mothers’ darlings, and their dresses are

wrought with the greatest attention, the little hem of the

chemise carefully copied, the lace-work and frills wrought

a fiiorno, tlie meshes of the stockings laboriously imitated,

the roses, the little shoes Avith their bows, the buttons, the

curls elaborated to the utmost. Then there are the ugly

boys, the (/afuins, shivering after their bath and putting on

a damp shirt, squabbling, crying out newspapers, having

their faces Avaslied. Tlicn there are the pretty boys, the

young geniuses with pencil and book. After this you haA^e

the maternal element—the mother in combination Avith the

child, teaching him to AA'alk or to read or to pray, combing

his hair, putting on his shoes, anything you like. FloAA'ers

9 p R
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iTALv. jii-e thrust ill cvervwliere to show the dexterity of the work-

Costumo and meii. It is tlic jiiiotlicosis ot dresses. Alter these come the
. cini umtumc.

lioures, witli iiiask and domino and hat and featlier,

indecently dressed with tight-strained drawers, and under

than if they liad nothing on, and leering at yon sideways

or smoldng a cigarette. Then we have tlie everlastiiio-

girl at the bath, nude or with close-litting mafjUo, about

to dive or dipping her foot in the water, and the espicgle girl

halbhiding and shrinking from sight. Flowers and plants

Flowers. ])lay a great role. One has children and llowers, girls sell-

ing flowers and surrounded by them; “Cnpid and Psyche”

einerguig from masses of flowers; women with wreaths and

grape leaves, and all worked ont in the most elaborate way.

All this strikes one as very sad. If scnl])tnre has no higher

function than this, it seems scarcely to have a right to exist

at all. However well executed, whatever mastery such

Avorks shoAV OA'er the material—and it must be admitted that

the mere Avorkmanshii) is often \’ery skillful and the imita-

tion admirable—one only can feel that they degrade art and

liander to Ioav and common tastes.

oenre- jf -^yc tiirii to subjects of a higher class, the range of ideas

is scarcely higher. There is everywhere a want of imagina-

tive conception, of true feeling, of serious jmrpose. Genre

has tainted e\'erything; “the trail of the serpent is OA’er

it all.” The accessories are of more importance than the

main figures; imitation has usurped the ])lace of creation.

It is not that there is a lack of talent. There is talent

enough, but there is a lack of faitli and of feeling; alack

of high aim, a lack of eleA’ated thought, of poetic sensibility.

When the Avork comes out of the common it falls into the

extravagant, it strives for the jAicturesque, it avoids the

sensible and dignified, it affects the literal.

But, leaving these general statements, let us examine some
of the most pro2j)inent Avorks. There Avere two extrejuely

cleA’er statues of life size, but purely fienre in their treat-

camieio. meut: oiie representing the “ Death of INIozart,” by Sig. Car-

nielo, of Florence, and one, the “Suicide of Jacques Ortiz,”

p«Taid. by Sig. Ferrari, of Eome. Painful as both of these are, so

painful indeed that one cannot but AA'onder at such a selec-

tion of subjects, they both sIioav great talent, and have

nothing ordinary about them. The accessories and draper-

ies are copied literally from nature, Avith little selection, but

the attitudes are striking, the exiu'ession true, and the exe-

cution good. Tlie feet and thin caduA^erous hands of IMozart

look like casts from nature. Dressed in a ruffled shirt, Avith

ii blanket over his legs, he is lying back in a great fauteuil,
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propped by cnsliions, in which his head is thrown back side-

ways, and in Ids lap is an open score of nuisic.

Three very spirited and clever genre groups were exhibited

by Sig. Focardi, “Fin First, Sir!” represents two ragged

newspaper boys; one with a i)enny between his teeth is

planted on both feet spread wide apart and pressing back

his companion, and each is stretching ont a newspaper and

crying ont to a customer “iba firsts sir!^’ “Yon Dirty

Boy!” is an old woman in a cap, with bare arms and tuoked-

up sleeves, who is holding a boy by the head and washing

him with soaj) and a si)onge. He has all the upper i)art of

his body naked, Avith a large towel tied around his Avaist

and falling nearly to his feet. Both luinds arc stretched for-

Avard over a tnb, and he is squeezing his month and eyes

tight together to exclnde the smother of the lather. The
expression of both figures is admirable for its truth, and the

humor is contagions
;
one cannot but laugh, it is so Avell

done. The third rejAresents a man dancing and grinning, to

lull a screaming baby to sleep, Avhich he dandles in his arms.

These Avorks had a great success in the Exposition, and in

their AA-ay they deserved it. One could only have wished to

see anything as aa^cII done in a higher sjdiere of art.

“/yu ChanHon (V Anumr,^’ hy Sig. Barbella, of Chieti, is very

much of the same character, and is modeled AAith much spirit

and truth to common life. It represents a peasant trying

to kiss a peasant girl. The action is good and natural. It

is in terra- cotta.

“Canaris at Scio,” by Sig. Civiletti, of Palermo, AA’as one of

the most serions Avorks in this section, and is modeled with

skill and truth. It represents two nude figures, only girt

about the loins, in the proAv of a boat. One is seated Avith

an anchor in his right hand, the other kneeling, AAith his left

hand on his companion’s shoulder, and pointing out some-

thing in the distance at Avhich both are looking earnestly

forward. The exi)ression and character of the heads is good,

the grouping clever, and there is unity of action and feeling.

It Avell deseiwed the medal of the first class AA^hich Avas con-

ferred by the jury.

Sig. Monteverde exhibited four works: “ Jenner Vaccinat-

ing his Son,” an allegorical figure of “Architecture,” model

of the “Monument to Count jMassari,” and “Boy AAuth a

Cock,” all in marble excei)t the model of the monument, AAdiich

is in plaster. The “Jenner Vaccinating his Son,” AAdiich is

life size, AA’as the largest and most remarkable piece of genre

sculpture in the aa hole Exposition. Careful study of details

and precision of AA’orkmanship can scarcelj^ be carried fur-
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ther. It represents Jenner seated and dressed in tlie cos-

tume of his day, with queue, shorts, and high-collared coat

and buckled shoes, his legs cramped under him, his feet

raised on their toes, and holding on his knees his son, Avho

is quite naked and stretching out in fright his arms and
legs. Jenner clasps him, however, tirndy, and holds his head
compressed under his chin, while he bends forward crouch-

ing over him in an attitude of extreme tension, imprinting

the grasping fingers of one hand in the boy’s arm, and pinch-

ing tightly ill the other the instrument of vaccination, wliile

his attention is fixed with intemsity iqion the exact point

which he is to puncture. Whether so simple an operation

required such intensity and concentration of purpose is

altogether another question. One would naturally have
exjiected the lather to .soothe the child and perform the

vaccination tranquill}^, as it is scarcely' to be considered an

operation of difficulty
;
but had he been couching him for

cataract, or performing the most delicate operation involv-

ing life and death, he could not have been more concen-

trated and strained in attention or fixed his child more
strongly as in a vise. However, Sig. Honteverde has taken

another view. He snpiioses the moment to be a supreme

one of anxiety and difficulty, and though to our minds the

anxiety and (luestioning weri' all antecedent nece.ssarily to

the operation, ho thinks differently, and he has striven to

give his idea. In this he has succeeded. There is intemsity

of attention. One also asks why, when the father is dressed

to the least minutioi of his co.stume, the child should be

stripiied naked
;
whether it Avould not have been easier to

vaccinate the child by tranquilizing him instead of frighten-

ing him. The imaginative sense does not seem to have been

strongly at work in the conception of this groiqi, and as a

composition it is singularly contorted. Seen from behind,

the father’s head is not visible. There is only a tall cojlar

visible, and he seems decapitated, while seen from the side

the group is very confused and straggling. But setting

apart all considerations as to the fitness of such a subject

for sculpture, and as to the conception and composition of

it, and confining our.selves to the workmanship, careful

study of details, and mere modeling, this work deserves

great praise. The body of the child is admirably modeled.

It is fleshy and delicate in its contours. The hands of the

father are as full of nature as if they had been copied from

a oast. The minute wrinkles and folds and texture of the

skin are all given with great fidelity. Then, too, there is

patient labor in all the details of the dress, in the shoes, in
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the stockings—every thread of wliieh is expressed—in the >tai.y.

coat—in a word, in everything. This it is which attracts

tlie common mind
5
and a iinndred persons are struck by

the stockings to one Avho considers the meaning of the whole

group. It is a work which imi)resses by its parts and its

details. Uere is its merit; liere is its defect as a work of

art.

The “ Statue of Architecture ” is in a higher vein, but oven .Monu vonie.

here one sees no ideal life
;
neitlier the head, tlie arms, nor

the hands are those of a muse, and there is a certain strict-

ness, coldness, and academic character which are scarcely

compensated by care in the execution.

The model of the “IMonument to Count INIassari” repre-

sents his corpse swaddled closely about, so as to cover the

arms, and lying stretched stiffly on a sort ofcouch, over which

a winged angel bends from behind the head, propped by

both hands against the top of the couch. This is only

sketched in execution, and in this respect, therefore, lacks

the interest which attaches to all his other works here exhib-

ited. It will probably be carefully linished, howeccT, in the

marble. As it is, it leaves much to be desired. The angel

has not an angelic presence. Tlie arms are of a low type,

the head wants relinenient and nobility, and the draperies

are not haiipily treated; nor is it very clear what the con-

ception of the artist is, or with what intention the angel is

standing there.

The “ iJoy with the Cock” is a piece of pure (jenre^ excellent

in treatment ot the marble, and possessing scarcely any

interest beyond this.

All of these works are of the realistic school, so called, realistic

which being interpreted means generally the jiro.saic and

literal school, which studiousl.y avoids all effort for ideal

(pialities, imsists that the common is the best in nature, and

at all events is good enough for art, and endeavors to im-

press us by literal imitation of even the accidental, rather

than to make a purged selection of the best. Sig. Monte-

verde is a leader in this young school in Italy, and exercises,

young as he is, a very considerable influence over a certain

cliipie, and it is for this reason that I have felt compelled,

while acknowledging his talent, to i)oint out iu some measure

his shortcomings, but leaving him personally a])art, and

speaking generally. The doctrines and faith of this school

are not those upon which the greatest artists of the i)ast

have worked
;
they are not the principles upon which the

noblest works, either of antiquity or of thei?e/mm-««cc, were

wrought. They are equally opposed to those that animated
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ITALY. Pliitlias and Apelles, or Raffaelle and Titian, and they do not

lead to the highest eminences of art. In this school the

poetic nature, afraid to s])read its wings, limps encumbered

along the earth, and the heroic spirit is dwarfed to common-
Tho heroic places of evciy day. If, however, the function of art is to

moiipiace. lift the soul, to eiichuiit the heart, to embody the beautiful,

to gather the perfect llower of thought and feeling—and
there are still some who have this faith—it is sadly for-

getful of its true office when it descends in search of mere
novelty to the common, low, and accidental

;
mates itself

with mechanical imitation in order to tlelight the ignorant

and vulgar, and laughs to scorn the inspiration of the muses.

It is i)itiable when one sees an art that used to lord it in the

higher spheres, abjuring its birthright by lurking in the pot

liouse of mere genre to hob-a-nob with mean companions. I

am well aware that these are not palatable words, but I am
(piite sure that they simply express the almost universal ver-

dict of the most enlightened class of those who have an

earnest love and a true knowledge of art. There is surely

something better for sculi)ture to do than to represent an

ugly, shivering gamin buttoning his shirt-sleeves after his

bath, or striving to pull his wet shirt over liis head; better

than the silliness of beruffled and becurled children walking

out under a j^arasol, or playing with a dog, or a cat, however

"well executed. What we want is ideas, i)oetic inspirations,

heroic thought and character, creation.s of power and beauty,

not mere handicraft.

But, to continue with our review of the statues. Sig.

xim.mes. Xiiueiies, of Florciice, exposed a figure of a youth in

circus dress, balancing himself on a globe {VEquilihre).

This is cleverly reiiresented
;

the adjustment of difficult

equilibrinm admirably done. AVas it worth doing ? He also

had a group of “Xu liixe,^^ which represents tAvo boys quar-

reling. To this the same praise cannot be accorded
;

it is

Gomito. of exaggeration and grimace. Sig. Goinito had a figure

of a fisher-boy squatting down, with his cap between his

feet, and just seizing a fish off his hook. It is hideously

ugly and vulgar in type, but exceedingly clever in expression.

He intended liiin to be ugly and vulgar. His object was to

represent something literal and repulsive, and he has suc-

ceeded. But Avhy should a creature Avho is ugly and reiml-

sive in fact become interesting in art? AVhy should an atti-

tude which, however natural, is disagreeable, awkward, and

ungainly, be selected for the permanence of sculjiture?

Sig. Butti, of Milan, sent a statue which he calls “Xa
Grhnace,’’ representing a gamin in a torn straw hat, Avith

Hutu.
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liis waistcoat buttoned over his loins back side before, who

is sticking out his tongue and looking at himself in a mir-

i-or. Sig. Barzaghi, of Milan, sent a “Blindinan’s Bnif,”

Coquette,^'' '’'Sylvie ae mirant dans la Glace, and

Mdisc saiive des Eaux,'” all of wliich are in the literal and

decorative-dress school of Milan. But there were scores of

similar subjects in this section on which 1 will not waste

time, but cite a few of the titles, which are all that are

needed to show how art is going
: ; que

connais tuf’’ '^Joie enfantinc,^^ “ /x( Rose des Amours,'”

Amour non aveuyle,” “Xc premier Rain,” “Xe Gamin,”

Prisonniere (VAmour,” ''La Priere foreee,” “Hush a bye

Baby,” “zl Maman,” ‘^PJn/ants dansants,” ‘•UJ Innocence,” '•‘La

Promenade,” ‘•‘La Rose candide,” etc. In most, if not all of

these, the dresses, the textures, and the flowers are worked

out with great elaboration. The hair is deeply drilled and

chiseled, and the mechanical labor is never shirked. Sig.

Tabacchi sent three statues, a “Baigneuse,” a “Peri,” and

“Ilypatie.” ‘‘La Baigneuse” is a girl in a close-fitting maillot

shirt which exposes all her figure as if it had been glued to

it, standing with both feet close together, and both hands

joined over her head, bending forward and preparing to

dive. This greatly attracted a certain class and had a suc-

cess. The maillot is carefully Avrought out and the Avork-

manship and modeling excellent; AAdiat of the subject?

AA'hat of the i)Ose? In the “Peri” and the “Jlypatic” there is

a more serious attempt at a higher class of ex])res.sion, but

they are exaggerated in altitude and character, and AA'ant

repose and dignity of design. The “ny])atia” is far the

better of the tAvo, save that her hands are in excess of cris-

pation as Avell as her feet, but it shoAvs a good deal of talent

and good AAorkman ship. Sig. P. Calvi sends an “Ariadne”

in the iSIilanese school of treatment, and Sig. ]\Ialfatti a

“Liens rPAwowr,” representing a floating, female figure, Avith

a great deal of hair, and a Cupid at her feet, pulling about

her a branch of leaves—also in the same school of decora-

tion. There are tAvo “ Berenices,” one by Sig. Borghi and

one by Sig. Peduzzi, Avith outstretched hands, both of the

same school, Avith abundance of elaborately Avorked hair,

and A"ery careful execution of textures; and also tAVo “ Clco-

pdfras,” one by Sig. E. Braga, of Milan, representing her

Avalking forward, nude, except that around the loins some

drapery is tied, Avith the vulture head-dress, armlets, and

necklace, and a slave kneeling at her feet, on Avhose shoulder

her hand rests
;
and another, by Sig. Papini, representing

her ‘'Vettie en Venus on en Isis, va d la rencontre dlAntoine,
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pour se justifier auprh de ltd el le captiver par ses CharmesJ’

This .statue oiit-IIerod.s Ilcrod. Cleopatra is lying extended

almost nude on a great eoucli, on which are full draperies,

and leering over the jiillow with an ex'iiression that can

scarcely be characterized. This is not the Queen of Egypt,

but a vulgar, shameless courtesan. God help us! Is thi.s

the wondrous creature of whom Antony .said: “Age cannot

wither her nor custom stale her iidinite variety.”

“Lr< Modestic,"’'^ by Sig. Bottinelli, of Home, is a ligure of

a very different character. She is a young girl, comiiletely

enfolded in delicate and well-composed draperies, looking

down, with her hands cro.ssed before her and holding a few

flowers. There is a great deal of sweetness, simplicity, and
refinement in this statue. It is (piite without afiectatiou or

posing, and is carefully executed.

Sig. i\Iajoli exliibited a serious statue of “ !\Iichel Angelo,”

which also has the merit of simplicity of treatment and

composition. It represents tlie great artist seated on a

.s(piare block, holding in one hand tlie chisel and in the

other the mallet, and looking np at his work.

Sig. Pozzi, of Milan, sent a statue of “Micliel Angelo”

as a youth; Sig. Borglii, of Milan, a statue of “Co/u da

Bienzo,'” as a youth
;
Sig. Villa, of ]\Iilan, a statue of “Pic

de la MirandoU,'’’ as a youth
;
Sig. Salvini, of Bologna, a

statue of “Giotto” as a youth; Sig. Tortone, of Turin, a

figure of “ ISTapoleon ” as a youth
;
Sig. Kota, of Genoa, a

figure of “ Salvator llosa ” as a youth. All of these show
a decided cleverness in the treatment of such subjects, and
all of them are Avell and carefully executed in all the details

of costume
;
but, of course, they are essentially costume

figures. That of “Giotto” is iiarticularly good and simple,

and so is that of “Pic dc la Miraiidole.’’’

Among other statues of a higher class of subject to be men-

tioned are the “Sappho” before her fatal lea]), by Signora

Maraini
;

the “ Spartacus,” by Sig. Lucchetti, and the

“ Death of E])aminondas,” by Sig. C. Dini, of Turin. But
subjects of this class are exceedingly exceptional in this

section, the greater i)roportion of .statues being jiurely

genre in their character, and the.se almost stand alone.

Among the portrait statues was one by Sig. Kiggi, of “ Sav-

onarola,” .seated in a chair with oi)en staves, clad in his

monkish robes, with a cowl on his lu'ad, cros.sed legs, and a

book in his hand
;
and one of “ Oliver Cromwell,” by Sig.

Borghi, of 3Iilan, in ])la.ster, also seated, and .somewhat

grotesque and exaggerated. There were also a lew busts,

among whicli may be specially mentioned one of “.Mazzini,”
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by Sig. Gangeri; two busts in tcn’c-euite extremely well

modeled and full of character and study, by Sig. ]Maccag-

nani, i)articularly the head of an “African,” and one of

“Othello,” in bronze, with marble drai)eries, by Sig. Calvi,

and one of the in ^^GHPromessi by Sig.

Benvenuti, and Ovo Incroyablcs,'’' by Sig. Concetti, of

Koaic, busts in marble, extremely clever in character and

exitression and full of humor, Sig. Giani, of Como, sent

a statue of ^^BalillaquejelajetteP’ a youth in the act of

throwing a stone, which has considerable S])irit; and Sig.

Belliazzi, of Naples, a statue of a “Peasant P>oy,” in the

cioccidrc costume, asleep, which is admirable for its nature

and simidicity. There is nothing affected, nothing over-

stated, and the sentiment is very pleasing. It was one of the

very best (jenre statues in all this section, if not the best.

The very worst, certainly as far as taste and sentiment go,

was Masque,’^ by Sig. Borghi, of i\Iilan. It represents

a creature with skin tights on her legs, closely strained

druAvers, ruffled jacket and boots, avIio stands Avith one

hand on her hip, holding a cigarette in the other, her

head turning at you sideways, and Avith an immense bouquet

and broken champagne bottle at her feet. Bad taste can

s(;arcely go farther. There Avas also another ligure, in a some-

Avhat similar dress, holding a mask in one hand, Avhich is

not quite so bad in taste.

We must not leave the Italian sculpture Avithout refer-

ring to a most extraordinary group of Cain and his Avife, by

Sig. Ameudola, of Naples, in Avhich the intention of the

artist has been to represent tAvo degraded aborigines and

Avild creatures, ill-organized, Ioav in type, and brutal in cx-

l)ression. Their hands and feet are furnished with OA'er-

groAvn pointed nails several inches long; and Cain, standing

AAith his hands doAvn at his side, digs his nails into his llesh.

This is certainly an original conception of the subject,

and certainly Sig. Amendola has succeeded in represent-

ing Cain and his Avife as exceedingly rei)ulsi\c creatures,

though they are our ancestors. Upon the Avhole one doubts,

in looking at these, Avhether one Avould not at once prefer

the ancestry insisted on by Dr. DarAvin.
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1 may, perhaps, have giA’cn too much time to the consid-

eration of the sculpture of Italy, but it seemed necessary to

particularize manj’ Avorks for the purpose of giving a clear

idea of the tendency of the late schools, and to Justify my
general remarks.
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Couipariiig the Italian and French schools, the delects of

the hrstare triviality and poverty of ideas, and an over-elab-

oration ofemphasis on what is merely accessory—on dresses,

dowers, hair, textures, everything which can show off me-

chanical workmanship. The defects of the French school

are overemphasis of gesture, tormented attitudes, and a

certain posing and uneasy consciousness. The tendency to

be observed and lamented in much of the French work, and

particularly in the portrait busts, is a loose and pretentiously

sketchy manner. This is carried at times so far as to be

come impertinent. There is often really no modeling, in

the just sense of that term. Mere effects are sought.

There is no proper surface or retinement of planes, but little

clay pellets are dabbed on almost recklessly without being

leveled, so that they produce the effect of an unhealthy ami

diseased skin, or of a surface defaced and rotted by time

and exposure. This is jiarticularly observable in the terra-

cotta and bronze busts and ligures. Ordinarily it is thought

that a ligure to be cast in bronze should be specially elab-

orated in the model. The opiiosite ojiinion and jiractice ob-

tains in France; as for translating some of these works into

marble in their present condition, it would be quite impos-

sible without totally remodeling the surface. All this is

mere affectation of careless and masterly ease, caught from

the sister jiictorial art. It is i)ure improvisation, spirited at

(imes, but wholly incomplete. In the draperies the same

fault is seen. The cliaracter and anatomies of the folds are

not given. They are often mere unformed lumps and masses

of clay which stand for draperies. In these respects the

French are lar behind the Italians, who err, perhaps, in the

opimsite extreme of over-iireciseness and elaborateness

of imitation of textures and individualities. There, was noth-

ing, for instance, in all the French .section, which for mere

accuracy of modeling can compare to the work of iM. iMonte-

verde in his group of Jemier and his Son.” Xothing to

compare with the extreme finesse of execution, for instance,

of the naturalistic hands of the father, or the nude flesh of

the child.

ENGLAND.

ENOI.AM). We now come to the English section. The art of sculp-

ncxUpture. turc cauiiot be said to flouri.sh in England. It has never

produced a great sculptor. Tlie only exception that possi-

Fiiixmiui. hly could be made would be Flaxman, but he, with all his

genius, inventive power, and almost Greek feeling, was es-

sentially great as a designer and not as a sculptor in the
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broadest sense of that -word. His outlines from the Greek kngi.axu.

poets and dramatists are graceful, beautiful, refined, and,

at times, even powerful in conception, but in modeling or

marble his execution, either in has relief or in the round,

was inefficient, and failed to embody what his mind con

ceiN cd. Chantrey was essentially a portrait sculptor, and in chantirv

the higher branches of the art he scarcely atteiniited any-

thing. The busts of iSTollekens are sometimes striking for xoiiokons

character, but in his ideal figures he was weak. Gibson, Gii>sou.

with all his talent, can scarcely be considered a great man,

nor can such a title be accorded to Bacon, Eoiibillac, or, in- Bacon,

deed, any of the chief names of the past in English sculp-

ture.

There is something, possibly, in climatic influences which

renders the English mind more sensitive to color than to

form, but whatever be the reason the fact can scarcely be

controverted that its greatest artists have been painters

;

that it can boast many an eminent name in painting, and

almost none in sculpture. Even in its painting its weak

side has been form and drawing, its strong side color and

sentiment; its weak side the heroic and ideal in art, its

strong side domestic scenes, landscape, and portrait.

The works of sculpture exhibited by England were few.

Against 474 paintings in oil and water color, it had only 46

liieces of sculiitiire
;
nor can it be honestly said that these

are of a ^my high order of merit, or exhibit any salient

strokes of imagination, or any specially admirable qualities

of execution. Of these, neai-ly half are portrait busts and

statues, and biF a very small proportion of the remainder

are ideal subjects.

Perhaps the most imi)ortant work, and one that aims at

the highest style, is the “Athlete Wrestling with a Python,”

by Sir Frederic Leighton, the accomplished president of the

Poyal Academy. In its workmanship and study it does

high credit to Mr. Leighton’s talent. The execution of it is

faithful and careful. INothing is neglected and slurred over.

On tlie contrary, if it errs, it errs rather in the over-expres-

sion of the muscles in their insertions, and the over-insistance

on particulars which nature strives to conceal. The great

fault to be found with it is in the pose, which is scarcely

one that any man would take in struggling for his life with

so formidable an enemy. He is so planted that he has no

leverage Avith which to counteract the Python. He could

not exercise any power in his lU’csent action. His left arm

and leg are jAcrfectly heli)less, as tar as any force is required.

To bring his power into play the action of the legs should

Ensrland cxcfl.s

rather in paint iiif;

than in sculpture.

Sir F. Leighton.
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ENaLAND. 1)0 reversed—the riglit planted forward as the lever of Ins

right arm, the left planted behind. This criticism proceeds,

of course, on the supposition that Sir Frederic did not intend

to represent the athlete as entirely in the power of the Py.

thon. If he did it falls to the ground. It would, however,

seem by the right arm that the struggle at least was meant
to be an equal one. Xor is the action of the athlete’s head

what one would expect at such a moment. Instead of being

bent forward and on one side, which gives it rather a senti-

mental than a determined look, it would seem rather that

it should have been erect and drawn back in opposition to

SirF.LciRhton. the head of the Python. Undoubtedly Sir Frederic Leigh-

ton has his justitication for this reversed action of the lower

and upper i^arts of the body in the Borghese “ Gladiator”

and in the “Apollo,” but in both these figures the action is

momentary and even at that a little academical. Xo man can

strike out strongly over a leg bent and iilaced behind the

other, as in the “GIadiator,”nor can he stand in the attitude

of the “Apollo” for more than a moment without falling. In

fact, if any one from recollection Avill strive to assume the

pose of either of these ligures, he will find that the leg he

naturally puts in advance is in these statues the leg that

is behind. The artist has sought for variety at the expense

of truth. Sir Frederic may excuse us, however, a criticism

which places him in such company, and may prefer to be

Avrong with .such celebrated statues rather than right Avith

nature. Undoubtedly, after all criticism, the statue is an

honest and earnest Avork, Avorthy of such aii aitist.

Boehm. j. p], Boehm sent three statues, one of “ a Clydes-

dale Stallion rearing,” and held by a groom at his side
;
one

a portrait statue of “Thomas Carlyle.” The first, which is

quite life size, is A'ery siiiritcd and shows a good deal of force,

though in action and composition it recalls the horses of

Marly. The liorse, AAdiicli is a ])OAverful animal, is Avell

modeled, his action is good, and aa^cII deserved the second-

class medal accorded to the ai’tist. The jiortrait statue of

“Thomas Carlyle” is of the naturalistic school. He is rep-

resented as seated sideways in an arm-chair Avith his legs

crossed, and clothed in a dressing-gOAvn. The head is char-

acteristic and clcA’er, and the statue has a good deal of nature.

The dress is more sketchily executed.

Foioy. There are six large portrait statues by the late Mr. Foley,

of “Edmund Bnrke,” “OliA'er Goldsmith,” a “Parsec IMer-

cliant,” “Thomas Grattan,” “Lord Clyde,” and “Professor

Faraday,” all of which have the qualities of this Avell-knovA’ii

artist, Avho excelled in statues of this kind. They are well
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posed and fairly modeled, but they have no very special

character and individuality. They are more to be praised

for tlie absence of great defects than for the ])resence of dis-

tiiignished merits
;
b’at what can be done with a modern por-

trait statue ?

Mr. Fuller’s ‘‘Castaway” and “Peri” were also exhibited.

They are fair specimens of that hnnented artist’s work, and

exhibit his usual care of execution. Among other statues

must be mentioned Mr. Joy’s “Forsaken,” a woman on her

knees, Avith her body and head thrown back and clasped

behind by her hands, Avitli her dead infant lying head doAvn

in her lap. The action is excessiA'e and the hair strange, but

there is character. IMr. McLean’s “ lone” is pleasing in com-

].osition, has a pretty turn of head, and tlie draperies are

well disposed. She is seated and holding a tablet on her

knees. IMiss Grant’s “St. Margaret and ihe Dragon” must

also be noticed as one of the most important among the ideal

works, as aatII as an interesting and pleasing genre figure, by

Lord Konald GoAA'cr, of “Marie Antoinette,” Avhich does him

great credit. Among others must also be mentioned a

“Cupid taming a Panther,” by Mr. Simonds, and Mr. W.
Calder IMar.shall’s “Tali Players” and “Nausicaa.”

Mr. Watts, the distinguished painter, also tries his hand

at sculpture, and sent an ideal bust of “Clytie,” Avhich is

treated purely from a painter’s point of vicAv
;
great insist-

ance being made upon surface treatment of the flesh. This,

despite the painter’s hand, Avhich is eA’crywhere visible, is an

etlbrt at the grandiose school of Michael Angelo, in form, but

though the aim and intention are high, this cannot be said

to be successful. The anatomies are A^ery defectiA^e,’ the

shoulders are entirely diflerent from those of a AA'oman, and

are evidenlly those of a man, while the bosom, not only in

its modeling and form, but in its rough texture and cuiwes,

is rather that of an old woman, than of a young maiden, like

Clytie, in the fresh bloom of youth and enthusiasm. The
head is turned back over the right shoulder straining after

Apollo, but this action is carried far beyond the possibility

of nature
;
no head can be turned so far back AAdthout break-

ing the spinal column, and the consequence is that the mas-

toid and the trapezium muscles are not and cannot be prop-

erly rendered. The back, too, is quite incomprehensible in

its outline and anatomy. These defects are extremely to be

regretted, for there is a large spirit in the intention, there is

a feeling for the heroic, and the Avork is anything but com-

mon and petty. It is not by sudden excursions out of paint-

ing that the successes of sculpture are to be achieved. Each

EXOI-AND.

Fuller.

Joy.

McLean.

Miss Grant.

LordK. Gower.

Siinond.s

^Marshall.
I

Watts.
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ENGI.ASD.

The 8Pnli)tor-
painter or paint-
er-sculptor.

Portrait-ntatiies.

D’Epinay.

i

Brodio.

Count Gleich'
cn.

Adains-Acton.

Mis.s Grant.

Joy.

UUSSIA.

Antoliolski.

li t lias its own peculiar difficulties, and continuous, patient

study and practice can alone give excellence in either. The
sculptor’s painting always has the quality of his peculiar art,

and the painter’s sculpture has always the character of paint-

ing. The modes of thought, the ideas of coinpo.sition, are

different in the two arts, and although it is undoubtedly a

great benefit to an artist in either branch to make attempts

in the other, and thus enlarge his experience and knowledge,

the painter very rarely produces a good work of sculpture,

the scul[)tor very rarely a good work in painting.

]Mr. D’Epinay sent three portrait busts, “Her Eoyal
Iligliness, the Princess of Wales,” ‘‘Miss Florence Hainil-

ton,” and “]\radame D’Epinay,” which are of the French

school, and one knew not why they appeared in this section,

except on account of the persons represented. The portrait of

“the Princess of Wales” is rather a half-length than a bust,

adorned with heavy draperies which shroud the pedestal, and

is carefully and elaborately finished. Most of “IMadame
D’Epiiiay ” is colored, both dress and head, in imitation of life,

and is treated from a picturesque point of view, as is also the

portrait of “ Miss Florence Hamilton,” who is represented in a

broad-brimmed hat and ostrich feather. l\Ir. P)rodie sent two

busts of “ Her Majesty Queen Victoria” and ‘ the Eight Hon.

Baroness Burdett Coutts;” Count Gleichen, a portrait of

“Garibaldi,” and “King Alfred the Great,” which is ideal;

Mr. Adams-Acton, a bust of “Zenobia,” and “Lady Vic-

toria Campbell”; Miss Grant two busts of “Sir Francis

Grant” and “Lady Augusta Stanley”; IMr. A. Bruce Joy a

bust of “Mr. Max Miiller.”

RUSSIA.

We now come to the Eussian sculpture. There were fifty-

one works including medals, and of these those of the high-

est aim and importance are by M. Antokolski. He sent

seven works. ^‘Ivan le Terrihlc'' ‘^Lc Christ (ievant Ic Fcuple,'-

‘^Pierre le OranfV^ (marble bust), “La d/ert de Socratc,’’' ^'Lc

dernier Sonpir,'” ^^Fortrait de 11^ Stassoff,'’^ and Enfant

morV^ {has-rclkfen marbre). “Christ before the People,” to

which the post of honor was given, represents Him draped in

a strait dress with few folds, standing erect Avith both feet

together and botli hands straight down at His side and tied

closely there by a cord round His body. There is no attempt

at action. The pose is almost raide in its formality. The
divine element is scarcely sought to be rendered, nor is

there eA^en loftiness of character and expression. It repre-

sents simply a suffering man with his hands tied to his side.
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it is of the naturalistic school, and this is evidently all the

artist desired. Of course, in such a subject, the eye sees

tlirou^di the mind, and the very title of the work is a half

victory. But to own the truth, though the work is good

and careful, it lacks the higher qualities of the imagination.

It docs not embody our idea of Christ at such a moim-nt, or

indeed at any moment, whatever He was in fact—whether

the divine Saviour of the world, or only a lofty and spiritual

man, it is imi)ossible to accept this as an inspired reiu'e-

sentation of Him.

The “Death of Socrates,” by the same artist, fails in the

same way. The i)hilosopher is stretched half out on a great

round-backed chair, his legs thrust out before him, his

hands hangiiig down. Were it not for the well-kiunvn

features, it would scarcely be i>ossible to believe that this

was Socrates. There is neither grandeur, nor dignity, nor

power in the figure. It might be any half-naked beggar

asleep. Xo matter what the fact was, this does not answer

to our idea of Socrates, and our ideas are as much facts

and often more real than the actual facts out of which

they S])rang. In such a work as this is, the artist who fails

to answer the sympathetic expectation of cultivated minds

upon the subject, may be said to fail utterly, no matter how
good his work is, as work.

But though these works leave us quite cold, there is another

work of M. Antokolski, which has profoundly touched us,

and that is the has-relicf of ^^VEnfant mortP This is ex-

quisite in feeling and modeled with rare delicacy and refine-

ment. It has a touch of nature and sentiment which goes

to the heart, and it could only have come out of a deep and

sad experience.

M. Tchijoff sent five works: a bust of “M. Gromofl’,”

“Xu Petite Foldtre,” and “Xu Legon de Lec-

tur,'’^ “ Xe Paysan en DetresseP The ‘’‘CoUn-MmUemV’ and “Xu
Petite Foldtre,'’^ are subjects scarcely fit for sculpture however

well done. The other two groups are far superior in character

and intention, and especially “7> Paysan e)i Eetressc,’’^ which

has great sinqilicity and pathos, and is very well executed.

It represents a peasant seated with his Head bent down and

leaning on his hand, while his little son stands between his

legs leaning against him with his hand to his mouth in an

attitude of mute and sorrowing sympathy. The expression

of both figures is earnest and sincere. There is no afifecta-

tation, there is much nature.

Among other works to be noted arc three groups of

“Psyche,” by ]\I. Kuneberg, gracefiillj" cold, and character-

iu:ssiA.

Antokolski.

Tebyoff.

Runoberg.
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UL'BSIA.

Lnnceray.

Alcxeicfif,

Stoininann,

Bock, et al.

less; some small and clever groups of animals by M. Lan-

ceray; a series of eight medals by M. AlexeielT, three by
Steiiimann, and one by M. Kontschkine; and a remark-

ably veil executed mosaic of “Xa Mine au Tomheau, (Vaprh

le tableau clc C. DusV’’ from the Imperinl Academy of the Fine

Arts at Saint Petersburg. M. r>ock sent a “Head of a

Fann”in marble, and a “Minerva surrounded by Children,”

M. Koukharevski a “i\rartyr in Prayer;” IM. Laveretski a

“Head of a Jew;” M. Prnszinski a “St. Sebastian;” M.

Piguer two busts of “Juliette” and “Washington,” a has

reliefs M. Stigel an and M. Takkanen a “Venus
and Cupid;” and these were all.

Cacufro.anaiure 'I'liei’c wcie, also ill a Small loom, phii'ed apart by them-

Dr. Lcviu.mx. sclvcs, two vciy rcmaikable casts from life of tvo nude

female figures, one lying on her back, the other cn her belly.

Isothing could excel the perfection of these casts for exact-

Berfection ofncss aiul absoliitc representation of the model. Not a

wrinkle is lost. The texture of the skin is there exactly as

in life. The very goose-flesh of the shivering girl is given.

In fact, this is literal perfection as far as simple reproduc-

Thc despair of tion of iiatiirc gocs. ISTo modeling could aspii’c to eipial it

in mere exactness, no eye could report, no hand could linish

with the absoluteness that is here seen. Every jiains has

been taken with colored windows and curtains to give the

Xaturaiisin semblance of reality to these forms. There one can see the

result of absolute naturalism without ideas, and what is

the result? It is curious; it is iutere.sting from a certain

point of view; it is valuable as a report of nature, but it is

not art. It has nothing to do with mind, with soul, witli

emotions and feelings and thoughts, and it is not art. The

rudest sketch of a master, the rapidest outline with feeling

in it, the most blotted scribble of an idea has an interest of

a totallj" different kind and far bc.yond this. It is cmi)ty
;

it is dead
;

it is soulless. Compared with a true work of

art, these casts are like a dictionary as c-ompared with a

poem. The materials, the words, are all there. It is only

the ideas which are wanting to combine and give soul to

Lc.sson forcopy. them. I tliiiik 110 Icssoii could be given to those whose faith
ists ot nature. ,

^
it IS that absolute copying of nature will necessarily result

in art, more staggering than is given by these two casts.

Here, as you look at them, you cannot help feeling that the

perfectest possible imitation, the most exact and minute

Implicit repro- reproduction of the model, the perfection of mere material
dnction.

workinaiiship alone and of itself only rouses curiosity and

awakens surprise, but does not enter even into the outer-
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most confines of art. There, in that region only, ideas,

thoughts, feelings live, abide, and embody themselves in

never-dying forms.

GERMANY.

Germany exhibited 24 works of sculpture, of which 8 were

busts, 7 groups in marble and bronze, 5 single figures, and

4 statuettes. Ilerr Charles Begas sent two works, “ Satyr

and Bacchus,” a groui) in marble, and a bust of “M. de

iMarces.” Ilerr Beinhold Begas had 5 works, ^‘‘IJEnlhement

(les Sabines^’ and “Mercury and Psyche,” both groups in

marble; busts of “Madame Hopfen” and the “Artist Men-

zel,” and “Yenus and Cupid,” a group in bronze. The
“ Satyr and Bacchus” is of the old school and is well treated,

though there is nothing special in its conception. The
“ ]Mercury and Psyche” is heavy in its forms and somewhat

academic in its treatment, though it has good qualities.

The “Psyche” is rather a stout Deutsches Madchen than

the airy embodiment of the soul. The “Bape of the Sa-

bines ” shows more vigor and spirit, but it is over-violent in

action, angular in composition, and French in its energy.

His bust, or rather half-length, of “ Ilerr Meuzel,” is his best

work here. It is bold and characteristic and well worked

out, and has much individuality in the head and the hands.

Ilerr Wagmiiller’s ‘^Monument Fimcbre^’ is an interesting

work, Avell composed, Avell modeled, aiid with tender senti-

ment and expression. It represents a female figure seated

in a sarco])hagus, at tlie four corners of which are sphinxes.

She leans forward sideways, resting her left arm on a tablet,

and liolding a palm branch in the other, and half caressing

and watching over a nude child that is seated on the sar-

cophagus under her protecting presence. His other works

are three busts and a grouj) in marble of a ^^Jeune Fille et

Enfant?’’

Herr Hildebrand sent “Adam,” a statue in marble, a

^‘Berfier dormant^ and aii ’^Enfant huvant?’’ The best of

these is the ’’Berger dormant^ which is gentle and pure of

feeling, and, though not imitated from Thorwaldseu, some-

what recalls his treatment of similar subjects.

Herr Sussmann-Hellborn’s ’’La Poesie Injrique et la Chan-

non Populaire” has a good deal of merit, and, though alle-

gorical, is not hackneyed. It is inspired by a thorough

German spirit, both in form and in conception.

Among the other statues must be noted ’^IJAmour imper-

tinentf by Herr J. Kopf, ’'Le Batyre et Amourf by Herr

10 1> R

GKUMANY.

C. Uegas.

K. Begas.

WagmiiUer.

nildebraud.

Sussmxum-Hell
born.

Kopf.
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r.ERMANY. Hartzer, tliougli the themes are not new and the treatment
Hartzer. Very Original.

On the whole, there cannot be said to be any great

strength of purpose or peculiar fu'iginality in the German
sculpture, though they have this merit, that they do not de-

scend to the trival in genre, and their works are wrought in a

serious spirit. I>ut, on the other hand, they rather hill into

what is called in France Icponcif, by which they mean the

repetition of well-known forms of composition, motives, and
treatment, and the use of common-places, which lack dis-

tinction and individuality.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

< AfSTKIA-

) mniGAUY.

ICimdniaun.
Lax.
Benk.

Costcno’.ili*.

David.

Schmidgi’uber.
Wagner.

The Austrian-riungarian sculpture was chiefly devoted to

])ortraits, busts, and statues, and large decorative allegorical

figures. There were no less than three diflerent figures of

Victory, two by Herr C. Kundmann and one by Herr Lax,

his pupil, a Athene’’^ and a by Herr Lenk,

as well as a large allegorical figure of ^^Indnstrie artistique,'’'

by Herr Kundmann, and designs for statues of “Leibnitz,”

of “Pittou de Tournefort,” “ Linnauis,” and “ Buffet,” by Herr

Oostenoble, and of “Gessner,” by Herr David, eleven fig-

ures, all intended for the Boyal Museum of Vienna. Besides

these, there were colossal statues of “Albrecht Diirer,” by

Herr Schmidgruber, and “Michael Angelo,” by Herr Wag-
ner, for the Palace of the Assoeiation of Artists at Vienna,

and a colossal statue of “Beethoven” and a group of bronze

of “Prometheus,” for the monument to Beethoven at Vienna.

Cei’tainly it must be admitted that here is evidence of a

large ])ublic spirit, of interest in the development and i)a-

tronage of art, of a warm recognition by tlie nation of her

great men, and of a generous outlay of money to which

the attention of the American Government may be dis-

tinctively called, as indicating the true i)olicy of a great

nation. Some of these works show much talent and

all are of a serious character. Among the best are the

statues of “Albrecht Diirer,” “Michael Angelo,” and the

“Art Industry,” of i\Tr. Kundmann. The statue of Beet-

hoven is a good work, but a little heavy and not very

well finished. This character of heaviness was perhaps,

the general defect of all the colossal works in this sec-

tion. But they were there seen too low and at a disad-

v’^antage, and when placed at a proper height and dis-

tance will probably have a lighter effect. The same defect

cannot be attributed to the statue of the “Emperor of Aus-

tria,” by Herr Tilgner, which goes to the other extreme ofTilfmcr.
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heaviness and long legs, and produces anything but a

graceful or agreeable eflect. But wliat can an artist do

with such a costume? On the other hand, Herr Tilgner ex-

hibited some very clever and characteristic busts, among
which specially may be noted those of the artist “ Herr

Fiihrich”and of Herr “Lobmeyr.” The “Combat of the

Centaurs and Lai)ith{e,” on a silver shield, by Herr Tauten-

hayn, though a little violent in action, is exceedingly

spirited. So, also, are some of the busts of Herr Beer, and

particularly one by Herr A. K. F. in terra-cotta, though it

is rather ostentatiously careless in execution.

BELGIUM.

Belgium exhibited 59 u'orks, of which 25 were busts and

medallions, by M.M. Brunin, De Groot, De Vigne, Elias,

Fraildn, Martens, Becher, which arechiefly in the same school

as the French, and some of which are clever. The remain-

der of the works were chiefly genre in their character, and

among thCvSe the most noteworthy were a “ Woman and Child

of the Boman Campagna,” by L. Samain, a Souvenir de

Jeunesse,’’^ by i\r. Heseiifans, which is a plaster model of a.

boy leaning against the trunk of a tree, with a bird tied by

a string in his hand. This is a careful study from the life

and well modeled. Tlie action is good and the i)arts well

felt. “Xc Lezard,^^ by 31. Boure, which is a statue in marble

of a boy lying on his belly and playing with a lizard, is

also simple and well modeled, and ‘’‘VExercicc,^'’ by 31.

Laumans. Among the few works of a higher aim of sub-

ject are the “Calista hesitating between Christianity and

Paganism,” a statue in bronze, by 31. 3'^an der Linden

;

a. group in marble, by 31. Catteer, and several

statues by 31. de A^igne, of ^^Volnmnia,'’^

^^Psijche,'’^ and “Aarcme.” It Ciinnot be said, ho\vev(?r, that

in the Belgian sculpture there was anything eminently char-

a(;teristic and original to distinguish it from other similar

work of the same class, and therefore it need not detain us

longer.

( AUSrUIA-

( HUNCAUY.

Tilpjor.

T.'inUnihaju.

Beor.

BELOIli-U.

Bniuizi.
I)(' Gvoot.
I)i! Vipio et al.

Samain.

Dosenfons.

Bour6.

liiumans.

Vander Linden.

Catteer.

De Vigne.

Bor need we delay longer with the sculpture of other Xonoiewortiiy

/» • T 1
sculpt live from

nations. The works sent by them were lew in number and other nations,

of no special excellence or character. The exhibits of S])ain,

Norway, Sweden, I'ortugal, Switzerland, and the Nether-

lands require no comment
;
and Greece is ])erhaps of all the

lowest. The sacred lire has utterly died uiion her altars,

nor even in her ashes leaves a spark from the glory of the

ancient days.
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I NITKD STATES. UNITED STATES.

No sculpture. It renuiiiis to speak of American sculpture, and this is

easily done. There was none. It was, as I have already said.

Statuettes
UaHdlcy.

Rogers.

excluded from the Exposition by the necessities of the case,

by the slow action of tlie government, by the inadequacy of

means, and by the imiiossibility within the limited time to

obtain either a place or the statues to till it. All that aj)-

peared in the American section was comprised in two exceed-

byingly clever and spiinted small statuettes in jilaster, by Mr.

Montague Handley, representing “A Koiigh Day on the

Campagna,” and “A Cattle Driver on the Campagna,” wliich

were there merely by accident, and by two or three of Mr.

llogers’s well-known groups, which were huddled away on

the tops of the cases in the Educational Dc])artmcnt—almost

out of sight. I have already protested against this omission

of all works of sculpture, and here I again protest. It was

unfair to the nation, it was unfair to the sculptors. It was

equivalent to advertising to all the world that in sculpture

we have achieved nothing of sufficient importance to be

exhibited. This is totally false, and those of the world

who knew that it is false turned with suri)ri8e to ask the

reason for this omission. Could any of us give a satisfac-

tory answer?

MUSEUM OF THE TROCADERO.

FUAN-cE. UpC turning from all the displays of modern sculpture, if

jveeadero. we entered the palace of the Trocadero, we seemed as it were
' to pass into another world. Adequately to describe what was

there to be seen would be to write the history of art from

the early ages of Egyi)t to the last week of the past cen-

waryeioiisarch- tury. Wluit awondei'ful exhibition was here, for the artist,

uonforthfischoi- for tlic scholai', for the connoisseur and amateur, for the

nlaii'.”* weaver, the goldsmith, the worker in metals, and ])orcclain,

and embroideries—in a word, for every class, from the high to

the low ! What opportunities were here given for study, for

Rcinahis of the improvement, for comparison, for delight! ITere were the
bix>ii7,o and stone

. , , ... t

atros, remains ot the ]inmitive ages of bronze ami stone, of the
**

(ireJeo, after-products of Egypt. Greece, Assyria, Etruria, and Gaul,

Etnma,’ and the whole barbarian world, where one might study

their arts, their customs, their manufactures, their develo])-

ment from the rudest to the most retim'd epochs. Here were

the exquisite term-cottas of Tanagra, the ojialine glass, ])ic-

tured vases, the varied bronzes, the marble has-reliefs and

statues, of Greece, Eome, Etruria
;
the medals of all nations;

.\ncicntart tliG relics of decaying art in the Christian and rnedimval
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world
I
the treasures of tlie Renaissance, with their enamels FKi-xcK.

and plaques, coffers aud caskets, dishes and crosses, and re- _Trocadcro.

liquariesj their majolica, ecrainics, and nielJo work; their

tapestries snd altar pieces, and illuminated books and mis-

sals
;
their carven ivories, dii)tychs, and lustrous plates

;
their ceramics,

armorand imidementsof war; theirhelmets, daggers, shields, Tapestries,

and breast-plates, the torques and fibulw of the Gauls and Missals.

Huns, with the medals of their kings—in a word, the ar-

tistic remains of a score of centuries. As I lingered here,

day after day, I could not but sigh, to think how utterly

America is wanting in all these ancient spoils of time aud

art. How slight is the national interest in all such treas-

ures. How, amid the continual contests of part}’ for place

and power and money, tliese finer fields of action are left to lie

uncultivated and unconsidered, with none, or few, to give

them reverence.

The mere catalogue of this museum occupies a large vol- Ancient Game

lime, and here 1 can only pass them by with one hurried

glance. The first room of the Trocadero was devoted to the

relics of the earliest period, and of Gaul previous to the

Koinaii occupation. The collection of stone implements and

weapons here was very complete, and among them were a

number of Lacustrine objects found in the Lake of Brienne, Lacustrine ob
'

jeet-s

and lent by Dr. Gross. Then came the bronze and iron ob-'

jects, with the stone moulds in which some of them were run,

with helmets, armor, and weapons. There, too, were the

skeleton and relics of an ancient soldier found in a tomb at

Gorge Meillet (Marne), with his weapons and helmet, and

his horses’ bits, and a wheel of his chariot, and a gold arm-

let, fresh as when it was first beaten out, clasping the bone

of the humerus. Then there were Polish antiquities, with a poUsu imtiqui-

series of votos found at Vichy, and GaniishJib nice, and golden

belt, and bracelets, &c.

Here, however, the interest was more archaeological than Artistic coiiec.-

artistic. The second and third rooms were devoted to art,

and here were gathered together a series of relics of the

ancient as well as of the mediaeval world, and of the Re- Mwiiicvai.

' lienamaiice.

naissance, which might well detain us for many a day. But

I only stop to note here the small terra-cotta figures found

at Tauagra, of which the collection is not only very large,

but the most imi)ortantand interesting which has ever been

seen together. These are but trifles in one sense. They

are the free genre work of the Greeks, not aiming at finish

or completeness, but slight and sketchy figures, adorned

with color, evidently cheap, carelessly executed, and often
I'’

mere squeezes from a mould, made for the people, and rep-
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resenting the life, costume, character, history, and religion

of the Greeks. But what life, what feeling, what dignity,

what grace and refinement, are here to be seen; what intel-

ligence and delicacy in the composition of the draperies

;

what siinjilicity and na'ivetS of design
;
what refinement of

color! Here one sees what it is to be a naturally artistic

people. There is no effort, no affectation, no grimacing, no
attitudinizing, no over-insistance, no over-elaboration. The
work is fresh, free, and spontaneous, the movement natural,

the draperies beautiful. Of course there are great differ-

ences of mere execution between the different figures, but

the same spirit runs througli all. It is as if modeling came
to them, as reading and writing to Dogberry, by nature.

Here is a school in which modern sculptors may well take

a lesson, and catch an inspiration for grace and beauty.

Not that these works are accurate in iiarticuiars, or tinisbed

in execution, for they are not. It is not tliis that gives them

their charm
;

it is the overruling and ever-present something

which is imponderable and above calculation that has spon-

taneously expressed itself in them, and takes you witii a

sweet and natural surprise. They were “ born so,” as Topsy

says. They are the natural growth of a large and graceful

artistic nature.

ARCHITECTURE.

We now come to the architecture, which I shall treat in

a very cursory manner. Without illustrative drawings it is

scarcely possible, by mere description, to convey to the

readei- an intelligent impression or to justify special criti-

cism. But if this be difiicult iu regard to painting and

sculpture, it is almost impossible in architecture
;
and thus

far I have labored under great disadvantages in not being

able to illustrate by engravings at least the chief works

which have been noticed. Besides, the field is too large to

be occupied in this report, and it must be left to other and

abler liands.

Exposition Buildings.

The maiu buildings of the Exposition were constructed

under the direction of M. Kranz by M. Hardy, architect of

the palais, assisted by 31. Duval and M. Dion. The criti-

cisms to which they have been exposed have been various:

and this was to be expected, all the more that they con-

formed to no established school and to no recognized style

or epoch, but aimed at combining many mixed styles, some-

times successfully and sometimes unfortunately, and adapt-

ing them essentially to construction in iron. These iron
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coustructioiis are modern, and here is a field for novelty, of

which the architects endeavored to avail themselves. As
the buildings were only tem[)orary, and not intended to be

pei'iuanent, a free opportunity was oftered to daring innova-

tion and bold teiitatives of efiect such as rarely occurs, and

on all sides we saw trials which sometimes succeeded and

sometimes failed. The restriction of time must be taken also

into consideration in judging of the result. They were ne-

cessarily idanned and built rapidly, and little opportunity

was aftbrded for reconsideration and study. As far as the

interior plan is concerned, it was excellent—.simple, clear,

and admirably adapted to its purpose, and this, after all, was

the matter of i)rime importance.

Independent of the main building, and diliering from it^

in design and construction, the municipality of Paris erected

for itself a special iiavilion. This was intrusted to M. Bou-

vard as architect. Iron in this building was largely em-

ifioyed, but subordinated to the uses of construction, so that

it did not make a leading feature of the architectural effect.

On the whole the result was good and in many points orig-

inal. Tliere Avere six large doors, surrounded by frames of

iron which were ornamented with enameled tiles, and on

either side were deep panels decorated with large designs in

the sanui material. A great deal of color was used, and the

objection Avas that itAvas not harmonious iu combination and

Avas too crude in tints. But tliough this polychrome treat-

ment cannot, in this instance, be considered as (piite satis-

factory, it clearlj' shows. Avith happy combinations, Avhat

admirable effects might be produced. The interior disposi-

tion was very simple and good. This building is to remain,

and to be transformed into a municipal gymnasium.

The ])aluce of the Trocadero is also to be permanent. This

was designed by IM.iM. Davioiid and Bonrdais, and is in-

tended lor a permanent exhibition of retrospective art. It

is a mixture of man,y styles—Greek, Homan, Byzantine,

Arabian, aiid Renaissance—and yet it has a character as a

Avhole dilfering from all, and is e.s.sentially modern, and the

effort of the architects has been to construct a building

adajded to the ])urposes for Avhich it is intended, and not

merely an exterior elevation which, though admirable in

itself, has no i»ro})er relation to the interior or to its use as a

building. InthistheyhaA'c struck the rigid note. It is use

that is the corner-stone of architecture, and ornament should

be subordinated to and superi)0>ed on lines of construction.

One of the great faults of modern architecture is that to or-

nament an independent significance is too often giA'cn, con-
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FRANCE.
_ traclictory to construction, and the exterior bears no proper

relation to the special purpose of the building. When one

sees a Greek temple constructed for a bank, or a diiidy-

lighted Gothic structure for a hotel or modern house, one

may be sure that somebody has blundered. MM. Davioud
Trocadero.

Boui’dais have not fallen at least into such an error.

The interior has not been sacriliced to mere architectural

effect from without. The difficulties of their programme

w^ere great, but on the whole they may be said to have been

fairlj^ surmounted.

In the center is a vast hall, 50 meters in diameter, and

tu^Tfoca^ero. intended for music, capable of holding 0,000 persons, sur-

rounded by two stories of piered porticos and windows, the

outer curves of wiiich are developed on ihc> facade. This is

flanked on either side by two pavilions with gilded cupolas

and tw'o long curved lateral galleries spreading out like arms

and adorned with porticos with columns, under wiiich the

visitor can w’alk and overlook the panorama of Paris. On

either side the central rotunda is a lofty tow^er, rising over

260 feet in height, and the central hall is crowmed with a lan-

tern, on the top of wiiich is a gilt figure of “ Fame,” by M.

Merci6. The chief defects wiiich have been found with this

building is that the fa9ade is uncertain, the cage of the con-

cert hall nude, the hall itself defective in acoustic (pialities,

and the two great tow’ers both too high for the main jiart of

the building, and too narrow^, and the lantern by wiiich the

rotunda is crowmed is poor and ineffective. It must also

be confessed that these constant curves diminish the dignity

and grandeur of the structure.

La Rue des Nations.

street oj Nations. A great feature of the Exposition wms to be found in the

so-called Rue des iLations, wiiere, on one of the main avenues

traversing the zones allotted to the products ot various

nations, each nation erected a characterivStie building and

fagade illustrative of its architecture. The first in imjior-

Beigium. taiice, and decidedly the best of all, wms that ot Belgium.

This was really an imposing building, constructed in solid

materials, and in the finest stone and marbles of the country.

In style, it w^as of the latter part of the XVIth century, of

w'hich the most perfect example is to be found in the Hotel de

Villc, at Antw'erp, but it w’as not a simple reproduction of

that, or of any other actual building, but a fresh coniimsition

in that style. A great gate formed the center of tliis./ofcfde,

above which rose a rich jngnon with pyramidal suiicrposi-

tions. On the keystone of the main arch w’cre carved the
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annoricil bearings of tlie provinces, and above, two Belgian Ya<K>n«.

lions supported tlie royal sliield; on one side was a salon

with a covered balcony, on the other a belfry terminating

in an octagonal lantern. All this was worked out with col-

ored marbles, and stone, and brick, and bronze, with snow-

like columns, so as to be very effective.

England did not coniine herself to one great building, Engiami.

but ere(ffed several in different styles. One of these was
the pavilion of the Prince of Wales in the Elizabethan order,

constructed in brick and terra cotta, with imitation stone-

work and faience applications, which had nothing special to

recommend it as characteristic or original. Besides this

there Avere three houses—one designed by Mr. Norman
Shaw, one by iNlr. Gilbert K. Kedgrave, and one by jMessrs.

Collinson & Locke, all of them interesting specimens of early

English houses. Especiallj' simple and pleasing was the last

mentioned. It was a cottage constructed of beams of wood
Avitli intervals of rough-cast ])la8ter painted white, roofed

with red tiles, with a jutting porch supporting a bay window,

and pierced with low, broad windows with diamonded jianes.

The interior was ipiite as attractive as the exterior. The cot-

tage by Mr. Eedgrave was more elaborate, with (iarved beams
and rosetted woodwork under which the plaster shoAvs, one

high i)eaked central roof, flanked by tAvo smaller ones, and

loAv rows of continuous congregated AvindoAvs. IMessrs.

Doulton & Co. also exhibited a square building, tAvo stories

high, constructed in brick, Avith columns, friezes, cornices,

etc., in colored terra cotta, and adorned AA'ith enameled tiles,

AAdiich deserA’es to be noted.

SAA cden and NorAvay Avere both represented by constric-

tions in Avood, AA’hich AA^ere national, characteristic, and

striking. They AA'ere rustic houses of ancient style, massiA'c

in character, Avith broad projecting eaves and narroAv Avin-

doAA's to protect them from the snoAV and icy gales of AAunter,

a covered gallery, and a clock beneath it, and heavy hcAAui

posts. The architect AA'as IM. Thraj) IMeyer, of Christiania.

Of the tAVO Jiouses, iireference may bo given to that of Nor-

AA'ay, but both Avere interesting.

After these came the Lofifiia of Italy, in Avhich the archi- itniy.

tect cannot be said to luiAmbeen happily ins])ired. With all

the noble loggieot' Italy before him, it is difficult to see how
he could have gone so astray. This loggia is diAuded into

fiAHA arches, the central one of AA-hich, rising higher than the

others, breaks the line of cornice, disturbs the seriousness of

the effect, and rounds itself into a cylindrical cui)ola. Tliese

arches are supported by columns of imitation cipoUino. The

Sweden and
X'oi'way.
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entahUmeni is oniaiiieiitcd with jtoor mosaic and terra-cotta,

and imitation marbles, out of luirmony in color and preten-

tious in effect. The whole design indicates the same rest-

lessness and want of seriousness wliich is seen in their sculp-

ture. Voila des nouveautes.

Jaitan came next, and here we had something peculiar

and original, and striking for its bold primitiveness of char-

acter. Two great beams of naturjil wood and traverses suit-

port and cover a great door; the ends are linished and jtro-

teett'-d against the assaults of the weather by caitsules of

green bronze. On the right and left, in a frame-work of wood,

were two great colored maits, one of Tokio, and the other

of Japan, and on either side the door was a fountain of

ornamented work surrounded by bamboo, and i)ictures(iue

inscriptions in Japanese served as ornaments to the whole,

somewhat after the manner of the Arabian architecture.

The Chinese facade was insignilicant and bizarre. The
walls were covered with lozenges and octagons of a gray

slate color on a ground of green, crowned with a double frieze

of angles. The door was of a bright vermilion, and above

it was a shield defended by grinning dragons, and groups

of diminutive warriors wer(‘ ligured on the wail with sabres

and lances.

Si)ain came next, and erected a fa^-ade in the Moorish

style, consisting of a central i)avilion with lateral walls

ending on either side in smaller ])avilions. The central

pavilion is (;oi)ii‘(l from that of the Ihilace of Alhamar at

Grenada, decorated with details from the ])rincii)al aiuaent

momiments at Cordova, Grenada, and Seville, with ])ainting

and gilding and faiences and enamels. The two ])avilions

at each extremity were more .sob(*r in style, and ornamented

also with selected details. There was too much decoration,

and tlie eye was fatigiu'd by the want of any repose of sim-

]>le surfaces to give it relief.

Next came Hungary aiid Austria (Germany was not repre-

sented). This,/h(Yn/t’ was a snccc.ssion of ar(;ades sui)j)orted

by coupled columns of the Doric order, and on the tijmpani

and fi iczes were designs after tlu' mannej' of the late

jMnnich school, consisting of grillins, garlands, vases, cor-

nucopiai, cartouches, in.s(;ri])tions, cande.labra3, etc. Below

on the bases were diamonded and ])ointed bosses.

The I'ussian, which was next in order, was of an entirely

o])])Osite character. The Austrian was composite, and in

measure a reminiscence of early Italian, but the Ivussian.

was national, affected rudeness and massiveness, and took

the theme of her facade from old Bussian edifices, and par-
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ticulai'ly from the palace of Kolonera near [Moscow, the bii th^ y^atioru.

place of Peter the Great. There were three great pavilions

with picturesque roofs, connected together by a covered gal-

lery oil one side, and an exterior staircase on the other.

The heavy woodwork was carved and decorated, and the

friezes, cornices, and window frames were cut into various

ornamental forms The whole was impressive and had a

barbaric character which was not without its charm.

If from the Swiss Confederation one might have expected Svntzoriand.

a cJiaJet as being especially characteristic, he would have

been entirely disappointed. Instead of this, we had a mas-

sive construction of quite a difiereiit style and character.

Above a great arch was a balustrade, forming a terrace sur-

mounted by a convex roof, out of character with the rest of

the edifice. Above this rose a peaked belfry, and under

the open arch were two figures of Burgundians on either

side the bell, who struck on it the hours. Bight and left of

the main door were large shields with the arms of the Confed-

eration in colors, sujiiiorted by purely heraldic lions, while

the frieze under the roof on the lateral parts were adorned

with a series of cantonal escutcheons iiainted in color. It

cannot be said on the whole that this was a harmonious

structure or iiarticularly happy in its conception.

Greece was particularly unfortunate. It was represented Greece,

by an without grace, grandeur, or proportion, with

enormous Roman modillom, and crude eflects of

Denmark had a modest Jagade in the style of the Belgian i)™inark.

Renaisaance, but with no si)ecialty of national character.

Portugal reproduced in her fagadc the Cloister of Belem Povtu-rai.

near Lisbon. In architecture it Avas a curious mixture of

many styles. Gothic and EcnaiHsance, Moorish and Roman,
with flat round arches, slender twisted columns, heavy ifllas-

ters. Gothic statuettes, and Arabian and Roman ornaments.

The States of South and Central America had a structure south mid Con-

in the style imported from Si)ain in the sixteenth century,

and modified so as to adapt it to the climate and tlic cus-

toms of the i)eople. It was taken chiefly from a palace at

Lima, called La Casa Marques de Torre Tagle, with an in-

closed balcony, studded with vindows and overhanging a

triple-arched portico. The upper part of the balcony was

ornamented with the shields of each of the South Ameri-

c-an republics.

[Morocco, Tunis, Siam, and Persia erected small lodges

no importance and scarcely demanding notice.

Holland distinguished herself by a structure in brick and Huiiarui,

stone of good taste and moderated ornament, which favora-
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bly compared with that of Belgium and had more restraint

and distinction of style.

I prefer to say nothing about the fagade of the United

States on my own account, but will merely cite the judg-

ment of two or three of the ablest critics;

“La facade des Utats Unis,” says M. Charles Blanc, “est

sans caractere et ne manifeste pas meme un sdup^on d\irt.

Qaelque chose de saiivage perce encore a travers cette

architecture, parfaitement convenable d’ailleurs pour un caf6

de New York, Philadelphie, ou de Chicago.” Mons. Paul

Sedille, after commenting ou the structures of Great Britain,

says of them: “Quelle contrastc avec le Pavilion des Etats

Unis! Qu’est iH Uiie gare—un (itablissemeut de bains

—

un poste de police % Cela est difficile d dire. D’ailleurs cette

construction, encore eu bois, nc pretend pas aux formes so-

lides et durables du monument. Elle semble plutbt offrir

un ^chantillou de des carcasses de bois faciles a deiuouter et

4 transporter, destinies la creation instantanee de quelque

ville noin elle sur le bord d’un lac encore iuconnu, Ce ii’est

pas meme de la charpente, c’est plutot une boite en meuui-

serie, n’expriment qu’ un seul d^sir, faire vite et encono-

miqueraent.”

The responsibility of this is not, however, to be thrown

solely on the shoulders ol' the architect, nor indeed upon

any of the commissioners. There was neither time nor

money to enable us to erect a proper structure, conformable

to the wealth or the dignity of our country, and the conse-

quence was precisely what M. Sedille says, that the com-

missioner-general and his subordinates were forced to have

but one aim—to build cheaply and rapidly; to save time and

money at any risk. We did save money; we did save time;

but we lost credit. We went to a great international recep-

tion in our shirt-sleeves.

On the whole the effect of the Rue des Nations was very

picture8(]ue and varied, and it was thronged by a constant

crowd. The idea of this street was Mr. Berger’s, and we
congratulate him on its happiness and on the success with

which it was carried out.

Arehiteetural Designs.

FRANCE.

In the pavilion of the Ville de Paris were exhibited in

drawing and in models a number of buildings lately erected

or still to be erected, the models of which were carefully exe-

cuted in plaster of Paris. It is quite impossible to review
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all these, but anionj? the best in style and (lesij^u may be ^r^ck.

mentioned the Biblioteque de VJ^cole <Je Droit, by ^1. L.

Heureux, architect, and M. Oheville, sculptor. The Col- Ueureux,

k;ge Bollin, by M. Eoger, and some of the Mairies, Avhich ci.eviiit>,

are well designed and effective, specially those of the Roger etaz.

eleventh aTid twelfth arrondissements, the former by ]\T.

H6nard and the latter by M. Clancel. One room in the

main building was devoted to restorations from the antizpie

by the French students at Eome, all well done. Among Restoration

them we may specially note the restoration of the “Tomb
of Mausolus,” by Louis Bernier, which is harmonious and Remier.

effective, and closely conforms to the description of this Locierc.

splendid mausoleum by Pliny; “The Baths of Titns,” b.y Gcrhardf.

M. Leclerc
;
the “ Palestra Palatina ” and “ Tem])le of the Xoguet.

Sun,” by M. Gerhardt; the “Forum of Augustus,” by M. Guadet.

Nognet; the “Forum of Trajan,” by M. Guadet, and the B6nard.

“Villa Madama,” by M. B6nard.

There were also a great number of restorations of ancient, Restoration of
” thoinediajvaland

medimval, and Renaissance buildings and historical monu-

ments in the French department of architecture, such as the umcnts.

restoration of ‘^Mont St. Michel.^' by ^1. Coi’ioyer, and the Corroyer.

Chateau de Dan, by 31. Lafollyc, and many of the old ab- Lafoiiye.

beys, cloisters, churches, fortitications, castles, tombs, hos-

pices, amphitheatres—all exceedingly interesting, and under

the si)ecial charge of the Commission des Xhonuments llisto-

rique. Besides these were a considerable variety of plans

for new buildings of every kind, with their decorations and

details, which would merit attention, but as there were

nearly 400 different works, it will at once be seeu that it is

impossible here to do more than simply to refer to them e7i

masse, without even attempting to particularize.

ENGLAND.

England also sent a considerable number of architectu- kn^lakd.^

ral designs, chiefly of buildings lately erected. In most of

these designs good taste and knowledge of styles and de-

tails was shown. The chief fault to be found with them is

quite apart from their mere architectural merit, and it is

that English architects do not ordinarily take into consid-

eration the dull character of their climate, and rather affect

styles which would be better fitted for a bright and sunny

atmosphere. As a rule the windows are small and the

ornamentation massive and inclined to be heavy, and the

facades crowded. Among these designs are to be noted

specially those by 3Ir. Charles Barry of “xilleyn’s College,” c. Barry,

at Dulwich, exterior and interior. This building, which is in
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red brick, is liaiidsome and eiFective. ‘‘ Steveiistoiie ITouse,”

by tlie same arcliitcct, seems in the drawing a little lieavy

and overweijilited by the ni)per part. IMr. 10, 31. Barry sent

some restorations and additions to “Crewe Hall,” also of

red bri(;k, well-windowed, surmounted by a balustrade, and
plans for the “New National Gallery,” which is in the old,

well-known style of a central mass with dome and lateral

wings. The interior is handsome in itself, but, as far as one

can judge from the drawings, the artist seems to have thought

of everything rattier than the purpose and object of the

building, which is to exhibit ])ictures and statues, and to

which it seems little adapted. 3Ir. Norman Shaw sent draw-

ings of “Pierrepoint,” whicli is a good specimen of old Eng-

lish with gables. 3Ir, Street sent several drawings, among
which is pai'ticularly to be noticed the bird’s-eye viev' of the

“ New Palace of Justice,” London, which is admirable. 3Ir,

Wyatt sent drawings of a house in Park Lane in red brick,

which is spirited, and of the “ New Exchange ” at Liverpool,

in which there is nothing special or new. Ale.ssr.s. George

& Peto sent drawings of an “Old 3Ianor House” at Bous-

den with towers and a sloping roof, which is simjile, broad

in effect, and well designed. We must also note some admi-

rable drawings for the church of “ St. Augustine’s,” Kilburn,

London, by 3Ir. Pearson; the “ Exterior of a House” and

the “ Interior of a Church” by 3Ir. Plumbe; an “ hintresol”

by 3Ir. Plumbe, which is very good; some admirable designs

by 3Ir, Waterhouse; and a “ Country House ” bj’ ^Ir. Young,

which is pretty and varied in composition.

ITALY.

Italy sent a few architectural drawings, but they are not

specially distinguished. The most important was the de-

sign for the fagade of the cathedral at Florence, now in exe-

cution.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Austria sent 78 architectural designs, some of which are

important and admirable. “ The Hotel do Ville at Vienna,”

by Herr Schmidt, has much that is original and striking, and

rich in its open-work decollation. The tower seems a little

too narrow for the rest of the building, but, worked out, it may
be different. His design of the “Post-office at Bale” is also

out of the common, and exhibits much talent. Herr Wurm’s
project for the “ Hotel de Ville at Hamburg ” is rich and

varied, and very effective in its perfections of light and

dark. Herr Ferstel also sent some admirable designs forFcrstol.
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a “Votive Glmrch at Vienna,” the “ Itoyal Musenin of Art

at Vienna,” and the “ University at Vienna.” Herr Hansen -

some very clever desi»:ns for tlie “Xev* Parliament House,”

the “Academy of the Fine Arts,” tlie “Xew Exchange,” all

at Vienna, and the “Academy of Sciences,” at Athens, the

last especially to be noted for its merit. Herr Hasenaner’s

designs are also worthy of much praise, and we must also

note those of Herr C. Kdning, Herr F. Neumann, and Herr

A. Wielemans. On the whole, these designs rellect great

credit upon the Vienna architects. They are not tame or

common, but spirited, clever, and at times original.

In architecture America sent nothing, and there was little

to detain us in the other countries.

ENCrKAVINGS.

There was a very considerable number of engravings in

this Exi)Osition, but we can but give a glance at them. The

art of line engraxing has of late years counted but few ardent

disciples, and Photography has struck at it a severe bloAv,

But tlierc are still eminent engravers who cling to the old

and classical style, and from time to time ])resent admirable

works to the ])ublic.

FRANCE.

Amojig the French may be named, for instance, Bertinot,

Blanchard, Salmon, ITuot, Danguin, Didier, Waltner, Jac-

qiiet, and tfaillard, who were all represented here. Most of

the engravers, however, have of late rather givcm them-

selves to etching and engraving in aqiia-fortis, and some

of these ])roductions have shown great talent, and the (!om-

parative freedom and facility of this method of engraving

has induced many painters to try their hand at it, with

very considerable success, and often with masterly etfects.

Among engravers and painters who have devoted them-

selves to this branch may be specially mentioned as in the

front line those of M. Jacquemart, who sent a number of

spirited and powerful engraviTigs, chiefly from the Dutch

ajid Flejnish masters. M. Leopold Fleming has abandoned

the burin and acquired a high rei)utation as an aqna-fortist.

He sent 22 specimens of his art. Among others also must be

specially noticed as distinguished in this art. Mills, Bajon,

Chauvel, Boilvin, Gilbert, Monzies, ^lilius, and Greux. M.

Kajon has, among other works, reproduced with spirif, the

pictures of Meissonier, Brion, and Alma-Tadema, and i)ar-

ticularly a verj' clever portrait of Darwin, which is admira-

bly rendered; M. Chauvel tlie landscapes of Diaz, Corot,

< AfSTlilA-

( HUNGAUY.

llanscii.

nasonauer.

Kiininji.

Neumann.
Wiclcjnnns.

Jinrjravings.

FliAXCK.

Bertinot,
Blanchard,
Salmon et al.

JacQueninrt.

Fleming.

Mills,
Ka.jon ct al.

Cliauvel.
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FRANCE.
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ITALY.

Daubigny, Dnpr6. M. Boilvin has treated a imiuber of his

own designs, representing the adventures of Pantagruel,

Gargantua, and Panurge. M. Milius has rendered witli

spirit Fauconniers’’ of Fronientin, the “Cats” of Lam-

bert, and a painting of Goya. M. Gilbert has in some eases

adopted another style, touching with the burin after biting

witli aqua-fortis, as in the portrait of a lady from Henner.

So also has M. Monzi^s in the portrait of “M. Coquelin”

after Vibert. i\Ir. Courtry sent 13 engravings from con-

temporary painters, such as Troyon and Van Marche, Dela-

croix, G6rome, Meissonier, and iMunkacsy. M. Monzies had

engravings from Vibert, Gouiiil, Meissonier, Brion, and
Wauters. Among other engravings in the French section

should also be noted those by Laguillermie; tlie ancient

“Hotel de Ville,” at Paris, by Brunet-Debaines; four en-

gravings of streets and buildings, by M. Nicolle; and a

series of illustrations of “Moror

S

terne’s “Senti-

mental Journey,” and the “ Voyage autour de ma Chcmbre^’’^

composed by the engraver, M. Hedouin.

ENGLAND.

England also sent 36 engravings on wood, steel, copper,

and aqua fortis. Among these were several by the iiainters

themselves, of their own jiictures. M. Herkomer sent two,

a souvenir of Bembrandt, and a Welsh Woman
;
IMr. Palmer

his “Early Ploughman” and “Morning of Life”; Mr. Mac-

beth, aqua-tortes of three of his jnctures; Mr. Edwards two

pictures of “London from tlie Observatory,” and “Black-

friar’s Bridge”; Mr. Doo sent three iiortraits, one from Sir

Thomas Lawrence; ]\Ir. Atkinson three engravings, two

from paintings by IM. IMillais; Mr. Heseltine some aqua-

fortes; Mr. Stacpoole sent three—the “Poll Call” of iMiss

Thompson, “The Palm Offering” by F. Goodall, “Circe and

the Companions of Ulysses” by Mr. Briton Riviere; ]Mr.

Evershed “Snr la Tamine^^ .and ’•‘Foinfes Secltcs^'-, iMr. Faed

two portraits after Sir Daniel Macnee; Mr. Haden the “Pier

of Calais,” after Turner, and “The Breaking up of the Aga-

memnon”; Mr. Richeton a ])ortrait of “Richard Wagner”
and “William III” after Rembrandt. iMessrs. Dalziel Bros,

sent some proofs of engravings on wood from their own
designs for “The Pilgrim’s Progress,” aiul from Mr. Bar-

nard’s designs in illustration of some of Dickens’ novels.

ITALY.

Italy sent 13 engravings, all of which have merit. Among
the best we may note five acqua-fortis portraits and studies

of animals by Sig. di Bartolo, and “The Sacred and ProfaneBartolo.
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lA)ve,” by Titian, eiigTiived with tho. biiriii. The “Dauj^ditei-

of Tintoretto,” by Sig. ragliano, ami the “Arch of Titus,”

by Sig. lleltranii, ami the “Court of the Palazzo iNIarino” at

Milan, by Sig. L. Conconi, ami the “Peinorse” of Sig. Gilli.

Sig. Daniele liad a “Cleopatra” engraved Avitli the burin,

and Sig. Tnrlctti a “Virgin in the Catacombs” and the

“Death of Boniface,” in axiua-fortis.

I1A1.Y.

SPAIN.

Spain sent 52 engraving.s and chromo-lithographs and

lithogra])hs; 24 in aqua fortis were from the frescoes of “St.

Antonio de la Floridas” (by Goya), and engraved by Sig.

Galban y Candela
;
Sen. Eossel y Torres sent also 20 en-

gravings in aqim-fortis, and Sen. Kavarrete y elos a por-

trait by Goya, engraved with the burin. Tlie remainder were

lithographs and sketches for tlie ^^Illustration Espugnole et

Americainc.'''’

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Austria sent 18 engravings; among which are to be

specially noted five in aqua-fortis, by Herr W. Unger, after

Rembrandt, Rubens, and Snyders; four by Herr Sonnen-

leitner [en taille douce), after Rubens, Knaus, and Defregger

;

and eight by Herr Klaus, after L’Allemand, Velasquez, and

Miiller.

SWITZERLAND.

<; ALSTUIA-

) HU.NGAUV.

Switzerland sent 10 engravings, among which are to be switzkulaxd.

noted those by M. F. Weber, of the “Sacred and Profane

Love,” by Titian, a “Madonna,” by Luini, and “Amerbach,”

by Holbein. M. Girardet sent three after M. Bonheur and

M. P>aron.

BELGIUJI.

Belgium sent 19, of which particularly are to be mentioned bki,gilm.

three by M. Biot, engravings on steel, representing the

“Triumph of Galatea,” and iiortraits of “51. Sanford” and

of “the Emperor of Austria,” and three engravings on wood

by 51. Pannemaker.
RUSSIA.

Russia sent 20, of which ten were in aqua-fortis, by 51. kussia.

Schichkine. M. Redlich sent an engraving on cojiper, after

a picture by 5Ieteiko, representing Pierre Skarga preaching

before Sigismond III, for which he received the medal of

honor.

UNITED STATES.

America sent 12 etchings and engravings on wood, of united states.

which six by 5Ir. Henr3
^ 5Iarsh, two by 5Ir. J. A. 5Iitchell,

11 p R
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UXITKU STATES.

Scribner’s Mag-
azine.
Harper's Maga-

zine.

ItepmiBs^e.

Tifl'any & Co.

Medals.

Ainericnn com-

p a r e d \v i t li

Troncli and Kn-
glish.

Gitjidi coins.

one by Mr. Fred. Moller are specially to be noted. In M ood

engraving America distingui.shes herself, and Ave cannot

refrain, in passing, from referring to the atlmirable speci-

mens to be seen lately in “ ScribneFs ” and ‘‘Ilariicr’s Maga-
zines,” in vrliicli not only the design is at times to be highly

commended but iilso the engraving. It is greatly to be re-

gretted that in this branch we were not more largely repre-

sented in the Exiiosition.

RepousH^e Chasings.

In engraving, laminated metals, repouss4e M’ork, niello,

and chasing, Messrs. Tiffany & Co. eminently distinguished

themselves, and for the admirable \vork they dis[)layed

justly received one of the three grandes medailles. Xot only

for mere workmanship are they to be highly commended,
but also for the good taste displayed in the designs, many
of which were as beautiful in form and outline as in the re-

fined delicacy of their execution. The (iopies of the gold

ornaments of the Cesnola collection v'cre wonderful speci-

mens of elaborate and almost decei)tive imitation of the

antique originals, even to their defects and imperfections,

M'hile the cups, vases, bowls, pictures they exhibited might

challenge com])arison with the best Nvork of Europe or

Japan.
Medals.

In medals, America is peculiarly weak, if one may judge

from the national coins, which are inferior to the coins of

almost every other couutrj', not only in the tastefulness

of the design, but in the quality of the workmanship. So

far from improving, the later coinage, as far as design and

die-work goes, are even worse than those of an early day.

They are, in a word, for the most part, vulgar. While in

the fine engraving of bank-notes "sve have risen to excellence,

in our coins we have scarcely achieved respectability. On
the contrary, the medals here exhibited by France and En-

gland are admirable, and the late coinage of England is

si)ecially to be commended. Nothing in any coinage can

compare to the best antique coins of Greece, at least so far

a.s beauty of design in their ideal heads
;
but in Avorkman-

ship the coinage and medals of Europe, and especially of

France and England, have been carried to a high point of

excellence. Among the medals and coins to be noted are

those executed by Messrs. Dubois, Merley, Degeorge, La-

grange, Dupuis, Oudin6, Ponscarme, and Chaplain.
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NATIOJfAL ART EDUCATION. yational Art Ed-
ucation.

I have alreadj- occupied too mucli space and must hurry

to a conclusion. But before doing so a few statistics seem

to be demanded, in regard to the national encouragement

of the fine arts in Europe. There is scarcely a country,

however small, that has not national museums and acade-

mies devoted to the fine arts, to which an annual siun, and

often a very considerable one, is inscribed in the budget, and

that does not seek in various ways to honor and encourage

art and artists. As a nation we may be almost said to stand

alone in our rejection of their claims. Not only painting,

sculpture, and architecture are under supervision in Eng-

land and on the Continent, but music has also its claims

and its appropriations of no inconsiderable sums.

ENGLAND.

Beginning with England, the sum inscribed in the budget knglaud.

for 1878, for education, science, and art, was £3,847,390,

which included the following

:

let. For the department of science and art

For the purchase of works of art £6, 000

For the reproduction of Avorks of art 1, 500

Making photographs, and engravings in aqua-

fortis 750

Purchase of oil pictures and aquarelles 1, 000

Exchange of reproductions 200

Library of arts 2, 000

Purchase for museum, Jermyn street 500

Museum, Edinbui’gh 2,500

Museum, Dublin 1, 000

2d. The British Museum
For the lAurchase of manuscripts 2, 500

For the imrchaso of oriental antiquities 250

Excavations in Assyria 2, 000

Purchase of national antiquities, objects of art of

the middle ages, and ethnography 500

Purchase of Greek and Roman antiquities 2, 500

Purchase of medals and silver coin 1, 000

5d. The National Gallerj'

Purchase of pictures and drawings 5, 000

4th. Gallery of National Portraits

Purchase of pictures, busts, «fec 750

.5th. National Gallery of Scotland at Edinbiirgli

Oth. National Gallery of Ireland at Dublin

For purchase of i)icturc8 1, 000

£307, 414

Government aid

to science .and art .

112, 990

Museum .and

gtdleriea.

11,983

2, 000

2, 100

2, 389

Tlii.s does not take iidoticcount special appropriations for

accidental purchases, such as, for instance, occurred in 1871,

upon the sale of Sir Robert Beal’s collection, at which the
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Englisli Government expended £75,000 for the purchase

of 77 pictures, chieily of the Dutcli and Flemish schools,

nor of tlie annual purcliases of the Itoyal Academy. During

the year 1878, tliere wei-e added to the Kational Gallery by
purcha.se, eight pictures of foreign schools, by Raftaelle(?)

liottif;elli, Fr. Digio, Girard llorebout, Paul Veronese,

Jean Jerome Savoldo, Catherine Van Ilemessen, and Lipi)i,

and six pictures of tlie English school. A very considerable

number of works of various kinds were purchased for the

British Museum, from the Italian, French, German, and
English schools. The Assyrian department was enriched

l)y a number of ancient relics of art, and by a variety of

ancient coins of rarity and value. The museum of South Ken-

sington made very (;onsiderable purchases, and acfjuired by
gift or i)urchase 2,()4I rare objects of art, among which

were a work by Ti. I’enicaud (lit Nardon, and an oval iiortrait

of Charles de Guise, Cai'dinal of Lorraine, surrounded by
enamel ])la(pies, attributed to Ltionard Limousin, for which

£4,000 were ])aid. The Gallery of National Portraits added
greatly to its interesting collection. Besides these the

museum, library, and galleries of art at Lhau-pool expend
annually £12,000, in ]mrchases,and new museums of art have
been founded at Manchestc]- and at Nottingham.

The prices paid in England for some of the ])ictures of

the English school, sold at auctioii during the year 1878,

may also be noted as showing the encouragement there

afforded to artists : a portrait of “ Lady Smith and (dnld,” by

Reynolds, 32,800 francs; portrait of “Madame Stanhope,” by
Reynolds, 78,750 francs; a “Fish-market” and “Grand Canal

at Venice,” by Bonnington, 78,750 francs each; “Boats,”

by Stanfield, 30,750 francs; a picture by laindseer, 42,000

francs; two pictures by Turner, 31,500 francs each; “St.

Joseph,”by Millais, 11,812 francs; “The Seai)egoat,” by Hol-

man Hunt, 12,000 francs; jiortraitby Raebui-n, 10,012 francs;

“Crossing,” by IT. Thompson, 20,475 francs
;
a Landscape,

by Gainsborough, 13,125 francs, etc.

The pictures by old masters of the “Gallery Novar” wei-e

also sold at auction, and the “ iMadonna del Candelabri,” by

Raffaelle, was withdrawn after an offer of 487,500 francs,

“i/tt Vierrfe de la Legende^^^ also by Raffaelle, was sold for

78,750 francs; a Seaport, by Claude, at the same price; a

Landscape, by Hobbema, at 52,700 francs
;
a “ St. Antonio,”

by Murillo, 50,002 francs
;

“Xe,s deux by AVat-

teau, 50,062 francs
;
“A Glass of Lemonade^,” by Terburg,

48,500 francs. “ The Vision of St. Helena,” by J^aul Veronese,

was bought by the National Gallery at 80,025 francs.
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FRANCE.

Let us now pass to France. The budget for tlie fine arts

for 1878 amounted to 7,434,880 francs, and this lias been

vehemently complained of and reported upon by the com-

mission as being altogether too small to meet the require-

ments of the nation. There is every reason, therefore, to

suppose that the recommendations contained in the report

of the director and commission for the fine arts will be com-

plied with, and that this sum will be increased very mate-

rially.

This sum was api)ortioued as follows

:

Francs.

Administration Ceutralo (per.souel) 197, 000

.Vdmiuistra tion Centralc ( inatdriel) 40, 000

Etabli-sscmont dos Beaux Arts aOT, 510

Onvrages d’art et decoration d’edifices publics 787, 140

Exposition dcs artistes vivauts 50^, 300

TheatniS nationaux, Conservatoire de Musique 1, 850, 500

Souscriptiou aux onvrages d’art 90, 000

Eucouragemeut et secours (Beaux Arts) 140, 000

Eucouragemeiit et secours (Theatres) 14(', 000

Mouumcuts historiques 1, 335, 000

Musdcs Nationaux 70‘2, 000

Palais de Luxembourg 82, 000

Mauuiactures Nationales 883, 800

Manufactures Nationales (Exposition) 25, 000

7, 434, 830

In the annual budget of 698,275 francs accorded to the

Academic dcs Beaux Arts^ 15,000 arc given to the jirepara-

tion of the Bictionnaire des Beaux Arts,’’ 6,000 for the cost

of medals for the Grand Prix de RomCj and the e.xecution of

cantatas. Every year the Academie distributes jirizes to

young artists at a solemn public meeting. Besides the Grand

Prix de Rome, and those instituted by the government, the

Academy also distriliiites a series of prizes established by
private gift and bequest. The academy at Eome and the

school of Athens are also supported by a credit of 144,200

francs. Each pensioner receives an annual iiension of 3,510

francs, and the director a salary of 8,000 francs. In the

Ecolc des Beaux Arts^ by the last ofheial report, there were

994 i)upils, of whom 274 were painters, 146 sculptors, and 574

architects. An annual competition takes place, and prizes

of importance are adjudged. Besides this there are the idcoie

des Arts Decorative^ UEcole Rationale de Dessin pour les

Jeunes Fillcs, and the National ]\Ianufactures at Sevres,

Gobelins, and Beauvais, which give much occupation to deco-

rative artists. Besides th is the municipality of Paris disposes

FRA.SCK.

Ibuljiet for tlo'

Fijio Artsi.

Appropriation
of money.

Academie des
Beaux Arts.
Dictionairc des

Beaux Arts.

Prix de Home.
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ons.
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S(',vre.s.

Goliclins-

Ueauvaia.
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of a credit of 300,000 francs in works of art, which is dis-

tributed among the best artists of France. Within the year

1878, 52,000 francs were expended in sculpture, and the re-

mainder in other works of decoration, and of painting.

soitm- The government annually purchases from the Salon, and
from distinguished living artists, a very considerable niun-

ber of works which are given a permanent place in their

noble galleries
;
and the great national collections are con-

stantly enriched by the purchase of valuable works of an-

tiquity and of the past. In the provinces also art is encour-

ged by public academies and societies, independently of the

government.

SaiceattheHo- At the Hotel Brouot, sales of works of art take place,

and here, by the prices paid, one can judge of the patronage

of art and the interest it arouses in France. It would be

quite impossible here to go through the lists of their sales

during the year 1878, but we may note a few of the highest

prices for works of contemporary artists. ‘‘Xe Idseur,'” one

of the most celebrated pictures of Meissonier, was sold at

27,100 francs; “The tw * Van der Veldes,” by the same
artist, at 57,100 francs; ^^Reverie,'" by Madrago, 4,010 francs;

^‘Antechamhre an Vatican, by Fortuny, 6,000 francs; “Xe
Taureau en LihertS,^'’ by Brdcassat, 19,000 francs; “Xa Meri-

dienne,^’’ by Jules Dupr6, 20,700 francs; “Xe Matin,'” by

Rousseau, 27,000 francs; “Xes Gouturieres,” by Millet, 10,700

francs; ‘‘^Animanx en Pdturages,” by Troyou, 46,000 francs;

^‘‘Berger gardant ses Moutons,” by the same, 30,000 francs;

“Xe Giaour et le Pacha,” by E. Delacroix, 27,000 francs.

GERMANY.

OKUMAST. Ill Germany, the budget allowed to the department of the

B^get for the AnG arts amounted to 2,438,230 marks, equivalent to 3,047,782
ne arts.

fraiics, the luaiu part of which was thus distributed

:

Marks.

Sums afforded. Traitenients 156,000

Employes, &c 56,614

Entretion des collections et achats 448,375

Entrotien des Batiments 56,620

Frais divers 215, 783

^National gaiio Great reforms were proposed in this department during

the year 1878, and a larger sum was demanded for purchases

to enrich the various museums and galleries, and this will,

in all probability, be allowed for the future. Thei'e are the

great galleries of Berlin, of Munich, of Dresden, of Frank-

fort, and of Cassel, rich in works of eminent masters, and

to which constant additions are made. For the Berlin
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galleries the chefs d’oeuvres of the Stroggi collection in Flor- khanck.

ence were purchased in 1878, for which 180,000 francs were

paid. These consisted of 3 pictures—a portrait by Titian,

a portrait by Botticelli, and a portrait by Bronzino; one

statue and two busts, one of oSaccolo Strozzi, by Nieno de Oaiieryof rk>r-

Fiesole, and one of ^Marietta Strozzi, by Desiderio do Set-

tignano. The cabinet of engravings was enriched in 1867

by many prints, among which were more than 40 by Albert

Diirer, so that it may now l)c said to hold the first place

aftc-r that of the Collection Albertine, at Vienna, in prints

by this master. The sum expended on these was 100,000

francs.

The new gallery at Cassel was opened in 1877, and con- Gallery of Ciw-

tains among other valuable works the interesting collection

of the Dutch masters, formerly belonging to the Electors of

Hesse. On this gallery the government expended 1,200,000

marks.

Another neiv gallery has been just opened at Frankfort JVankfort oai-

in which has been placed a very tine collection of pictures

and engravings.

In the magnificent collection well-known at Dresden urcedoj, oaiu-.

462,972 marks were expended on new purchases in 1874-’75,

during which time 49 works of ancient masters were pur-

chased at 257,000 marks, as well as twelve modern pictures.

Besides this, arclueological and artistic societies are estab- Societies m
lished in Borne and Athens, and a considerable number of^”s™°

distinguished archmologists are there supported by the gov-

ernment. The works on art published by these and others

in Germany are very important and valuable. Among these

may be specified: the “History of Painting in the Middle Histories and
Ages,” by Professor Waltman; the “History of Painting Sn«iIl[dArt
from the IV to the XVI Centuries;” the “General History
of the Fine Arts,” by Professor Liibec; the “Monograph on
Jules Signorelli and the Benaissa7ice^^’ by Dr. Visscher; and
the “Dictionary of Artists,” by Dr. Jidius Meyer, which is

now in course of publication. In addition to this, large exca-
vations are carried on by the government in Greece, which
have resulted in the remarkable discoveries by Dr. Schlie- Dr. Schiicmann.

maim and others, well-known now throughout the artistic

world.

ITALY.

In Italy, restricted as are its finances at present, a livelj’

interest is felt in all that aiipertains to the fine arts. The National aciuic-

government is the head of all the academies at Milan, Turin,

Florence, Naples, Venice, Bologna, Parma, Modena, Pavia,
Lucca, Massa, and Reggio Emelia. In Genoa, Bergamo,
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Verona, Urbiiio, Siena, Pisa, Perugia, and Ravenna, the

chief burden of the expenses is borne by the provinces and
ninnici])alities.

Budget for the The budget gives to tlie state for the line arts 1,970,179
110 arts.

o o 7 5

francs, tlius distributed

:

Francs.

Personnel des Academies, Institnts, et Pinacotheques 097,435

Materiel 451,898

Depense divers 58,289

Personnel desMns6es, desFonilles, Conservation des Antiquitds. 313,382

Matdriel 4 19, 175

cnce.

Excavations at Excavatioiis are now being made in various quarters, and
^tOmpeii,

’specially at Pompeii, Palestina, Sipontum, and Rome. The
Tiber has not as yet yielded any great number of objects,

at least as far as they have been exhibited, and questions

have raised made as to those which have been discovered,

and explanations demanded as to tlieir non-appearance.

The result of the excavations during the last few years

has been very satisfactory, and a large number of statues

and some remarkable wall paintings of great interest and
importance have been unearthed. New museums have also

been constructed for their exhibition, and the government
has now founded a new museum of art applied to industry.

Gallery ntFior- The gallery at Florence has been enriched by dO works,

chiefly of the science school. Unfortunately the govern-

ment is too poor to secure for its national collections all

the important works which from time to time are sold from

private galleries. Many of these have of late gone into the

possession of foreign countries, for the weight of taxation

and the cost of retaining such works brings about forced

sales. Among other things lately sold may be mentioned

two bronzes attributed to Michel Angelo ("?), which were

bought at Venice by Tladame le Barronne de Rothscliiid for

3r)0,0()() francs; two busts x>urchased for tlie Berlin Gallery

for 100,000 francs; 350 jiieces of ceramics sold to Paris by

Sig. Castellani; and a number of jiictiires imrchased by

Flngland.

Momiinents to But, uotwithstaiiding the unfortunate financial condition
Victor Liiuamu*!. ^

of Italy a.t the prestiut m.oi.u.eu.t, coi.rs:T,>i.euAu.s!, suites

voted within the year 1878 for the erection in the various

cities of monuments in honor of Victor Emanuel, amount-

ing to over 13,000,000 of francs. Of this sum 10,000,000 have

been aiiprojiriated by the government to the monument in

Rome, 1,000,000 to tliat in Turin, -100,000 to that in Milan,

250,000 to that in Venice, and so on. These were voted

within a year of the King’s death, wliile America, as a na-

tion, lias as yet, after the hqise of nearly a century, erected
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no iiatiounl uioiiiinieiit to ^ asbingtoii, aiul still seems to jtai.t.

firiulge the outlay necessary to complete one worthy of the

eouutr>' and of its great leader- in the i)ath of liberty.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Austria also is devoting large sums to the development

of art. 1 have not been able to obtain the amount attrib-

uted to her in the budget to this purpose, but it is large.

At pre.sent. in addition to the magnificent collections of art,

she is engaged in building and adorning the new great

National Museum in Tienna, .some of the statues for which
appeared at the Exposition and have already been .simken

of. Besides this, there is the Academy of Vienna and the

Hotel of the Kunstler Verein at Vienna, now in execution,

and the great monument to Beethoven. A glance into the

catalogue of architectural places at her section at the Ex-
imsitiou of Paris, as well as of statues and pictures, will

show the great works on which she is engaged, all giving

work to artists and tending to develop art.

5 AUSTUIA-
I HfNGAHT.

Natiooal Muat--
uiu of Vi.-nnA.

Aca<leaufc« nt
Vk-nna.

Here I must pause. pa.ssiug over with merelv general ^cstionai en
^ oourse^^Bieat to

I'emarks the encounigement given bv the other nations of

Europe to the fine arts. In a wonl. let it be .said that Bus-
sia, Spain, Belgium. Holland. Sweden, Norway, Denmark

—

all. in fact, .show a national pruh* in art, all have their great

national galleries, museums, and academies, and all give

largely of their means to support them. Nowhere aie they

neglected by any nation as a nation. Nowhere are they left

solely to ]»rivate i*atronage or si)ecial municijtalities. No-
where are artists without public rewards and honors and
di.stiuction.s. Nowhere dt>es any nation neglee.t their claims

and deny them their honors, .save in America.
We as a nation have built our house. It is useful. It is -

Amer-
>C1L

commodious. To its practical departments we have given

much thought. But art as yet has no place in it. We claim

to be a ]>ractical ].>eople. We in.sist that use is Ixdter than
beauty; that if our national hou.se is not decf>rated and
beautified, it i.s because beauty is of no practical benefit to
men. We talk j)erpetuall3

' of our being a new country,
whose business it is to lell forests, open new paths, plant
.sawmills, build towns and railways, and attend to business.
Hiidoubtedly this is our duty, but not all our duty, nor the
highest and best part of it. A new country, forsooth ! As
if any peojde of Anglo-Saxon origin—with all its world of
inherited literature behind it and Shakespeare for an an-
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usiTED BTATBs. cestorj witli all its history stretcbiiig back in direct line two

thousand years
j
with all its religion and Uxav derived from

the past—could possibly be. called young ! As if the mere

facts of place made a people young ! As if we should all be

old if we were on European soil, and are only young because

we are on American soil ! Do we plead ignorance of finance,

of war, of trade, of commerce, of mechanics, on that score ? Is

there any nation that stands more forward than wo in these

ap^pStiolfora departments ? ^Vliy, then, should we excuse ourselves for
hi-her cnituro.

(|(^.fi(.ieiicies ill higher culture by such a plea? We know

that it is false. We know that it is only an excuse. So

far from this being the case, we are one of the most luxu-

rious nations in the world
;
one of the most developed in all

that relates to convenience and the practical requirements of

life, one of the most accomplished in all the so-called useful

and mechanical arts
;
but in the ideal spheres of art we have

accomplished little, because we have desired little; our needs

and necessities have been amiily supplied, but the heart and

soul have been fed upon husks. Use has its buildings and

habitations, but beauty has not yet its temple.

W. W. STORY,
Additional Commissioner.

[XOTK.—Appended hereto are lists of the jurors of the several classes comprised in the Fii-st Group

(Works of Art), also of the exliibitors in those classes to whom awards were decreed.]
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FIRST GROUP—WORKS OF ART.

PRESIPENT AND VICE-PRESIDENTS OK THE JURIES OF THE FIRST GROUP.

Tullo Massarani, Senator, rresidcnt Italy.

Meissonier, First Vice-President France.

Gude, Second Vice-President Sweden and Norway.

JURY ON CLASSES 1 AND 2 (PAINTINGS AND DESIGNS).

Armitage
Leighton
Dobson
Millet
Dardel
Dietrichson

Pagliano
Ponte de la Hoz .

.

Passini

HarkAN Yi

Bogoluboff
Jacoby
Saussure
Delin
Slingeneyer
Dr Laveleye
Frielich

Maifiuis of Penafiel
Rcelefs

Stortenbecker
Baudry
Hebert
Robert-Fleury
Bonnat
Breton
Delaunay
Jalabert
Cottier
IjAURENS

Reiset

Hesse
Vicomte de Tauzia .

Gruyer

England.

England.

England.

United States.

Sweden and Norway.

Sweden and Norway.

Italy.

Spain.

Austria-Hungary.

Austria-Hungary.

Russia.

Russia.

Switzerland.

Belgium.

Belgium.

Belgium.

Denmark.
Portugal.

Netherlands.

Netberland.s.

France.

France.

France.

France.

France.

France.

Franco.

France.

France.

France.

France.

I'Yance.

France.

171
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AWARDS IN CLASSES 1 AND 2 (PAINTINGS AND DESIGNS).

Of tlie Grand Prizes given to the Section on Painting, live were given to France,

three to Anstria-Hungary, two to England, one to Italy, one to Spain, one to Russia,

one to Belgiutti; as follows:

Cabauel

Gdiome

GllANI) PKIZES.

“Rappeh^^ {confirmation of prcviova Medals of Honor, 1867).

France.

France.

Meissonier France.

Medals of Honor.

Bougucrcau France.

Fran^ais Fra nee.

llerkoiner, H Great Britain.

Makart Anstria-Hungary.

Matejko Anstria-Hungary.

Millais, J. E Great Britain.

Munkaesy, M Austria-Hiuigary.

Pasini, A Italy.

Pradilja, F Spain.

Siemiradski Russia.

Wauters Belgium.

.MEDALS OF THE FIKST CLASS.

•Rappels'’ {confirmation of previous Medals of the First Class, 1867).

Bida France. Madrazo, Fr6d6ric — Spain.

Calderon, P. H Great Britain. Stevens, Allred Belgium.

Grant, Sir Francis Great Britain. Willems, F.... Belgium.

Medals.

Alma Tadema Great Britain. Madrazo, R Spain.

Bloch Denmark. Mnnthe Norway.

Breton, Emile Fiance. Nitti.s, G. de Italy.

Busson France. Robert-Floury, Tony.. France.

Delaunay France. Rous.seau, Philippe France.

Dubois, Paul France. Van-Marckc France.

Glaiz<‘, L<5on France. Vautiei', B Switzerland.

Henner France. Verlat Belgium.

Israels, .1 Holland. Volloii France.

Lefebvre, .Jules France. Wahl berg, A Sweden.

Ji6v V, Emile France. Watts, G. F Great Britain.

L6vv, Henri France. Wiune, De . Belgium.

MEDALS OF THE SECOND CLASS.

Bernier, Camille France. Clays Belgium.

Bisschop Holland. Cluyscnaar Belgium.

Blanc, P. .1 France. Cor France.

Boulanger, G France. Curzon, De France.

Bridgman United States. Dominguez, D. Manuel, Spain.

Canon Austria-Hungary. Dubnfo, Edouard France.

Cederstrbm, Baron G.. Sweden.
1

Duran, Carolus France.
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GoiipiljJ France.

Hannen, C. H. van . . . Flollaud.

HarliunoIF Kiissia.

llarpijjnies Fiance.

.Jacqneniart, M'‘« N France.

Koller, R Switzerland.

Kovalevski Rinssia.

L’Alleniand Anstria-Hungary.

Loloir. Louis France.
^Ficliard France.
Moreau, Onstavc F'rance.

Ouless, W. W Gn-at Britain.
Pagliano, E Duly.
I’tdouse France.
Pettensen Norway
Thirion, E France.

MEDALS ov xnr; thiud clas.s.

Angeli, V Austria.

Bastien-Lepage France.

Benezur Cynla Hungary.

Berchferc France.

Bcrne-Belleconr Franco.

Bertrand, J France.

Collart, M""’ M - Belginin.

Constant, B France.

Cormon France.

Dana United States,

Defregger Airstria.

Gilbert, Sir Jolm Great Britain.

Gnillanmet France.

Gyzis Greec(‘.

Heyerdahl Norway,

Humbert Fhance.

Indnno, Gii’olamo Italy.

Jacquet, G France.

Kramskoi Russia,

Lambert, Eugfene France,

Lamoriniere, F Belgium,
Le Roux, Hector France.
Fnpi Portugal.

Me.sdag, H. W Hollaud.

Orchardson, W. Q .... Great Britain.

I

Parrot France.

Plasencia, C Spain.

,

Protais Franco.

Ribot France.

Rico, M Spain.

Rivibre, B Great Britain.

Rotta, A Italy.

Sautai France.

Segd Franca*.

Tonlmoucbe France.

Verwde Belgium.

Vibert France.

i
Worms France.

HONORABLE MENTIO.VS.

Alt An st ria-H 1 1ugary

Becker Franco.

Becker, A. Von Rmssia.

Blanchard, E France.

Braekeleer, H. do Belgium.

Claude, .1 . M France.

DesgofFe, Blaise France.

Dupain France.

Durand, Simon Switzerland.

Fcrrier Franco.

Feyen-Perrin France.

Gaillard France.

Giacomotti France.

Girard, Finnin France.

Green, C Great Britain.

Hanoteau France.

Herpin France.

Hennebicq, A Belgium.

JemdorfF Denmark.

Keil Portugal.

Lafarge United States.

Lecomte dn Nonv France.

Lematte France.

Leslie, G. D Great Biitain.

Maignau France,

Maris, J Holland.

Moreau, Adrien France.

Pi\l, L Austria-Hungary

Perrault France.

Pettie, J Groat Britain.

Ribera, P Spain.

Robert, L. P Switzerland.

Roll France.

Saintin, J. E France.

Salmson Sweden.

Shil law United States.

Sinding Norway.

Vertunni, A Italy.
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DIPLOMAS TO THE MEMORY OF DECEASED ARTISTS.

Belly France.

Corot France.

Daubigny France.

Diaz France.

Fromentin France,

Millet loanee.

Pile France.

R6gnault France.

Ricard France.

Rousseau, Theodore . .

.

I'Yance.

Landseer, Sir Edwin .. Great Britain.

Lewis, .1. F Great Britain.

Mason, G. H Great Britain.

Phillip, J Great Britain.

Walker, F Groat Britain.

Oermak Anstria-Hungary.

Fiihrich, Von . . . Austria-

Leys, Baron . . . Belgium.

M.adou, .1. B
Wappers, Baron ... . . . Belgium.

Fortuny, M
Rosales, E . . . Spain.

Zamacois, E
Meyer, L ... Holland.

Veroeer, L ... Holland,

Waldorp, A
Tideman . . . Norway.

Faruffini

Fracassini ... Italy.

Bruni ... Russia.

Glevre

.JURY ON CLASS 3 (SCULPTURE AND DIE-SINKING).

Marshall, W. Calder Great Britain.

Kiindmaxn, C Austria-Hungary.

Monteverde, Le Commaudeur Italy.

Fraikin BelgiuuL

Chapu France.

Cavelier Franco.

Millet, A France.

AWARDS IN CLASS 3.

GRAND PRIZE.

“Bappel” (confirmation ofpreviom Medal of Honor, 1867).

Guillaume, Eugfene France.

Medals of Honor.

Antokolski Russia. Mercia, A Franco.

Dubois, Paul Frauce. Monteverdo, G Italy.

Hiolle France.

MEDALS OF THE FIRST CLASS.

“Ra2)peh^* (confirmation ofprevious Medals of the First Class, 1867).

Crank Ponscarme, N., graveiu’

Falguifere France, en nuidailles France.

Millet, Aira6 .

.

Thomas, G. J France.

Medals.

Allar France. Delaplancho France.

Barrias, E De Vigne Belgium,

Chaplain Lafranco France.

Civiletti, B Italy. Leighton, Sir F Great Britain,
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Moreau, Mathuriii Prance.

Schcencw-erk Prance.
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Zurabusch Austria-Hungary.

MEDALS OF THE .SECOND CI.AS8.

Aizelin

Becquet, J - -

.

Belliazzi, R ..

Boehm
Cain

Degorge

G<Sr6me, J. P .

Giuotti, G
Lenoir, Alfred

Prauce-

Prance.

Italy.

Great Britain.

Prance.

Prance.

France.

Italy.

Prance.

Lt?})^n‘

Leroux, fitienne

Marquesto

Mignon, L
Noel, Tony
Sanson

Tautenhaj-n

Tilgner

Tonrnois

Prance.

France.

France,

Belgium.

France.

France.

Austria-Hungary.

Austria-Hungary.

France,

AfEDALS OF THE THIRD CI.AS.S.

Aub6 France.

Baujault France.

Borghi, A Italy.

Bortone, A Italy.

Bourgeois, Baron Ch. A. France.

Cailld France.

Cuttier, A Belgium.

Dam6 France.

Dupuis, D., graveur en

ra^dailles France.

Gautherin France.

Gaudarias, J Spain.

Hove, B. van Holland,

Moreau-Vauthier Prance.

Morice France.

Moulin France.

Simoes d^Almeida PortugaL
Tcliijoff Russia.

Vingtrie, P. A. Bayard
de la Franco.

Wagner Austria-Hungary.

HONORABLE MENTIONS.
•

Ahlborn, M“®L. .. . . . Sweden. Idrac France.

Barth61emy ... France. Maccagnani, E Italy.

Berg, 0 Ruueberg Russia.

Bertaux, M"'® L Scharff Austria-Hungary.
Borjesson Schmidgruber Aust riu-H angary.
Comein, P Smith Denmark.
Corbel Soares dos Reis Portugal.

Dord, Gustave . . . France. Tabbachi, D Italy.

Ferrari, E Wiener . Belgium.
I'rangiois, graveur en

jnerres fines

DIPLOMAS TO THE .ME.MOUY OF DECEASED ARTISTS.

Barye ...

Cabet ...

Carpcaux

France..

France.

France.

Perraud

Rochet, Louis

France.

France.
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JURY ON class 4 (ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS AND .MODELS).

Bakkv, M. C
Hasilk, Ia) Cominandeur .

Dk Ekutki,, Le Chevalier

Mauikttf.-Bky

Dk Stueus, Lc Chevalier.

Ba i.u;

Dec
Lefuei
B(K.S\VIELWAI>D

V^VUDREMEn
Ginain

Great Britain.

Italj-.

Austria-Hungary.

Egypt.

Hollaiul.

France.

France

France.

France.

lYance.

France.

WARDS IN CLASS 4.

GRAND PRIZES.

‘'Rappels” (coiifinnaiion ofprevious Medals of Honor, 1867).

Ferstel, Ch. (le .\u8tria.
|

Waterhouse, A. F Great Britain.

Medals of Honor.

Paris, Expo.sition d’Ar- ; Barry, E. M Great Britain.

chitectiiro de la Ville
I
Schmidt Austria.

de Fr.ance.

Minister of Public In-

struction, Public Wor-

ship, and Fine Arts

(worlcs of the Roman
and Historical Monu-
ment Coramis.sion8) . . France.

MECALS OF

Chardon, E., and Lam-
bert, M Franco.

Ecole Royale d’Archi-

tecture Spain.

Hansen, Chevalier T.

do Austria-Hungar

Awarded ex wqno to the

Bailly, A. N. (diploma), France.

Baltart, V., deceased

(diploma) France.

Diet, A. S. (diploma)., France.

Godebceuf, E. (diploma) France.

Hermant, P. A. A. (di-

ploma) France.

THE FIRST CLASS.

Hasenauer, Baron C.

de Austria-Hungary.

Pearson, .J. L Great Britain.

Street, G. E Great Britain.

Architects of the Citij of Paris.

Janvier, L. .1. (diplo-

ma) Franco.

Lheureux (diploma) .. France.

Magne, A. J. (diploma) France.

Aioarded ex cequo to the works of the Roman Commission.

Bernier, S. L. (diplo-

ma)
Dutert, C. L. F. (diplo-

ma)France. France.
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Guadct, J. (diploma).. France.
j

Noguet, L. (diploma) . France.

LcclerCjC. A. (diploma) France. Pascal, .1. L. (diploma) France

Awarded ex eequo io the workn of (he HMorical Monument Conmmlon.

Broyerre, L. C. (diplo-

ma) France.

Corroyer, E. (diploma) France.

Darcy, D. (diploma) .. France.

Duthoit, C. M. (diplo-

ma) France.

Lafollye, .1. A. (diplo-

ma) Franco.

Eiscb, J. J. (diploma). Franco.

Millet, E. Ji. (diploma) France.

Kiiprich-Robert (dijilo-

ma) France.

Sanvageot, L. C. (di-

ploma) France.

Simil, A. P. (diploma). France.

Violot-lc-Duc,E.E. (di-

ploma) France.

ME0AI..S OF TIIF. SF.COXD CLASS.

Amador do los Rios, R.

Agnado, M
Bondier, A
Cuypers, P. J. H
Gnillanmc, Edmond
and Ronand

Normand, A. N

Spain. Sebmoranz, F. andMa-
Spain. cbytka, J. .

.

.\nstria-llungar,v

France. Shaw, R. N .. Great Britain.

Holland. Trbves, M Italy.

Wolemans, A . .\u.stria-llnngary

France.

France.

Wyatt, J Great Britain.

Awarded ex ceqno to the Architects of the City of Paris.

Aldropbc, A. P. (diplo- H6nard, .4. J. (dii)lo-

ma) France. ma) France.

Bonnet, P. E. (diplo- Lavezzari, E. (dijilo-

ma) Franco. Franco.

Constant Dnfoux, do- Lebontenx, D. (diplo-

ceased (diploma) France. ma) France.

Danmet, P. J. II. (di- Roger, N. A. (diploma) France.

plomn) France. Rognet, F. (diploma).. France.

Davioud, G. .1. A. (di- Salleron, C. A. L. (di-

2doma) France. ploma) France.

Dcpcrtbe.s, P. J. E. (di- Uebard, T. F. J. (diplo-

ploma) France. ma) France.

Devrez, D. H. L. (di-

ploma) France.

Awarded ex wquo to the Commissioners of Rome.

Chabrol, W. F. (diplo-

ma) France.

Dntert, deceased (di-

ploma) France.

Gerbardt, C. A. (diplo-

ma) France.

Thomas, A. 'I'. F. (di-

ploma) France.

Baudot, J. E. A. de (di-

ploma) Franco.

Bdrard, E. (diploma).. France.

Bceswillwald, fils, P. L.

(diploma) France.

Bonrmaned, J. P. (di-

ploma) France.

12 P R

Brnne, E. (diploma) .. France.

Brnneati, E. (diploma) France.

Danjoy, G. E. E. (di-

jiloma) France.

Darcy, fils (diploma).. Franco.

Formigd, J. C. (diplo-

ma) France.

Awarded ex er.quo to the works of the Historical Monument Commission.
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Iliigclin, V. F. (diplo-

ma) I'rance.

Ouradou (diploma) France.

I
Selmersheim, P. (diplo-

j

ma) France.

Suisse, C. L. (diploma) France.

MKDALS OF TIIK THIRD CLASS.

nallu, A., fds

Haudry, A
15onr<;oois, A
Carpentier

Fellner A' neiiner

Ferrari o, C

France.

France.

Franco.

Belgium.

Austria-Hungary.

Italy.

Geymuller, H. A. do. .. Switzerland.

Gudriiiot, A. G Franco.

Jones, II Groat Britain.

Roboul, A. C. J France.

Seddon Great Britain.

Steiudl Austria-Hungary.

J warded ex (vqno io Architecia of the Citii of Faria.

Billon, E. M. (diploma) Franco.

Bourdais, J. (diploma) France.

Calliat, P. V. (diploma) France.

Chat, J. E. A. (diploma) France.

Deconchy, J. J. (dii>lo-

ma) Franco,

Ganccl, A. F. (diploma) France.

H6din, A. (diploma). . . Franco.

! H6ret, L. A. J. (di-

ploma) France

1 Huillard, C. G. (diplo-

ma) Franco.
• Train, E. (diploma)... France.

Varcollier, M. F. (di-

ploma) France.

IIOXORAHLE MF.NTIOXS.

Arendt, C
Bcnouvillc, P. L. A
Bom, L
Busiri, A
Cazaux, C. H
Coiscl, A
Dartoin, H. F. do.. . ..

Herniain, J. A

Luxomhurg.
Franco.

Italy.

Italy.

Franco.

France.

Franco.

France.

Jackson,T. G Groat Britain.

Kdning, C Austria-Hungary.

j

Jlullor, A., A' Ulrich,

' C. C Switzerland.

i

Neumann, F Austria-Hungary.

Rumony Guarini, H. .. Spain.

Stidillc, P France.

Weber, A Austria-Hungary.

Aioarded ex eequo io Architeefs of the Citi/ of Paris.

Cordior, E. (diploma). France.

Har6chal, H. (diplo-

ma) France.

Narjonx, F. (diploma). France.

Sondde, A. (diploma).. France.

Villain, deceased (di-

ploma) I-Tance.

JURY ON CLASS 5 (ENGRAVINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS)

Craig, Gibsox.

Rich
Bcrgers
Delaboudk, V‘®

Gatieaux
Hexriquel
ClIAUVEL

Great Britain.

United States.

Holland.

France.

France.

Franco.

France.
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AWARDS IN CLASS 5

GHANI) PRIZES.

Medals of Honor.

Hnot France. I Redlicb Russia.

Jacqnemart, Jules France. I

MRDAI.S OF THE FIRST CLASS.

“ Rap}>€l” {confirmation of previous Medal of Honor, 18(i7).

Bertinot France,

Medals.

G Belgium.
i

Diclier, A Fr.aucc.

Danguin France.' ' Gaillard France.

Blanchard

Chanvel

Levasseur

mf:dals op the second class.

France.

France.

France.

Rajon

Sonnenleitncr

Weber, F

France.

Austria-Hungary,

Switzerland.

.medals of the third class.

Bour France.

Flanieng France.

Gilbert France.

Klaus Austria-Hungary.

Unger Austria-Hungary.

Waltner France.

HONORABLE MENTIONS.

Gilli, A Italy. i
Mitchell United States.

Grenx France. i Morse France.

Jacquet, J France. I Pannemaker, St Belgium.

This, summarized, shows that in (he first and second classes, relating to paintings,

there were 11 grand 2}ri~cs or medals of honor, 30 medals of the first class, 30 medals

of the second class, 38 of the third cla.s.s, 38 honorable mcntion.s, and 31 diplomas of

decea.sed artists, making in all 181 jirizes and honorable mentions. Of these, there

were awarded to the United States 1 medal of the second class, to Mr. Bridgman; 1

medal of the third class, to Mr. Dana; and 2 honorable mentions, one to Mr. Lafarge

and one to Mr. Shirlaw.

Of the third class, relating to scnljitnre and engraving on medals, there were 6

medals of honor (grand prizes), Ifi medals of first class, 18 of second cla.ss, 19 of third

class, 10 honorable mentions, 5 diplomas to deceased artists, making in all 83 medals,

none of which were given to America.

Of tlio fourth class, relating to designs and models of architecture, there were five

medals of honor (grand prizes), 31 medals of fir.st-class, 42 medals of second class, 23

of third class, and 15 honorable mentions, making in all IIG medals, none of which

were given to America.

Of the fifth class, of engravings and lithographs, there were 3 medals of honor, 5

medals of fir.st class, 6 of second class, (5 of third class, and G honorable racutions,

making in all 2G medals, of which there was awarded to the United States 1 honor-

able mention, to Mr. Mitchell.








